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—-QuHiid tout fill chang'e, le ciel, la lerre el riioiniiie,

Qiiand le berceau du monde en devint le cercueil,

Quand I'ourag-an du Xord sur les debris de Rome
De sa sombre avalanche etendit le linceul.

—

—Regrettez vous le temps oii d'un siecle barbare

Xaqiiit un siecle d'or, plus fertile et plus beau?

Oil le vieil univers fendit avec Lazare

De son front rajeuni la pierre du tonibeau?

Reg'rettez vous le temps ou nos vieilles romances
Ouvraient leurs ailes d'or vers leur monde enchante;

Ou tous nos monuments, et toutes nos croyances

Portaient le manteau blanc de leur virginite;

Ou sous la main du Christ, tout venait de renaitre;

Ou le palais du prince, et la maison du pretre,

Portant la nieme croix sur leur front radieux,

Sortaient des montagnes en reg'ardant les cieux

;

Oil Cologne et Strasbourg, Notre Dame et Saint Pierre,

S'agenouillant au loin dans leurs robes de pierre,

Sur I'orgue universel des peuples prostern^s,

Entonnaient I'hosanna des siecles nouveau-nt^s.

Alfred de Misset.

(RoUa.)





PREFACE

^npHIS little book took its origin in a paper read

1 before the Architectural Association, and in a

subsequent request from Messrs. Bell to edit a new

edition of Bloxam's "Gothic Architecture." But its

mere re-issue in these days did not seem to me quite to

meet the need, and I have therefore tried to make clear

in a brief and popular form the causes and principles

which underlie the wonderful history and development

of mediaeval art. I have not entered into controversial

questions such as the first appearance of the true Gothic

vault, or of the pointed arch, or whether Flamboyant

was of English or French origin, but have simply

stated the conclusion at which I have myself arrived

after carefully following for many years past the dif-

ferent discussions which have arisen on these and

similar subjects. As the book is a handbook and not

an encyclopaedia it was necessary to keep it small.

Several subjects, therefore, are treated at quite insuf-

ficient length. This is especially the case with timber

roofs, towers, spires, and screens, and no attempt has

been made to treat of Gothic Sculpture.

The illustrations of the English Cathedrals are

mostly taken from Messrs. Bell's excellent handbooks;

most of the foreign ones are from my own photographs,

which were nearly all taken on Imperial X.F. (non-
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X GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE

filter) plates. Some form of orthochromatic plate is

very desirable for interiors, but if a screen has to be

used the exposure becomes unmanai^eably long. The
woodcuts are reproduced from Bloxam's work.

I have not attempted to make the bibliography

exhaustive, but simply to refer to books likely to be

easily accessible to ordinary readers wishing to pursue

the subject further.

I wish to give sincere thanks to Mr. Bilson for

much kind help and criticism; to the Rev. D. H. S.

Cranage; to Mr. G. Jebb, of Boston, Mr. R. P.

Elliott, and Mr. Barrett, for the loan of photographs;

to M. Eugene Viollet-le-Duc for the use of his

father's sketch, and to my old friend and "camarade"'
M. Eugene Ewald.

GEORGE HERBERT WEST.

Selslev, March 191 1,
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF GOTHIC

EARLY in the last century Rickman proposed a four-

fold classification of the chief styles of English church
architecture based on their most obvious characteristics,

the treatment of the windows and the mouldings. He
occupies in the study of Gothic architecture much the same
position that W. Smith did with regard to geology, Linnaeus
to botany. As in the system of the latter, and indeed as

in all early classificatory systems, the points by which
Rickman's periods were distinguished were minor details

which, though the most obvious, like the number of

stamens in a flower, did not represent the principles on the

working out of which the evolution of the art had really

depended. They had the further disadvantage of giving
the impression that each style was sharply separated from
its neighbours, just as in early geology we used to be
taught that the periods were separated from each other by
great catastrophes, after which a fresh start had to be made.
Yet as we still retain to a great extent the terminology of

those pre-Lyellian days in geology, so may we in architec-

ture. The system of Rickman, even as improved by Sharpe,
corresponds to the Linngean in botany in being "an artificial

method, because it takes into account only a few marked
characters," and gives no account of the causes or history

of that evolutionary process which governs the works of

man as well as of creation. " It is an index, not a scientific

or natviral arrangement, but has a facility of application

which commends it to the tyro."^ At the same time the

names do represent facts, and until better ones are agreed
upon we must continue to use them if we are to have any
classification at all.

' " Enc_vc. Britrinnica," art. Botany,
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The following^ tables represent them as g'iven by Sharpe
and Gonse, but as regards France there is much less change
of detail, at least in the royal domain, than in England.
In the former country there is immense development in

skilful construction and beaut)' of design from the middle
of the twelfth to the end of the thirteenth century, de-

pendent on the steady working ovit to its furthest con-

sequences of the determination to support a stone vault

carried by an elastic series of ribs, not on walls but on
piers and buttresses, maintained in equilibrium by the

opposing action of thrusts and counter-thrusts. But English

Gothic is an architecture of columns and arches and walls,

not of necessity covered with a stone vault, in which beauty
of detail is of more obvious importance than adherence to

a principle of construction. The various styles or periods

therefore furnish a convenient memoria tedmica for the

English form of the art, but one which cannot be applied

to the same extent to that of France.

THE SEVEN PERIODS OF GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE

English, according to Sharpe. French, Gonse.

XoRMAX, 1050-1145. Les Origines, 1050-1 152 (Death
of Siig-er).

Traxsitiox, 1 145-1190. GoTHiQiE Primaire, 1152-1180
(Accession of Philip Augfiistus).

Lancet or Early English, Les grandes Cathedrales,
1 190-1 245. 1 180-1226 (Reign of Philip Au-

g^ustus).

Geometrical Decorated, Gothiote Complet, i 226-1 270
1245-1315. (Reig-n of Louis IX).

Flowing or Curvilinear De- i Premier Flamboyant,
CORATED, 1 3 15-1360. 1 270-

1 339.
Perpendictlar or Rectilinear, Second Flamboyant, 1339-1440

1360-1500.

'

(Ahnost complete stoppage dur-

ing- the Hundred Years' War).
Decadence and Renaissance,

1440-1520.

TlDOR, after 1500.

Roughly, the last quarter of each century is a time of

transition from one style to the next.

' But Perpendicular began in Gloucester S. Transept in 1330 and
Curvilinear continued in E. Anglia till 1390. {Vide Bond, p. 500.)
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PARALLEL LLSTS OF ENC".LISH AND FREXCIJ HLILDLVGS

The dales are usually those of the coiiinuniceiiieiit of //le hui/i/imr. Those
given for //le Kiig/is/i hiiildiiigs are generally supported by docu-
inentary evidenee, but tin's is often -.vaiitingfor those o/' the French
buildings. JSIany of their dates must therefore he taken as only
approximative

Germig-n)- les Pres 8oi
Basse Qiuvre, Beau\ais 987
-St. Benigne^ Dijon begun looi

^_SL^Remi, Reims \ 1008
Bernay

'

begun 1013
(finished and altered 1050)

X'ignor}- consecrated 1049
Pont Audemer lot^o

Caen, Abbaye aux Homnies
consecrated 1077

Bayeux 1077
St. Georges de Boscherville

finished 1083
Cluny, Choir 1089-1095
St. Sernin, Toulouse 1096

Paray le Monial dedicated 1104

V'ezela}- dedicated 1104
St. Etienne, Beauvais

\"ault. Aisle 11 10; Nave 1130

Edward the Confr. , Westminster
1050

Winchester, N. Transept
Chapel in the Tower

1079
1080

Gloucester
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Canterbury, Choir i 175-1184
Templo Cliiii\'li consecrated 1185
Wells 1174-1191

Chichester, Retro-choir 1 186-1199

Lincoln, Choir 1 192

Boiu-ges, Crypt begfun 117.

Ely, Galilee

Lichfield, Choir
Romsey, Nave
Salisbury

1 198

-finished 121

1

1220
begam T2^o

Lincoln, Nave '-25

St. Saviour's, Southwark
1213-1238

Ely, Presbytery 1235
Temple, Choir 1240

Beverley Minster, Choir
1 225-1 245

Lichfield, Nave 1260

Sxilisbury, Cloister 1263

\\^stminster, eastern portions

1 245- 1 269
Lincoln, Presbytery 1256-1280

Tintern 1 269- 1 288

Chichester, Lady Chapel 1288

Exeter, Quivil's work 1 280-1 291

Southwell, Chapter House
begun about 1290

York, St. Mary's 1276

^-Exeter, Choir 1291

Winchilsea 1310
-York, Nave 1 291-1345
Bristol, Choir 1 298-1332
Ely, Lady Chapel and Octagon

1 321-1350
Beverley, Nave 1320-1349
Gloucester, S. Transept 1 331-1337
Salisbury, Spire about 1340
Gloucester, Cloister 1351

York, Presbytery 1361-1370

Canterbury, Nave '37^
Winchester, Nave 1394
Westminster Hall 1397
Merton College, Transept 1424

Senlis begun 1172; finished 1183

Soissons begun 1
1
76; finished 1 207

,, S. Transept 11 80-1 185
Nojain, Nave 11 90
Chartres begun 1 194; finished 1220

Coutances begun about 1208

JReimsi, dhoir _be^un 12^12

,, Nave begun 1220

Amiens, Nave begun 1220
The naves of these two are contemporary.

Eu, Nave finished 1227

Amiens, Choir finished 1269

Sainte Chapelle consecrated 1248

Le Mans, Choir 1218-1254

Rouen, Portail des Libraires 1278
Beauvais 1225-1272

(In 1284 the vault fell, and the

arcade was reconstructed.

)

Bourg'es, Choir 1 215-1 230
Restarted 1275; Nave

Vaults rebuilt 1313

St. Urbain, Troyes finished 1276

St. Pierre, Caen, Tower 1308

,, Nave(Vaults later) 1380
Amiens, Chapelle St. Jean

Baptiste '373
St. Ouen begun 1318

Choir finished 1339
Begun again, Nave 1441

Lantern 1507
Caudebec begun 1426

St. Maclou 1436
Notre Dame de I'Epine (Interior

1419-1459), Facade 1459
Abbeville 1480-1539
St. Ricquier, F"acade ^4^7
Chartres, N. Tower 1507
Evreux, N. Transept 1461-1483
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Sons, Transepts 1489-1 513
St. Mary Rodcliffe, Nave 1440 Tour de Beiirre 1513
Kind's CoIIeg-e beg-un 1446 Reaiivais, N. Transept 1513

C'.loiieester, Tower and Lady St. Jacques de la Bouclierie,
Chapel 1460 Paris 1520

Oxford, Divinity School 1445-1484
St. George's, Windsor 1481-1537
Magdalen Tower finished 1505 St. Jean des X'ignes, Soissons,

Facade 1520
Henry XTI's Chapel 1500-1512
Bath Abbe}' 15-°
Nave of Cirencester 1522 Rue 154°
West's Chapel, Ely 1534 St. Eustache, Paris 1532-1642
Wadham College 1610 St. Michel, Dijon i6th cent.
Christ Church, Staircase 1640 Falaise, Trinitt^, Porch ,,





INTRODUCTION

OF all the nations of Western Europe which sprang

from the ruins of the Roman Empire, the two whose
fortunes were most intimately linked together throughout

the Middle Ages were England and France, And that

which is true of their political and general history is not

less true of their art. Although in all branches of art France

was usually ahead, she was by no means invariably so, but

each country in turn learned from the other and paid back

later the lesson which she had received. This is particularly

true of architecture. In that mistress art, the relationship

between France north of the Loire and south-eastern Eng-
land was so close that it is not possible really to under-

stand the different phases presented by the art of either

nation without having at least enough general knowledge
of that of the other, to be able to study them side by side.

Yet as a rule English mediaeval art is presented to us in

the details of its so-called seven periods without any refer-

ence to the circumstances of our history, our national idio-

syncrasies, or our relations with our neighbour.

In the following pages I have tried, in giving some account

of English Gothic, never to forget that, close at hand, there

is always running the great stream of that of France, and

that the two, like the blue and milk-white waters of the

Rhone and the Arve near Geneva, run sometimes separ-

ately, sometimes close together in the same bed, where at

one time the transparent flood of the larger river will almost

hide the current of its smaller, colder sister, and at another,

at some bend in the channel, the latter alone will appear

upon the surface.

As a help towards following the course of the two a list

xxix
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is g-iven of the chief building-s in parallel columns with their

dates. It must not be imag"ined, however, that two con-

temporary building's represent of necessity the same stage
in the art-development of the two countries. They may, or

they may not. Amiens and Salisbury do so very fairly

;

Notre Dame and Peterborough not at all. Other circum-
stances and conditions must also be allowed for, to which it

is impossible to do more than refer very briefly from time
to time.

Amongst the chief of these are the different schools of

art, with their different traditions and resources which ex-

isted at the same time in the two countries. In France,
especially, it is impossible really to grasp the true story of

her thirteenth -century art without knowing what these

were, how Provence, Burgundy, Champagne, Auvergne,
and Anjou had each their influence on the He de F^rance,

as well as Normandy and the Beauvaisis. Yet considera-

tions of space compel us to limit our outlook to these last.

In the same way in England but little stress has been
laid on the difference between the strong, broad treatment
of the Northern builders, as contrasted wdth the rather more
detailed beauty of south-eastern England, with the bold
soaring perpendicular and glorious timber work of the

wealthy shipbuilding eastern counties, or the keen, clever

masoncraft of Gloucester, rich in its stores of Cotteswold
oolite.

Again in the Isle of Wight, where timber was scarce, very
little is used in the construction of the churches, and many
of the porches are covered with stone slabs supported b}'

arched ribs without any framework of wood, and the mould-
ings over the doors and windows are unusually bold. In

some parts of Essex, from the want of stone, the churches
are poor in architectural display, and many of the belfries

are of wood. In the north of Herefordshire, a thinly in-

habited and woody district, we meet wath many small plain

Norman or Early Eng-lish churches, consisting only of a

nave and chancel, with sometimes a low, square, Early
English tower rising only to the ridge of the nave roof.

Many churches in Wales, and in parts of Cornwall, are

exceedingly plain and poor in design, owing to the hard
grit or granite not being suitable for mouldings, and many
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of ihc church towers, thoug-li massive, are very simple in

construction and without buttresses. Northamptonshire
and Lincohishire, with splendid stone, are the home of fine

Decorated churches, many of them with noble towers and
spires, and there we may trace more g-radually than any-

where else the changes in ecclesiastical architecture, step

by step, from the ninth century down to the Reformation.

Somersetshire is rich in Perpendicular churches of the

fifteenth century with loft}' towers, more or less covered
with panel work, and the spires are few. In Norfolk we
often find in the same parish two or more churches, oi

which all but one are in ruins, while the masonry is chiefly

flint, either cut or in pebbles, with dressings of cut stone.

The porches north and south are often in the westernmost
bay, and in some parts of the county, many of the towers
are detached from the body of the church. In town churches
the aisles are often extended eastwards as far as the east

w'all of the chancel.

Many of these particulars touch on a point which deserved
at least a chapter to itself, the influence of geological forma-
tion. In England we may contrast the timber work, flint

walling, round towers, and minute detail worked in the

soft " clunch " of the otherwise stoneless east, with the

broad effects given by the hard grits and sandstones of the

north, the sharp careful detail due to the midland "rag',"

the bold engineering allowed by the trustworthy western
limestone, and above all we can point to the special char-

acter of our thirteenth-century work as created by the pas-

sion for Purbeck marble.
As regards France this point has been admirabh' draw'n

out by M. Lefevre Pontalis in his work on the Soissonnais.
"If the He de France had produced exclusiveh' close-

grained weather stones like Burgundy, or granite like

Brittany, Auvergne, or the Limousin, the architecture of

the Middle Ages would certainly not have received its

special stamp of grace and lightness. As the limestones of

the Paris basin have little resistance, their quality compelled
the architects of the twelfth century to replace, by ingenious
combinations, effects which were obtainable in other pro-
vinces from more resifsting materials. Small materials could
easily be used in the ribbed Gothic vault, because of the
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small thickness required for the panels. It thus became
possible to substitute the principle of equilibrium for that

system of inert stability which had always been applied by

the Romans to their constructions. The fine feeling- mani-

fested in the profiles and details in the twelfth century build-

ings of the district round Soissons is also a result of the

quality of the building stone there. To that also are due

the delicacy of the rib-mouldings, the richness of the pier

arches, the deep undercutting- of the sculptured capitals."



CORRIGENDA
P. 9, 1. 7, /or Miss Graham Bell read Miss Gertrude Lowthian Bell.

P. 119, 1. 17, /or carved read curxed.
P. 156, 1. 23, /or (Oise) rt'rtr^ (Calvados).
P. 185, 1. 7 from below, /or (p. 81) read (p. 83).

P. 304, 1. 10, /or when read where.
P. 324, 1. 2 from below, rt/Z^^r constitution /«ivr/ which.
P. 335, last line, /or (Entract) read {EntraxX).





GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE
PART I. CONSTRUCTIONAL

CHAPTER I

The Origin of Christian Architecture

^T T used to be thoug^ht that Eng-lish Gothic was a direct
1 importation from France, but the true state of the case
IS of a tar less simple nature. Like all the other nations inEurope both the Eng-Hsh and the French were tr3an^ osolve the same problem, that of placing- a stone roof on"thethm walls of the early Christian basilica, but gradually theirpaths and methods diverged in consequence Sf the diffem't
characters circumstances, traditions, and aims of the tworaces, until each had worked out for itself the style whichbest satisfied Its needs and aspirations

,

In art, as in all else,»the TeutonicHaces, who for fivehundred years, from the sixth century to the eleventhwere slowl,- founding- the nations of Europe, looked onRome as the source of all their inspirations and aims, andwere nght m so far that long after all outward sign of herpower had vanished, her influence and traditions were stfllmng on beneath the surface, where, from time to timethey reappearyf '

Staines hv'i??h°^-^^?'i^"
^'' '' ^°'^Pli^ated in its earliest

s ages by its having had to meet the requirements of the

iThe°mid . ;?t!' ""J
^ "'"-'°''" ^^^-ety which was arisingin the midst of the dying civilization of an effete race Itwas at once nascent and decadent. This truth is curiously

llustra ed even so late as the eleventh century in the archi-tectural art of Southern France, where, as it Autun andVezelay, over the stiff foliage of fairly correctly carved
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Corinthian capitals may be seen wandering strange uncouth

Northern figures which tell some scripture story, such as

the Expulsion froni Eden, or the Sacrifice of Isaac. All

through mediaeval art may be traced these two mflu-

encesl the Teutonic and the Roman, and a few moments

must therefore be given to tracing the origin in Rome ot the

early Christian type of

building.

It is a matter as to

which there must always

be much obscurity, ow-

ing to the complete de-

struction of the earliest

buildings, but there can

be no doubt that the

typical form of the

Christian church arose

not from copying any

single building such as

the pagan basilica, but

from the early Christians

using any building
which happened to meet

their requirements ; and

on the whole the basili-

can type did so best. But

till the edict of Milan

(a.d. 313) they had per-

force to find their places

of worship where and

how they could. They
would naturally meet in

the houses of the members of the Church, or in any con-

venient room which could be hired. Thus we hear ot ''the

church which is in the house of Chloe " and of St. Paul

preaching for two years "in the School or Lecture hall ot

Tyrannus," just as we might speak of a meetmg to be

held in some well-known assembly room.

The Roman private house lent itself readily to the ar-

rangements needed by the earliest Christian congregations.

These were, an outer porch or vestibule for the penitents, an

CAPITAL FROM AUTUN : THE EXPULSION
FROM EDEN
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inner one for catechumens, a colonnaded hall for the faithful
wiiere the men mig'ht be on one side and the women on the
other, a tank for baptisms and ablutions, a portion cut off
from the rest for the officials and inferior clerg-y, and lastly,
in a central position at the end, visible to all, an apse or
separate room, which could be shut off by avail, and where
the consecration of the Holy Eucharist could be celebrated.

All these requirements were satisfied in the usual desig-n
of a Roman town house. There are none left in Rome itself,
thoug-h plans of many are given on the ancient marble plan of
Rome, but the plan of the house of Pansa in Pompeii is quite
typical (p. 5).' It was very large, but the lower part of the
plan surrounding- the first court or atrium g-ives the arrange-
ments of the usual smaller house. In i, the vestibule, the
penitents would stand, and at the back part of 2 (the atrium)
would be found the catechumens, separated by a veil from
the rest of the congreg-ation, who took their places under
the slanting roofs which covered the sides of the atrium,
and which were generally carried by four columns at the
corners of the impluvmm (3), a tank open to the skv and
well adapted for baptisms. The alae (4), whence our 'word
" aisle," were the dayrooms of the house, the prototypes of
the transepts which are found chiefly in the early Roman
basilicas.^ In them the lower clergy and church officials
took their places, separated from the congregation by a
balustrade or cancellus, whence our "chancel," and by a
veil carried by short columns standing on the balustrade.
The tablimnn (5) was the centre of the social life of the
household, a kind of drawing-room, and between it and the
atrium (2) usually stood a small altar, the symbol of the
ancient sacred hearth. Round the tablinum, to which an
apse would naturally be added wherever possible, would be
seated the bishop and chief clergy, who would officiate
standing on the apse side of the altar, facing the congrega-
tion, with the men on their right and the women on the left,
but when, as in this case, there was an upper story sur-
rounding the atrium, the women would probably occupy
that, the men taking the whole of the ground floor, as
at S. Lorenzo (p. 8). But in a large house like this of

' Dyer, " Pompeii," p. 318.
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Pansa, the strictly private part, the inner peristyle, would
become the church, and the a^cjis or hall (8) the chancel,

while the outer court would become the open atrium which
was a feature of the early Christian basilicas, as at Old St.

Peter's or at St. Ambrose, Milan. During- the consecra-

tion of the elements a veil was drawn between the altar

[G. H. Jr.

THE ATRUM OF ST. AMBROSE, MILAN

The left-hand tower (i 129) shows the pilaster strips which were the originals of
those on Anglo-Saxon towers.

and the cong^regation. When, as was natural, it u^as wished

to cover in the whole building, the only way of doing so in a

city house would be to raise a wall with windows in it over

the columns of the peristyle which surrounded the implu-

vium. The front part of the peristyle passage (6) would thus

become the porch or narthex between the atrium and the

church, as at S. Lorenzo and St. Ambrose, and it would
be natural to make the roof of the central part or nave

join that of the oecus and do away with the columns
across that end of the peristyle. Thus, the curious fact is



I. HOLSE OF PANSA, POMPEII
II. STA. MARIA AXTIgLA, ROME
in. ST. JOHN LATERAN, ROME
IV. STA. MARIA MAGGIORE, ROME
V. ST. AMBROSE, MILAN -

GROUND PLANS : HOUSE AND BASILICA
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accounted for that in the early churches the congreg^ation

occupied the aisles, and not the nave, which had originally

been open to the sky, while the choir, which would naturally

be in front of the altar, would come to occupy an enclosure

reaching down the nave as soon as it was covered in, and
the ambones or pulpits would be kept at its furthest end,

nearest the catechumens, as at S. Clemente.
Till recently there was no certain example of a church thus

formed out of a house, except the very imperfect remains of

the private house of SS. Giovanni e Paolo under their church
near the Colosseum, where amongst other frescoes is one
showing the celebrant and the consecration veil across the

tablinum. But in 1900 the excavation of the sixth century

Sta. Maria Antiqua (p. 5), confirmed in every respect the

above description. This building stands in the corner of the

Forum, close to the slope going up to the Palatine, to which,

under Caligula, it originally formed a set of state entrance

rooms. In the time of Hadrian it was converted into a large

house consisting of atrium, peristyle open to the sky, and
square-ended tablinum with a small room on each side. In

the sixth century it was changed into a church by the addi-

tion of a narthex in front of the atrium, and by hollowing
out an apse in the thick brickwork at the end of the

tablinum, and possibly by removing the end columns of the

peristyle. A choir enclosure was formed in front of the

tablinum coming down into the peristyle, precisely like that

which still exists at S. Clemente. This appears never to

have been covered in, as any roof would have deprived the

church of nearly all its light.

An apse or exedra existed in most of the lecture halls

and in the basilicas of ancient Rome, and in all the baths

there were several overlooking the racing and boxing
grounds. The judges sat round them, and on the edge of

the dais or be?na, and in front of the president, was a small

altar for incense or libations. In those portions of the

cemeteries outside the walls which had been assigned to

private persons or to the numerous burial guilds, there was
visually an exedra where, on the anniversary of a death, a

memorial feast was held and libations were poured on the

altar, in which was generally enclosed the urn holding the

ashes of the deceased. Inscriptions ^ exist providing for

' Vide Baldwin Brown, "From Schola to Cathedral."
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the observance of this custom, and in the street of tombs at

Pompeii are several of these exedrae and in one case, a
triclinium^ or set of reclining couches for the feast/

Before Constantino gave peace to the Church inA.D. 313,
Christian cong-regations had generally registered themselves
as burial guilds and were possessors of private cemeteries
with these exedrae, or ce/lae, as the Christians called them.
In their case, the altar would stand over the tomb of some
martyr, and the clergy would sit round the apse behind it,

facing the congregation, and when the curtain was drawn
in front, would perhaps celebrate the Holy Eucharist, and
certainly would join in the Agape or Love Feast at tables

set out as triclinia in the enclosed area outside the cella

belonging to the guild." To the eye of an outsider these

services would not differ perceptibly from the corresponding
observances of the heathen. Such a cella of atrilobed form
still exists in the cemetery of S. Callixtus at Rome.^ In

later times these cellae were often incorporated in larger

churches as in the basilica of Sta. Sinforosa near Rome; or
they were arranged so as to form the apse of a church built

in front of them. As time went on, their form, consecrated
by usage, became that of many funeral chapels and baptis-

teries and even of small churches like that of the seventh-
century church of the Trinity in the He St. Honorat, near
Cannes. In the north we have the little Carolingian church of

Querqueville near Cherbourg, St. Saturnin at St. Wandrille,
Ste. Marie-sur-l'Eau at Domfront, and St. Paul at Rouen,
all with the trilobed ending which seems to have been that

of some of Constantine's basilicas, like that at Bethlehem.
As soon as the Christians became free to build for them-

selves, they adopted for the body of the church the form of

the pagan basilica or public hall, which was exactly suited

to their wants, was comparatively inexpensive, and could
be built of any size, but no public heathen basilica was ever
taken over by them in Rome, though some were in Syria.

' Illustrated in Dyer, p. 515.
~ See Illustration in Brown, op. cit.

^ In the Kara Dajjfh, in Asia Minor, separate exedrae are found
attached to the early churehes situated within the same enclosin^•
wall, but independent of them. The larg'est, and probably the oldest, is

at Maden Sheher near Iconium.—Ramsay and Bell, "The Thousand
and Owe Churches," pp. 25 and 99.
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Viti'Livius tells us that basilicas were attached to the houses

of those who held a public mag-istracy, like that in the

n ,J M ;

G. H. Jf.

BASILICA OF S. LORENZO FIORI LE MIRA, ROME

Shows choir, 578 (origrinal nave) with roii/cssio, altar with ciborium (1148) and

women's g-allerv. Nave added 1216 when apse was destroyed and plan reversed, with

ambones in orig^inal places, though the cnncelli are g-one.

palace of Domitian on the Palatine. There was probably

one in the house recently discovered under the church ot

S. Cecilia in Trastevere, and in the house of St. Clement

under his church there was a larg-e room with an apse,
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where a Mithraic sculpture was discovered. Whether these

were used or not for Christian worship we cannot tell, but

the basilican had already becomethe usual form ofaChristian
church before the time of Constantine in the eastern part of

the Empire, and probably in the western also. The re-

searches of De Vogue in Central Syria, and the recent ex-

plorations of Professor Ramsay and Miss Graham Bell in

Central Asia Minor have brought to light the remains of a

number of churches of every possible plan, both of the five-

domed Byzantine type and others, and also more especially

of basilican form. Many appear to be restorations of second
and third century buildings made at a later time, but they
certainly represent old traditions, and the Greek name of

the basilica implies that the building was of Greek origin.

The Jewish synagogue also, and the pre-Christian Mithraic

Temple had both been of the basilican type.

A Christian basilica was a long three-aisled hall, like the

colonnaded peristyle of a Roman house lengthened, with a

low-pitched ceiled roof over its central division. At the

end of the nave was the semi-dome of the apse with a
great arch, called the triumphal arch, in front of it, and seats

for the clergy with the bishop's in the centre round behind
the altar.' In a few cases in Rome, as at old St. Peter's,

a transept ran across the whole width of the building in front

of the apse and triumphal arch, and there was another
similar arch between the transept and the nave. These
transepts had little or no projection on plan. No heathen
basilica ever possessed them. Since the central aisle was
roofed, it had to be lighted. Walls, therefore, were raised

on the columns, sufficiently high to permit of windows
above the aisle roofs, which were low lean-tos, abutting
against the walls above the columns and below the windows.
This blank space of wall in the interior was generally de-

corated u'ith mosaics, as in the churches of Ravenna, but in

a few cases in Rome as at Sta. Agnese and S. Lorenzo the

aisles were in two stories, the uppergallery being for women.'

' On p. 5 are shown the plans of the three-aisled St. John Lateran
and of Sta. Maria Mag-g-iore, which has five aisles and a transept.
The ambulatory is of" much later date.

- These churches were built under the eastern influence of the By-
zantine exarchate at Ravenna, vide Lethaby, " Medieval Art," p. 63.
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Whenever possible, the altar, like that of the orig-inal

cella, covered the place of burial or of martyrdom of some
saint, and in some cases, as in those of St. Clement and
SS. Giovanni e Paolo and St. Cecilia inTrastevere, the whole

[o: //. n:
S. MINIATO, FLORENCK, IOI3

Shiiws coiifessio, become cr\pt, alternate columns and piers,

the latter carrying' gfable walls on transverse arches, the

original arrangement of the earlv Norman churches.

church was built over the actual house. The floor of the apse,

on which the altar stood, formed a dais or benia, and was
raised a few feet above the level of the rest of the church,

and beneath it was a partly subterranean crypt, called the

confessw, in which stood the tomb of the martyr exactly

under the altar. The front wall of the dais was partly open
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towards the East, the sun-rising-, so that the cong'regation

who stood facing- west could see the saint's tomb in the crypt

throug-h the opening- or hagioscope,^ and above it the altar,

with the priest standing- beyond it, facing- them. On either

side of the hagioscope w^ere steps leading; up to the raised

floor of the apse, and beyond them ag-ain other steps oppo-
site the ends o'l the aisles leading- down into a circular

vu;norv, halte marne, 1049

A northoni reproduction of a Basilica. The triforium
arches open into the aisle.

passag-e running- round inside the outer wall on a level with
the tomb, but separated from it by the foundations of the

wall of the apse, which was pierced with opening-s to per-

mit of the tomb being seen. In the outer wall itself were
semicircular recesses or ciibi'cula, generally three in number,
as in the church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem, in-

tended for tombs for the clergy, or others to whom the

privilege might be granted of being buried as near as

' Illustrated in Lowrie, p. 161.
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possible to the martyr's relics. This arrang^ement is pre-

served at S. Giorg'io in Velabro in Rome and at Acqua-
pendente in Tuscany, thoug-h the architecture there has
been transformed into that of the eig'hteenth century. It

exists, somewhat altered, at S. Lorenzo, and in a later,

modified form at S. Miniato near Florence (p. lo).

In the g^reat circular church of the Holy Sepulchre
which Constantine built at Jerusalem, the tomb of the

Saviour was under the centre of a dome, with a central

aperture like the Pantheon at Rome, but unlike that

building-, in as much as the dome was carried not by solid

walls but by a circular colonnade outside which ran an
aisle, as at Sta. Costanza, so that the pilg^rims as they

passed round could see the tomb through the arches.

There was no confessio, but all the church was on the same
level. Without being of necessity copied from the Holy
Sepulchre, the convenience and suitability of this plan

caused it to become a very usual one from the end of the

tenth century./The oldest existing church in which it

appears is S. Stefano at Verona, but it had been previously

adopted in 912 in the great church of St. Martin at Tours,
and reappears in 1049 at Vignory (p. 11), a most inter-

esting northern reproduction of a southern basilica. It

afterwards became the typical plan of French churches/ the
altar, inside which were placed any saintly relics, occupying
the position of the tomb of our Lord in the centre of the

semicircle which formed the east end of the church. The
other plan, with the confessio, remained in Italy, but the

small confessio became a large crypt extending under the

whole of the choir, as at S. Miniato.' From Italy it passed
through Burgundy and Normandy into England, where the

conventual character of the churches made it particularly

suitable, since it gave to the monks a large choir raised

above the crypt and entirely detached from the rest of the

church, as at Canterbury and Gloucester.^
There was, however, a third plan which must be noticed.

Where there were no relics or tomb of a saint, as was often

the case in Syria and the Eastern Church, the side aisles

ended in two vestries, one on the north opening into the

aisle, and the other on the south into the sanctuary. The
former was called the prothesis, and was used for storing
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the offering-s of the congreg'ation, the latter, the diaconicon^

was used by the clerg^y. Later, when offering-s ceased to be

ijiven in kind, and when the practice of havini^ more than
one altar bei^^an to prevail, these vestries were thrown into

the aisles, and became two small apses, semicircular inside,

but often square outside, for the greater convenience of

roofing-, as at S. Abbondio, Como. This plan, with three

parallel apses, is that of S. Pietro in Vincoli in Rome, and
became the usual plan of early Italian churches after the

time of the first basilicas. It came into use about the time
when the supply of ancient columns was beg^inning- to run
short, and with it there is therefore g^enerally associated

another characteristic, that of using- alternately piers and
columns down either side of the nave, as at S. Praxede,
Rome, or in later cases larg-e and small piers. The larg-e

piers carried transverse arches thrown across the nave, on
which were built g-able walls helping- to support the roof as

at S. Miniato (p. 10). This plan and alternating- arrang-e-

ment, which is often called the Lombard plan, was intro-

duced by way of Burg-undy or the Rhine provinces into

Normandy, and exercised g-reat influence on the architec-

ture of the tenth and eleventh centuries in Northern Europe
and, as we shall see, caused the adoption of what is known
as the sexpartite vault.
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CHAPTER II

The French Cathedral

WE have seen that the plan of the Christian church in

Western Europe was orig-inally adapted from that of

the Roman house and latterly was a modification of that of

the Basilica. It was adopted by Constantine for the churches
which he built in Rome, Constantinople, and Palestine, and
by the fifth century had become the usual one. There w^as,

however, another less usual one, a round or square building

crowned by a dome. Both plans are found fully developed in

Central Asia Minor and along the caravan routes of Syria
which connected the far East with the Mediterranean. They
are the work of a number of small communities of Asiatic

Greeks who combined in their buildings the artistic spirit of

the ancient Greek, the constructive ingenuity of their neigh-
bours the Persian dome-builders, and the skill in practical

adaptation of means to results of their Roman governors.
Deserted at the approach of the Arabs in the seventh cen-

tury, their works remained comparatively unknown till the

middle of the nineteenth, when the resemblance between
them and the tenth and eleventh century buildings of South-
ern France was seen to be so striking that it was thought
the latter must have been derived directly from the former
at the time of the first Crusade. That was soon shown to

have been impossible. But the resemblance is undeniable,
and these buildings undoubtedly form the chief of the very
few links between the works of the time of Constantine and
those of Charlemagne, which, except the churches of Ra-
venna, have come down to us comparatively unaltered.

This resemblance between buildings so far removed in time
and space as those of fifth-century Syria and tenth-century
France, though it may be partly due to direct communica-
tion through early monks and traders, is to be attributed

15
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chiefly to that persistence of Roman traditions in both,

which was made possible by the system under which pubHc
works were executed during the Roman empire. This requires

a short explanation.' The administration of public works,
centralized in Rome, was carried out by the building- depart-

ments of the provincial municipalities, but the execution
was in the hands of local hereditary building Guilds or

Collegia, who handed down their methods and secrets from
father to son. Consequently the same class of buildings

would be carried out everywhere on much the same lines,

viz., those laid down by the central administration ; but the

execution and details would differ somewhat as they were
due to local habits and traditions. In Provence Roman
traditions w^ere never lost, as we see in the strange picture

given us by Sidonius Apollinaris ' in the fifth century, of the

old Roman municipal functionaries moving like ghosts in

their old dress amongst the splendid and living figures of

their Gothic conquerors. Seeing that the Roman social and
municipal system and the church organization could traverse

the cataclysm of the barbarian conquest comparatively un-

disturbed, we may safely believe that the tenth century and
later buildings of Provence owe their resemblance to the

much earlier ones of Syria, more to the persistent traditions

of the old hereditary, though no longer state-organized

building- guilds, than to any direct copying by means of

traders or monks. It is true that we have hardly any of the

architectural links which would have proved this persist-

ence of the traditions of the Collegia by a progressive evolu-

tion of tenth-century buildings from those of the fifth, and
that there is no documentary evidence relating to France.

There is, however, such evidence as regards Italy in one
particular instance, that of the so-called Comacine Masters.

When Constantine began to build his new Rome on the

Bosphorus in 334, he appealed to the Collegia of old Rome
to help him, and the higher grades and wealthier artists

flocked to Constantinople ;
^ and when Rome finally fell and

' Choisy, " L'Art de Batir chez les Remains."
- Hodgkin, "The Invaders of Italy," and Bigg, "Wayside Sketches

in Ecclesiastical History."
' In Constantinople there was undoubted continuity between the

Roman Collegia and the Medieval Guilds, ^yide Lethaby, p. 64.
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became deserted, the remnants of the guilds either followed
Honorius to Ravenna in 404, or took refuge in larger
numbers in the great city of Milan, which since the time of
Maximian (286-305) had been by far the most important
town in Italy. When in 569 Alboin the Lombard took
Milan and overran V'enetia, its wealthier inhabitants and
the members of its Collegia took refuge in an island of
Lake Como, Comacina, and held out there for twenty years
till they were granted an honourable capitulation. Fifty

3'ears later we find the Lombard king Rotharis issuing an
edict in which the Comacines are recognized as the chief
building corporation. They appear as a compact and
powerful guild, capable of asserting their rights ; and their

liabilities and contracts are carefully defined and placed
under the protection of the law. They seem to have adopted
as their emblem the lion and the interlacing knotted twist

so common in early Italian churches. The lion-supported
porches of North Italy are certainly due to them, but it is a
mistake to attribute to them, as has been done,' all the great
works of the Middle Ages in Northern Europe. Their power
increased greatly during the reign of Luitprand (712-744),
when their influence seems to have been mainly exerted in

upholding Roman traditions and details, and in checking the
spread of Byzantine art in North Italy. They thus confirmed
the preponderance of the Latin type of basilica over the
eastern domical form introduced by Justinian in S. Vitale,

which withovit some such restraining influence would prob-
ably have become the usual plan in the west as it did in

the east. Most of all were they anxious, in spite of the
increasing decadence of art, to imitate their mighty ances-
tors, and cover their churches with stone instead of wood.
This eff'ort was particularly strong in southern France, the
old Provincia, which latterly had been more Roman than
Rome herself, and where the traditions of the guilds had
passed on to the great Benedictine Abbeys which were
spring-ing up in the desolated country and repeopling its

deserts. It was so also on the great commercial highway
trom the east which ran across France from the Medi-
terranean, by the Garonne to Nantes, as is shown by the

' Leader Scott, "The Cathedral Builders."

C
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remains of the Latin basilica of Perig-ueux,' and the church
or baptistery of St. Jean"^ at Poitiers {seventh century).

We know from the frequent notices in early writers of

the fall of churches, that nearly/^flT attempts to vault the

central aisle of a basilica had failed, and the builders had to

content themselves with a wooden roof over the centre and
a stone one over the aisles only, and even that was a diffi-

culty. But at Perig-ueux,' transverse arches w^ere thrown
across the aisle, and parallel barrel vaults thrown from arch

to arch concentric with the nave arches, and therefore at

rig-ht angles with the direction of the building-. The same
system existed at St. Remi at Reims, and in the transepts

of Vig^nory, and at Tournus it is applied to the nave.

Tournus is a tenth century church, but probably represents

earlier traditions, and it is in the midst of a number of

churches of Lombardic type which exist round Macon. It

is probable, says Choisy, that in all these churches direct

Syrian influence had been at work as well as that of the

Comacines, for Syrian trading- colonies existed from quite

early times in France. Indeed, the early commercial su-

premacy of Venice was due partly to Syrian immigrants,
driven from their own country by the Arab invasion of the

seventh and eighth centuries. As a rule we underrate the

commercial movement and readiness to travel even of the

Dark Ages, much more of mediaeval times.

We certainly do so with regard to the Comacine guild.

Like all the inhabitants of the Italian valleys of the Alps,

they w'ere great travellers. They readily wandered away
from home to carry out works at a distance, and when they

returned to their native land, had learned almost as much
as they had taught, and brought back with them the results

of foreign influence and artistic method. Their wanderings
may be traced by the numerous towers resembling those

of North Italy which may be found in Dauphine and Lan-
guedoc, as at Grenoble and Elne; by the black and white

masonry of Hyeres and Sisteron and of the Basilica of

Perigueux, by the numerous lion porches such as those of

' Professor Spiers, however, is of opinion that theexistingremainsare
those of the church dedicated in 1047. Vide "Architecture East and
West."

- Ilkistrated in Enlart and Porter. ^ Enlart and Chois\-.
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Briangon, Aix, and St. Gilles, and by the trefoiled plan of
St. Martin de Londres, identical with that of S. Abbondio
of Como, and of Constantine's Basilica at Bethlehem.
On the other hand, throug-hout the country round Milan

and Como are strong- traces of the Burgundian and Rhenish
art of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. This was prob-
ably due in the first instance to Charlemag-ne. In his
attempt to reconstitute the western empire he started a
veritable renaissance. He sought the artistic inspiration for
his palatine chapel of Aix in Justinian's beautiful Bvzantine
church of San Vitale at Ravenna, but it was carried out bv
western artisans and workmen, the majority of whom must
have_ come from the great Comacine building corporation
of his new Lombard subjects and nearest" neighbours.
Ephemeral though his empire was, his great buildings
remamed as models for future generations. The church at
Aix was the starting-point of the noble Rhenish Roman-
esque, and in later times its influence, and that of the
Carolingian T-shaped basilicas,^ radiated through Cham-
pagne, Picardy and Flanders, as far as Tournai. In its
Lombard form the style was spread through Provence bv
the Comacines. From the church of Germigny les Pres"
(Loiret) and St. Front of Perigueux (p. 20) was'formed the
domical style of Anjou, and St. Benigne of Dijon ' inspired
the Norman form of Romanesque.

But the influence of Charlemagne did not end here.
Before his time, the horrible chaos caused bv the Frankisli
invasions had hardly begun to settle down, "in the country
districts the Gallo-Roman villas, which at first had been
occupied by the chiefs, and the original Benedictine mon-
asteries where the only relics of the old civilization had
been retained, had both been abandoned for fortified
buildings on higher ground. Lay abbots and their families
had reoccupied the monasteries and led soldiers to attack
their neighbours' castles.

In the Renaissance wrought by Charlemagne, however, it
was not so much the actual influence of his buildings as the
temporary revival of settled government, arts, and letters,
which tormed the beginning of a better state of things.'

' Plans in Dehio. -^ Illustrated in Porter, Enlart, and Rivoira.
Illustrated in \'iolIet-le-Duc, viii, 280.
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The monasteries restored or founded under him were for a

hundred years the only centres of Hg-ht and learning, the

INTERIOR OF ST. FRONT, PERIGLEUX, BEFORE ALTERATION

From Petit's "Architectural Studies in France" (1854).

only models of orderly government in a distracted world. But

in some respects he was before his time, and except in the

Rhine provinces the influence of his work was less lasting

than its greatness would have led one to expect. By the
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tenth century, the growth in monastic wealth, and conse-
quent slackness of discipline, the stress of the Scandinavian
mvasions, and the g-rowing- power of the feudal nobles had
g:reatly brought down the influence of monasticism in the
world.

Then of a sudden a new and far more vig-orous sucker
sprang^ from the old Benedictine roots. In 909, William
Uuke of Aquitame, founded the abbey of Cluny "near Macon
(church be-un 942, finished 982), making- it free of all con-
trol except that of the Pope, and the second Abbot Odo by
adoptmg- the feudal ideas of his time, enabled it to become
tor two hundred years the most powerful and united reli-ious
body that the world has ever seen. He began bv founding
numberless daughter establishments, but, unlike all earlie^'r
Benedictme oflfshoots, their chiefs were simply priors ap-
pomted by hnn, under his orders, and subject to his dis-
missal And the unity which applied to the rule of the order
applied equally to its buildings. From Cluny went out
architects and builders and draug-htsmen, wherever a new
monastery was wanted; to Cluny only one hundred vears
after its foundation we find an Italian abbot, the Abbot of
i^arfa, sending- for particulars and plans for his church and
monastery, and we shall find that it was from Cluny that
our Norman art was derived. Naturally an establishment
so powerful and so independent roused the jealousy of the
Bishops, and in 1025 the Bishop of Macon succeeded after aIon- strugrg;le in imposing- his jurisdiction on the rebellious
monastery.
We have hitherto spoken only of the country districts

left exposed to the cruelty of the invaders by the decay of
the Roman empire. Their miserable inhabitants were saved
trom utter destruction only by the protecting arm of the
Benedictine monasteries, round whose sheltering walls
they clustered, and whence food and care and work were
furnished to them. Hence round all monasteries of import-
ance there had gradually arisen towns-towns without
organization or traditions, and subjected by de-rees to such
cruel exactions by their clerical lords that they Avere not
less backward than were the subjects of the feudal nobles
to claim liberty and freedom from oppression, by getting-

Kivoira.
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themselves recognized as Communes in the twelfth cen-

tury.

But besides these monastic towns of later growth were
the old Roman municipalities, where the customs of ancient

times had lasted on, g-rowing ever feebler and more formal,

but not interfered with by the conquering Goths. In them
the traditions of the Church had been maintained unbroken,
for the roots of her influence and of the people's love for

her were planted far back in old Roman days.

When the Roman empire had begun to fall into decay, a
special officer had been appointed,^ chosen at first by popular
election, to protect the poorer classes against the intolerable

exactions of the bankrupt municipalities, impoverished by
reckless expenditure on unprofitable public works, a state of

things not altogether unknown in later times and countries

nearer to us. But as yet there is no other instance in history

of a weak government appointing an official, a kind of

embodied Habeas Corpus Act, to protect its subjects

against its own exactions. From the fifth century onwards
the bishop and clergy became the electors, and naturally

the bishop himself was often selected as this Defensor
Civitatis, and gradually, as the last links with the Imperial

Government were broken, he often succeeded in the Pro-

vinces to the influential position and palace of the Praetor,

in much the same way as the Pope had become the ruler in

Rome." This was the case in Paris, where the Praetorium
stood on the spot afterwards occupied by the archbishop's

palace and Cathedral. The Bishop acting as Defensor, must
have administered justice in the Praetor's basilica, and have
officiated as Priest in the church of St. Etienne, which
stood within the precincts, on the site of the official Temple
of Jupiter, where Notre Dame now stands. Thus in the

provincial cities of Roman origin—and they were the great

majority in France—the Cathedral was not merely a place

of worship, but the immemorial abode and symbol of justice

and liberty for the poor and oppressed.

' Hodgkin, vol. ii.

- Professor Ramsay has shown that in the Eastern Empire, at least

in Asia Minor, the Presbyter of a leading- Monaster}' was ex officio the

chief officer of the city, having succeeded to the position of the priest-

dynasts of the ]yai^a.n ]iev\oA. — Thoiisnud ajid One Churches, p. 29.
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Before g'oing further, it may be well briefly to note the

various districts in France south of the Loire in which
architecture was flourishing" in the tenth to the twelfth

century and which had some influence over later northern
mediceval art. The chief was Provence, and the valley of

the Saone. Throughout this district many Roman buildings

still remained intact, or nearly so, and the building methods
of Roman times had lingered on, at least with the Coma-
cines, and through these traditions a vigorous round-arched
style was springing up, full of classical detail and resem-
blances to the beautiful Graeco-Roman works of the third

to the fifth century in Syria and Asia Minor, as is well

seen in the Cathedral of Autun. This style was revivified

along the Rhone \'alley by constant trade contact, chiefly

through \"enice, with Constantinople and the East. This
trade travelled by way of the great road which, passing
across central Asia Minor through Iconium and close to

the district of the Thousand and one Churches, the Kara
Dagh, went down through the Cilician Gates to Antioch
and on into Palestine and Central Syria, through the midst
of that still living Graeco-Romanesque style first brought
to light by de Vogue in Syria. We know that the Cluniacs
had built churches in Jerusalem before the first Crusade,'
and we cannot doubt that not only traders but eastern
monks would bring to the West full accounts and even
drawings of the Basilican and domed churches being built

in the East. In Burgundy and Champagne the two streams
met—the classical and oriental one oi' the Rhone \"alley,

and that which brought the traditions of Charlemagne from
the Rhine. It was there that in the eleventh and twelfth

centuries, local workmen, under foreign, probably Comacine,
direction, raised such great buildings as Tournus, Cluny and
\^ezelay, from which the Normans and, later, the architects

of the Royal Domain, derived their inspiration.

Also another great trade route ran through south-eastern
France from Marseilles and Aigues-Mortes to the western
coast, passing near Limoges, where in 988 the \'enetians

had established their central depot, a kind of permanent
Nijni-Novgorod. All along this route, and radiating from
Limoges as a centre, through Aquitaine, Auvergne, Poitou

' Chois}'; and Spiers, "Architecture East and West."
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and Anjou, we find a domical style which had but sligflit

effect on the art of Northern France, but which produced
such building's as St. Front at Perigueux, Angouleme, and
Fontevrault, and in its domed vault construction influenced

the Cathedrals of Poitiers, Angers and Le Mans,' and per-

haps, to some slight extent, the later vaults of the Anglo-
Norman churches in Plantagenet times. This trade also

probably furnished to the Normans those oriental motives
of decoration and design which are found at Bayeux, Ru-
queville and elsewhere."

To return now to the history of Gothic art. There are

two sources of French Mediaeval architecture: i. The great

Benedictine monasteries of the country districts represented

by Cluny, Vezelay, and other daughter churches whose in-

fluence was strongest in the tenth and eleventh centuries

;

2. Xhe Bishops' Cathedrals in the great towns—the great

rivals of the monasteries. In the twelfth century, the age
of the Communes, when the influence of the monasteries

was lessening and the importance of the towns increasing,

these two streams coalesce and give rise to the great

cathedrals of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, built

not by monks but by lay architects employed by the bishops.^

This coalescence took place in the north in the Soissonnais

and especially in the royal domain of the He de France,

the country for about 120 to 150 miles round Paris, where
the kings had already formed the kernel of the nation by
driving back the Normans. Here the Communes bound the

people into one, and the joy and enthusiasm with which they

were hailed found visible expression in rebuilding their

ancient basilicas.

The history of the time is extremely confused : we find

king, bishop, and nobles sometimes bidding against one
another for the popular favour, sometimes uniting to secure

it. But broadly speaking, the king was delighted, whenever
he could, to use the new vigour of popular life against his

too powerful feudal vassals, while the bishop was always on

' Illustrated in Choisy, Enlart, and Corroyer. See also Bertini,
" R^cherches pour servir a I'histoire des arts en Poitou.

"

^ Illustrated in Ruprich-Robert.
^ Viollet-le-Duc was mistaken in reg-arding- this lay element as

antag^onistic to the clerical.
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the watch to seize an\- opporliinitv of winniui^- back to him-
selt" and his cathedral the rehi^ious fervour of the people,
which during- the two preceding centuries had been some-
what turned away towards the great outlying Benedictine
and Cluniac monasteries, by their peaceful energy and active

goodness. Thus at Amiens in 1 1 15 we find the bishop preach-
ing a crusade against the Sire de Coucy, the king bringing
an army of his own men, and the citizens turning out en t/zt/ssc,

even with their wives, eighty of whom were w^ounded in an
assault on De Coucy's stronghold of Castillon. And by the
end of the century, w^e find in every city of the royal domain,
which wcLS also a free commune and a bishop's seat, a new
cathedral being built by the help of the various guilds and
rising amidst the wildest enthusiasm. At Chartres the
people and even the nobles harnessed themselves in long
lines to the carts laden with building materials and pro-
visions for the workmen. Preceded by a banner they dragged
enormous w^eights in silence, fording the streams on their

way, and at each stoppage priests confessed the penitent
and exhorted the pious. When the building was reached,
they formed up round the carts, and at night lighted candles,
and kept watch with prayers and hymns. And their example,
says Haymo,^ Abbot of St. Pierre-sur-Dives, Normandv,
was soon followed in Normandy and at St. Denis and through
all the He de France.
Though these cart-pilgrimages became perhaps a mere

fashion after a time, they vmdoubtedly began in a genuine
enthusiasm for the building itself, and though the people
constantly rebelled against the rapacity and cruelty of their

ecclesiastical rulers, as at Laon, yet nothing could exceed
their intense—fanatical—devotion to the Church as a w^hole.

It is the tendency at present to deny the secular char-
acter of the earlier cathedrals, but it is an undoubted fact

that the pleasures as well as the faith of the people in the
earlier Middle Ages w^ere centred in religious ceremonies
and processions. These buildings were adapted, and were
used, quite as much for secular as for religious purposes,
or rather for those marvellous combinations of the two
w'hich are possible only when a young nation is springing

^ His letter is g-iven at full in Porter, ii, 151. See also \'iollet-le-Duc,
art. " Cathedrale," and Enlart and Gonse.
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into active life and claiming- its own under leaders it trusts,

full of religious faith, of patriotic enthusiasm, and instinct

with artistic feeling. Very similar must have been the

scenes when Pericles and the Athenians installed the Athene
of Phidias in the Parthenon, and when Philip Augustus or

Louis IX with the clergy and all their knights and barons
went to the consecration of Notre Dame, or carried the

Crown of Thorns into the Sainte Chapelle. However short-

lived the first enthusiasm may have been, the French
cathedral of the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries was,
like the Parthenon, the material expression of a new-born
national life. It proclaims, however unconsciously, the

jeliance of the people on their king as the supreme arbiter

of justice and centre of the national life, their recognition

of the bishop as the administrator of the sacraments of

God, their confidence in themselves as the inheritors of the

past, and masters of their own destinies ; and rising as do
Chartres and Rouen from the midst of their crowded dwell-

ings, pointing with upraised fingers from earth to heaven, it

proclaimed itself the palladium of the city's loyalty, of her

faith,of her craving for freedom. Such was the origin of those

wondrous shrines, the great cathedrals of Northern France.

Let us now follow out the development of their archi-

tectural plan and form. The great church of Cluny, ' mother
of nearly all those northern churches, probably represented

the earliest type after that of the ancient basilica. Its plan

consisted of a great narthex or waiting hall with three

western doors, opening one into each aisle, and one into

the nave. The pilgrims would enter by one, pass up
round the ambulatory and down the other side, seeing the

altar with its relics on the way, or kissing them at the

entrance of the eastern chapel as they passed, then pausing
for a few moments for private devotion before the transept

chapels on their way up or out, as they do at this day in

Notre Dame at the exposition of the Crown of Thorns
on Good Friday. St. Benoit-sur-Loire has preserved for us a

smaller replica of the plan of Cluny, the great abbey itself

having been pulled down at the Revolution. Cluny and the

Burgundian churches were roofed with barrel vaults, and
most of them like St. Sernin of Toulouse had large triforium

' Plan and photojjraph of model in Bond, pp. 150, 168.
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i^alleries. They were all monastic in origin and character,

and until after the twelfth century, when the great cathedrals

became symbols of the national life, the French cathedral

plan is conventual almost to as great an extent as that of

Cluny, with a long" nave, large transepts, choir with ambu-
latory and radiating chapels. St. Denis ( 1 144) was an abbey;

[(r. H. 11:

ROLEN CATHEDRAL FROM THE SOUTH

Xoyon was partly inspired b}- the older building of Tournai
which was an abbey, not a cathedral till 1 135, and was built

under the direction of Bishop Beaudoin, a friend of Suger
of St. Denis; Laon is of Xorman, almost English type, with
a square east end, transeptal galleries and a loftv central
tower.

But in the latter part of the twelfth century, at the rise
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of the great popular communal movement, what was re-

quired was a larg-e open hall, not a pilg-rimag"e church like

St. Martin or Cluny, nor a combination of abbey, parish

church and cathedral like our English ones, so we find

Paris with no narthex, but five aisles and transepts of very

slig^ht projection (plan, p. 50). Indeed, as orig-inally planned,

it was simply an immense hall in which clerg'y and people

to the number of 10,000 could all find room, round and in

front of the high altar.

Beg'un in 1163 it was fin-

ished in 1223 as far as the

base of the towers. Then
there was a pause, but the

towers were completed by
1235. In that year, after

a fire, the desig-n was al-

tered. By 1250 the royal

authority had thoroug-hly

asserted itself, the bishops

were becoming mere ec-

cle^^iastics with much less

interest or influence in

local and civic affairs, the

communal movement was
dying^down, and the popu-
lar enthusiasm for cathe-

dral building' had slack-

ened, in the growth of

more national and more
worldly interests. Thus
Reims, begun on a g'ig"an-

tic scale in 12 12, had to

be set back a couple of feet on the ground story. No great

cathedral ever had all its seven or nine towers finished

;

those of Amiens are mere slices of what was orig-inally

desig-ned; the spires of Reims and Paris were never built.

The complete idea had been a marvellous one (p. 14) almost
realized for a moment except as regards its western spires,

by Reims. But in 148 1 the central spire and those of the

transepts which were in wood and lead were destroyed by
fire. Laon still has five towers left, thoug-h spireless, but
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has not the unity of design of Reims or Paris. The great

outburst of energy had lasted only sixty years, from 11 80

to 1240. During that time the rebuilding of all the cathe-

drals of the He de France and of many in the neighbouring

provinces had been taken in hand and in many cases was
far advanced. These are : Paris, Chartres, Bourges, Xoyon,
Soissons, Meaux, Amiens, Arras, Cambrai, Rouen, Evreux,

Seez, Bayeux, Coutances, Le Mans, Angers, Poitiers,

Tours, Reims, Sens, Chalons, Troyes, Auxerre, and
Xevers.

In the two great cathedrals of Paris and Bourges the

expression of the religious purpose of the building has be-

come almost secondary to that of the popular use, but they

furnish extreme examples of the type, and in the cathedrals

built subsequently the two uses become replaced into what
is their more fitting relationship.

In the Cathedrals of Chartres (1194), Reims (1212), and
Amiens (1220), the choir with its circlet of chapels is marked
off as being unmistakably the important feature of the build-

ing (p. 50), for the sake of which it exists, and to which
evervthing leads up; the nave, comparatively short and of

three aisles only, stops against the transepts, which project

two bays beyond it, but only one beyond the choir which
has five aisles.

From the thirteenth century onwards, there is hardly

any alteration in the plan of a great French church. Those
which had not been completed, as was the case with Reims
and St. Ouen, were continued on the lines of the original

design. But there was one great change made in nearly all

earlier churches during the fourteenth century, the insertion

of chapels for special altars between the buttresses of the

nave. In almost every case this addition has been for the

worse and has given a flatness and poverty to the original

lateral facade which it did not possess at first. Xotre Dame
especially has suffered from this (p. 50), but not Reims (p. 95).

Amiens also, but to a rather less extent, owing to the great

beauty of some of the additions. In some cases, as at Laon,

the sills of the aisle windows have simply been cut through
in the most clumsy and unsightly fashion. The only great

cathedral in which these chapels have been a gain is Cou-
tances, where arches filled with tracery have been pierced
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throLig'h the separatiiii^ buttresses, g"iving charming^ interior

perspectives.

In the late fourteenth century, under the mystical teaching
of the Friars, andespecially of the Dominicans, the celebration

of the Mass was rendered less public by the erection of a

jiibe or choir screen and of a parclose screen round the

choir. Though the jiibe has been destroyed, the parclose

screen still remains in all its beauty at Chartres and
Amiens. During the disasters of the English wars cathedral

building almost stopped, and at the death of Charles V
in 1380 all which had not got well forward remained un-

finished or were completed later on a much smaller scale.

The typical and most perfect of the French cathedrals is

Amiens: we will therefore give a short description of its

construction and general arrangements. Begun in i 218, free

from the uncertainties of Reims, the extravagances of

Beauvais, the frigid rule of Cologne, it is as perfect in art

as in construction. Let us examine this section of the nave
(1230- 1 240). The nave piers consist of the original round
column, the descendant of the Roman Corinthian, but with

smaller shafts attached to each of its sides, those east and
west carrying the second ring or "order" of the arch,

and that towards the aisle the transverse arch of the aisle

vault. On the fourth side, that towards the nave, we see

the shaft which carries the pointed transverse arch of the

high vault running down to the ground. The capital of this

column is of course at the point where it carries its weight,

at the apparent springing of the vault.' It therefore passes

down in front of the nave pier and has its connection with

it marked by a simple ring, the top moulding of the abacus

(pp. 62, 240). Standing by its side, on the nave capital,

are the two shafts which carry the semicircular diagonal

ribs. Under the triforium gallery and round these three

shafts runs a broad band of exquisitely sculptured foliage,

the only strongly marked horizontal feature in the design,

giving to the whole just the unity needed, by binding
all the bays into one, instead of letting them, as in later

buildings, simply stand side by side. The triforium has

become a mere passage masking the back of the aisle root

and used for putting out the hangings on festival days, but

' But see chapter iv on vaulting", " tas de charg^e."
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in the later choir this roof has been replaced by a terrace

and the back wall of the gallery is g-lazed. The centre

CONSTRUCTION OF A BAY OF THE NAVE OF AMIENS
( 1 230-1 240), FROM VIOLLET-LE-DrC

mullion of the clerestory window runs down throug-h the
triforium so as to make of the two one design. In later

buildings still, all the mullions run down and the whole is
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treated as one composition and g-lazedas in St. Ouen(p. 265).

The clerestory window fills the space under the stilted

wall-arch of the vaults which has its own shaft standing- on
the window sill. The tracery consists simply of foliated

circles resting- on the

heads of two or four

lig^hts and in the aisle

window one sees
clearly how this tra-

cery has developed
from a circle resting-

on the double broad
lancet of the early

French style. On the

exterior we have the

gutter D of the aisle

roofs with its balus-

trade providing^ a

means of reaching
the roof for repairs,

while there is a cor-

responding one for

the main roof above,
each furnished with
its projecting- spouts
or g-arg-o)des, and
each giving- a strong-

horizontal line con-

necting all tog-ether.

In the choir the water
from the main gutter

is carried in a channel

alongf the top of the

flying" buttress and
out throug-h a gar-

g-oyle below the pinnacle as far away as possible from the

walls and windows (p. 97). In I is the column carrying- the

larg-e lintel against which the arch of the flying buttress abuts,

and it should be noticed that the last stone of the arch itself

is not carried over the column but is quite free to move
in case of anv settlement of the walls. The negflect of this

(;. H. 11:

THE BLTTRESSES OF BEAL VAIS
Xni CEXTL'RV
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precaution in later buildings has caused the ruin of many
Hfteenth-century churches, owing to the fall of their flying

buttresses which were cracked by the settlement of the

walls. Behind the column I runs a passage allc^wing ready
access to the clerestory windows for repairs.

But the most extreme and absolute expression of the

theory of the builders of the great French Cathedrals is to

be found in the cathedral of Beauvais, begun in 1225, onlv
five years after Amiens.

Let us examine this supreme but splendid tolly. In the

section (p. 35),' E are the piers; on G, their capitals, stand
the vaulting shafts; K is the back wall and buttress of the
triforium, corbelled out somewhat towards the aisle, but
leaving the aisle vault quite free ; A are tw^o colonnettes,

replacing the single one of Amiens, carrying a lintel L, on
which are two more short colonnettes, increasing the size

and weight of the tas de charge or horizontally-coursed

springer of the high vault, and carrying the head of the
flying buttress, which butts against a huge stone, jNI, heavily

weighted by a cornice, pedestal, and enormous statue, in

front of which are two more columns carrying the great
pinnacle above the upper buttress, which charges its head.
The more settlement there is towards the interior, where
the chief settlement always takes place, the more will these
long, stiff" columns push up the heads of the lintels L and M
and resist the thrust of the vault, provided the columns are
strong enough not to break tinder the strain. To add to this

passive counter-thrust the architect of Beauvais boldly

—

too boldly—added an active resistance. The intermediate
buttress pier O carried by the aisle pier P is corbelled out
half its thickness towards the interior, so that, if it were
not for the two flying buttresses above, it would fall against
the cathedral wall, and it is finally stiffened by the two small
buttresses S and T joining it to the main buttress pier. But
the colonnettes cracked, the lintel L dropped, and the blocks
M pressing against the flying buttress made it buckle, and
nearly the whole had to be rebuilt differently and the piers

doubled in number.
This glorious choir of Beauvais is the extreme expression

' IVcft' \'iollet-le-Diic, Diet. Art. " Construction," iv, 178.

D
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of French thirteenth-century Gothic ; of its truth, its beauty,

its fatal errors ; the completest setting forth of the con-

structive principle, which at first

gave it life, and at last caused its

death. That principle is that every

great building formed of numer-
ous courses of masonry, ought to

be propped up and stiffened by the

addition of monoliths, surround-
ing, supporting, upholding the

piers made up of superposed
stones. Its truth lies in its

naked, unconcealed construction,

its beauty in all its decorative

features being part of, or naturally

springing from, that construction,

its fatal errors in not allowing for

the inevitable imperfection of ma-
terials and in exposing to all the

rigour of a northern climate the

stone scaffolding which gives all

its strength to the building. It

even looks as if the builder instead

.of seeking to protect the essential

organs of his building had taken

pleasure in exposing them to ever}'

chance of destruction. His sys-

tem of equilibrium depends on the

perfect resistance of materials

too often faulty. He evidently

wishes to excite astonishment,
and sacrifices everything to his

wish. But by the side of these

grave defects, what a wonderful

knowledge is shown of the laws
of equilibrium, how perfectly his

materials are made to carry out

his ideas, what instinctive judge-

ment of proportion and balance of parts, what exquisite

sense of beauty in every minutest detail of sculpture or

ornament.

HEAD OK Hl-TTRESS, BEAl

-

VAIS. FROM VIOLLKT-LE-DIC
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Early Buildings in France prior to the Eleventh Century

The chief which are not mere fragments are, or rather were,
Germigny-les-Pr^s, 8oi, but rebuilt in 1860-70. A square building' with

a central dome or tower and four apses (Enlart).

The Basse CEuvie, Beauvais, 987, the remains of a three-aisled

Basilica, absolutel}' plain inside, but with bands of coloured brick
outside.

St. Generoux, Deux-Sivres, a triapsidal basilica, tenth century,

much altered in the twelfth, with reticulated brick and triangular
ornamentation outside and a billeted stringcourse.

The remains of the Latin Basilica at Perigueux, of which the narthex
and facade are hidden behind the later ones. The nave had a wooden
roof, the aisles were vaulted with barrel vaults at right angles to the

axis and concentric with the nave arches, the system afterwards
adopted at Tournus (see note, p. 18).

N. D. de la Couture. Le Mans, 996. Ambulator}- with chapels,

probably copied from St. Martin of Tours, the earliest remaining
specimen of the "Chevet."

Querqueville, near Cherbourg, earlier than eleventh, trefoiled plan

or probably quatrefoiled originally (V^iollet-le-Duc, Art. "Chapelle").
He St. Honorat, near Cannes, eighth or ninth. Square nave, barrel

vaulted and with dome ov'er the crossing. Perfectly plain (Enlart).

St. Croix de Mont INIajour, near Aries, early eleventh. Quatrefoiled

plan with a central tower, probably a funerary chapel (\'iollet-le-Duc).

Jouarre, crypt (Enlart).

St. Jean de Poitiers, the oldest church in France, sixth or seventh.

Rectangular nave with apse at each end, and a side apse. Triangular
decoration, long and short work. Triangular and banded brick

ornamentation (Enlart, Porter).

St. Martin de Londres (Herault).

St. Guilhem le Desert (Herault).







CHAPTER III

The English Cathedral

IN speaking- of the history of French Art we referred to

its two sources, that which arose from the great Bene-
dictine Monasteries of the ninth and tenth centuries, round
which towns gradually sprang up in the previously deserted
country districts, and that to be found in the Bishops' Cathe-
drals in the towns which were chiefly of Roman origin, and
possessed a continuous history from the time of the empire.
We saw also that these cathedral churches, at least in their

earlier form, were great halls used for secular as well as
for religious ceremonies. The second of these sources does
not exist in England. There are in England no towns with
a continuous church history from Roman times. Except in

Wales, every trace of Romano-British Christianity was
swept away by the Saxons. We have consequently no
Christian building of Roman date in England above ground,
the Church of St. Mary, Dover, being undoubtedly of Saxon
-date (early eleventh century).

But the foundations of the Basilica excavated at Sil-

chester, and since covered in again, show us a building of
the same type as the churches of Syria and North Africa.

It was a small three-aisled Basilica, with a narthex, with
its apse towards the west, as in the earliest Roman churches,
and with the diaconicon and prothesis opening the one
into the presbyter}^, the other into the aisle, and forming
slight projections like transepts on plan. In this respect it

was more like the North African than the Syrian churches.
The altar was probably of wood, as there is a square of
mosaic in the midst of the red-tiled tesserae which form
the paving of the apse, round which no doubt the clergy
sat as in the early Roman churches.
When the tempest of the Saxon invasion had finally

-59
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destroyed every relic of Roniiin lite and faith, the land became
a desert so far as Christian art was concerned. The van-

quished Romano -Britons were slowly driven back into

Cornwall, Wales, and Cumberland, and such was their

hatred for the invading English, that, instead of trying to

conquer their conquerors by the faith of Christ, as the

Christians of Provence had done, they were glad to believe

them lost amongst the heathen. In Wales, however, the

Christian Church of Roman times had lasted on, and when
in the middle of the sixth century the Christianity introduced

into Ireland by St. Patrick in 432 had practically died out,

it was re-founded there by Gildas and other Welsh mission-

aries. This Irish Church became very flourishing, and in

565 Columba passed over into Scotland, where he founded

the monastery of lona, and in conjunction with a band of

Welsh missionaries under Ninian established the Celtic

Church of Northern England. This Irish Church had re-

tained the traditions and liturgy of the Romano-British
Church, but had never owed anything to Rome herself. Her
faith and ritual had come to her with the eastern tinge of the

Ephesine liturgy, from the Gallican Church of Lyons and
Vienne. The influence of this source of its Christianity is

traceable in English art well into the Middle Ages. Amongst
other eastern usages was that of the Veil or Curtain dividing

the sanctuary from the nave during the consecration of the

elements, a use which the Roman Church had early aban-

doned for that of the Ciborium and Baldacchino. That this

separation was used in Ireland we know from the account

of St. Bridget's church in Kildare,' where a wooden screen

with two doors in it divided the nave from the choir. This

use the Celtic clergy brought with them when they settled

in lona and subsequently under Aidan in Lindisfarne in 634,

whence they christianized the North of England about thirty

years after Augustine had landed in Kent and had baptized

King Ethelbert. Both forms of this re-established Christi-

anity were essentially missionary and monastic, and their

buildings were small and unimpressive compared with those

few of the continent which had escaped the ravages of the

northern invaders, in France and South Europe.

' Si*c Wan-en, " Early Litiii\8fie.s.

"
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Vet small and unimportant as our building's are, we
Eng-lish can probably show a more continuous architectural

record from the sixth to the tenth century in our Ang-lo-

Saxon remains than can be shown by France or even
Germany. When Christianity was re-established in the

sixth century the conversion of the people was entirely the

work of monks: in the north, Columbites from Scotland;
in the south, Roman Benedictines. For the first century
after the conversion every monastery was a mission station,

and every mission station a monastery. These monasteries,

from which most English dioceses were g-overned, were
g-enerally in the country and not in the towns, tribal not
territorial, with their bishops often residing in an anchorite's

cell, or in some small place. Even Theodore made no effort

to alter this system, but accepted these tribal bishoprics.

This intensely monastic constitution of the Celtic and early

English Church stamped its character indelibly on all the

subsequent organization and architectural character of the

church, and impressed its peculiarities even on those cathe-

drals which from the first were served by secular priests,

as Rochester and London. For even in the towns the church
had to be re-established dc novo, and this was done by set-

ting- up a monastery, or its semblance, within its own walls

and gates, a self-centred, exclusive little world of relig'ious

life, strictly excluded from all share in the worldly municipal
life around it, as unlike as possible to the semi-secular

French Cathedral.

This character was marked as regards the exterior b}-

the enclosing- wall, which has given us our modern cathe-

dral close, entered through g-reat gateways in a crenellated

wall. To it also we owe the cloister, which became so

much part of the necessary adjuncts of a cathedral that it

is found even where, as at Salisbury, the building- was in-

tended for secular clerg-y from the first.' But as a rule the

abbeys were not placed in the chief towns; indeed, there

were few towns to place them in. Often, it is true, a town
grew up round the abbey, but frequently it was not as in

France dependent on its influence, but owed its rise partly

^ Lincoln, Hereford, Chichester, Wells, Exeter, and Salisbury, were
always secular, yet have cloisters, so also had old St. Paul's. York
never had.
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to other causes, and the townsfolk had their own church
near, but of later date than and separate from the abbey
church, like St. Thomas's at Salisbury, St. Cuthbert's at

Wells, St. Peter Mancroft at Norwich, St. Nicholas at

[G. H. ir.

EXETER CATHEDRAL FROM THE PALACE
GARDEN

Showing;: the south tower and the chapter-house.

Durham, St. Margaret's at Westminster, St. Mary's at

Bury. The churches of the greater towns in England, unlike

those of France, may be reckoned in the same category as

country churches, as the towns grew so gradually. For this

reason the parish arrangements of places like Manchester,
Leeds, Sheffield, Birfningham, and Wolverhampton were
till lately on the same footing as those of Aylesbury, Witney,
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Abiiii^'don, or I'ppini^liam ; aiul ihe Knglish cathedrals were
not, except in the case of London, in the centres ol' the
national life, in larg-e towns like Bristol, Northampton,
Colchester or Oxford, but at Crediton, Chichester, Wells,

[G. H. JC.

rolen cathedral from the rle de
l'archeveche

Showing- part of the chevet. the south transept, and
the Tour de Beurre.

Lichfield, Dorchester (Oxon), and Ely, that is, chiefly in

Saxon, not in Romano-British centres of population.'

' At the time of the Conquest ten of the bishops' sees were secular

—

York, London, Hereford, Selsey, Wells, Exeter, Rochester, Lichfield,

Dorchester, and Thetford. Of these London, Rochester, and prob-
ably York, were so from the first, but the others had origfinallv been
monasteries. See Brown, "Arts in Early England," i, 156.
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Our cathedrals, therefore, g'enerally stand apart from the

cities to which they belonij', nestled amidst the ehns of their

quiet close side by side with the_chapter-house, where the

monks transacted their J?usiness during" life, and with the

peaceful cloister where they slept at last, two buildings

hardly ever found now in connection with a French cathe-

dral. For if there was an enclosing wall, it was that of

the orig^inal Roman praetorium, as at Paris, Rouen, and
Ev^reux, and thoug"h so-called cloisters did exist in some
cases in France, yet they were usually the dwellings of

the secular clergy of the church, and very early became a

tangled mass of tortuous streets surrounded by a wall, not

a cloister in the usual sense, and if any of them had still

existed—there are remains of one at Rouen—they would
only have marked still more the contrast between the

people's cathedrals of the French, and ours, which were
missionary churches, houses of prayer, telling no story of

past popular strug;gle, no tale of bloodshed, save at Canter-

bury. Such contrasted views as those of Chartres and
Lichfield, Wells and Rouen, sum up completely the stories

of the two national churches, and any one who can remem-
ber Rouen as it used to be, with the olci houses built against

its walls, will be able to realize how completely the French
cathedral is the centre of the life of the city.

There can indeed be no more telling" contrast than the view
of Rouen (pp. 42, 43), with the fortified palace of the arch-

bishop adjoining" the cathedral, in the very centre of the

town, and that of Exeter from the bishop's quiet g"arden,

with the larg-e-windowed Elizabethan house. The only thing

like it in France is St. Ouen, which was a monastery, not a

cathedral.

The same story is told by the plans as by the views,

perhaps even more clearly, but in order to trace out the

history of the Eng"lish cathedral as we have done that of

the French, we must return to the starting"-point, the early

Christian Basilica.

The Ang;lo-Saxon church of Brixworth affords an ex-

ample of the Basilican type, with apse, circular passag^e

below ground, and lociili, as did the orig-inal church of St.

Augustine at Canterbur}-. In France the eleventh-century

church of Vignory (p. 11) furnishes a corresponding; speci-
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men, where the circular passage being- on the ground level

has become a true ambulatory aisle, and the loculi have

developed into chapels, while the interior shows a rude

attempt to construct a basilica with the insufficient resources

and knowledge of the northern invaders of Gaul. But while

this example contains in embryo the plan of all the later great

French cathedrals, the same is not the case with Brixworth

BRIXVVORTH

From Sir G. G. Scott's " Lectures."

as regards the English ones, for the northern type of Saxon
church with a square end was that which ultimately pre-

vailed over the apsidal plan reintroduced by the Normans.
Norman plans were of two kinds ; the first, with a single

apse and the aisle running round it as an ambulatory, had
been that of Constantine's church of the Holy Sepulchre,

and existed in the great pilgrimage church of St. Martin at

Tours, ^ which probably became the prototype of numerous
churches in France, but the only complete examples of it

left in England are Norwich Cathedral and Gloucester crypt

;

the second, or triapsidal or Lombard plan, had been al-

• Plan in Porter, 111., 93.
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ready used in the Saxon church of St. Frideswide, Oxford,

and was that of the g-reat French abbey of Jumiei>-es (1040),

whence it was taken by Lanfranc for St. Stephen's at

Caen and for his new cathedral at Canterbury (p. 54). We
have no example left in Eng"land of this plan, but in France

it is preserved at Cerisy-la-Foret ' and St. Georges de

Boscherville.

Both these plans, associated in the Saxon mind with the

intrusive foreig'n clergy and their Norman masters, were
g'radually superseded by the old Saxon square east end,

though visually the aisle was returned at rig-ht ang"les at the

back of the high altar to form an ambulatory, as at Romsey
(i 1 15) and in most later churches. But it may be questioned

whether the square ending" would have supplanted the apse

to the extent it did if it had not been for the great success

of the Cistercians who came into England about 11 50. A
reformed branch of the Benedictines, one of their rules was
to enforce absolute simplicity in church architecture, to the

extent ev^en of imposing" an identical plan on churches so

far apart as Kirkstall," Maulbronn, and Casamari. This plan

consisted of a square-ended, unaisled choir, eastern tran-

septal chapels divided by walls, and no towers. But in the

thirteenth century the regulations were much relaxed, as

may be seen by the beautiful east end of Fountains Abbey
(1240) and its late unfinished tower (1540).^

But whatever the original plan, with a single apse like

Norwich and Gloucester, with a triple apse as at Durham
(originally), with a square east end like Romsey, or like

St. Hugh's Lincoln, copied from Cluny ; the history of an

English cathedral is that of constant extension eastwards.

This was partly, but not entirely, due to the need for ac-

commodating in the same building from time to time a

great congregation of pilgrims, and in permanence all the

members of a large monastery. French churches did not

increase to anything like the same extent, partly because,

not being monasteries, there was no need of a large choir

for the monks, and partly because going on pilgrimage does

not appear to have been such a universal custom with the

town-dwelling French as it was with the English peasantry.^

' Plans in Ruprich-Robert, and Corroycr, "Art Roman."
'^ Plan in Bond, 152. ' Cf. p. 300. ' Cf. pp. 51, 234.
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Noti- the extra ribs (tiercerons) in the vaulting-. The single vaulting shaft oarr.\ ing

1 the ribs, clustered pier of crossing copied from Canterbur\ ,
but with round

all the ribs, clustered pier of crossing copi

capitals. Geometrical tracery of east window
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But the accommodation required is not the only criterion by
which to judg-e the size of a mediceval church. It was by no
means the chief aim of the monks or clerg^y to provide for a

congregation of a certain size. Their churches were built

in the first instance for the honour and glory of God, and for

that it could never be too large or too splendid. In the

larg-er Eng"lish churches, whatever the actual size, the nave
and western transept formed the bishop's cathedral, or the

parish church, or that of the pilgrims, as the case mig'ht be,

or even all three at once. This was cut off from the monks'
church, which consisted of the spacious choir and eastern

transept, by a heavy stone screen or pulpitum, such as still

exists at Gloucester, Southwell, Christchurch, and York.
This pulpitum usually had a doorway in the centre and an
altar on either side of it on the western side. Even when,
as at Wells and Salisbury, the church was built for secular

clergy, and not for monks, or reg"ulars, the fact that the

whole history of English church building had been monastic
from the beginning-, brought the design into conformity
with what had become the national type, and with admir-
able results, for nothing can exceed the beauty of such east

ends as those of Wells, Salisbury, and Lincoln.

^""^H the thirteenth century, when increased veneration was
^paid to the Blessed Virgin, a large Lady Chapel was fre-

quently added eastwards beyond everything else, as at

Gloucester and Chichester. The total length of an English
cathedral or larger abbey thus became immense, for the

Norman naves in England were from the first much longer

than those in Normandy. This probably resulted from the

idea of the western bays taking the place of the great

narthex or porch which existed in the Benedictine churches
abroad, and especially at Cluny, but which is not found in

any English cathedral except Ely.

"When, as in the later forms of Ely and York, choir,

retrochoir, and at York, Lady Chapel also, are all of the

same width and height, the impressiveness of the horizontal

expression of the unbroken avenue is fully equal to the

soaring grandeur of French verticality ; damaged though
the perspective now is by the ruthless removal of all the

screens which once separated chapel from sanctuary, sanc-

tuary from presbytery, presbytery from nave, ending with
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the rood-screen with its lofty Calvary above and proces-

sional doors below." '

But even in this fully developed result of luii^lish work
are to be seen, as in everything else produced by the race,

the continuity of its historical tradition. The square Saxon
east end, overwhelmed for a moment by the flood, first of

Roman and then of Norman, apsidal building, twice re-

asserted itself; the eastern transepts are built on the

foundations of the towers which in the Anglo-Saxon church,

as for instance at Canterbury, stood on either side of the

choir, as they do still in Norman Coutances and Exeter,

and as they did in what was perhaps the prototype of all,

S. Cesare al Palatino" in Rome; the side porch—the great
" Suth-door " and Justice Room of Augustine's Canterbury
—is still the entrance, and the place for legal notices in most
English churches. The screens of which we have just spoken
were the Saxon inheritance from that eastern liturgy which
came to the shores of Britain and so to Ireland and Lindis-

farne from Greek Marseilles, and up the Valley of the

Rhone. Lastly, the central lantern tower, that great glory

of our English churches, though of later origin, Norman
not Saxon, persisted to the end, and more than compensates
externally, as does the varied perspective of the interior, for

the lesser height of the English cathedral as compared with
that of France.

Let us now look at the plans of Amiens and Salisbury

side by side (p. 50). There could hardly be a greater con-
trast. They are contemporary buildings, both having been
begun about 1220, both have sprung from the same simple

basilican plan, and both are bishop's cathedrals, built at one
effort. Yet how the history of the two nations has told

upon them. In the French example, the idea of a great hall

without central point or leading lines as at Notre Dame or

Bourges, has given way to that of a large open choir with
circling chapels. Yet as a mere piece of planning there is a
shortness and heaviness about the nave which is very
striking if a visitor enters, as is usual, for the first time by
the west door. One can tell also from the plan that there

will be lack of shadow and of breadth of effect over the
whole exterior, and some want of varied perspective inside

^ Bond, 179. - Rivoira.

E
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as compared willi the English church. Amiens also has

entirely lost the efiect of a cross-planned church, and thouy:h

in Ear'ly Eng-lish Salisbury the enormously loni^ Norman

nave has become shorter', yet the main impression will

obviously be one of broad masses of light and shadow out-

side, and of endless cross-views within.

Salisbury also, in its squareness, speaks of Saxon tradi-

tions, and'though built by secular clergy, yet, in its great

eastward extension and double transept, and in the cloister

and chapter house, tells how the missionary monks of earlier

days had stamped for ever their requirements on English

refigious art. But there is another point shown m this

eas?ward extension. Its constant breaks formed restful re-

cesses, and the transeptal chapels were easily approached yet

more out of the crowd of pilgrims than the nave chapels ot

Amiens.
The worship of relics in most of the great French town-

churches, except Chartres,' seems never to have quite

reached the proportions which it attained in England, where

the cathedrals were to so great an extent monastic establish-

ments, and consequently dependent on the offerings of the

faithful. Every English church therefore, after early Nor-

man times, aspired to possess the shrine of some wonder-

working saint, and to become an object of pilgrimage. To

what an extent this had roused the contempt of thinkmg

men by Reformation times is shown by the curious account

of the visit of Erasmus and Colet to Canterbury," \yhere

they refuse with disgust the offer of some rags said to

have belonged to Becket, and this same feeling accounts

for much of the iconoclasm of the English reformers. This

bidding for pilgrims was not mere greed, but largely due

to an honest longing for the honour and dignity of the

House and of its Church. Also, owing perhaps to the

absence of great towns in mediaeval England, and to the

country being all one, the spirit of pilgrimage worked itself

into the habits of the people. It furnished a much-needed

break in the monotony of their isolated lives, just as it

did in Brittany, but as it seemingly did not to the same

extent in other parts of France, with its much more numer-

' Cf. pp. 46, 234.
- Seebohm, "Oxford Reformers," p. 287.
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oils civic festivals and processions and centrins^- of popular

lite and pleasure in large towns.
With this also g"rew up a spirit of devotion to the Blessed

Viri^in which, by the end of the twelfth century, had become
peculiarly Ent;;-lish, and necessitated the provision of a larg-e

Ladv Chapel at the far eastern end of the building-. The
absence of nave chapels, except at Chichester, also finds its

explanation in the history and circumstances of the English

people. In France, after the middle of the thirteenth cen-

tury, the only means of getting- money to finish the immense
buildings which had been begun with such enthusiasm was
by marching with the times and falling into line with the

growing organization of civil and municipal life. Every
trade was then forming its guild, and each guild, and every

association or " confrerie," for whatever purpose founded,

placed itself under the patronage of some saint, and wished
to have its own chapel. In the later thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries, therefore, in the absence of the enthusiasm

which had begun the cathedrals, we find the necessary

funds being slowly collected from these associations and
from rich merchant princes, to each of whom is assigned

one of the new chapels built between the buttresses of the

nave.

But in England we have none of this. The strong in-

dividualism of our Teutonic race, contrasted with the

Roman heritage of the French, of a more social and central-

ized organization, is to be seen in most of our cathedrals,

though not, alas, at Salisbury, since the havoc wrought by

Wyatt. Each great noble or rich man not only desired

masses to be said for him after his death, but wished his

name perpetuated. So our cathedrals are even to this day
full of exquisite isolated chantry-chapels like those of Bishops

West and Fox at Ely, W'ykeham at Winchester, and the

wonderful series at Christchurch and Tewkesbury. It was
the same spirit which gave us our colleges at Oxford and

Cambridge, and which finally died out in the seventeenth-

century tombs, and in the marble tablets of the eighteenth

century so scandalously destroyed by the " restorers " of

the nineteenth. None of these ever existed in France to the

same extent.

The full history of the development of the plan of an
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I'^iii^lish cathedral cannot be better traced than in that of

Canterbury, admirably worked out as it has been by the late

G. G. Scott/ following^ Professor Willis (p. 54). Aug-ustine

found the old Roman basilica in ruins, and rebuilt it as his

cathedral church. We have a description of it by Eadmer,
who was precentor in the eleventh century, and had seen it

before the fire of 1067. From this it appears that the Roman
church had a western apse, with the altar placed on the

chord of the semicircle. Behind this stood the celebrant,

looking" eastwards and facing" his cong"reg"ation, behind him
was the throne of the bishop, and round the apse the seats of

the clerg"y. Augustine, in rebuilding the church
;
prolong"ed

it eastwards beyond the two towers, in the south one of

which was the main entrance, and built an eastern apse
with a confessio underneath it. In this apse, raised on the

confessio by the heig"ht of several steps, were two altars,

one the orig"inal hig"h altar ag"ainst the east wall, and the

other further west, which later became the high altar, dedi-

cated to Christ, in front of which stood the celebrant, facing"

east, the same way as the congregation. The choir, as at

S. Clemente in Rome, extended some way down the church,

from which it was separated by a low balustrade. This
choir had its own third altar on the floor level of the church,

at which the services of the monks were said. The con-
fessio was approached, as in Old St. Peter's, by steps lead-

ing down from either aisle into a passage running round
inside the apse, from which the tombs of the diff"erent saints

could be seen; the body of St. Wilfrid under the high altar,

the head of St. Swithin under the Jesus altar, and west of

the crypt the bod}- of St. Dunstan under the monks' matu-
tinal altar. In the crypt, against the east wall, was another
altar, containing the head of St. Furseus. The whole
arrangements are those of an early Christian basilica, with
its altars placed ov'er the bodies of the saints. Already in

this, the first cathedral built on English soil, we find the

arrangement peculiar to English cathedrals, of their being
used in coi"nmon by a monastic community and by the bishop
ot the diocese, the latter being a less important person
in his own cathedral than the head oi' the monastery, to

' " Eng'lish Church Arcliitecture.

"
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CANTERBURY
CATHEDRAL,

At Different Periods,

Fig. 2. The Cathedral in 1174. The
lighter shading shows the conjectural

termination of Lanfranc's church (from

Willis), but the aisles should have apsidal,

not square terminations.

REFERENCES TO FIG. 2.

Altars.

E. Holy Cross.

F. St. Mary the Virgin.

St. Michael's (below-

All Saints (above).

St. Benedict (below

St. Blaise (above).

High Altar.

Fig. I. Plan of Saxon Cathedral

(from Willis).
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Fig. 3. Plan of Canterbury Cathedral at the present time.
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which the building really belonged, though during the times

of Augustine and his immediate successors the archbishop

and the abbot were one and the same person.

In the year 1067 this church was burnt and immediately
rebuilt by Lanfranc on the model of St. Stephen's at Caen.
Scarcely a trace of the basilican plan remained. There were
great western towers, and a still larger one over the cross-

ing, where the transepts ceased to be a nave at right angles

to the other, but were cut off by arches in each direction,

and the altar was placed under the lantern, whence a flood

of light would shine down upon it. Across each tran-

sept end was a gallery, as at Winchester, at Christchurch,

Hants (originally), at Cerisy-la-Foret, and St. Georges de

Boscherville. The transeptal chapels also were in two
stories. The choir of the monks still projected far into the

nave, from which it w^as cut off by the pulpitum or chancel

screen. Further down was the rood screen, with two pro-

cessional doors and the people's (or Jesus) altar against it,

and the rood above it. A new crypt was made under the

presbytery as far as the eastern arch of the crossing,

in which possibly some of the pillars of the original crypt

were re-used. The aisles were vaulted with intersecting

groin vaults, the nave had a wooden roof. Although
the choir and monks' church were so much more im-

posing than in the old church, the monks were dissatisfied,

and only twenty years later, under Anselm, Lanfranc's

eastern wall was pulled down, and the choir extended to

nearly double its original length, forming the " glorious

Choir of Conrad."
The building- of this was the last touch given to the mon-

astic character of our English cathedrals. It was really the

addition of a second complete church for the monks, with

a second transept in front of the original one, which was
now left entirely to the people. The monks' choir was
moved into this new church, and the pulpitum or chancel

screen with the organ on it placed in the eastern arch of

the crossing, the rood screen with the Jesus altar and its

two processional doors occupying the western arch. The
eastern end was altered from being* triapsidal to the single

apse with an ambulatory and three chapels opening out of

it, and a crypt beneath the whole. In 11 74 this choir was
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Notice Lombard plan of alternate piers and columns. Double columns afterwards
repeated at Canterbury. -Se.xpartite vault. Single vaulting shafts. Heavy trans-
verse arches. Simple character of arch mouldings. Broad pointed window in aisle.

Simple tracer\ in choir. Round-arched arcading.
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burnt, and was rebuilt and the church completed by William
of Sens and William the Eng-lishman, The former g'ave it

its French character (p. 58) and introduced from his own
cathedral of Sens the beautiful double columns round the

shrine of Thomas a Becket ; and later the nave was rebuilt

in Perpendicular times. Except for its having" retained its

eastern apse, owing- to a Frenchman having- designed it,

Canterbury furnishes a typical example of the growth of

an Enp-lish cathedral.

—'

O .JEV/IT T.

THE CRYPT, CANTERBURY, INDER CONRAD S CHOIR
(l 1 10), SHOWING GROINED VAULTING
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* CHAPTER in-

Vaulting

Since this chapter must be somewhat technical, the followinif abstract
may be of use.

/rhe origin of Gothic Hes in the attempt to vault a basilica, and in

the consequent use of ribbed vaults. These sprang- from the groined
or intersecting vault derived from the Romans. The groined vault
was a solid mass consisting of two equal semi-cylindrical tunnels
crossing at right angles. The Gothic vault consisted of arched ribs
placed at right angles to each other and diagonally, forming a
skeleton of stone work above an oblong or square space, and sup-
porting thin independent stone panels, which in France are made
up of a number of flat arches of small stones thrown from rib to rib,

and which are therefore self-supporting. In England they are fre-
quently not arched, but flat, as if made of planks, and consequentlj-
weak and in need of intermediate ribs (tierceronsj to support them.
The pointed arch was used as a means of getting the summits of the
arches approximately level.

The diagonals and intermediate tiercerons being of different lengths
would rise to diff'erent heights ; their curve therefore was altered in
the upper part to keep all the crowns level. Hence arose the four-
centred arch. To hide the breaks of curve, cross-pieces—Hemes

—

were inserted with bosses at the intersectioiis^lierne vaultiiigj. \ If
the ribs are very numerous and have all the same curve, an inverted
cone or fan results from this construction (fan vaulting).

THE development of Gothic architecture springs from
the attempt to put a stone roof on the thin \valls of

the central aisle of a basilica, a thing- which the Romans
had never tried to do. They had put concrete vaults over
the great halls of their baths, and had built domes of hori-
zontally ' coursed brickwork as at the Pantheon, in both of
which cases the thrust became very small as soon as the
wonderful pozzolana mortar had set ; but when the bound-
less resources of the Empire had failed, such work became

^ Chedanne, " R. I. B. A. JI.," January 1895.
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quite beyond the powers of those who tried to imitate tlieni

in the tenth and elev^enth centuries.

In the neiiJ^hbourhood of the g-reat eastern trade route

throug"h southern and central France, and in Auverg"ne,

are a number of^^med churches of various dates and types,

the orig-in of which is much disputed. The oldest are Ger-

mig-ny les Pres (806), Brantome and St. Astier (dedicated

1013) near Peri-

gueux, St. Mar-
tin, Angers (re-

built 1020), St.

Etienne de la

Cit^, Perigueux,
begun 1013 and
dedicated 1047,
on the same day as
St. Front (p. 20)

(the plan ofwhich
was copied from
St. Mark's Ven-
ice), and Notre
Dame du Port,

Clermont Fer-
rand, about the

same time. St.

Jean de Cole and
a number of smal-
lerchurches come
between 1080 and
1090, then Font-
evrault, Cahors,
and Angouleme

(all consecrated 1119), Souillac and Solignac, 1143. From
the Auvergne churches with their two-storied aisles was
derived St. Sernin of Toulouse, and possibly St. Martin
of Tours, and there is some resemblance between them
and the Anglo-Norman churches in the single western
tower, the superposed vaulted aisles, and the cylindrical

columns.
The other churches influenced the style of Anjou and

Poitou, where, during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,

P/,ofo.] H. ir.

A ROMAX GROINED VAULT

Santa Maria degli Angeli, formerly the tepidarium of the

Baths of Diocletian.

I
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ribbed vaults were built partaking- of the character both of

Gothic vaults and of domes.
At Poitiers Cathedral they are ribbed domes ; at St.

Maurice Angers is an immense true Gothic vault of domical
appearance built ten years after St. Denis (i 150), but prob-

ably not derived thence. These so-called Plantagenet vaults

have also been thoug^ht to have influenced English work,
bvit it is very doubtful if they did so. In their domical
form they are quite unlike the jevel English vaults, and
though the fact that the ribs pass through the vault, and
are rebated to receive the panels, as in the later English
vaults, is a point of resemblance, yet the rebate is differently

cut. In France the ribs merely support the panels, a more
elastic and scientific method of construction.'

The Gothic vault took its origin, not from the dome, but
from the groined vault formed by the intersection of two
equal semi-cylindrical tunnels, one of the two forms of vault-

ing used by the Romans, the other being the simple tunnel

or barrel vault. When two of these barrel vaults intersect

at right angles, a projecting edge is formed on the diagonals,

the curve of which is an ellipse. In building these groined
vaults the Romans used two elliptical wooden centrings

crossing diagonally, and on them generally built brick

arches, afterwards buried beneath the surface of the vault.

The early builders of Burgundy managed these on a small

scale in the aisles of their churches, but over the wide naves
they found it easier to construct a continuous barrel vault,

which had the further advantage of supporting the tiles

direct, without any wooden roof.

But whereas the cross or groined vault exercises little

thrust except at the corners, these tunnel vaults pushed
out their walls all along. In small churches like Champ-
deniers, where the three aisles could be kept of nearly

equal height, groined vaults over the side aisles counter-

acted the thrust of the centre barrel vault, but left the

' Vide WWVm, "X'aults," p. 9. In Gloucester choir the main ribs

pass through the vaulting- panels which simply rest on the backs
of the intermediate ribs. See for the whole subject Spiers, Arch. East
and West, or in " R. I. B. A. Journ.," Feb. 1896; F. Bond, Classifica-
fioii of Romanesque, " R. I. B. A. Journ.," April 1901 ; Brutail's
" L'Archeologie du jNIoyen-Age," and Revoil and Dehio for illustra-

tions.
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church hghted only by the aisle whidows. But where the

vault of the nave was raised much hig-her than those of the

aisles, in order to g^et windows over their roofs, as in most
of the Cluniac churches, the lack of side-support caused the

vaults to fall before long, and none are left except where,
as at Autun, buttresses were added later. But at Vezelay,
a daughter of Cluny, and at Langres, a second edition of

CHAMPDENIERS (DELX-SEVRES)

Showing barrel vault over nave, kept low in order that it may bu
counterbutted bj- the groined vaults of the aisles.

Autun, the nave is covered with a groined vault, for the

builders got over the difficult}" of the elliptical centrings for

the diagonals by making them semicircular. ' They thus

found themselves able to cover any space, oblong as w-ell as

square, with a separate vault over each bay, resting on

' Mr. Bilsoii .sa\,s that the groins at \'ezelay are not semicircular.

This is so, but the centrings were. For on an oblong plan where the

semicircular curves are of very different span, the groins, instead of
remaining- convex throughout, would become concave for about two-
thirds of their length, that is the vault would not be constructible.

The semicircular centrings were therefore roughly pkinked ovei', and

I
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semicircular transverse arches separating" the bays. But
these vaults were higher at the crossing" of the diagonals

than at the crown of the transverse arch, and it was there-

fore no long"er possible to place the roofings tiles on them
direct, and a wooden roof became necessary.

The transverse arches separating" the bays, not beings

properly buttressed, dropped a little, opening at the ex-

trados at the haunches, and at the intrados at the crown.
The builders noticing" this, concluded that the triang"le

A B c, between the two points of pressure a c, was useless,

and therefore omitted it, and struck the arch from two
centres, a little on each side of the median line, and thus

DIAGRAM OF ORIGIN OF POINTED ARCH

obtained an obtusely j5ointed arch. That this was one
source of the pointed arch is made probable ^ by the fact

that in the He de France, where, owing" to the small size

of the materials, the transverse arches are of slig"ht thick-

ness, the pointing" is scarcely visible in the earliest arches,

while in Burgundy, where thick arches of large stones are

used, it is much more marked. The pointed arch certainly

appears first in the churches of the Cluniacs, and does not
seem to have been imported by them from the East, but rather

to have been used first in Burgundy, and afterwards in their

earth piled on the boarding" and shaped to curves joining- the crowns
of the different arches. The ridge is level, but there is a great rise

from the wall-arch to the crown, and the groins cease to be semi-
circles. It should be added that the \'ezelay vaults ha\e been gfreath-

distorted, as they nearly fell within fifty years of their construction.
See section in Poree L'Abbaye de Yezelay, and for full explanation

with diagrams \'iollet-le-Duc, iv, 17, 18, and ix, 4S6.
^ \'iollet-le-Duc, iv, 29.
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churches in Jerusalem. ' Once used it was reguhirl}- adopted,

because it enabled spaces of all widths to be spanned with
arches of the ^ame height, and also because its thn.vst is

much less than that of the round arch. That thrust, how-
ever, was still the great difficulty. To raise the aisles to the

same height as the nave seemed hardly safe, but a satis-

factory solution had been found in Auvergne, where they

were made into two stories by a great gallery being placed

above the aisle, as at S. Ambrose, Milan ( 1046-107 1), and
S. Michele, Pavia. If the nave was covered with a barrel

vault so as to require a continuous abutment, this was fur-

nished by a half barrel vault over the triforium gallery ; if the

nave was groined, an arch (as at Durham choir and tran-

sept) or half arch (Durham nave) was sufficient against the

back of each column, that is, opposite the corners of the

groins where the thrust came. From Auvergne probably,

this arrangement was adopted for the great church of

S. Sernin at Toulouse, and probably in St. Martin of Tours,

now destroyed, and from them passed to Notre Dame and
the early French and Norman churches, such as St. Etienne

at Caen. These ^ches, though still hidden by the triforium

j"oof, are in reality flying buttresses, and only need to be
placed above the roof to be obviously so.

In south-western France, as we have seen, the dome was
not unknown, and no objection was felt to domical-looking

vaults. The Normans, however, who at this time were the

most logical builders in Europe, always aimed at keeping
the crowns of the vaults approximately level throughout,

and therefore stilted the curves of the cells over the narrower
spans, or " doctored" the curve of the vaulting surface in

one w^ay or another, so as to make it suit that of the groin,

instead of, as the Romans had done, letting the cylindrical

curve of the vaulting surface produce the elliptical curve of

the groin. In this change, small as it seems, lies the origin

of Gothic vaulting. This is very well seen in Gloucester

Cathedral, where, in the western side of the southern apsidal

chapel, the wall arch of the groined vault is pointed; that

is, the curve of the lateral cell or filling-in has been modified

to suit the curve of the groin.'

^ Spiers, op. cit. " Bilson, Beginnings oj Gothic ArchUccliirc,
" R. I. B. A. Journ.," March 1899.
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Haviiii^' once adopted the sj-stem of using- diag^onal cen-

trings to support the groins, it was but a short step on-

wards to build stone diag^onal arches over the centrings,

and then use them as permanent ribs on which to build the

vault surface. "After the introduction of the rib, the wall

cells of oblong vaults generally assume the elliptical form,

though in the earliest ribbed vaults the groin is no long-er

a semi-ellipse, but a segment of a circle struck from a centre

below the springing line. The rib-curves henceforth control

the construction, and the vaulting-surfaces are adapted to

them." ^ These surfaces then ceased to be continuous, and
came to consist of four independent triangular cells or

panels, each resting- on two halves of the diagonal ribs, and
on an arch, either the transverse arch across the nave or

aisle, the pier arch dividing- the nave from the aisle, or the

wall arch on the outer wall.' In the ribbed vault the French
usually made their diagonal ribs semicircular, and so got a

series of domical-looking vaults; but the Normans, and after

them the English, tried to keep the ridg^e level by making-

the ribs segmental, that is, less than a semicircle. Indeed,

at Durham, in the nave, the transverse arch is omitted, and
in English work generally is not more important in section

than the rib, whereas in the earlier French work it is usually

more important, so that each vaulting bay forms a separate

composition.

It must not be imag-ined that this idea of building the

vault in separate pieces, resting on permanent diagonal

arches or ribs, sprang into being all at once. It had been
" in the air " throughout the eleventh century, and appears

at nearly the same time all over Western Europe—in 1032
'

at Montefiascone ; a little later at S. Ambrogio, Milan ; at

S. Abbondio, Como ; at Durham, Gloucester, and Avening
( 1 120), then in a number of smaller churches in Picardy and
the Beauvaisis, of which the best preserved is Morienval

^ Bilson, op. cif., p. 295.
- In some of the earlier vaults there is no wall arch, but the vaulting'

cell simply butts a^fainst the wall, and in Eng-land the wall arch was
seldom used after the middle of the twelfth century. The wall retained

its importance as compared with the buttresses, and they did not

therefore need the cross-staving;- which thev required in France (pp.

96, 98).
^ Rivoira's date, probably too early.
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(1120), and at St. Denis in 1140. From this last example
sprang^ the wonderful Gothic of the He de France.

JJntil the middle of the twelfth century all vaulting was
^ in the experimental stage, and while many churches had

the aisles and even the choir cov'ered with g-roined vaulting,

and while the intention was possibly to cover the nave in

the same way, as shown by the plan and design, and
especially by the vaulting-shafts afterwards carried up to

the roof; yet, if this were so, the courage of the builders

often failed them when they reached the top, and they con-

tented themselves with a simple wooden roof, generally

ceiled, as at Peterborough. In this they were probably
right, for a large unribbed vault built of rubble is a very

weak construction, anti they did not realize the extent of its

thrust on the walls, nor that the thrust would not diminish,

as in the Roman vaults, when the concrete had set solid, but

rather increase as the widely jointed rubble settled, and the

loosely combined materials worked on each other.

But with the adoption of ribs_ an immense amount of

elasticity was given to the vault. It was a much easier

thing to build ribs and fit separate panels over them than

to construct a groined vault all at once on planked centring
;

and, when finished, each panel could adapt itself separately

to any movem ^nt in its supporting ribs without endangering
the safety of le whole.
Then, wh,.n the plan of alternate major and minor piers

was adopted ' le Normans, it became the obvious thing

to make tin ting embrace two bays, as the Lombard
and Rhenish vaults did, carrying the diagonal ribs across

between the major piers. This system had the advantage
of giving a vaulting space square on plan, which was easier

to work than the oblong. Quite possibly even the earliest

churches, like Jumi^ges, were intended to be vaulted in this

way, but the nave vaults were never carried out, only those

of the aisles and triforium. But w-hen, as in the two Caen
churches, ^ rnieres (see p. 73) and many others, both

major and minor piers have shafts running up cin the nave
side, it was difficult to know what to do with that of the

minor pier, since there was no rib for it to carry. It was,

therefore, made to carry a rib which met the others at their

crossing, but itself did no work, being connected with the
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vault merely by means ot a little vertical wall which rises

to the under surface of the vault, as at the Abbaye aux
Dames and Bernit^res. It was an awkw^ard arrang-ement,

which represents only a transitory stajj^e, and in the vaults

[G. H. TV.

AMBILATORV, MORIEXVAL

of the Abbaye aux Hommes, Laon (p. 115), Paris, Bourges,

and Sens (p. 59), was improved on by making- this rib a

genuine vaulting rib supporting a vaulting panel ; and since

the vault is thus divided into six cells, these are called ^ex^^

partite vaults. A large number of the Norman vaults are of

this character, and most of the earliest French vaults, but

/^/
y^
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it is not found in England, except at Tickencote, Boxgrove,
and Canterbury (p. 58), nor anywhere later than the thirteenth

century. It is not easy to say why it ever became as popular
as it did, for it had two great drawbacks; (i) Extreme
height, owing to the great span of the diagonal ribs, so

that the nave walls had to be raised uselessly to allow the

tie-beam of the roof to pass over the vault. (2) Its incon-

sistency with any other plan than the alternating or double-

bay system. As the vertical expression of the style became
stronger, the difference between the major and minor piers

looked out of keeping. But it was obviously illogical, if all

the piers were of the same design, to have half of them
carrying only one useless rib and the other carrying the

three essential ribs as appears to be the case at Notre
Dame.' At Sens we find the double-bay plan, the inter-

mediate piers being two coupled columns, and at Bourges
and Laon the alternate piers are strengthened. In the thir-

teenth century sexpartite vaulting was entirely abandoned,
the piers were made all alike, and each carried three ribs, a

transverse and two diagonals ; the wall rib being usually

carried by a separate shaft which had its base either on the

clerestory sill or on the triforium level as at Amiens (p. 62).

These vaults are called quadripartite.

The earliest examples on a large scale of true ribbed vault-

ing in England and France respectively are found at Durham
and St. Denis. Every part of Durham was covered with

ribbed vaulting between 1093 and 1 133." In the choir aisles

the transverse and diagonal ribs are received by triple shafts

on each side. Since each bay is much longer east and west
than north and south, the span of the diagonals is more
than double that of the transverse rib, and to keep the ridge

as level as possible, they are segmental, and leave the pier

at a very abrupt angle. The high vault of the choir was
rebuilt in the thirteenth century, but that of the transepts

is original, and it is evident that in spite of the plan

of alternate piers and columns a quadripartite vault was

' See p. 107. In reality the extra thrust on the more heavily loaded
columns is provided for by the aisle column behind being- strengthened
b}^ colonettes in long lengths round it, and also originally by the but-

tresses being alternately large and small.
- Vide Bilson, op. cU.
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bernip:res (cai.vados

Showing- alternating- plan of columns and six-celled vaulting in the older part, east-

wards; uniform columns and quadripartite vaulting in the later western part.
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intended from the first, for, even if sexpartite vaultini^ had
come into use, which it had not at this time, nothing- would
have been i^ained by using- it, since the greater length of

the ba}' in the direction of the axis would have increased

the very difficulty which vaulting two bays together was
meant to avoid. Each major pier carries a round transverse

arch, and the diagonal ribs are segmental. In the nave
(about 1 130) the diagonals are semicircular, and to keep
the ridge level the transverse arches are made pointed.

But these Norman builders had become so attached to their

splendid round arched style that this unwilling use of the

pointed arch did not lead to the far-reaching consequences
which the vaults of St. Denis did in the He de France,

where no previous strongly-developed style like the Norman
was already in possession. Until the middle of the twelfth

century the Royal Domain of France, as in politics, so m art,

had been the weakest and least developed part of France.

With Philip Aug-ustus it became the most vigorous, and
being architecturally almost virgin soil, the seedlings trans-

planted into it from Normandy on one side, Picardy and
the Soissonnais on the other, rook root and flourished ex-

ceedingly.

While, therefore, the builders of Durham and the other

churches of the beginning of the twelfth century were
hampered by their reluctance to use the pointed arch, the

Abbe Suger at St. Denis (1140) was quite unfettered, and
showed complete master}^ of the whole system of Gothic
vaulting in the ambulatory of that church. For in the

curved plan lay the real difficulty, and it is there that its

infinite adaptability is most clearly shown. For, owing
to the pier arches in the circular part of the choir being

of much smaller span than the corresponding ones on
the outer wall, the vaulting space becomes a trapezium
instead of a square, the crossing point of the diagonals

is thrown much too near the pier arch, and since the crown
of that, from its smaller span, is, unless it is awkwardly
" stilted," much lower than the crown of the opposite wall

arch, the vault slopes down in a very ugly manner. These
defects are clearly seen at Langres (1160), a rib-vaulted

version of Autun, and twenty years behind St. Denis, where
the problem is solved by the use of the pointed arch. Any
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space of any shape, if it could be cut up into triangies,
could be vaulted with perfect ease, and the summits of all

[C. H. w.
SOISSONS CATHEDRAL

the arches and vaults kept at any level desired. Thus at
Xotre Dame, Chalons-sur-^Iarne (p. 77), each pier of the
apse carries three transverse arches over the aisle, one in

a line with the centre of the apse and one on each side of it,
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perpendicular to the plane of the adje^tinini^ arch. The vault-

ini^" compartments are thus reduced to alternate squares and
triang'les, all the irregularity beinij thrown into the triani^les.

In "the Round" of the Temple Church (1180) in London
much the same system is adopted, each interior column car-

ries two radiatiui^^ transverse arches, so that the vaulting"

consists of alternate triangles without ribs, and rectangular

divisions vaulted in the usual way. At Notre Dame, where
there are double aisles, the number of columns is doubled in

each row proceeding outwards, and the aisle vaults are cut

up into triangles, there being no true ribs. (See plan, p. 50.)

But it had begun to be realized that the diagonal ribs

need not be complete arches, but that half ribs could be used
butting against each other at the crown on the centre line

of the aisle, as at Sens (p. 1 15), and from that moment every

difficulty was conquered. Iji England, owing to the square.

east ends of our churches, we have nothing of its kind quite

so beautiful as the vaulting of the ambulatory of a French
cathedral, except at Canterbury and Westminster, which
are partly French, and at Wells; but on the other hand the

beauty of our octagonal chapter houses surpasses anything
of the sort in France. Indeed, Salisbury and Wells (see frc>n-

tispiece) reach the very climax of beauty in Gothic vaulting.
—

' Let fls now examine in detail the construction of the

Gothic vault. Let us suppose the skeleton of a vaulting

bay over the nave handed over to a French mason. He has
before him four (or in the case of a sexpartite vault, six)

triangles, each composed of the halves of two diagonal

ribs, and a whole wall arch or transverse arch. He has
to build a vaulting panel over each triangle in such

a way as to leave a straight joint between the key of the

transverse arch or of the wall arch, and the intersection at

the crown of the diagonal ribs. Let us suppose him to

begin with the space between half one of the diagonals and
half the wall arch. He will mark off first an equal number
of divisions on each of a convenient size, working down
from the straight line joining the summits (p. 79, fig. i, h).

Obviously these spaces will be larger on the diagonal rib

than on the wall arch. He will then build a succession of

little arches across each space, beginning at the bottom,

up as high as they will hold together (fig. 2). Each row



A.MT^L LATORY, XOTRE DAME, CHALOXS-SIR-MARXE
(From "Monuments Historiques. ")
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of stones will have to be cut narrower on the wall arch

than on the rib, and owing" to the stones forming- an arch

they will be a little larg-er in the middle than at either end.

When the lower surface of these arches has come to be too

horizontal to hold together without centring", he may use a
" cerce " or movable centrings of two sliding- boards, increas-

ing- it in leng-th as he goes up, and placing- it for each row
on the rib and wall arch by the little iron hooks at its ends.

All this calls for considerable intelligence and practice on
the part of the workman, for if he does not take great care

that the sizes of the stones in each row adapt themselves
g-radually to the different widths of the ribs at either end,

he will g-et some rows too broad and some too narrow ; some
of his arches will be wedge-shaped, resting only on one
rib, others a kind of balloon shape, too w'ide in the middle.

Several instances of unskilful fillings-in of this kind can be

seen in the cloisters of Westminster.
But except in the He de France this strictly scientific

method was not that always followed. Skilled workmen
were difficult to g-et, and the panels were often filled in with

rough rubble plastered inside. ' And even when skilled work-
men could be had, the French method is not the only g-ood

one. It was less scientific but more roughly practical to

divide the half rib and half wall arch, not into an equal

number of unequal parts but into an unequal number of

equal parts. The courses will then be of the same size, like

bricks, and the surface of the panel will not be arched as in

the French system, but flat as if made of planks nailed

across ; in this case, a number of the courses, starting from
the long rib, will find no resting-place on the shorter wall

arch, but will form a jagged edge along the ridge and will

dovetail with those from the other side. It was probably

the fondness of the English for rough and ready methods
and "rule of thumb" work which caused the adoption

of this system. Whatever the cause, the results were
far-reaching. First a ridge rib was added to carry the ends
of the extra courses and hide the unsightly dovetail

;

" and,

secondly, since the surface of the panel, being no longer

' This was so especiall}' in the Norman and earliei Eng-Hsh vaults,

and in Burg-undy.
- The ridg-e rib exists, however, in some French vaults.
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Fig. I. French and English vaults seen from above. H shows the French method of
closing the panels, with rows of arches from rib to wall arch coming to a straight joint at
the ridge. Note that the stones in each row are thicker on the longer rib than on the
shorter wall-arch.

G. The English method: The rows of stones being the same size throughout, like planks,
make the panel nearly flat and give a jagged edge on the ridge, which is hidden by the
ridge rib, against which the stones butt. The diagrams show the crown of the English vault
too much raised above the side arches. The ridge should be le\el.

Fig. 2. Method of closing a French vault. A. The rib. B. The wall-arch.
Fig. j. The Cerce, or movable centring. M. \'iollet-le-Duc always had this used on his

own work, but he never produced any proof that it was used in the Middle Ages.
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composed of separate arches from rib to rib, was flat, as it

made of planks, and consequently, in a vault of any size,

weak and unable to support itself, especially at the ridge,

it became desirable to put another rib between the diagonal

and the arch to support both the flat panels and the weak

Fig. 4, B. Vault closed in

the French method.
D, C, G. English methods.
B, D, C. Westminster cloi-

ster. G. Ely.

Fig. 5. Westminster cloister

showing longitudinal but not
transverse ridge rib.

g, II, m. Tas de charge.

centre point of the ridge rib.^ Then it was ohiy natural to

treat this like a main rib, and instead of letting the filling-in

courses pass behind it, to start them again from it. Then
by degrees more of these intermediate ribs, or tiercerons,

were added, until the section of the vault, instead of being
a triangle attached to the wall by its apex, became an in-

' Vide note, p. 79 (G).
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\ erted cone as is seen at Exeter, which is probably tlie

most beautiful true Gothic vault ever constructed.

EXETER CATHEDRAL NAVE, I 327- I 369
(,. H. n:

But with this multiplication of ribs two difficulties arose.

1. It was not easy to make the mouldings of ribs meeting
G
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at such diflferent angles as the tiercerons and ridge rib,
'

' mitre, " that is, run into each other satisfactorily ; a " boss
"

of carv'ing was therefore put at the intersection.

2. Owing to the different lengths of the various ribs,

they will leave the impost or capital at all sorts of differ-

ent angles if a single curve is used, and if the ridge is to

be kept level ; and the result was unsightly and difficult to

work. The plan was therefore adopted of altering the curve

in the upper part, the curve of the lower part of all the

ribs remaining the same. * Thus, by giving a flatter curve

to the upper part of a long rib it could be made to reach

the same height as a shorter rib with a sharper curve. To
mask the points where the curve changes, short cross ribs

or Hemes were introduced, forming a network, as in Win-
chester Lady Chapel.

^""Admirable in principle as it is, the French method admitted

of no further development, and there is no change in it till

late in the fourteenth century, when the appearance of some
of the English vaults was copied. The earlier French vaults

are generally very domical, the English are level at the

ridge ; and it is worth notice how each of these types accords

with the general character of the style to which it belongs.

The French, influenced, perhaps, by the m.emory of the great

transverse arches of the Burgundian barrel vaults, looked on
each vaulting bay as a separate entity, and let the crossing

of the diagonals rise above the key of the transverse arches,

thus keeping the bay as the unit of design and carrying

up to the very summit that principle of verticality which is

the essence of French Gothic. But in England we find the

horizontal lines which mark the walls carried into the vault,

'and, in order to keep a level ridge, the curves are con-

stantly "doctored," even in our earliest vaults, and doubt-

less this habit helped in the development of lierne and fan

vaulting. To these let us now return.

"~T^ierne vaults soon became extremely popular, especially

one form in which the ribs are so arranged as to form a star,

as at Tewkesbury (p. 84), Christchurch Hants, and West's
Chapel and the choir, Ely. One of the simplest and most
satisfactory is Norwich ; the most complicated and puzzling

is Gloucester choir, which has two sets of ribs, and really

forms a barrel vault with penetrations for the clerestory

I



WIN-CHESTER CATHEDRAL LAin (, II Al'il.

The north wall is de Lucy's work ri89-. 304: the lierne vault, 1470-.
ia^4- Note the beautiful Perpendicular screen.
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(p. 145). riiis and some others of these comphcated vaults

are quite simple on plan, but become distorted in perspec-
tive ; some few, like that over the monument of Archbishop
Stratford at Canterbury, are distorted on plan but quite

symmetrical in execution.

The later lierne vaults, with their ribs symmetrically ar-

ranged at the springing- and the same curve for each rib in

its lower part, become inverted conoids, and it only remained
to make all the ribs of the same length by cutting them off

by a circle to arrive at the fan vault, in which the use of the

THE CHOIR VAULT OF TEWKESBURY

four centred curves for the ribs simplified matters greatly by
making it possible for them all to be of similar curvature
and yet all to rise to the same height. A perfectly true cone
or trumpet shape was thus obtained, generated by the revo-

lution of the curve round a vertical tangent. This is called

fan vaulting (p. 86). In it the ribs have become so numer-
ous as to be merely a decoration ; in the later examples
there is no filling in, rib and panel being cut out of the same
stone.

In fan vaulting, if the plan i^^quare and the fans spring

from the corners, they meet in the centre of each wall and
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leave a flat space easy to decorate in the middle. But when,
as is sjj^enerally the case, the space is oblong-, the semicircular

[o. H. u:
SHERBORNE ABBEY

fans or c jnoids, if made large enough to meet in the centre

of the nave, intersect each other and leave a straight but

slopinf^ ridge, as at King's College Chapel, on the narrower
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sides, or if made small enough not to interfere with each at

the narrow end, they leave a broad space in the middle,

which in the very beautiful example at St. George's Chapel,

Windsor, is covered with a flat barrel vault. In the Divinity

school at Oxford (p. 102), and in the cathedral, are two

very beautiful lierne vaults, which in construction and prin-

ciple are really fan vaults, but without their monotony. In

the cathedral the conoids are carried sufficiently far tor-

CONSTRLCTION OF FAN VAULTING

(R. H. Carpenter, R. I. B. A. Jl., 1877)

ward on brackets for them to have touched if they had been

fans. As it is they have the effect of a very beautiful flat

lierne vault. In the Divinity school, which is also a lierne

vault, in front of the half conoids on the walls, complete

ones are put, whose edges would touch in the centre if they

were fans and which one would expect to find carried by

columns. But the columns have been suppressed, and their

capitals, instead of being supported from below, are sus-

pended from above, from a great transverse arch which

really takes the place of a girder. The marvellous \ault of



OXFORD CATHEDRAL CHOIR, 14S0

From drawings by Prof. R. Phene Spiers, F.R.I.B.A. Star lierne vault.
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Henry X'll's Chapel, which is a true fan vault, is of pre-

cisely similar construction, except that the transverse arch,

instead ol' being visible through its whole breadth, is carried

above the vault in the centre part.

Nothing more wonderful than this has ever been done in

stone, and except Oxford Cathedral and Exeter nothing
more beautiful, and it is no fair criticism to say that it re-

presents a false construction, for its ribs are obviously

merely decorative. This is the important point to notice in

these latest vaults—that the true function of the multiplied

ribs has entirely disappeared, and they and the intermediate

parts are all cut out of large blocks of stone. They would
be just as sound if all the ribs were pared off and a smooth
surface left. In fact, the vault of Henry VII's Chapel, with

its apparently excessive elaboration, is really a return to

the simple Roman barrel vault with its continuous thrust ; a

strange result to follow from a slight alteration in the

arrangement of the stones in the vaulting panels, and yet

an inevitable consequence from rigidly following artistic

reasoning.

In France the later history of vaulting is very different

and much simpler. They adhered nearly to the end to their

severely logical method ofmaking each vaulting panel arched
and self-supporting: except, therefore, in a very large vault

like that over the crossing at Amiens (p. 62) they needed no
tiercerons, and consequently no Hemes or bosses to mask
a break of curve or an imperfect mitring. The simple

cross-ribbed, quadripartite, slightly domical vault continued
to be the form in use,' until the beauty of the English lierne

vault induced them to copy it, though they rarely used bosses,

but merely little pendants (pp. 91,93). The finest French
lierne vault is probably that of St. Ricquier. At Caudebec
a long pendant is hung from a transverse arch, something
after the style of Henry VII's Chapel, and at Rue (p. 90) is a

very elaborate vault cut up into highly decorated panels. But
these late French vaults, such as that of St. Pierre Caen
(p. 91), though beautiful, are not a natural development of

a living art, but simply dead copies of an admired form.

In the latest French vaults the column entirelv disappears

/ ' At Amions, however, and some later churches, the vault is level.

<
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VAULT OF HE.XRV VIl'S CHAPEL FROM ABOVE AND BELOW
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and the ribs themselves run down to the gfround. Fre-

quently the mouldings of these ribs are wiredrawn and
narrow, and the vaults themselves hollow and weak in ap-

pearance, but occasionally they are wonderfully graceful,

as in one of the side chapels of Gisors (p. 93). Later still, as

the Renaissance comes on, the excessive complication was
felt to be wearisome, and the ribs spring from a cylindrical

column as at Carcas-
sonne, St. Severin

Paris, or Gisors a-

gain, where the
shafts are polygonal
and decorated with

heraldic devices.

It is curious to

note how the char-

acters of the two
nations come out in

their vaulting. To
the practical Eng-
lishman, accustom-
ed to the use of

curved planking on
his ships, and cut

oft from French in-

fluence during the

Hundred Years'
War, any rule of

thumb was equally

good which would
give the desired re-

sult of closing the panels, while the logical and clear-minded
Frenchman must needs keep to the strictly accurate and
reasonable method. "It is not surprising," says Viollet-

le-Duc, " that men like these English workmen, who already
possessed a spirit oi generalization and simplification so

pronounced, should have been equally imbued with that

spirit (jf discipline and order which was so fatal to the

French in the days of Crecy and Poitiers. Everything is of

a piece in the history of a nation, when it is carefully looked
into, and it is that fact which makes the architecture of the

[G. H. Ji:

RIE ; CHAPELLE DL" SAINT ESPRIT,
SIXTEENTH CEXTLRV
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Middle Ag^es, clearly stamped as it is with the g'enius of the

nations who practised it in France and in England, so in-

exhaustible a source of interesting- observations."

Before passing on we must notice the method of sup-

porting the vault by the invention and use of the flying

buttress.

We have already referred to the way in which the Norman
builders counteracted the thrust of the high vault over the

nave by a continuous half barrel vault over the aisle gallery,

if the main vault was itself a barrel vault; or by arches, or

slices of a barrel vault applied against the back of the piers

under the gallery roof, if the high vault was an intersecting,

or a ribbed vault, as at Durham and Gloucester. But if

kept thus under the roof this resistance was apphed much
too low, so the architects of the He de France in the

middle of the twelfth century boldly raised this half arch

above the roof, so as to make it butt against the wall

opposite to the capital of the column carrying the high
vault, and by doing so invented the flying buttress. At
Poissy, near Paris, flying buttresses were built in 1135, and
very soon after at Sens and St. Germain des Pres. These
are simple arches like those under the roof of Durham, but

still applied too low as at Noyon and Sens. Soon two
points were noticed: (i) that the head of the arch of the

buttress must not be built into the wall, as in case of any
settlement it would be carried down and the arch broken.
It is therefore in the earlier French vaults, as at Amiens, but

not in England, made to abut on a large stone carried by a

short column independent of the wall. The neglect of this

precaution caused the ruin of many of the later French
vaults. (2) That the thrust of a vault is not confined to one
point, but extends for some distance verticall}' on the wall.

The buttress arch was therefore doubled, as in the nave of

Amiens (p. 97), just as in shoring' up a bulg^ing wall the tim-

ber shore has to butt against a vertical plate. Then the two
arches were combined into one sloping girder by an arcade
between them as at Chartres (p. 94) and the choir of Amiens.
The upper slope of the buttress was then used as a channel
to carry the roof water down to the gargoyles or spouts.

In the choir of the Cathedral ofTroyes (p. 96) (XIV century),

water channel, flying buttress, pinnacle, and g^argoyle are
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r^Ote bases of columns and pendants in vault.
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combined in an arrangement as ingenious as it is beautiful.

It is a g"ood instance of the way in which every constructive

feature of Gothic architecture is made into an element of
beauty, but the most perfect is that afforded by the nave
buttresses of Reims, where the dead weig-ht required by
the outer buttress is g-iven by an exquisite combination of
niche, statue, and pinnacle; and the pinnacles at Rouen are

almost as fine.

But beautiful as the French succeeded
in making- the buttress, the principle of
exposing the main support of their build-

ing- to the variations of a northern cli-

mate was a bad one. It was all very well

to make their walls "form fours," as

Mr. Prior puts it, by cutting- them up
into slices and standing- the slices at

right ang-les to the building-, but it g-ave

a singularly unstable construction, for

though they g'ot rid of the vault thrust

by doing so, they exposed their building

to another strain from east to west, for

the huge standing buttresses, with their

arches and pinnacles, were liable to

wind-strain and twisting ( " flambe-

ment") » the direction of east and
west, and ould not be left isolated, but

needed si. .ening and tying together in

the direction of the main axis of the

building. The need for this explains

the difference between the French and
English v^ ^' in the use of the wall

arch 1» ich church, where the

walls between the butt .. x.ave been entirely replaced

bv glass, the wall arch and the '^able over the window
furnish this tie, as is \»'ell seen , St. Urbain of Troyes

(p. 261 ) and at the Sainte Chapelle ^p. 98) ; and in some later

buildings, like Mt. St. Michel, the buttresses are connected

again by arches lower down. In England, where the wall

always retained its importance, there was no need for

this, so we have none of the gabled windows of the French.

This point needs a little explanation, which will furnish us.

FLYING Bl'TTRESS,
CHARTRES



REIMS CATHEDRAL, BEGUN I2I2: SOITH SIDE OF NAVE
AND TRANSEPT

Note setting- back of work over aisle windows, from failure ot resources. W'eig-ht
g-iven to buttresses bv pinnacle and statue. Balustrade (thirteenth, rebuilt fifteenth)

too tall for the building-. Bases of transeptal towers and
central spire, burned 1481.
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by the \va}', with a final demonstration of how the most
beautiful features in a French cathedral are the results of

the severest reasonin^;^. When the walls were turned round
in slices at right ang-les to the building-, the wall arch, which
/Was at first simply the arched end of the vaulting- butting

TROVES CATHEDRAL, 124O-1250

Note tracery, buttresses, pinnacles, water drainage, gar-
goyles, etc. Also battlemented cornice, rare in France,

fourteenth century.

against the wall, was treated as a discharging arch which
rendered unnecessary any wall below it. But unless weighted
in some way this wall arch might be pushed out of the

vertical at the crown by the pressure of the vaulting panel,

each course of which, in a French vault, formed a flat arch

betw^een the diagonal rib and the wall arch. Merely to

build a straight wall across would weight the haunches of

the wall arch, but not the crown. But a gable would put

the weight exactly where wanted. In Champagne and
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Bui-undy, with their hirge stones, this was not needed but

in the lie do 1-rance, the Heauvaisis, and Picardy, where

materials are small, we tind these i,^ables from about 1240.

The annexed ii^-ure shows the arrani^ement at^ the bamtc

Ch-ipelle. It is not so simple as it looks. Gutters and

balustrades are needed, and these must press, not on the

vaultmg- panel, but

on the arch, the

water from the

gable itself must
have an outlet, and

the whole must form

an element of

beauty. a is the

w-all arch, b its hood
or drip - moulding-

{vide section), l the

outline of thebalus-
' trade butting a-

gainst the gable,

D the gutter, which,

when free of the

gable, forms one

with the cornice as

at E ; F small cess-

pit and gargoyles

receiving the water

from the slope of

the gable, o the

sloping cover-stone

of the gable, where

it is narrow, below

the cornice, with a

little channel for the water, H the slope above the cornice

throwing the water right and left. The finial k holds all

too-ether, and the crockets projecting a little over each

ioi'iit protect it, and break the hard sloping hne. Latei these

o-ables were pierced, and in Flamboyant times become per-

fect lacework, as at St. Maclou (p. 281) and Rue, but though

lighter, they are quite stiff enough to do their work, and

fo'rm one of the chief beauties of a late French church.

CONSTRICTION OF CLERESTORY GABLE,

SAINTE CHAPELLE
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The HyiiT^^ buttress jiever became an essential feature in

Lng-land. The Norman tradition of thick walls never lost
itsmfluence,and Durham. Lindisfarne. St. Cross Wells Ro
Chester Worcester choir, Salisbury, Southwell, Gloucester
Dore, Tmtern, and Oxford had no flyin^^ buttresses ori^nn-
a ly, houg-h ,n one or two cases, as at Salisbury, for the
steeple, they have been added since. At Selbv, York andhly octa-on the vault was made of wood, so thev were not
necessary, hven when used they are seldom the'objects ofbeauty which they are in France, but are applied in a half-
hearted way as at Lincoln, or with far too great a slope as
at bath and Malmesbury. W^estminster is a French church
with a triple tier of buttresses in two flights, and it furnishes
with Sherborne and St. Mary Redcliflfe one of the vervew really beautiful examples in England. In Henrv VU'sChapel the wide double buttresses are connected by beauti-
ful tracery, and the reversed curve so dear to sixteenth-
century builders is scientificallv employed to prevent theupper arch rising: at the haunches as it did in manv laterFrench building-s like Abbeville.
One other contrivance must still be noticed, called bvFrench architects the " tas de charg-e." This will find its

explanation if we analyze an imaginary French cathedral
built with iron and wood as well as stone.

In A(p roo)is a nave column carryings b the springer of thenave arch The capital is larg-er towards the nave in order
to carry the three iron and therefore incompressible vaultino-
shaf^ts. Above b is a series of larg-e blocks of stone corbelled
out towards the aisle, the third of which, d, carries the trans-
verse arch of the aisle vault. The three stones b, c, d form
a third of the apparent height of the nave arch, but as their
loints are horizontal they exercise "no thrust and form atasde charg-e" or corbelled spring-ers. The wall of thetnfonum is carried on an arch thrown across from the corbelv above the aisle vault. On the floor of the triforium, or or,the slab K which forms its roof, rests the column m carryino-
the wall arch which also forms the head of the clerestor?
'y'"^^'.'Y-

.K serves also to bind the vaulting- shafts firmlv tothe tnfonum wall. Up as hig-h as m the courses l of' the
vaulting: ribs of the hig:h vault have horizontal beds and formanother "tas de charo:e," so that the thrust of the vault onlv
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begins at the block m, Q. n is the great outside buttress,

crenerallv heavily weighted with a niched statue and pm-

Ar_D
DIAGRAM OF THE " TAS DE CHARGE

From Viollet-Ie-Duc.

nacle and carrying the shores p which are tied together by

a lock couple (or " moise ") R and end against the buttress

O It will be seen from this that the flying buttress exercised

fittle or no pushing effect on the wall, but simply trans-
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mitted the vault thrust to the buttress N. The whole wall,

with its double passage on the triforium and clerestory

levels, forms a sort of

hollow buttress with its

inner surface rigid, and
its outer compressible.
If the walls i settle, the

only effect is to press the

head Q of the big lintel

more firmly against the

shore p, and the only
fear is lest this should
buckle up in the middle,
which it is prevented
from doing by the lock

couples (or arcading) r.

It will be noticed that

as the arch really be-

gins above the " tas de
charge " the capital

ought by rights to be
placed there, but since

at that point the ribs

have already begun to

separate, it would be
impossible to find room
for them all, and later

builders, feeling the
capital to be a false

piece of construction,

omitted it altogether,

as at St. ho. The "tas
de charge " appears in

England at Glastonbury
at the end of the twelfth

century, but is by no
means invariably made
use of. In France it is not found in Notre Dame (finished

in 1220) but is in Soissons, begun in that year, and almost
always afterwards.^

' See \'iollet-le-Due, n, 9^^, 144

DISSECTION OF THE " TAS DE CHARGE

From \'iollet-le-Duc.
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On p. loi is shown the spring-ing of a vault in perspec-

tive : the blocks A and b with horizontal beds form the
" tas de charge," c—the first with a radiating joint—the

skew-back, and above, D is the transverse arch, d' the rib.

The colonnette on the right is that which carries the wall

arch.

OXFORD DIVINITY SCHOOL, 1480
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CHAPTER V

The Column, the Arch and its Mouldings

THE architecture of the Middle Ag-es took its orig-in in

an attempt to reproduce that of ancient Rome. Now-
Roman architecture was chiefly an external show, a kind of

scene painting in stone, with endless avenues and porticoes

of monolithic columns, practically all of one style, the

Corinthian. However imposing" it may have been, it must
almost have ceased to be beautiful from its monotony.
Columns w'ere little used internally except for decoration,

standing in front of piers, as in the halls of the great baths

like that of Diocletian, which now^ forms the church of Sta
Maria deg"li Angeli in Rome (p. 64). Only in the peristyles of

houses and in basilicas were they used constructively to

separate by a colonnade the central court or aisle from the

sides. When the basilican form was adopted for the Christian

church, it was natural for the builders to strip the columns
from Pag-an buildings and use them as best they could for

their own purpose. By the eighth or ninth century, or even
earlier, the supply of ancient columns was exhausted, but

the tradition of their use still remained in districts which
had been Roman or had Roman ruins still existing, such as

Southern, Eastern, and Central France. In those districts,

therefore, we find the nave arches of the churches, even of

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, g-enerally carried by
columns, often monolithic, as at Langres, Mantes, St. Leu,
Vezelay, Pontig-ny, St. Remi at Reims, Nevers, and through-
out Auverg"ne, Berri, and Poitou, and the tradition of

columnar supports persisted even where stones of suffi-

cient size for monoliths were not obtainable, as throughout
the lie de France.
On the other hand, where there was nothing left to tell of

Roman times or where the conditions of labour and materials

105
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did not allow of any attempt to imitate Roman columns, as

in Normandy, we find the arches supported as a rule on
piers. It should be remembered also that Norman archi-

tecture was derived through Burgundy from Lombardy,
where the supply of columns appears to have been exhausted
quite early, and piers had become the rule. The streams of

development rising from these two sources soon run into

one, but certain differences, due throughout to their different

origin, should be borne in mind.

We will begin with the He de France, starting with
the cathedral of Notre
Dame, where, as in

most of the churches of

earlier date, the nave
arches are carried by
cylindricalcolumns, with
very large square cap-

itals of extremely beauti-

ful and somewhat class-

ical character, forming
a most impressive arched
colonnade. On these

capitals, on the nave
side, stand the bases of

three slender shafts
which rise up through
the triforium and carry

the transverse arches
and diagonal ribs of the high vault. The arrangement was
illogical and the effect of these shafts standing on the great
capital unsupported from below was unsatisfactory, so at

Laon other shafts are placed below them (p. 115), and at

Paris, in finishing the nave, the last two columns have an
engaged three-quarter colonnette in front of the big one, in

one case with its own capital carrying the three bases, in

the other running up through a mere band and supporting
the shaft carrying the transverse arch. It was already felt

that to maintain the principle of each arch or rib being
carried by its own shaft with a base on the ground-level was
more important than to keep the aspect of an unbroken
colonnade. Indeed, this principle had already been carried

out fully in the aisles.

[G. H. IV.

COLUMNS IN NOTRE DAME



NOTRE DAME, PARIS, LOOKING EAST, 1 163

Notice first two columns. Xave arches and their mouldin§fs. Large triforium.

Sexpartite vault. Window tracery in choir.
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In 1 2 15 at Amiens, the transverse arch of the aisles and
the inner " order " of the nave arches have each a separate

shaft with a capital of one course attached to the main
column, whilst that of the transverse arch of the high vault

passes up in front and has its own capital at the spring-

ing- of the vault, the original main column with a capital

of two courses appearing behind these four attached shafts

(p. 240). We here have the principle illustrated that every
arch or rib must have its own column, and e\'cry column its

own capital at the springing of its arch, and its base on the

ground. At Bourges,.and a little later in St. Denis choir in

1240 (p. 231), we find this fully carried out, the colonnettes
of the ribs also being brought down off the capital and
passing to the ground in front of the main column which
finally becomes surrounded with colonnettes. To lessen the

monotony of this, a fillet was put on the front of each,

giving a bright line. But even so this accumulation of little

similar shafts became wearisome, and, after the " tas de
charge " had come into use, it was seen that the capitals

under the ribs marked nothing. The rib mouldings them-
selves were therefore carried down unbroken instead of be-

ing changed into colonnettes at a capital—the transverse

arch alone sometimes retaining its capital, as at St. Ouen
(p. 265), in order to avoid the excessive projection which
carrying the mouldings themselves down to the ground
would have caused. The transition can be well seen by
comparing the piers of Notre Dame de I'Epine (Marne),
St. Ouen, and St. Urbain of Troyes. Any section of the

pier therefore gave very nearly a section of all the ribs and
arches. \'^ery nearly but not quite, because so soon as the
" tas de charge " was adopted it became necessary to con-

centrate the ribs and let them die into one another, to allow

of their finding room on one capital. This could not be done
if the important mouldings remained on the sides of the

ribs as in early work. They would disappear or become
hopelessly confused after the intersection. It became neces-

sary to make the central projection of the rib the important
feature of each moulding, that is to make the rib triangular

and to mark its apex strongly, first by a fillet on the front

of the original roll, later, by considerably deepening the

hollows on either side. Finallv, in constantlv aiming to
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NOTRE DAiME DE L'EPIXE, FOURTEENTH AxND FIFTEENTH CENTIRIES
Notice how in left-hand fifteenth-century column all the arch mouldingfs run down,
and are angular or filleted, tc-> give bright lines. Each also has its own base. Also
thick transverse arch and mouldings marking the double order in the arches. Jube,

sixteenth centurv.
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g-et the lig-hts and shadows strong^ly contrasted, fillets were
added ag^ain on either side of each hollow, and the central

point sharpened and lengthened, till the hard wire-drawn
prismatic mouldings of the latest French flamboyant were
produced, not by caprice, but by an inevitable process of

evolution.

But all this was very costly, and in the latest buildings

the cylindrical column reappeared and the mouldings were
allowed to die into it, as in the crypt of Mt. St. Michel ; or

as at St. Severin, Paris, into the plain surface of a lozenge-

shaped pier, in which all idea of the column has vanished.

It will be noticed that owingf to the vault and not the

column being- in the mind of the French builder from the

first, he never arrived at the lozeng^e-shaped clustered

column of the Eng-lish Decorated, nor at the Perpendicular

pier of four colonnettes and four shallow hollows or bracket
moulding-s.

But these log^ical French builders felt that they must not

abandon the principle that every arch or rib ought to find

its proper base on the floor line. Let us look for a moment
at the development of the base. Before the thirteenth cen-

tury the round bases of the columns rested as in classical

times on a square plinth with which they coincided in dia-

meter, but with a carved claw to fill up the triang-les between
the circle and the corners of the square. In the thirteenth

century the plinths were usually made octag^onal as at

Reims, while in Normandy and England they became cir-

cular. Then the claws became unnecessary, but in their

place the torus moulding of the base of the column was made
larg^er than the plinth, and little corbels were put under the

projecting part, and when the columns were engag^ed in a

wall, the base moulding- was continued along- the wall, and
all columns large or small had the same moulding- for their

bases. The feeling was that the building ought to rest on

a strong-ly marked horizontal line of support near the eye.

The feeling- was a true one and the artistic eff'ect of the

early thirteenth-century bases is far more satisfying- than

that of the later ones. But in French architecture the

reason g-radually killed the art, and by the fourteenth cen-

tury it was beg-inning- to be felt that the smaller columns
oug-ht to have smaller bases than the larg-e ones. So the
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ST. Wl'LFRAM, ABBEVILLE, SIXTEENTH CENTURY
Shows character of very late Flamboyant prismatic moulding-s. no capitals, but each

moulding with its own base.
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mouldings are varied, and gradually, as the vertical expres-

sion of the building became predominant, two weak rounded
mouldings, resting one on the other, were substituted for

the broad base with its double torus and dark hollow be-

tween, and all the different bases of columns and cclonnettes

were put at different heights ; till at last, as w-e have seen, the

column itself disappeared and the rib mouldings ran down
to the floor. But it was still felt that in spite of their having
intersected with each other or died into the pier surface,

each arch or rib ought to be indicated on the base line, or

the idea of the upspringing of the vault complete from the

floor would have disappeared. Each little rib must have
its own base; so even if it had itself vanished in some other

moulding or died into the pier it was supposed to have been
continued down inside, and "on this supposition the place

of its emergence is calculated with the utmost nicety and
cut with singular precision, so that an elaborate late base
of a divided column, as for instance those in the nave of

Abbeville or St. Maclou, looks exactly as if its smaller shafts

had all been finished to the ground first, each wath its com-
plete and intricate base, and then the comprehending base
of the central pier had been moulded over them in clay,

leaving their points and angles sticking out here and there,

like the edges of sharp crystals out of a nodule of earth." '

We have just seen that though the French started by
carrying out the traditional basilican form of a row ot

columns carrying arches on either side of the nave, yet in

the final form of their Gothic pier the column disappears,

drowned beneath the ribs of the vaulted roof which have
passed down in front of it and absorbed it.

In Normandy and consequently in England, it was not the

basilican colonnade which gave the origin to the Gothic pier.

If it must be traced to any Roman source, it must be the

pier and attached column of the cooling rooms of the great

Baths, betw^een which is a filling-in of smaller columns and
arches. This was the arrangement w-hich almost certainly

inspired the builders of St. Ambrose at Milan, and St.

Michael at Pavia, where we find an elaborate development
of the simple square pier with a half column attached to

' Ruskin, "Seven Lamps," p, 59.
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each face, as in many earlier Lombard churches, in all of

which the principle shows itself of every arch or arch

"order" having its own support. The early Norman piers

such as those of Winchester (p. 54) and Bernay (p. 188) are

simply modifications of this. The angular piers of Norwich
(p. 104) and Peterborough, with their slender shafts in each
nook, give a greater impression of strength and perfect

adaptation to their function of carrying an arch, than even
so beautiful a modification of the original column as that of

Laon where some of the shafts have three banded colon-

nettes standing in front of them and supporting the abacus
and the bases of the five vaulting shafts above (p. 115). For
a while this Norman type was superseded by a modification

of the French columnar model. In the year 1180 William
of Sens was rebuilding the choir of Canterbury. It is almost
a direct copy of Sens but with round instead of pointed
arches, and the beautiful coupled columns of Sens (pp. 59,

115) are copied in the Trinity Chapel. Except in one par-

ticular Canterbury had little influence on English art, that

one being the clustered columns of the choir which consist

of eight banded shafts of Purbeck marble surrounding a
central column (p. 58). They are of purely French type,

very like those of Laon, with square abaci and capitals of

one course, the central column having one of two courses.

But unlike Laon they are of Purbeck marble instead of free-

stone, and for the next hundred years this form of support
gave the keynote to our English style, almost as much as

the downward continuation of the vaulting mouldings, till

the nave pier was entirely composed of them, did to French
art. The contrast of the dark polished shafts of arcade or

nav'e pier set off against the white background of the wall

or central column, took the English fancy at once, but it

w^ould not have been easy to carry its lines up into the vault.

It tended, therefore, to strengthen the English inclination

derived from Norman times to design the building in three

horizontal stages of main arcade, triforium and clerestory,

and not in a vertical treatment of each bay separately.

Its influence went further than this, however. Purbeck
marble can be got only in short lengths, and circular bands
were needed to divide and support the shafts. Base and
abacus soon followed suit, so the square form of capital of

I
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the French cathedrals and of Wells gave place first to the

octagonal form of the north porch (p. 223), and then to the

round turned mouldings, which crown the foliage of Lincoln

(p. 238) and the hollow bell of Salisbury. On looking at the

graceful outline of the caps which encircle such a group of

shafts as those in the choir of Ely, one sees at once that their

beauty is almost independent of their function as supports,

and that to make them carry such an arch as that of Amiens,
with its flat surface and simple roll moulding on the arris,

would produce a horrible discord. At Amiens the two-
coursed central capital gives a largeness of scale which
harmonizes well with the broad square arches, but which is

entirely lacking in the English example. For charge and
carrier to be in harmony the arch, like its support, must
show marked bands of black and white such as can be
given by undercut rolls and dark open hollows. So with
the shafted marble column comes that wealth of full rich

mouldings which is very seldom found in France. To get

such richness was impossible while the square form of the

arch order was retained, so English mouldings are generally

designed upon a chamfered contour instead of on a square
outline, an advance which was not adopted in France until

a very late period. Yet beautiful as the shafted column was,
it was hardly a logical support, and when after some sixty

years it was found that Purbeck fossil marble—one of the

most perishable of marbles—soon lost its beauty, it fell into

disuse and with it the detached shaft also. Meanwhile the

Norman pier, with its engaged columns, had never been
wholly abandoned, especially in the North, but had been
undergoing a steady process of development, from which
resulted in the fourteenth century the lozenge -shaped
clustered pier which retained its supremacy to the end. It

would be difficult to find any more beautiful forms of sup-

port than those of Beverley and Exeter (p. 81) or St. Mary's,

York. In these, the shafts are no longer detached nor formed
of dark Purbeck against a white ground, but the whole
pier with its semicircular engaged colonnettes is built in

courses ; the effects of light and shade are half tones, sym-
phonies in gray, not violent contrasts. The arch-mouldings
follow suit and in Decorated work become broader and
shallower, the casement, or hollow dividing the different
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arch orders, is much less deep thoug-h broader, and finally,

in Perpendicular times, the bracket and the wave, with their

subtle gradations of tone, take the place of the black and
white lines of earlier times. One may perhaps compare the

chang-e to that from the sharp crisp tune of early music to

the pensive melody of a nocturne.

In following out, as we have just been doing, the develop-

ment of the column or pier and its mouldings in France
and England, it is interesting to mark once again the same
national characteristics which we have already noted—pur-

suit of a logical scheme by the French, contentment with

a smaller but satisfactory practical result in detail by the

Eng-lish. That the pier should indicate and lead the eye up
to the vault was the French ideal, that it should be beautiful

in itselfwas the Eng'lish one, so much so, that often, as in the

exquisite examples of Exeter and Durham, the arch mould-
ings are adapted to the pier instead of the pier to the arch.

The clustered columns are not even arranged and designed
in various groups and sizes, as at Bayeux and Coutances,

so as to mark distinctly their various purposes

—

i.e.^ what
arches, mouldings or ribs they represent or carry—but so

as to bring in the greatest number of detached or semi-

detached shafts, some of which may even have nothing to

carry, as at Durham and Lincoln (p. 238). It was quite in

accordance with the same idea of nothing being allowed to

interfere with the shafted or clustered pier as a thing of

beauty in itself, that the vaulting shafts were so seldom
allowed to run down to the ground. In the earlier examples,

as at Peterborough and Malmesbury (p. 211), they rest, as at

Notre Dame and Laon, on the abacus, an unsightly arrange-

ment as was felt in both countries. But when the French
ran theirs down the English stopped them either on the

clerestory sill as at Wells, or on the triforium ledge as at

St. David's, Hexham and Rievaulx, or a little below it as at

Salisbury, none of which systems is satisfactory, and the

last much the reverse. They all leave an awkward spandrel

between the pier arches, so at Ely, Lincoln presbytery

(p. 238), and Exeter (p. 81) they are made to rest on long

floriated corbels, generally of great beauty, whose points

just touch the abacus, and which form stops to the hood-

mould enclosing the arch. This is quite as good an arrange-
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ment, constrvictionally, as the French one, and far more
beautiful.

The hoodmould is a projecting- moulding- concentric with
the arch, of dripstone section, and properly an outside

feature. It is peculiar to England, being- found only in one
or two churches in Normandy, at Bayeux, and Graville, and
probably arose from the Anglo-Norman habit of covering
the wall surface with scale work as at Christchurch, or with
a square diaper pattern as in Ernulph's Canterbury, and
Rochester. The custom of diapering- the wall lasted till

the end of the thirteenth centur}-, and is largely used
with beautiful effect in Grossetete's

Lincoln, and Westminster Abbey
(p. 254). Som.e moulding- was
necessary above the arch, ag-ainst

which to stop it, and the hood-
mould was probably used by the

Normans for that purpose. It has
the further advantage of adding-

g-reatly to the richness of the arch-

mouldings.
There was yet another Norman

use which permanently influenced

the character of English mould-
ings, that of enriching them. Until

the chisel came into use, rough
zigzags or chevrons, cut acco-rding

to the size of the stone and before

it was placed in position, were as much as could be man-
ag-ed with the axe, but when mastery had been obtained

over the chisel, the chevron became undercut as at New
Shoreham and Glastonbury, the Norman nail head be-

came the early English dog tooth, as at Canterbury, the

pearl developed into the decorated ball flower used in such

profusion at Gloucester (p. 121). Although as the hollows

in the mouldings became larger and shallower the oppor-

tunity for enrichments diminished, yet they by no means
disappeared ; the paterae of the triforium of Ely choir, and
the portcullises and Tudor roses of Henry VH's chapel, are

all relics of the same tendency which is hardly found in

France outside Normandy, until the latest style, when the

ARCADE, CANTERBrRV
Showi'ngf junction of old (axe) and

new (chisel) work.
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hollows of tlie flat doorway heads are usually filled with
beautiful undercut leaves of twisted thistle.

There is a point which may be noted here as formini^ one
of the great distinctions between the building methods of

mediaeval and of ancient and modern times, since it is seen
most strikingly in enriched mouldings. If an old Norman
doorway with its zigzags and bird heads be compared with
its modern copy or restoration, the latter appears quite flat

and dead, though as a copy it may be perfectly exact. The
reason is that in the original the delight of the individual

workman in his work appears, in the latter there is no sign

of it. The same difference exists between ancient Roman and
mediaeval work. In Roman times the great gangs of work-
men following one another round and round a building and
each doing his own special piece of work, took precisely the

same amount of interest and pride in it as is felt by the men
taken on for the job by some great modern contractor, that is

they cared nothing at all about it. Also in Roman times as

in modern French work the buildings u^ere generally run
up with their mouldings and details simply blocked out and
were cleaned down (ravales), and the mouldings run after-

wards quite regardless of the joints or of any relation

between the size of the blocks and the details. But in the

Middle Ages, the w'ide joints and rough slow setting mortars
would not have allowed of this, every stone had to have a
form fitted for its work or position or to carry a complete
leaf or zigzag or ornament, and to be cut and finished for

its place beforehand in the sheds [sur le tas). Each
w^orkman therefore had a personal interest in his own
particular stone and in its success: it had to be complete in

itself, independently to some extent of its size or exact

position amongst its fellows, it had a sort of personality

distinct from the others, just as he himself had. This is why
the machine-made perfection and regularity of modern
work seems so dead; it is dead, it has in it no spark of

human life, tells no tale of loving labour. There is just the

same diff'erence betw-een the results of the heart-felt personal

labour in mediaeval days which brought joy to the worker,
and those of the organized, irresponsible gang-work of

Roman and of modern times which is a weariness of the

flesh, as there was between that of the Israelites in ?"gypt
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fulfilling- their work, their daily task of bricks all exactly
alike, and that of Bezaleel, the son of Uric, who " was filled

with the spirit of God in wisdom, in understanding- and in

knowledge, and in all manner of workmanship."
It may be well to enter rather more fully into the develop-

ment of the mouldings in the two countries.
Till the end of the eleventh century, both in France and

England, arches in all positions are square edged as at
Winchester (p. 56), and they remain so in France longer
than in Eng^land; the intrados, or inner surface of the
arch, being- kept flat in France, so that one centring mig-ht
suffice, but in England there is often a larg-e roll on the in-

trados, as at Christchurch,' Durham, and Gloucester nave,
which must have involved the use of two centrings. At the
Abbaye aux Hommes and Bayeux a roll is cut on the angle,
and at Durham (1096), which probably is of somewhat earlier

date, the addition of a carved hollow on each side of the roll

adds greatly to the richness of the effect. At Norwich
(p. 104) the increased delicacy of the moulding- foreshadows
the richness of the following period. This richness increases
rapidly in England, but in France, except for the addition
of a projecting round or oval on the intrados, the general
character changes but little until the middle of the fourteenth
century, when the large shallow hollow, characteristic of
flamboyant work, appears at St. Severin, Paris. This is

chiefly due to the fact that each arch order has its own set of
mouldings, cut out of the rectangular block and always
ending with a roll or bowtell on the edge, and there is little

undercutting. In England, from the latter part of the thir-

teenth century, the series forming one archivolt looks as if

it had been set out as a whole, and the distinction between
the arch orders disappears in a way it does not in France
till much later. LJndercutting- diminishes in England after
the middle of the thirteenth century, the mouldings becom-
ing flatter and broader, but it increases steadily in France
until just before the end, and the mouldings become smaller
and sharper,

' At Christchurch the)- were close to the New Forest, and, as is

shown by the marks on the barrel vault of the crj-pt, were very free in
the use of boarded centring:; and Durham and Gloucester were both
in forest districts.
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Both in Eng-land and France moulding-.s as a rule are

formed out of the solid block solely by removing- edges, and
sinking hollows, and are never excrescences on the original

surface of the block, the projecting hoodmould {d, figs, i and
2, below) over an English arch being formed from a separate

stone. There are three planes out of which mouldings are

cut, one parallel with the wall—the wall plane a—one at

rig-ht angles to it, parallel

with the soffit, or under sur-

face of the arch—the s(>ffif

plane b—and the third, the

plane formed by chamfering
an edge, which was gener-
ally done at an angle of

forty-five degrees— the
chamfer plane c. In France,

until well on in the fifteenth

century, mouldings are never
cut on the chamfer plane,

and in England very rarely

until the end of

the thirteenth cen-

tvir}', but in Per-

pendicular times

almost invari-
ably. In fig. I the

mouldings are on
the rectangular
planes ; those in

figs. 2 and 3
wholly on the

chamfer plane.
Figs. I and 2 are Early English. They are both modifica-
tions of the roll and fillet, and both show the extreme
capriciousness of Early English mouldings, in which the
members and curves are drawn free-hand, not geometric-
ally ; they are characterized by deep undercut hollows, leav-

ing the projecting rounds with very narrow necks; they
are, in fact, much more suitable for woodwork than for

stone. Effective as they usually are, the nearly equal size

of the members and the regular alternation of dark and

I. Cherry Hinton pier arch. 2. Ludborough chancel
door. 3. Boston east window, Decorated. 4. Has-
ling-field belfry arch, Perpendicular.

(From Paley's "Gothic Moulding-s.")



FRENCH AND ENGLISH ARCH AND RIB MOULDINGS
8. Clermont, 1340 (arch).

9. New Colleg^e. Oxford, 1386.

10. Eu, fifteenth century.
11. nivinit\ Schools, Oxford, 1450.

12. S. Severin, fifteenth century;(arch).

13. S. Florentin, sixteenth century (arch).

1. Notre Dame, Paris, 1200-1230 (arch).

2. Nevers, 1 230-1 250 (arch).

3. Salisbury and .\miens, 1250.

4. St. Saviour's, Southwark, c. 1250.

5. Gloucester, 1300.

6. Gloucester, 1318.

7. Carcassonne, 1320.

(From A'iollet-le-Duc, arts. Archlvolte and Profile, and " Glossary of -Architecture.")
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light is apt to produce a monotonous effect. In Decorated
work (fig. 3, p. 120) this is avoided by much greater varia-

tion in size and by not isolating small unimportant parts.

The hollows are broader and shallower, and form a separa-

tion between groups of mouldings, instead of between
individual members. They are usually compass-drawn and
not free-hand, and therefore sometimes have a, machine-
made look, which, however, is far greater in Perpendicular

times, an effect increased by the constant repetition of the

shallow double ogee, the so-called

brace or bracket (fig. 4 e, p. 120),

alternating with the broad hollow
casement moulding (/').

The tendency in English work
then is to constantly increasing

shallowness and breadth of effect

;

in French work it is precisely the

reverse. One cause of this has
already been indicated in the in-

fluence of the dark shafts of Pur-

beck marble upon the arches
above. To the Frenchmen of the

late twelfth century the column,
c and its load, the arch, were two

distinct things, and there was no
reason to do more than soften the

rigid squareness of the arch ; to

the Englishman they formed a

whole— the lower story of his

building, and the substitution of

mouldings for sculpture in the capitals, was probably due
in part to the feeling that greater unity was thereby given

to the pier and arch, especially after moulded bands had had
to be introduced into the former, to take the short lengths

of the Purbeck shafts.

During the latter part of the thirteenth century, when the

vaulting ribs of a French church begin to come down to

the ground, they also begin to influence the arch section,

and in the later fourteenth century they practically deter-

mine it, but this was never the case to any great extent in

Eng-land. The earliest vaultinof ribs in both countries are

HA B

ARCH MOILDINGS, S. OlEN
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simply square arches, unmoulded, as in Gloucester crypt
or later with a roll on each an-le. But it soon became
evident that what was required in a vaultin- rib was not
breadth but depth, which was obtained bv slii^htlv narrow-
mo- the nb and addin- a filleted roll bene'ath, as at Amiens,
the Samte-Chapelle, and Salisbury. The difference in the
history and character of the two styles is so clearly seen in
that ot the vaultings ribs that it is worth while to trace it
out (p. 121). In the early form
of rib of Amiens or Salisbury
there is a vag-ueness and in-
decision in the half tones be-
tween the rounds and hollows
which makes the member look
weak. The lower roll therefore
is filleted, and the hollow is

enlarg-ed. Then, in France, all

the rolls receive fillets, which
g-radually become so larg-e that
they absorb the rounds and the
moulding- becomes a series of
hollows separated bv sharp
Unes of lig-ht. In the latest ex-
amples the fillets are all turned
downwards, and a second thin
course is added above the
orig-inal rib, leaving- a ledg-e
under the vaulting surface on
which the movable " cerce

"

could be placed, and giving- a
dark line between the rib and
the panel, which adds g-reatly to the lig-ht appearance of the
vault (p. 121, 10). We have said that the section of these
late vaulting ribs practically determines that of the arch.
This is well seen in the choir of St. Ouen (p. 122). The
nave arch, a, b, covers the full width of the pier except
the shaft, r, which receives the transverse arch c and cross
nbs of the high vault. The mouldings, g, form the trans-
verse arch of the aisle, and h its rib, and as these die into
the corresponding members of the pier, there is no need
tor any capital, and the " tas de charge" reaches up to x.

//. II'

S. MACLOL', ROIEN
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See also St. Maclou, Rouen (p. 123), and Abbeville (p.

In England, where the vaultingf ribs remain independent
of the arch, they follow the general tendency of the other
mouldings. During the thirteenth century there is some-
times an attempt, as at Southwark (1250) and Lincoln, to

s:et an additional line

of light by adding a
curious square-edged
projection above the

rest ofthe rib (p. 1 2 1, 4).

This, like exaggerated
undercutting, was
soon abandoned, and
the rib mouldings, like

those of the arches,

"^X become shallower and
broader, until in the

latest lierne and fan

vaults, owing to their

complicated intersec-

tions, they become ex-

tremely simple and
small, and consist

merely of two hollows
and a small roll be-

neath (p. 121,9, 1 1)-

The string courses
in French work are

singularly beautiful

and better adapted
to their purpose, on
the whole, than Eng-

lish ones, at least in the form of dripstones on the ex-
terior. In England but little difference was made between
those on the exterior and in the interior. Both had as a
rule a rounded surface, which even when there was a fillet

below did not throw the rain off from the walls (p. 120, i and
2, d). In France the profile of a cornice or exterior string

is admirably adapted to throw the water far off and prevent
its creeping round the hollow as the English form allows

CORNICE, NOTRE DAME
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it to do. Nothing" can be better than the cornices of Notre
Dame or Amiens ; that of the facade of the towers of Notre
Dame is on an immense scale and is taken out of two
courses, but it gives the section usual in buildings of this

period. We have chosen this example because it offers

also a striking- instance of

the use of crockets to break
a hard, straig^ht line against
the sky.

Owing- to the strong- ver-

ticality of French Gothic,
string- courses are rare in

interiors, but at Amiens the

g-rand band of carving- carried

under the triforium is splen-

did in effect and execution,

and above it comes a plain

sloping- string- like a drip

mould in appearance, but set

back from the edge of the

lower course ; and here, as

at Lincoln, the bases of the

triforium pillars and, in this

case, their capitals also, have
curious stilted forms, very
ug^ly when seen from the

level, but of perfect outline

when viewed from below as

they are meant to be. In

the illustration on this page
A gives the real moulding-s
of the capital, a' shows them
as they appear from below,
B gives those of the base, b'

and b" as they show from below at

I

forty-five degrees (see also p. 62).

PROFILES OF TRIFORIUM CAPITALS
AND BASES, AMIENS

an ansjfle of sixtv or
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CHAPTER \I

Window Tracery

BY the end of the tweh'th century, both in France and
England, the pointed arch had come into use, not

only as a constructional expedient, as in the earlier part of

the century, but as a decorative feature in all parts of a

building^. Ila^ears first in England, as we have seen, in

1128-33 in the transverse arches of Durham nave, and
shortly after in other vaults, as a means of covering" vary-

ing" spans with arches of the same heighf. By the middle
of the century it is found used in the nave arches, as at

Malmesbury (p. 211) in order to facilitate the vaulting of

the aisles; and then gradually, as the eye became accus-

tomed to the new form, it was used everywhere. In France,
and especially in Southern and Central France, it appears
earlier than in Normandy and England. In France the

development of window tracery follows on that of the

vault, and it therefore appears first in the clerestory win-
dows. '^When the wall arch became pointed, the round-
headed, rather broad Romanesque window changed its

round arch for a pointed one, and at Xotre Dame a little

later, when the uselessness of the wall became apparent,
and the desire for a larger field for the display of stained

glass was making itself felt, the window was (1225) en-

larged. The head was retained but the window was enorm-
ously lengthened by destroying the roses which had existed

below, and by including in it the space covered by them
and the triforium roof. This whole being far too large for

glazing in one li§"ht, a central colonnette was inserted,

carrying two small pointed arches, on which rests a huge
circle of stone filling nearly all the space of the old Roman-
esque window (p. 129^ Even so, the whole has required

aIao^
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strengthening by an elaborate system of iron bars, and
the effect of the great bare circle is far from satisfactory.

At Chartres (early thirteenth century) where they possessed
a hard stone easily split into thin slabs, this circle becomes
a thing of beauty by being partly filled up by slabs pierced

with quatrefoils and forming round the centre a circle of

great cusps holding the iron ring which carries the glass.

In this case the wall arch is made semicircular, to enable

the rose to be exactly fitted under it. Beneath the rose are

two pointed lights placed side by side. Other places, like

Reims and Amiens, which had not
the advantage of the Chartres stone,

had to build up their windows with
small materials, but adopted thence
the system of cusping round the

circle, which henceforth became one

*i of the chief characteristics of Gothic
window-tracery, and did away with
the need for the elaborate iron bars

of Notre Dame. At Reims, where
they first appear after Chartres, the

cusps are inserted into a groove in

the great circle, and have blunt ends
into which the iron ring which sup-

ports the glass is screwed. At
Amiens, the circle cuspings are still

separate and fixed in a groove, but

they are trefoiled, so as to diminish

the ring, and the lower lights have
cusps taken, like the English ones,

from the solid. Even these had a

useful origin in strengthening the little arch, of the win-

dow-light.. This is very thin and liable to ""break, especi-

ally in French work of the late thirteenth century, such as

St. Nazaire of Carcassonne; but the cusp underneath it

converted this slender bar into a strong triangle, even when
the cusp was itself pierced.

But even thus, the glazing spaces of windows of this size"

were felt to be still too large. Far more was this the case

when spaces so enormous had to be filled as those under
the high vaults in the clerestory of Amiens. Their truthful



XOTRE DAME, PARIS
Showing the original four-storied design of ..6.5 and the alterations in the clerestoryot 1225 in which bar tracery first appeared. The pier arches in the transept are

fourteenth centurv.
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loo-ical spirit made these Amiens builders reject the use of

iron as anv essential part in a stone construction, and then-

ROLEN C\THEDRAL, PORTAIL DES LIBRAIRES,

1278

A fine example of a French transept front with

decorated tracery.

artistic sense caused them to feel that huge undivided

window openings falsified the scale of their buildmgs,

while their practical knowledge told them that they would
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be a source oi' dang-er in storms. Thev could, however,
only start from what they knew and had'seen. Thev there-
fore carried out in the nave the principle alreadv adopted at
Pans and Reims of two small pointed arches resting- on a
central colonnette and carrying a circle above, and between
the central mullion and the walls thev simplv repeated this
desig-n, usmg- in all the circles the Chartres svstem of
cuspmgr. But the stonework is too uniformlv he'avv, and

SAINTE-CHAPELLE, ST. GERMAIX-EX-LAVE, INTERIOR
From " Monuments Historiques.'

out of proportion to the smaller lig^hts, and there is a want
of subordination in the whole. In the transepts this fault
IS corrected; the side-lights, while larger in proportion to
the main circle, have lig-hter mouldingfs and trefoils instead
of circles in the heads. These windows, and to a still
greater extent those of the two Sainte-Chapelles of Paris
and St. Germain, are perfect examples of the Gothic window
at the time of its fullest development in the thirteenth cen-
tury. Like everything else in Gothic art they are the
result of subtle reasoning and exquisite artistic sense. No
part IS useless, the cusping-s and trefoils, for instance, come
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exactly where they are needed to strengthen the bars of

stone,' or to hold the iron frames of the stained glass; the

subdiyision of the space keeps to the human scale ot the

whole building, and giyes a true idea of its size, uistead of

making it look smaller, as do the huge undiyided windows

of St. Peter's, which one instinctively judges to be of the

usual size ; the subordination of the mouldings satisfies the

eye and indicates that the main arch and central column

really carry all the weight. Instead, therefore, of the win-

dows being black caverns when viewed from outside, as in

most other styles, they form perhaps the most beautiful

and harmonious portion of a perfect whole.

We have seen that^'in France, Gothic tracery took its

origin in filling the large space left under the wall arch

of *the high vaults, with stone bars forming, as a rule,

two or four lights carrying circles. In these, rather than

m the piercing of the wall with grouped window openings

as-at Soissons, Chalons-sur-Marne, and Chartres, is to be

found the origin of French geometric tracery. But -if-^e ^

now turn to England, we shall find precisely the reverse to

be the case. The French builder of ^he He de France, un-

hampered by previous traditions or remains of ancient

buildings, but gifted with the keenest logical and artistic

faculties, had come to make of his cathedral a stone vault,

carried by tall columns connected by arches under whicn

no wall was really needed, any more than it is at the ends

of the arches of a railway viaduct. It was therefore

possible for him, as in the thirteenth-century chapel ot

St. Germain-en-Lave, to fill up every corner with glass.

This little building is the most perfect expression of b rench

Gothic art, finer even than the Sainte Chapelle
_
of Paris^

In this latter the buttresses have too much projection on

the exterior, and are too close together, the windows too

hio-h and narrow and heavy in the upper part, the gables

rather heavy and unnecessary, given the closeness of the

buttresses, and in the interior the vaulting piers are so

slio-ht and have so little projection that they tail to satisfy

thJeye as the only points of support. At St. Germain the

buttresses project inside the building, and the windows, set

back as they are, are evidently a mere screen, so the

whole rectangle between the cornice and the buttresses
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can be s^iazed without i^ixiiii;' any sense of insecurity. The
horizontal Hne of the passage under the windows in the
interior gives a firm base to the building, and a fine con-

sr. c;ermaix-e.\-lave, exterior
From ' .Monuments Historiques.'

trast to the vertical line of the pier, yet without breaking it.

The design of the windows as a whole, and in detail, is finer

than that of Paris, where some of the hardness and dryness
of later French work is just beginning to make itself felt.
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Had the architect of St. Germain had the resources which
enabled Pierre de Montereau to cover his buildini^ with its

exquisite sculpture, there can be no question as to which
would have produced the finer work of the two.
"^ To return to our windows, the Englishman, much less

keenly logical and idealistic, essentially practical in his

ways and aims, caring far more for results than methods,
and having his land already covered with solid churches,

built with immense thickness of wall, looked on his win-
dows as openings made in the wall for the purpose of

admitting light, and not as screens built under an arch
to keep out the w^eather. He was the more inclined to do
this because, from the first, many of his larger churches
were unvaulted. So he simply carried on the window
traditions of his forefathers. These were twofold, Saxon
and Norman. In the North, the Saxon churches which had
owed their origin to Monkwearmouth had almost always
very narrow slips of windows placed high up to prevent

robbers entering. And in all the larger Norman churches
the clerestory almost invariably consisted of a passage in

the thickness of the wall, with a tall centre arch and two
lower ones carried by a couple of columns, on the interior;

and of a single round-headed window opposite the centre

arch on the exterior (pp. 197, 289). '^As soon as the pointed

arch became a decorative as well as a constructive feature,

the heads of the windows became pointed, and the lancet

window of Early English times, that is of the latter part of

the twelfth century, became the prevailing form. In the

south, where the Saxon churches had been of the Basilican

or Roman type, and where in later 'days the French school

had some influence, as at Wells and Canterbury, we find

the broader proportions of the Norman window maintained,

but with a pointed head. Possibly also, in this part of

England, the architecture of the Soissonnais, where broad
lancets were in use, v/as not without its eifect. In the north,

however, and especially in Lincolnshire, where late Saxon
churches abound, the tall narrow lancet becam.e the prevail-

ing type, first singly, then in groups of two or three of equal

height, but with the centre one broadest, as at Lincoln ( 1 185-

1200), and then as in the Norman clerestory, in threes with

the centre one highest. In the transepts of Hexham (1203),
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at York (1215-55), 'i""^! Whitby (1210) are groups, the beaul\-
ot which could hardly be surpassed. The lancet window's
rapidly spread south, and before the middle of the thirteenth
century \ve find them in perfection in Ely choir ( 1230-50),
Salisbury (1229-58), and Hereford (i23o)./In the aisles even
of small churches like Warming-ton iNorthants) we find
them in groups of two or three under the comprising- wall-
arch of the vault, and where they are in two, as at Xetley or
in Lincoln triforium, it was natural to pierce the space above
with a quatrefoil or other opening (pp. 136, 137).' Indeed,
this had already been done in Norman times,' as at Peter-
borough. This fondness for the _ exquisite g-race of the
lancet, and especially for its triple g-rouping, causes our
Eng;lish window tracer)- to differ in character from that of
Prance. We have seen hojy^he French four-light traceried
window of Amiens and Reims arose from the desire to fill

the immense space under the high vaults of their cathedrals
with stone bars instead of iron ones, and where division into
two lights was not sufficient, that the space was divided
into four. Not until the fourteenth centurv do we find many
French three-light windows.
Our English window, therefore, was not merely derived

from the French. We have early French bar tracery at
\\'estminster, but it was not thence that our tracery took its
charcicter, any more than English Gothic as a whole found
its source in Canterbury. The English window is chiefly a
development of plate tracery, and arose from piercing the
solid wall between a group of lancets' and Its comprising
arch, with circles or quatrefoils. And since three lancets form
a happier combination than any other under the end of a vault
or in a gable, our English traceried windows have an odd
number of lights quite as often as an even one. Again the
fenestration of an English square east end is totally unlike
that of a French transept. Such^a_«Toup as that of the Five
Sisters at York, or the east end of Ely (p. 245)ywhen combined
mto one great mass of geometric tracery under a comprising
arch with cusped circles filHng the space above the lancet
lights, will result in a composition of much greater breadth,
both in effect and in proportion, and one with much heavier

See Scott, " Engflish Church Architecture," p. 140, where the de-
velopment of the traceried window is fully worked out with illustrations.
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nF.VELOPMENT OF ENGLISH WINDOW TRACERY, TWO-LIGHT.
FROM SHARPE
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DEVELOPMENT OF ENGLISH WINDOW TRACERY, THREE-LIGHT.
FROM SHARPE
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iHulHons between the lights than the French wmdow. There

is also more subordination of the mullions in English geo-

metrical than in French, in which after the thirteenth cen-
•

turv all the mullions have as a rule nearly the same section,

which is kept as small as possible,

smaller than in English work. Al-

though by the year 1250 the two

styles had become very similar, yet

the differences of their origin can be

traced even up to the end.

The French, after developing the

simple form of tracery composed of

ilL circles or spherical triangles, in the

" thirteenth century, were content to

MKKTON COLLEGE CHAPEL, ^^^nd Still for a ceutury, and we find
OXFORD

^^^ practical change in window design

till I ^,70, when flamboyant tracery suddenly appears in the

facade of the cathedral of Rouen and in some of the chapels

of Amiens Cathedral.' We have seen the same halt in the -

development of French vaulting. The French reached their

'ideal in everv respect earlv and then stereotyped it, and tor

,—

'

more than a hundred years after

1250 there is hardly any variation,

while the English moved on with a

constant advance of expression.

The later thirteenth and the four-

teenth century is the time of the

great development of window tracery

in England, during what we call the

Decorated period. Although Uiis

Decorated style is commonly divided

into three, Geometrical, Flowing or
ST. MARYS, ox. OKU

Curviliuear, and Flamboyant, no

clear line can be drawn between them. Tracery of all

three kinds is to be found in the same building, or even

in the same window as at Carlisle (p. 126), where the

presence of the small circles rather detracts from the beauty

of the design. There is, however, a gradual development.

The early bar-traceried geometrical design, such as the

See Enlart, "Archaeological Journal," June 1906.
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shafted one ot the east end of Lmcoln (p. ,-,. hv thechang-e ot Us crcles into triangles or trefoils, become; Hkethemu honed one ot \ork chapter-house passage (i.f:o-8o)oU^xeter Lad, Chapel. The,, by .i^n^::^;^;^
rid of unsiohtK corners, it comes to resemble that ofMerton College Chapel, and finally by flattening- the sidesot the circle m the head and letting its outline join itselfto the hght belou- by a reversed cur?e. we reach the des S

A. Section of head.
E. Centre mullion.
c. I-esser mullion.
n. Termination of'

cusp.

nETAILS, CH.\XCEL WI.NDOW
CH.\RTH.\M, KENT CH.\RTHAM, KENT

of St. Mary S Oxford, which may be called either flowing orflamboyant. The difference between the two is more ea'silv

of wh^r^h p'^'u ^\'r'''''
^" '^'^ P^'^'^'^^ •" flambovan^

^hZnt' \^\^'^P^^ ^^^^ mouchettes (snuff-ers) and souffletsbellows)
;
the latter are quatrefoils with their upper andlower lobes leng-thened into ogees by the absorption of thejnternnedmte tnangles; the former are the narrow flame!

mtrados of the contammg arch.^Flambovant tracery
therefore results from and is depenTtenf 'on the oo-eecurve. The east wmdow of Carlisle, and the west window
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fe
II

oi' York (p. 327) are flowing-, that of St. Jean, Caen,
flamboyant.

In Kent a peculiar form of tracery is found in the latter

part of the century, in which bars coming- out from be-

tween the lobes of the quatrefoils take the place of the other
fig-ures, as at Chartham, Kent.

In France the rose window received a great develop-
ment in the thirteenth

liiwif lillijlnllin
1 J rand fourteenth cen-

turies, and many are

of most beautiful de-

sig-n (pp. 62, I ^o, 148,

In England we have
comparatively few.

There is one at St,

Mary's Cheltenham;
the largest is that in

Lincoln south tran-

sept, but beautiful as

eacli half of the

branching design is,

its duplication does
not give a satisfac-

tory-filling for a circle.

Some large decorated
windows like Exeter
west end (p.8i),Mer-
ton College Chapel,
and Minchinhampton,
are practically rose

windows included under the same arch as the lights below.

Square-headed windows, especially in clerestories, become
very common in the fourteenth century. There is a beauti-

ful one in the cloister at Oxford. Spherical triangles also

often occur as clerestory windows, as at Lichfield (p. 274),

But we must trace out more in detail the origin of fiani-

boyant tracery.

The awkward little triangles w^hich geometric tracery

left between the circles and the heads of the lights, or of the

circumscribing arch, had been got rid of by the omission of

^

ST. JKAX, CAKX
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the piece of the circle which formed one side ot them. The
effect of this was to reverse the curve of the circle at the

top and bottom^ forming" what is called an ogee, and to

fuse the_ whole composition together by continuing" the

mullions into~tHe tracery, whicli becomes~what is called

reticulated. But while the defect of the small triang'les is

got over, another is introduced, in that it is impossible to

a\''Oid^ the occurrence of imperfect fig^ures at the sides of

the window. Good examples may be seen in the vestry

of Merton College, Oxford (13 10), Westminster cloister,

"^^lls Lady Chapel, and T}soe, Warwickshire. ^^^ ^'^'^^'^ ^^

As soon as the idea of the 0^0.0. curve was got hold of, it

became the dominating feature of all fourteenth century
work. Nowhere is this more clearly seen than in the win-
dow tracery, where, by lengthening
out and varying the curves of a
reticulated window, the ugly imper-
fect meshes at the sides are nearly

got rid of, and a much stronger
and more satisfactory expression of
" verticality "—of the weight of the

window head being carried down
on to the mullions— is obtained.

-=^^There can hie no doubt that flow-

ing tracery, or flamboyant, as it is

called from the flame-like shape of

the openings, is the highest expression of Gothic in its win-
dow openings. It carries into them that principle of con-
tinuity which is the life-giving spirit of the styl e^j But in

spite o^ its beauty, it did not appeal to the EngTlsh prac-

tical mind ; its openings were scarcely better fitted than the
circles and little triangles of a geometrical window to the
requirements of the glass-painter, who was demanding more
and more space for stately figures of knight and dame and
for heraldic blazonry. Besides, these twisted curves were
hardly adapted to a stone construction, but were singularly
so to woodwork, as appears in the choir screen at Hexham.
So the English, after inventing it, left it aside and passed
on to a further development of Gothic art.

But just when flowing tracery was for the moment in

occupation of the field, the English were overrunning

TVSOE, WARWICKSHIRE
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Northern France during- the earlier part of the Hundred
Years' War, and while in their utter misery the French
were letting- their art stand still, the English introduced
their new invention into the places influenced or occupied
by them, which were Brittany and towns like Evreux and
Rouen. When the war ceased the flamboyant style ap-
peared in the revived French art, for its delicate artistic

possibilities and perfect harmony with the spirit of Gothic
appealed strongly to French sense of beauty and desire for

logical unity throughout a building. It had the further

advantage of doing more thoroughly and making evident
to the eye that which in construction they had already been
aiming- at, the carrying down of all the weight on to the

vertical mullions. In their later geometrical work, where
the spherical triangle is the governing motifs the cuspings
and joints are carefully studied with a view to stiffen the

tracery of all the large spaces and throw all weight on to the

uprights.' This is particularly noticeable in the jointing of

the windows of St. Nazaire of Carcassonne, all the working
drawings of which were sent from Paris, but the design of

the window does not visibly express the fact, whereas in

such windows as those of Eu and Vendome (p. 282) the

downward pointing of both the larg^er and the smaller
openings marks it clearly. The later French flamboyant, in

which the fleur-de-lis" and heraldic figures are introduced in

the tracery, is poor and miserable enough, and quite devoid
of the dignity of our Tudor style, but though its authors
had become mere mechanics, there is something to admire
in the fact that they had followed a definite principle to its

utmost limit, however much one may regret that it should
have led them away from the flower-strewn glades of the

art of their early enthusiasm, into a dead and leafless forest

of dry rules and maxims.
We must now fgo back and take up the history of tracery

in England from the point where we left it, the adoption of

the reticulated or network form of curvilinear.

English art appears never to have fallen into the hands
of so close a building corporation as did that of the He de
France. Also from the latter part of the fourteenth century

' Viollet-le-Duc, art. " Fenetre.

"

* An example may be seen in the tower of S. Ouen, p. 154.
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and all throui^'h the tifteenth, it was cliang"ing' its char-

acter and tendin": to become more domestic than ecclesi-

ST. MARY REDCLIFFE, BRISTOL

astical. The monasteries, owing- partly to the decimation
of their numbers by the Black Death, were losing- their in-

fluence ; and, in spite of the wars of the Roses, it was the
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splendour of the i^reat nobles, and of the wealthy middle
class,' which had not been impoverished as in France by a
disastrous foreig"n war, that g'ave the tone to the national

life. The still unyielding pride of feudal pretence and the

dolphinlike glory of chivalry and heraldry, demanded for the

windows, as for the walls, niches for fig-ures (p. 104), spaces
for badg'es and blazonry, rather than surface for sacred
pictures—everything; in short tended to the production of

a stately style which should be rather manorial than ecclesi-

astical in character.

In speaking of reticulated tracery we noted how, in

g'etting rid of the little spherical triangles of Geometrical,

it became difficult to avoid ugly imperfect figures at the

sides of the window. But if the meshes are made into
'

' vesicae, " i.e. , have their sides straightened and lengthened,

this difficulty practically disappears. But the moment we
thus lengthen the meshes, the vertical sides of some of

them are sure to run straight up to the arch head, and we
have arrived at "perpendicular" tracery of which this is

the chief characteristic. How little difference there may be

between a perpendicular and a reticulated w'indow is well

seen in the two east windows of St. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol

(p. 143), which can be seen both at once, and in some of

those of St. Vincent in Rouen.
In this carrying up of the muUions to the window

head there is a great further mechanical advantage. We
have already mentioned how, as windows grew larger, it

became necessary to provide for the weight of the tracery

being carried dow'n on to the upright muUions, and how
the French builders had done this by their extreme care in

jointing and cusping. But so soon as the mullions them-
selves were carried to the window head, there ceased to be

any need for all this care. The skilful school of masons of

Gloucester, owing to their windfall in getting possession of

the body of the murdered Edward II, appear to have been

the only great church builders whose work was not stinted

and stopped by the desolation of the Black Death, and in

I 360 they began an ambitious rebuilding of the transepts

and choir, which they were able to carry on uninterruptedly.

' How little the middle classes suffered in the Wars of the Roses
appears clearly in the Paston letters.



GLOUCESTER CATHEDRAL CHOIR, 1360

Showing- the transformation from Norman to Perpendicular, the complicated Heme vault,
and the immense East window.
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Removini;' the insig"nificant Norman clerestory they re-

placed it by a row of windows so immense that they form

[G. H. \V.

CIRENCESTER

one continuous screen of glass interrupted only by the vault-

ing shafts. But not content with that they pulled down the

whole east end and put up the largest window in the world,

one which is actually wider than the central aisle of the choir,
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five stories of stained S4"lass, five rows of dii^nified fii^iires

of nobles, posing" as saints and martyrs, rising tier above
tier each in his canopied niche,—for the lights are nothing
less,—while the lowest tier is filled with the bearings of the

donors, who gave this splendid National Portrait Gallery in

memory of the victory of Crecy.

Nowhere are the characteristics of Perpendicular better

seen than at Cirencester. The nave pillars are of great

beauty and have Tittle^)? the thinness noticeable in other

examples. The high window over the chancel arch has a

very flat arch, whilst the lights below the tracery, forming
niches for the figures in the glass, repeat the design of the

panelling on the wall. The whole building is a typical record

of the architectural history of the English church. The
Saxon church, of which some foundations still exist, oc-

cupied the site of the Romano-British church of Corinium.
The Norman church, which had an aisle-less apsed chancel,

received Henry I, Maud, and Stephen wathin its walls.

Between 1150 and 1170 aisles built of Roman materials

were added to the chancel, and in the thirteenth century

the apse was replaced by a square east end. In the four-

teenth century the nave aisles were built, and in the fifteenth

were added the tower, the Lady Chapel, and the Trinity

chapel. Between 15 15 and 1530 the nave was rebuilt, and
in 1539 St. Katharine's chapel was roofed with a vault

brought trom the dismantled abbey. (See an account of the

church by the Ven. Archdeacon Sinclair.)

The real beauty of Perpendicular is in its quiet dignity,

and there is hardly a village church in England which cannot
show a specimen of it. It is essentially the style of the

village community in which squire and people worked to-

gether, sometimes on the manor house sometimes on the

church, building both in the same style. And it was to a

large extent the fact that they did so, which has given
us so many flat-arched or square-headed Perpendicular win-
dows, not less beautiful in their way than the tall pointed

windows of the greater churches.



South tower 1110-1170:

CHARTRES FAQADE

north spire 1513- Rose windov.- of plate tracery. Porch

from the older church.



CHAPTER VII

Towers and Spires

TOWERS were built from quite early imperial times in

Italy, and the tradition lasted throuy;h the Middle Ag^es,

when they served not only for the hanging- of bells, which
were in use from the time of Constantine, but as places of

refuge and defence and as signs of power. Over thirty still

remain in Rome dating from the beginning of the ninth to

the end of the eleventh century.^ It was from them, and
from such examples as S. Satiro in Milan (879, p. 175), that

the Anglo-Saxons and Normans took the idea, and even
the design, of those which they raised along the coasts of

East Anglia and Calvados as watch-towers and refuges
against the Danes.

At the same time along the great trade-routes of south-
western France, by the side of nearly every large church, were
being built towers which also took their origin from Rome.
Derived partly from these, partly from Normandy, there ap-

pears somewhat suddenly in the twelfth century in the dis-

trict west of Paris, between Nantes and Chartres, a type of

tower and spire combined, of the very highest artistic merit,

which gave the character to all those of the great thirteenth-

century churches. Many of the earlier specimens must have
disappeared ; the chief ones left are Limay, then V^ernouillet

(1190); La Trinite, Vendome, and finally the south-west
tower of Chartres. This is not a tower with an independent
spire placed upon it, which, however carefully designed,
never combine quite perfectly into one composition, but
from base to summit a single pyramidal design in which
every part grows out of that below and leads the e3-e up to

' V/'de Tavenor Perrv, " R. I. B. A. Journ.," Fohru,'ir\- 1898, T/ic

Mediaeval Campanili uf Ruiiie.
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that wb.ich is above. Its lineal descendant, even more per-

fect as a desig^n, but on a smaller scale, is the tower of

Senlis (early thirteenth century). Nothins^ could be more
exquisitely manag'ed than the way in which the angle
pinnacles effect the transition from the square to the

//. ir

RKl.MS CATUKPRAl,

octagon, and from the octagon to the lines of the spire.

There is in this composition very little of that weakness of

the continuously sloping" line so visible in St. Stephen's of

Vienna, which is the difficulty of this class of tow^er, just as

the abrupt transition from tower to spire is of the Anglo-

Norman type, of which we shall speak shortly.



SENLIS CATHEUKAI.

Originall)- transitional. Tower, early thirteenth century, a masterpiece.

Transept, late fifteenth, the finest of its type except Beauvais.

From "Monuments Ilistoriqucs."
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To the same class belong" the grand towers of Laon,
with their spires, unhappily destroyed, and those of its sister

design Notre Dame of Paris (p. 312), and in a later and
somewhat weaker form, beautiful though they are, those of

Reims (p. 150). Here the towers have almost ceased to be

[G. H. \v.

ST. JEAX DES VIGXES, SOISSOXS

towers, their buttresses from top to bottom are so covered
with ornament that one needs to look twice to see how
they are carried on such a niass of shafts, and pinnacles,

and openwork, and sculpture. It is a serious defect, and the

confusion of the desigfn and lack of visible support is hardly

made up for by the extreme beauty of the detail. If the
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lowers were remo\ ed one would scarcely feel that anvthiiii

was w^antins^.

The last existing'

design of this con-

tinuous character is

that of the partly

ruined facade of St.

Jean des X'ig^nes, Sois-

sons (finished 1520)
which is a florid ver-

sion of the very beauti-
ful front of St.

Nicaise, Reims, de-

stroyed in 1790.' It

has some of the defects

of Reims, especially

in the lower part, but
it would be diflficult to

find a more exquisite

frontal to a church.
The whole forms one
complete and almost
perfect design, and
furnishes a g^reat con-
trast in the sobriety of

its composition and
beauty of its spires to

the contemporary
X o t r e Dame d e

I'Epine. In this last

church the continuous
desig'n of tower and
spire is abandoned,
and the Norman sys-

tem adopted of a

balustrade crowning-
the towers, and of a
lantern or octagfonal
drum standing- within
it and connected with the pinnacles of the tower by flying-

' Illustrated in \'iollet-le-Diic; art. "Clocher."

CAl'DEBEC
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buttresses. In some cases, as in the north tower of
Chartres built by Jean Texier (about 1513) and at Cauclebec

(p. 153) and St. Laurent, Rouen, this lantern carries an

Telfphoto.] [G. H. W.

CKNTRAL TOWHK, ST. Ol K\, ROIKX

openwork spire ; in others, as at Verneuil and in the Tour
de Beurre, and St. Ouen, and St. Jacques, Paris, 151 3, the
work of Martin Chambig"es, there is simply the lantern, but
possibly a spire was intended but never finished for want of



[G. H. m:
TOL R DE BELRRE, ROLEN

Showing' also the buttresses of the nave.
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means. These are all very wonderful desii^ns, better under-
stood by reference to the views than by any amount of de-

scription. It is folly to call anything so beautiful "debased,"
or to sneer at St. Ouen as an empty basket surrounded by
four idle servants, as does Ruskin, for from first to last,

the towers and spires of Gothic churches, even thoug'h one
of them might be used as a belfry, were not built as neces-

sities, but to beautify the house of God, and they form, as

Mr. Bond says, the one piece of constructed decoration

which Gothic architecture allowed itself.

We must now turn back to early Norman times to follow

out the history of our Eng-lish toAvers and spires, and here,

as ever, we shall find the sober, practical, self-restrained spirit

of the northern race, producing beautiful, dignified, yet

homely work which offers the strongest contrast, especially

in its later forms, to the extravagant beauty for beauty's

sake of such works as the Tour de Beurre. From the end
of the eleventh century no country could rival Normandy in

the number and size of its towers, especially round Caen.
The earlier ones are built like those of Italy, in several

similar stories each set back on the one below. The
Italian character is visible at once in the finest, that of Ver
(Oise), and at Anguerny, near Caen, the mid-wall baluster

marks, like our Saxon towers, the same relationship. Ver,
like them and Burgh-on-Sands, was clearly meant as a place

of refuge and defence; it is separated by a couple of feet

from the church to hinder its being burnt, and is approach-
able only from the outside by a ladder to a door high up,

in front of which a plank could be placed as a landing
stage on two corbels. Colleville ' has in the top story a

single round window towards the sea and two on the other

sides, and as these have rebates for glazing, it no doubt
served as a lighthouse, as also did probably Lion-sur-Mer,^
which is exceptionally high and crowned with a flat terrace.

The floor below has a set off" to receive the bell cage. For
though bells of very large size were perhaps not in use till

the twelfth century, smaller ones were used, and, in some
cases, as at Colleville, provision is made by a large arch for

taking them in. Elsewhere, as in the masterly Tour St.

Remain at Rouen, an arch has been made later.

' Illustrated in Ruprich-Robert.



^ >B
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These towers are usually by the side of the church, seldom
at the west end, thoui^h Basly is an exception and perhaps
Thaon (p. 163), which Viollet-le-Duc supposed to have been
built originally like Monkwearmouth over the porch at

the west end of the church. Whether this were so or not,

the tower is remarkable. It was undoubtedly meant for a

refuge. The stair on the first floor starts again for the second
floor from the corner opposite its landing, so as to break

the ascent. All these

towers, except Lion, are

covered with square stone

pyramids, a primitive form
of steeple, and at Thaon
are crockets made of heads
of animals. If Thaon was
not a porch tower it is an
early instance of one be-

tween choir and nave in

a non cross-planned
church such as we find at

Barton on the Humber
and at Studland and Wim-
borne. Towers in this posi-

tion, or on the crossing',

exist in Saxon churches at

Ramsey, being the earliest

in England ; and also at

St. Mary's, Dover; St.

Mary's, Guildford, and
elsewhere. Cross churches
in Normandy were much
commoner than in Eng-

land, and they always had a central tower; the oldest is

Ryes, where William the Conqueror was supplied with
fresh horses by the Seigneur when flying for his life from
Valoges, and Notre Dame sur I'Eau at Domfront preserves

the ancient trefoiled plan of the cella in its eastern part.

Whence the Normans got the idea of the central tower is

not quite clear, nor does it much matter. They adopted it

not only for the sake of the tower, but because by leaving

the lower part open to the church they obtained a flood of

[G. H. Ji:

COUTANCES
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lii^ht on the liii^h altar which stood beneath the lantern. In

their dark churches the eftect must ha\e been sini^ularl}-

impressive. Later, when the choirs were leni^thened and
when the large windows in the rest of the church destroyed

the eftect, many of these lanterns were vaulted, as at Win-
chester and at Gloucester, where there is no sign of the

tower inside the church ; but many remain, as atWimborne,
Lincoln, Coutances, Canter-
bury, and later Pershore.

Coutances is as beautiful as

any. In Normandy and the

earlier cathedrals of the He
de France the central tower
was the chief feature, even
when, as at Rouen, Reims,
Laon, and Chartres, it was
intended to be otily one of

seven or nine, but at Paris,

Bourges, and Amiens, there

never was one, but onl}- a

wooden spirelet which at

Amiens is as high as Salis-

bury spire. In England we
find it in Norman days even
in parish churches as at

Leonard - Stanley and St.

Cross, but it gradually went
more and more out of favour
except for cathedrals like

Salisbury or very large

parish churches such as

Alfriston on the Pilgrim

Road, Patrington, and He-
don. The highest Norman central towers in England are

St. Albans and Tewkesbury: the majority are quite low like

Winchester and Peterborough.
The double western tower was a German Romanesque

arrangement and is found at such churches as Morienval.

It w^as adopted by the He de F^rance with the beautiful

results which we have already studied, and became a regular

Norman design. The earlier towers, like those of Jumieges,

[G. H. jr.

ABBAVE AIX HOMMES, CAEN
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St. Georges de Koscher\ille, and the Abbaye aux Homines,
were comparatively slender, but those of the Abbaye aux
Dames are much larg-er and became the regular type in

England; LantVanc's Canterbury had them, but the finest

are Durham and Southwell ; the latter with its restored
pyramidal roofs is quite

typical (p. 159). Of later

examples Lincoln, Lich-

field, Beverley, and York
(p. 327) are the finest. It

is curious how in Gothic
times, perhaps under Cis-

tercian influence, the Eng"-

lish abandoned the idea
of a grand twin-towered
facade for their larger

churches, even pulling

it down when it existed,

as at Gloucester, Win-
chester, and Norwich,
and remaining content
with a mere gable, less

impressive than the front

of many a parish church
with its single western
tower.

This last arrangement,
of a low, broad, pinnacled
western tower, was pecu-
liarly English, deep-rooted
in the hearts c^f the people
from Anglo-Saxon times,

and with a quiet homely
dignity about it, extremely-

characteristic of English
village life. In these the most general feature is in accord
with Ruskin's dictum ' that the number of apertures
should increase towards the summit, but this requirement
must not be pushed too far, for the large west window

[G. H. U-

THE ABBAYE ALX HOMMES, CAE.N

" Stones of Venice," i, oh. xix.
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in the lower part of many towers could ill be spared. Ruskin
also objects to buttresses or pinnacles, whereas in a tower
forming part of a facade a purely vertical line causes it to

look larg-er at the top, as is seen in one of the few ug"ly

mediaeval towers in France, St. Denis; and to some extent

at Noyon in spite of its simple grandeur. But when the

tower stands alone, as does Magdalen College tower, but-

tressing weakens it, taking away from its soaring expres-

sion. Partly from this cause single diagonal buttresses on
the corners are never as satisfactory as two set at right

angles, because the vertical line of the front one corrects the

strength-giving slope of the other. The best arrangement
is that of the Somersetshire churches, where they are set a

little way from the corner so that the vertical line of the

edge rises sheer and strong as at Evercreech (p. 165).

As for pinnacles, which are a peculiarly English feature,

a broken skyline is essential : a horizontal one, as at St.

Michael's Oxford, Lavenham, or Wymondham, is ugly and
unfinished, except in such cases as Giotto's tower, where it

forms the crowning member of a boldly corbelled cornice.^

English tower design grew steadily more masterly and more
beautiful, and some of the Somersetshire towers, such as

Evercreech, could not easily be surpassed, though the over-

hanging pierced parapet of the later ones, like Taunton and
Glastonbury, and of Gloucester Cathedral, is a questionable

feature. It has a hard cast-iron look.

It is a peculiar feature of the design of English towers
that so many of them, especially the later ones, were never
intended to have spires and would be spoiled by them. This
is to be noticed in the broad horizontal band often separat-

ing tower and spire in Norman work, and making the two
into separate entities to be joined together, instead of parts

of a continuous design as in France ; and the Normans were
possibly right in thus keeping the load distinct from the

support. The English spire seems to take its origin from
the square pyramid of early Norman towers. Such a one as

that of Basly (p. 157) could not fail to appear heavy, and
one obvious way of lightening it would be to make it oc-

tagonal. But a tower octagonal throughout always looks

^ Thi.s, however, was probably meant to have a spire.
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S. POL DE LEON
(1399)

From "Monuments
Historiqiies."

weak, so the difficulty was to join an oc-

tag-onal spire on to a square tower. One
method was to fill up the angles left

vacant by pinnacles as at Oxford Cathe-

dral, or as at Barnack with the spire on

an octag-onal drum. In both these early

examples the pinnacles are too obviously

stuck on, and need carrying down to the

ground by the buttresses. This is done

more or less successfully in many speci-

mens till w^e reach the beautiful results

attained at Salisbury, Newark, Louth,

and St. Mary's, Oxford, of which the last

is perhaps the most perfect, though the

spire is too short. At Newark the parapet

is perhaps rather too strongly marked, at

Eouth it is a little weak.
But by the side of these there existed

from the first another simpler form of

spire, essentially English, the broach, of

which that of Frampton (see illustration

opposite) is an example. In this an oc-

tagonal spire is, as it were, placed over

the original square Norman pyramid, thus

producing triangular masses of masonry

leaning against four sides of the spire. In

these spires there is no parapet, but the

edges of the broach usually project over

a corbel table.

For some of the most beautiful towers

and spires we must return to the land of

their birth. Northern France, where the

Kreisker of S. Pol de Leon wnll suggest

a steepled Somersetshire tower, but its

lines, like some of theirs, are hard, and

the spire looks as if it had been picked

up ready made and put bodily on the

tower. The beautiful Berni^res (p. 163)

has a striking resemblance to Salisbury,

and St. Pierre at Caen, to St. Mary's

Oxford.
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PART II. HISTORICAL

CHAPTER VIII

Saxox Architecture

THERE are two types of pre-Conquest architecture in

England, that introduced by Augustine directly from
Rome, and therefore of Roman or Basilican type, and that

derived indirectly from the British Church, through the

Celtic or Scoto-Irish Church. The chief church of the former
type was the Cathedral of Canterbury, but though this was
rebuilt by Lanfranc, several others remain in a more or less

perfect condition.

At Lyminge, near Folkestone, the foundations of a

Romano-British church have been found, which, like Can-
terbury, had a western apse between the aisles which ter-

minated squarely. This was rebuilt in the time of Augustine
by Ethelburga, sister of Ethelbert, with three parallel apses

at the east end (as was also the church of St. Frideswide
at Oxford), and, according to Rivoira, it was again rebuilt

by Dunstan with a square east end in 965, but it seems a

little far-fetched to say that he adopted this non-Roman
arrangement because he delighted in disobeying the Pope.

In Canterbury and its neighbourhood are found the

remains of several other churches wnth apsidal or basilican

ends, usually, however, without aisles. The most complete
of these is St. Martin, but, like most of the others, it has
been greatly altered or possibly rebuilt.

In the ruins of St. Pancras, Canterbury, in the founda-
tions of a church at Rochester, and at Reculvers and Brix-

worth, we find that the apse, which was much longer than
the original semicircle, was separated from the nave by a

screen of two columns carrying three arches, or at Brix-

167
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worth by four columns. Those of the destroyed church of

Recuhers stand now in a garden on the north of Canterbury
Cathedral. The}' are probably of Roman origin, clumsily

reworked in Saxon times. In St. Peter on the Wall at

Bradwell in Essex, also, there exists a very early Saxon
church with a semicircular apse and traces of three arches
dividing- it from the nave.'

But the best example of these Romano-Saxon churches
still existing is that of

Brixworth (680), which
is worth description, as

it is no doubt typical of

the class to which it

belongs (see p. 45). It

was originally a three-

aisled basilica, 100 feet

by 30. The aisles, how-
ever, have been de-

stroyed, so that the

original pier arches
dividing them from the

nave, which are built

of Roman brick, form
now part of the outer
walls, having been filled

up with later work.
About 60 feet from the

west end there is now
a wide fourteenth-cen-

tury chancel arch, but
originally there were

arches carried on piers the foundations of which remain.
Round the outside of the apse, about six feet below the
ground, approached now from inside the church, but perhaps
originally from the aisles, is an ambulatory, like those of
Canterbury and St. Peter's. It was originally vaulted, and
no doubt was intended to afford views through openings in

the apse wall, of the tomb of some saint placed under the

altar. There is, however, no trace remaining c^f anything of

the sort. In the outer wall of the ambulatory are loculi for

' See note on Veils and Screens at end of chapter.

SOMPTING CHURCH TOWER

<
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tombs. Originally there was a large western porch forming
the centre portion of a narthex, and possibly serv'ing" as a

baptistery. Brixworth was a cell of the great Benedictine

monastery of Peterborough. After being destroyed by the

Danes it was restored as we now see it in the early tenth

century. At its restoration the western porch was raised and
converted into a square tower with a semicircular stair

turret on its western face, and an opening from the second
story looking into the church, with two chiselled, not turned,

balusters carrying a triple arch. This tower, and those of

Ramsey and Deerhurst Churches, are probabh' the oldest

REPTOX CKVPT

instances that we possess of a western tower, a feature

which seems to have originated with the Saxons, though
it existed at Basly near Caen, St. Ricquier, and St. Remy at

Reims, whence the Saxons may have got the idea. It is,

perhaps, the most characteristic feature of the English
parish church, and, like chancel screens and square east

ends, is certainly of Saxon origin. Some of these towers
seem hardly adapted for purposes of defence, though they
may have been look-outs and refuges. That of Deerhurst
is not square, but oblong, as were many of the later Nor-
man towers, possibly to allow of the swing of the bells.

Those of Deerhurst and Brixworth have rooms in them
with an alcove.
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W'in^' Church has :i polygonal apse of much later date,

which is remarkable for round pilasters on the external

ang-les of the polygon carrying shallow arches, an arrange-

ment found in many Syrian and Provencal churches.

At Ripon and Hexham, which were built by Wilfrid {c. 670),

is a. complicated series of underground passages, pass-

ing round and giving views
into a central vaulted cham-
ber which contained the re-

lics. The apse of St. Wil-
frid's Church was found by
Mr. Gibson of Hexham a

few years ago. It lies to the

east of the crypt and is

stilted on plan and about

13 feet wide. In the church
of Repton, which is of late

date, probably eleventh cen-

tury, the confessio has be-

come a regular crypt with a

groined roof carried on
rather elaborate columns.
It still possesses its hagio-

scope.

But besides these churches
of Roman or Romano-Brit-
ish style, there are to be

found others, more especi-

ally in the north and east of

Eng^land, which owe their

character to the Irish and
Scotch monks of Holy Isle

and lona. The whole char-

acter of the Irish Church was monastic, of an Eastern type,

and its chief remains in Ireland are those of the build-

ings of little colonies of hermit monks, livingf in separate
cells, with a small high-walled stone-roofed oratory for the

community, consisting of a nave with the entrance usually

at the west and a small square-ended chancel. The most
characteristic specimen of this type in Eng-land is the sing'le-

' Illustrated in Scott, " Eiiijlish Church Architecture."

BARXACK. FROM BLOXAM
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celled chapel of St. Patrick at Heysham on Morecambe Bay.
It is long- and narrow (27 by 8 feet), and its most interesting-

feature is the doorway, which is of typically Saxon char-

acter. The jambs consist of larg-e rather thin slabs,

standing on edgfe, which g-o rig-ht through the thickness
of the wall, as at Earl's Barton, alternating with others

rather smaller laid horizontally, so that on the face of the

wall they appear to be alternately " long- and short." This
feature in the quoins of a building- is characteristic of much
of the later Saxon work. Even when they had no larg-e

slabs to work with, as at Heysham, they used tall, narrow
blocks alternating- with short ones running- further into the

wall, and even carried strips of similar work up the faces

of their building-s, as at Barnack, Wing, and Earl's Barton.

Long^ and short work was used by the Romans and the

Byzantines, and occurs in France in the baptistery of St.

Jean, Poitiers, and in militar}- work, such as the ramparts
of Montpellier. The whole system in Saxon arches of using-

larg^e slabs on edg-e and carrying- an arch straight through
without any break or subordinate arch is derived from
Roman work. The head of the door at Heysham is formed
by an arch cut out of a sing-le stone with three hollow
fluting-s running round the arch. There is an almost similar

doorway at Somerford Keynes, Wilts, which presents the

peculiarly Irish feature of the jambs converg-ing- towards
the lintel. It should be noticed that Saxon doorways hardly

ever have any rebate for a door, but the frame was fastened

on to the inner surface of the wall, not sunk so as to be

flush with it as in later work.
The most noteworthy churches of this northern type are

Escombe in Durham; Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts; and
Benedict Biscop's Church at Jarrow.
Escombe has the same long- narrow plan as Heysham

(44 by 15 feet), with the addition of a small chancel ap-

proached throug-h a very narrow chancel arch. The quoins
outside are made of Roman slabs arranged as long- and
short work. Inside, the doorways have the same, and the

jambs slope inwards to the lintel. The little windows, which
are both round and square-headed, are splayed towards the

inside only, instead of being-, as usual in Saxon work,
splayed both in and out.
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Bradford-on-Avon, thoui^h considered by some to be oi'

later date, is of very similar plan. The outside arcadinj^^

Phofo.]

ESCOMBE CHURCH, DURHAM
[Gibson.

and o-enerally finished style of the work appear to be hardly
sufficient reason for doubting- it to be the original church
built by Aldhelm in the early eighth century. The walls are
remarkably high as in most churches of this type, perhaps
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as a defence against the Danes, and the chancel arch is one
of the narrowest known, only 3 feet 6 inches. The extreme
narrowness of most of the chancel arches in these churches

is possibly due to the continued use of the consecration veil.'

The most remarkable feature at Bradford is a raised design

of pillars and arches which runs all round the exterior,

and which was executed after the building was finished

by cutting away the stone to the depth of about an inch.

That it was part of the original design and not an after-

thought is shown by the courses of the stone being adapted
in width to the capitals, bases, etc. It looks as if it had
been suggested by the arcading of some Italian or German
Romanesque church, as may have been the case with other

features in Anglo-Saxon work.
Bradford, except that it has no tower, which is a mark of

early date, is a particularly good example of that type of

church which later became the model of many of our parish

churches, an aisleless nave with windows set high in the

walls, opening through a narrow arch into a small square-

ended chancel with a large projecting porch or porches
forming rudimentary transepts like those of Augustine's

church at Canterbury. At Bradford the south porch no
longer exists, but its roof-line is obvious. Adel (Yorks) is

a fine Norman version of a similar plan. Bradford, how-
ever, lacks one characteristic feature, the western tower,

which exists at Ramsey and Deerhurst, and in a round
form at Egilshay (Orkney). But the most typical example is

at Monkwearmouth. Benedict Biscop (676) had built a large

western porch which had a rood carved under its gable, and
later a tower was built on this porch, the door of which is

very remarkable. . Its jambs are composed of upright slabs

with a carving of twisted serpents. On these slabs stand

on each side two stone colonnettes, turned^ in a lathe with
grooves and hollows, and carrying the arch above. They
have been thought to be an imitation of Roman columns,
but are much more like wooden Scandinavian work such as

that at Urne." Man)', if not most early Anglo-Saxon churches
were of wood, and if they had not all perished at the hands
of the Danes, except the very rough and plain one at Green-
sted in Essex, we should probably have been able to find

^ See note, p. 184.
^ On the Sognifiord, Norway, illustrated in Ruprich-Robert.

1
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other wooden orig-inals of these curious balusters, of which
a larg-e number have been discovered at J arrow. Mickle-
thwaite thinks they may have been part of an early choir

enclosure.

The w^estern tower, built over Monkwearmouth porch, is

of the same character as a larg^e number of other towers
throughout Northumberland and Lincolnshire. Its propor-

tions are very slender, being 60 feet in height, and only

1 1 feet in width, and it seems probable that, since fifty out
of eighty are close to the east coast, they w^ere watch towers
against the Danes, and places of refuge in their incursions,

as were the fine Norman ones near Caen. Some of them,
like Skipwith, have dwellings in them, where the watchman
and church-keeper probably dwelt. The churches to which
they are attached are seldom of earlier date than the tenth

or eleventh centuries, the original ones having been burned
by the Danes. They nearh^ all show "long and short"
work, and many of them the curious pilaster strips which
are one of the chief marks of later Saxon work. These are

best seen in the towers of Barnack, Earl's Barton, Barton-
on-Humber, and Sompting, and in the church of Worth.
Formerly this curious decoration was considered a proof of

the timber origin of the style, but the wooden churches of

the Saxons were built like Greensted of split logs, not of

half-timbered work, and though this use of logs probably
gave rise to the square east ends, it would not account for

these pilaster strips, which are really an attempt, carried

out by local and ignorant workmen, to imitate from descrip-

tion, or vague recollection, the pilaster work and arcading
of the Romanesque towers of Italy, such as those in

Rome, that of S. Satiro of Milan (a.d. 879), or Fruttuaria

in Piedmont, or Pomposa, or St. Ambrose, Milan (p. 4)

;

or perhaps, but less probably, of Germany.' We know that

Benedict Biscop and Wilfrid sent to Italy, probably to Rome,
for workmen, and at a later time the connection between the

Carolingian Empire and the Kings of Wessex w^as close.

Something was probably due to both sources, but more to

the former than the latter. Indeed Rivoira goes so far as to

say that Benedict certainly took as his models the churches

^ Vide J. Tavenor Perry, The Mediaeval Canipanili of Rome,
" R. I. B. A. Journ.," February 1898.
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of S. Agnese and the Quattro Coronati, where fragments
of sculpture exist of the same character as at Jarrow. The
twin belfry lights of the towers (p. 177), with a centre

baluster corbelled out to carry the whole width of the arch,

are more Italian than German, but the roof of Sompting '

(p. 168) points to Germany. At Earl's Barton, Barton-on-
Humber, and Stanton Lacey, projecting strips run round
the arches, as in the Roman towers, and these may be the

origin of the peculiar projecting hoodmould which marks
English work even in interiors to the very end of the Middle
Ages, and which is not found in France except at Gournac
and Graville in Normandy.

Other marks of this later Anglo-Saxon style are the wide
double splay of the windows, both inward and outward, the

straight-sided arches (p. 183) of Deerhurst, and Brigstock,
and Colchester, which occur also in the Carolingian gate-
house of Lorsch near Worms," and at St. Jean, Poitiers,"

and St. Generoux" in France, the curious impost mouldings

(p. 183) of the arches at Barnack, Corhampton, and St.

Benet's Cambridge, which suggest a very rude imitation

from memory of classical work, and the extreme narrow-
ness of the chancel arch.

Saxon churches are of two types, Basilican and Celtic.

The latter may be divided into two by their date, as built

before the Danish invasions began, about 800, or after they

had ended, about 950. Few of any importance were built

during their continuance.

A.^ Churches of Basilican type generally possessing aisles,

apsidal termination, confessio, arched chancel screen. All

on Roman sites and built of reused Roman materials.

Lyminge, foundations only, Rochester, foundations only,

650. 604.

St. Pancras, Canterbury, Peterborough, foundations
foundations only, before only.

600.

^ In 1762, the roof or spire which .surmounts this tower was reduced
in height 25 feet. Dallaway and Cartwrig-ht's " Sussex. " Quoted in

Bloxani.
- Illustrated in B. Brown and Porter.
' These lists are condensed from those given by Baldwin Brown.
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St, Martin, Canterbury, nave,

650.
Reculvers, 669.

Brixworth, 685, partially

rebuilt without aisles,

eleventh centurw

Wing- (Bucks).

St. Peter on the Wall, Essex.

Repton?
Ythan ceaster, 650.

B. Churches of Celtic type built before 800. Long narrow
aisleless plans, generally with nave and square-ended chan-
cel, narrow chancel arch, projecting porches. Lofty walls

with windows high up. No plinths. Turned balusters.

Heysham Chapel.

Escombe.
Monkwearmouth (tower

later).

J arrow.

Bradford-on-Avon.
Corbridge.
Stow by Faversham.
St. Martin, Canterbury

(choir).

Churches built during, or subsequent to, the Danish
invasion. Generally aisleless. Long and short quoins.

Pilaster strips. Double-splayed windows. Chancel arches

generally narrow. Slender western towers frequent with
twin belfry lights and mid-wall shaft. Chiselled balusters

(as at St. Albans). Cubical capitals.

C. During Danish invasion, or earlier. The special feature

is noted.

Avebury.
Bishopstone (south porch).

St. Mildred, Canterbury.
Deerhurst( rebuilt later when

central tower was omitted).

Britford.

Sockburn.

St. Michael (St. Albans).

Bardsley (v/est tower).

Lydd (aisles).

Somerford Keynes (door).

Oxford Cathedral (founda-

tions).

D. Churches subsequent to Danish invasion.

I. All possessing Towers.

Barton-on-Humber. Clapham (Beds.).

Earl's Barton. Colchester (Trinity Church]
Barnack. Caversfield.

Bedford (St. Peter). Guildford (St. Mary's).

Brigstock. Hough on the Hill.
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Skipwith.

Steving-ton.

Swanscombe.

Wittering- (chancel

Sompting- (tower).

Bosham.

Arlington.

Breamore.
Corhampton.
Dover.
Stanton Lacey.
Stow (about 1040).

Whitfield.

Daglingworth.

I

Boarhunt.
Carlton in Lindrick,

Clayton.

Kirk Hammerton.
Kirkdale.

Norton.

St. Benet's (Cambridge).
Worth.

II. A rr/u's recessed.

arch). Broughton.
Oxford, St. Michael (tower)

Greensted wooden church.

Less important.

Diddlebury.
Dunham.
Green's Norton.
Lindisfarne.

Little Somborne.
Woolbeding.
Wootton Wawen.

II. Eleventh century.

St. Botolph (Sussex).

St. Peter's (Bedford).

Stopham.
Wareham.
Coin Rogers (Gloucester).

Deerhurst (chapel).

Lincolnshire Towers.
Alkborough.
Bracebridge,
Branston.
Broughton.
Cabourn.
Clee.

Coleby.
Great Corringham.
Glentworth.
Hainton.
Great Hall.

Harmston.
Harpswell.
Heapham.
Holton le Clay.

Hough on the Hill.

Lincoln, St. Benedic.
Lincoln, St. Mary le Wig-

ford.

Lincoln, St. Peter at Gowts.
Marton.
Nettleton.

Rothwell.

Scartho.

Springthorpes.
Swallow.
Thurloe.

Waith.
Winterton.
Worlabv.
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NOTE

ON THE USE OF VEILS AND SCREENS

In the early Basilican church at least four veils or curtains

were used, (i) In front of the catechumens, who were
placed at the back of the church, beyond the choir, the

enclosure of which reached half-way down the nave/ (2) At
the upper end of the choir enclosure, dividing^ the inferior

clergy from those beyond the triumphal arch and in the

apse. (3) The consecration veil, cutting off the celebrant

and ministers of the altar from the non-officiating clergy.

(4) Curtains separating the nave from the aisles where the

laity stood, the men on the right and the women on the

left. The various veils were closed at different periods in

the service, in the order 1,4, 2, 3.

When the distinction between the ordinary laity and
catechumens died out, and the congregation came into the

nave, the aisle veils (4) were disused. Of the other three,

the last (3) became the ciborium or baldacchino veil in the

Roman church, but, owing to the eastern origin of its

liturgy, it was retained in the Celtic and Celto-Saxon church
as the consecration veil which was drawn across the

narrow Saxon chancel arch. It continued in use in Eng-
land through the Middle Ages as the Lenten veil, and
is still used by the Cistercians. The winch by which it

was worked still exists in Salisbury Cathedral, on the

north side just in front of the eastern transept, where the

high altar originally stood. The beam was destroyed by
Wyatt." Corbels, as at Portbury, near Bristol, or holes,

as at Lustleigh (Devonshire), for its rod exist, or existed

till recent " restorations," between the screen and altar

in many parish churches with large chancels. The Rev.

D. H. S. Cranage tells me that at Much-Wenlock ' (Shrop-

^ This arrangement was precisely that of the churches nearlconiiim.

—Ramsey and Bell.
- Murray's " Handbook of Salisbury," Appendix.
•'

l^'t'di' his book on "The Chui-ches of Shropshire.

"
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shire), there are two head corbels over the communion rail

with spikes above them bent back to support the veil-rod,

and the noses are worn away by the friction. At Tenbury
(Worcestershire) the pinnacle of a canopied recess, ap-
parently an Easter sepulchre, has a depression in it which
probably carried the rod, and at Hilton, near St. Ives, are
corbels which seem to have supported a veil. Occasionally,
as at St. David's, a screen is found instead of this veil. The
first veil—that which separated the catechumens, and later

the cong-reg"ation, from the clerg-y in the choir—was repre-

sented in the southern or Romano-Saxon churches by the
arches of Reculvers, Brixworth, etc., and its tradition seems
to have persisted throug-hout that district, where triple

stone arcades still exist, as at Patcham, Clayton, and Pye-
combe in Sussex, Capel le Terne and West Well in Kent,
Great Bardfield and Stebbing- in Essex, and W^ool in Dorset.
From the thirteenth century onwards, in the smaller

churches, this screen served the purpose both of the pul-

pitum or choir screen, and of the rood screen with or without
a loft. It was usually of wood, and in spite of the devasta-
tion wrought by the restorers, very many beautiful examples
still exist especially in the Eastern Counties, and in Devon
and Somerset.

In conventual and collegiate churches and the cathedrals
ot the old foundation, the pulpitum and rood screen were
distinct. The former, usually under the eastern arch of the
crossing, was a thick wall dividing the choir of the monks
from the people, and having a central door with an altar

on each side and above, a broad g-allery, in which, by the
Use of Sarum, the sing-ers were placed, at first always,
afterwards only on festival days. Since this Use was in-

tended to incorporate national features of ritual with the
service approved by Rome, we learn that the screen dated
from early times. In consequence England is still, and
always was, pre-eminently the country of screens (p. 81).

The rood screen was further west. It had two pro-
cessional doors and an altar in the centre, the people's
altar, called also the Jesus altar, or Holy Cross altar, from
the crucifix above it. We have no longer any church which
has retained both its screens, though Ottery St. Mary had
them luitil it was " restored." Newark has its rood screen
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and side screens. At St. Albans and Malmesbury the rood
screen now forms the reredos, as also at Blyth, Crowland,
Dunstable, Walton, and Bolton, for when the monks'
church was destroyed, the people succeeded in keeping- the

nave as their parish church with their own old aJtar, and
the rood screen with its two blocked-up doorways now
forms the east wall of the church.

In France there appear to have been no choir screens

(jubes) ^ or parclose screens until the thirteenth century,

when most of the great cathedrals and many parish

churches raised very beautiful ones.'* But they formed no
inherent part of the traditional worship of the people as

they did in England, and were not a necessary part of a

non-monastic church, so they have almost all been swept
away, except those of the Madeleine at Troyes and of

Notre Dame de I'Epine near Chalons. But the parcloses or

side screens still exist at Amiens and Chartres. There is a

fine wooden rood loft at Moulineaux, near Rouen, and a few
in Brittany as at St. Fiacre au Faout, Kerfons, and Priziac.

See for further details:

Lowrie, " Christian Art and Archaeology," pp. 319 seg.

Bloxam, "Gothic Eccl. Architecture," ii, 35, 51, 52.

F. Bond, " Screens."
Blig-h Bond, "Chancel Screens," and R.I.B.A. Jl., October 1905.

Cox, " Church Furniture." /

' Said to be derived from " Jube Domine benedicere," " Sir please

give me a blessing," said by the penitent to the priest at Confession.

The chancel screen was originally the place for hearing confessions

(Cox).
- See n?ife, p. 30.
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CHAPTER IX

XoKMAx Architecture, 1000-1175

ANY architecture which the Normans had in their north-

ern home must have been, Hke that of the Saxons, of

wooden orig-in. At any rate there is no trace of any stone
building- of theirs in France before the year 1000, when the

Lombard or Comacine-Romanesque was broug^ht to them
from Cluny. In the year looi the great round church of

St. Benigne at Dijon was beg^un by William of \'olpiano

on the foundations of a church of the sixth century. He
was a native of the island of S. Giulio, on the lake of Orta,

and came therefore from the Comacine district. As a young-
man he went to Cluny and studied under Abbot Majolo, and
by him was sent to Dijon in 990, taking- with him nine

monks learned in all the arts, who were natives of his own
Comacine district of Novara. He was well acquainted with
the Lombard style, and more particularly with the Bur-
g-undian form of it as shown in the splendid abbey of Clun}".

This famous abbey had already become the g^reat school of

art and architecture for Western Europe.' Its daug^hter
churches were spring-ing- up in every direction, but prob-
ably none of the early ones was so important as St. Benig-ne.

The Carolingian or Comacine character appears in the plan,

which was circular, and in some of the details of the crypt
which still remains. The two upper churches were destroyed

' Great as was the influence of the Cluniacs in sending- out org-jtn-

izers and artists, there was not strictly any Ckmiac " style," as there
was a Cistercian one. Both orders built in the Burg-undian manner,
but the former gave much freedom to local workmen and tradi-

tions, while the latter imposed a severe simplicity of plan and general
arrangements, which was, however, more modified in England than
elsewhere. Vide Bilson, T/ie Architecture of tlie Cistercians, " Archae-
ological Journal," September 1909.
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in 1792, but the rather imperfect plans and g^eneral draw-
ings which have been preserved are sufficient to show the

strong influence of Aix, and of S. Vitale, its prototype. The
plan was that of a basilica ending in a large rotunda with
an open eye, as originally at Aix and at the Pantheon at

Rome, and the first church of the Holy Sepulchre.
William had hardly begun St. Benigne when Richard II,

Duke of Normandy, invited him to Fecamp to reform the

abbey of the Trinity there, and generally "to found mon-
asteries and erect buildings." The abbot of Cluny himself
had refused to go, and so did William at first, because " the

Norman Dukes were barbarous, more disposed to destroy
than to raise sacred buildings," but he consented later, and
before he died is said to have founded forty monasteries
and restored many others. Two or three points should be
noticed which seem peculiar to his work. The tower of

St. Benigne is probably the first example in Western Europe
north of the Alps of the type first seen in S. Satiro, Milan
(ninth century) (p. 175), and in the basilican part of the

church first appeared the eastern chapels in the transepts,

characteristic of that plan of Norman churches which first

appears in those built by William's pupils, or by Lanfranc.

At Dijon, also, is found for the first time the cubic capital

which became so characteristic of Norman work, while the

great triforium galleries were either invented bytheCluniacs,
or else adopted by them from Lombardy, partly perhaps in

order to light the space between the upper surface of the

aisle vault and the lean-to roof. In the original basilica, with
its wooden-roofed aisle, no such gallery was needed, nor in

Provence where the roofing slabs rested directly on the

surface of the vault.

But the church which William built at Bernay for Judith
of Brittany, the wife of Richard II, still remains (p. 188). It

had apparentl}' been begun before she died in 1017, and her

husband Richard continued it after her death till at least

1030. Its construction is a puzzle. M. Poret, who is the

most recent investigator of the building, considers that

the original piers of the nave were rectangular as at St.

Remi of Reims, but that they had not been carried to any
height. To these he thinks that Richard added a shallow-

pilaster, and a half column carrying a roll of the same size.
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These pilasters, except in a few places, are not bonded into

the orig-inal piers, and they rest on a square plinth i8 inches
above the base of the orig-inal pier. From the crossing-

eastwards, however, pier and columns form a whole, and
are bonded together. The building was finished before

1076. It is, therefore, slightly older than Jumi^ges, which
it resembles in many details, and in the eastern transeptal

chapels, but it has not the alternating plan. In its triapsidal

aisled choir it is the ancestor of the Caen churches, of

Lessay, Cerisy la Foret, and St. Georges de Boscherville.

It is also the first example of that subordination of arches,

or division into " orders," which, far more than the use of

the pointed arch, is the real basis of Gothic architecture. In

the billeted string course on the exterior, turning over the

windows, and in the blind decorative arches over the piers

between the little double-arched openings of the triforium

(now blocked), it recalls the decoration of many Italian

basilicas. Lastly, the carved capitals do not resemble those
of the Caen district, but, says M. Poret, "are nearly re-

lated to the Burgundian School and especially to the sculp-

ture ofTournus."^ The same Burgundian influence maybe
traced in the sculpture of the little church of Ruqueville,'and
in the remains of that of the original cathedral of Bayeux.'
The subordination of the arch orders appears not only in

the pier-arches, but also in the windows of St. Germain of

Pont-Audemer (1050), and here for the first time we find the

flat buttress and corbel-table both derived from Italian work.
The climax of this early Burgundian, or Norman, is

the abbey of Jumieges (1040- 1067, p. 191), where for the

first time we find in the North the arrangement of major
and minor piers, there being a small column, carrying two
pier arches, between two large piers. The distance between
these is about equal to the width of the nave, so each bay
forms a square. Up the centre of each large pier, on the

' Vic/e " L'Eg-lise abbatiale de Bernay " by Canon Poret, Caen,
1910. The church was burned in 1563, and partly rebuilt by the Bene-
dictines of St. Maur in 1628. They pulled down two bays of the west
end, and it was probably they who vaulted the south aisle with flat

domes. After further examination (September 1910) M. Poret and
Mr. Bilson are of opinion that there is no work of the lime of Judith

above ground.
- Calvados. Illustrated in Ruprich-Robert.
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nave side, a half column runs to the roof. This arrangement

exists at S. Ambrose, Milan, the reconstruction of which

dates from about this time. There these tall shafts now

carry the main ribs of the vaults which are probably later.

It is'thought bv some that the builders of Jumi^ges intended

to vault their nave, but that their hearts failed them at the

last. This may have been so, but the more probable suppo-

sition is, that the intention was to throw transverse arches,

carrying gables, across the nave from these shafts, as at

S. Miniato (p. lo), and in Normandy originally at Notre

Dame du Pre Le Mans; St. Vigor; Cdrisy ; and St. Georges

de Boscherville, and to put an intermediate roof-truss over

the smaller column.' Then when rib vaulting had come into

use, a sexpartite vault was generally put over these square

bays. Subsequently this alternate arrangement was given

up and all the piers were made alike, whatever the plan of

the vaulting. This uniform system with engaged shaft be-

came the typical Norman bay design, and is found m
England at Peterborough (p. 193) and Ely, where the shatts

support the ends of the tie beams.

During the latter half of the eleventh century a much greater

man than William of Volpiano took up and carried on his

work. Lanfranc was born at Pavia in 1005. Though of

good family and sure of success as a lawyer, he suddenly

threw up all that makes life brilliant and, crossing the

Alps accompanied by several pupils, settled at Avranches.

Shortly afterwards he became a monk at the newly founded

abbey of Bee, which soon took the place of Eecamp as the

centre of all the learning of Normandy, and carried on the

traditions brought from Cluny by William.

These were entirely monastic, and the monasteries m
those days maintained a far higher level of religious life

than the'secular clergy and their feudal lords, the bishops.

Especially was this the case as regards devotion to the

Church and, above all, to her missionary work. The im-

portant eleventh-century monuments in Normandy are the

abbeys, whence issued the numberless Norman clergv who

settled in England, and who, as a rule, were far superior to

1 Prof Willis found traces of this arrangement at Winchester, but

its meaning was not then understood (" Archaeol. Inst.," W nichester

volume).
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their Saxon predecessors. Chief amoiii^st these was Lan-
franc, who in 1063 was named Abbot of St. Stephen's, at

Caen, which was already fit for use. Thence in 1070 he was
called to be Archbishop of Canterbury.

Before going' on to speak of his work there it is necessary
to say a few words about the Conqueror's two great abbeys
at Caen, which were completed during" Lanfranc's abbacy
of St. Stephen's, and which between them formed the model
for all our Eng^lish churches.

The plan of St. Stephen's is that of the Lombard churches,
with the aisles prolong"ed alongside of the choir and ending
squarely, with an eastern aisleless apse, and two eastern
apsidal chapels in the transepts, but with the very smallest
difference between the piers. In the Abbaye aux Dames
the piers are all alike on the ground level, but alternate
from above the pier arches. In both churches the vaulting
of the nave includes two bays, and each of the larger piers

supports three vaulting ribs, and the smaller one only an
intermediate rib. This in the Abbaye aux Dames carries

a vertical wall up to the vaulting surface, as at Berni^res

(p. 72), but in St. Stephen's it is treated as a true vaulting
rib, as at Sens (p. 59). The former type of this so-called

sexpartite vaulting is probably the older, the main pier re-

presenting the gable-bearing ones, and the other that which
carried the tie beam in the Lombard churches. The Abbaye
aux Dames appears to have been intended for vaulting
from the first, but there is great uncertainty about the date
of the vaulting of St. Stephen's, though it is evident from
the mutilated clerestory that the vault was a later addition.

Apparently the building in its present state dates from
1090, the vaults from 1160. The Abbaye aux Dames has
no triforium, but merely a blind arcade, but St. Stephen's
has the usual broad triforium gallery of most Norman and
early French churches. It is difficult to say for what these
broad galleries were used. If it was for giving increased
space on fete days, their approaches are singularly small
and inconvenient. Probably they were due simply to the
timidity and inexperience of the builders. Their great idea
was to put a vault over the nave. They had learned by
experience the need for having it thoroughly well buttressed
as near the springing as possible. They had not yet invented
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the outside flying--buttress, but trusted to some form of
vaulted roof to the aisle, either a half-barrel vault as at

Caen, or arches as at Durham and Gloucester. They could
not make the aisles hig-h enough if of one story, so built

them in two, and sometimes, as at Notre Dame and St.

Sernin of Toulouse, added an outer aisle to buttress the
inner one. A little later at Eu they omitted the lower aisle

vault which exists in the choir, and so made the nave arches
in two stories, as at Rouen and Rochester. We must now
pass over to England with Lanfranc in 1070.

The Norman style had already begun to take root in

England before the Conquest. Canute had put an end to

the devastations of the Danes. He had repaired many
churches, built others, and founded the great abbey of

Bury St. Edmund's.
Edward the Confessor had rebuilt Westminster Abbey

in the Norman style just before his death. But with the

Conquest began a period of building activity such as had
nowhere been seen since the time of the Antonines, and
by the end of the century seventeen hundred churches are

recorded.

Just as he scattered his nobles all over England, so did

the Conqueror garrison the land with churchmen devoted
to him, and by the advice of Lanfranc, in opposition to that

of the bishops, these colonies were nearly all composed of

Benedictine monks, owning obedience to Cluny. In every

town rose an abbey, in every village a church, generally a

cell of the monaster)' and served from it. It was a carrying

out in church organization of that form of the feudal system
which he introduced, by which the land was filled with

clerks as well as laymen absolutely devoted to him, "his
men." And just as every feudal baron owed allegiance to

him direct, so was it with the clergy. William tolerated no
papal interference, and while the question of investitures

was distracting the Empire, he made and unmade bishop

and abbot at his will and sufl^ered no one to go to Rome
without his express permission.

And these sacred fortresses, for they were little else, were
not, like the buildings of Constantine in his new Rome,
hurried and flimsy constructions. They were so large and
so strong that there is hardly a village church where a
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Norman arch cannot be fovuid, nor a cathedral whose
plan, if not its actual building-, does not date from Norman
times. In size they surpassed anything- on the Continent,

St. Paul's, Winchester, and Bury being larg-er than Cluny
itself. The mark of Benedictine rule, and the stamp of Nor-
man William's " starkness," were planted for ever on the

architecture of the English Church. No Gothic St. Paul's or

Winchester could rise, a new creation from the grovmd, as

a symbol of a new relation between king^ and baron and
people ; and even when our Engflish St. Denis, Westminster,
was translated from the French,' it had to follow the lines

of the old Norman church of the Confessor.
Before going- on to speak of the details of the style, it

will be well to describe one of the chief of our g-reat Anglo-
Norman churches, Durham (p. 197). Beg'un in 1093, it is one
of the largest of our cathedrals, covering- an area of 49,000
square feet. Its plan is of the Lombard type, and originally

there were three apses. The piers are alternately larg-e

clustered columns and sing-le shafts, and from the first the

whole building- was intended to be vaulted. To g-et over
the difficulty of keeping the ridg^e approximately level with
arches of different span, the diagonal ribs of the aisles are

segments of circles. In the nave vaults the pointed arch is

used for the first time in the transverse arches to bring their

crowns as nearly as possible to the height of the semi-

circular diag-onal ribs. J^hesejojivted-arches were.43rabab_ly

not _copied_ from any others, but w^re an independent in-_
vention of the Durh an-i^bu iTde rs . They had also discovered

fhat ftTFThrusf^f a ribbed vault is not continuous, but

concentrated near the spring-ing- of each set of ribs, and
therefore in the choir triforium a semicircular arch is built

on the top of the transverse arch of the aisle below, and
against a broad pilaster on the back of each major pier.

In the nave a. better plan is adopted, as at Gloucester, of

abutting- the vault by half arches thrown across the tri-

forium beneath the roof. These only need to be placed

above the roof to become flying- buttresses.

Here then at Durham are to be found used tog-ether for

the first time all the principles of Gothic art.

' "A beautiful French thoug-ht expressed in excellent Eng-lisli."

—

Sir G. G. Scott.
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1. Each arch, or order of an arch, or rib, has its own
column or independent support.

2. All the vaulting is carried on independent ribs, wliich

act as permanent centrings and \\hich carry the thrust

down to the springing.

3. This thrust is counteracted by that of arches butting

against the springings behind, that is, flying buttresses are

used, though under the roof.

4. The pointed arch is used to enable vaulting ribs of

different spans to be

brought to approxim-
ately the same height.

In all these particulars

the characteristics of the

Norman race are clearly

stamped. They were an

ingenious but somewhat
imimaginative people,

seeking for a practical

result in the readiest

way, and when they had
reached it, keeping to it,

and improving it in de-

tail, but not readily aban-

doning it in search of

some higher inspiration,

as did their neighbours

the French. Thus every

Norman building is

divided into three equal

stories by its three necessary parts, the nave arches, the

triforium gallery under the aisle roof, and the clerestory,

and this system influences English architecture to the end.

Their practical sense appears also in the passages which

they were the first to contrive in the thickness of the wall,

especially along the clerestory, so as to give ready access

to the windows and roof. From this sprang later many
beautiful eff'ects of double tracery. The greater richness of

the mouldings throughout English architecture is also

greatly owing to the Normans dividing their arches into

many orders.

NORMAN ARCH "ORDERS
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In Norman times, as in all those which had gone before,

it was a much more difficult thing to saw a tree into planks
than to cut and dress stone. Economy in centrings, or

temporary wooden supports for arches, was therefore an
important object. In broad arches, as in bridge building,

the Romans, and after them the builders in the south of

France, as in the bridge of Avignon, instead of interlocking

the stones, built a succession of arches side by side, with a

straight joint between each two arches. They could thus

use one centring for all the arches in succession. In Saxon
times the arches were made of large ashlar blocks, often of

Roman workmanship, running right through the wall, but

as they were always of small radius, one centring was suffi-

cient. When the Normans came to build great churches
with wide arches, this system was no longer possible \\ ith-

out large and troublesome plank centrings. Roman blocks

were no longer available, and transport was difficult, so they

used small square stones for the outside of their walls, and
filled the interior with rubble. This meant a thick wall.

They, therefore, built an arch of small stones on a single

centring, and on the upper outer edges (extrados) of that

placed two more projecting a little on each side, and if

necessary still another set outside (p. 199). Each of these

concentric arches is called an order, so an arch composed
of three is said to be of three orders. The next step would
be to round off the projecting edge or cut a roll on the edge
of each arch with a little hollow on each side. When, as at

Ely and Peterborough, the arch is in three orders, each

with its roll and hollows, the effect is that of a single richly-

moulded arch.

The French generally moulded the arches, at least of

their larger churches, such as those of Caen, less than the

English did.

We must not leave these great churches of Caen and
Durham without noting the most conspicuous point in which
they set the example to all that came after, the twin-towered
western facade (p. 161). The lower part of St. Stephen's is

the oldest, and the principle is already grasped that western

towers must be towers from the ground, not absorbed in

the rest of the facade. But the Normans soon felt the

difficultv thus caused in that the end of the nave becomes
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too narrow and seems crushed between the towers. At Bury
St. Edmunds and at Rouen and ui the orio^hial design for

St. Albans, as at later Wells, the towers are placed beyond
the aisles. This difficulty of keepings the towers distinct

and having- the front neither too broad nor too narrow was
never really conquered— is indeed insurmountable—and in

spite of the beauty of later specimens the Norman fronts

quite hold their own. Durham and Southwell (p. 159) are

particularly fine. To the Normans also is due the grand
idea of the central lantern tower. In Lanfranc's Canterbury,

and in most of the early monastic churches, the choir of the

monks extended, as in S. Clemente and the old basilicas,

about half-way down the nave, and the high altar stood a

little eastward in the crossing in front of the apse, so that

by raising the four walls of the crossing above the roof, a

flood of light was thrown down on it and the tabernacle.

The principle of raising the four walls so as to allow of the

roofs of the transepts, choir, and nave butting against them,

instead of intersecting, was not new, but to make of these a

lantern and later on a tower was a Norman idea, and a most
fruitful one.

The smaller churches in England often carried on the

Saxon usage of building a single western tower, which as a

rule was of more massive character and less lofty than the

Saxon ones. In Normandy there are few western towers, but

a large number of fine central ones, and near Caen a great

many tall ones detached from the church or standing in the

angle of the crossing. Like the late Saxon towers of our

eastern counties, which they resemble in proportions, though
of much richer character, they were undoubtedly places of

refuge. One of the oldest and finest is at Ver, which has

already been described (p. 156). Our finest English Norman
towers not forming facades are the gateway of Bury (1121),

Castor Church, St. Clement Sandwich, and Exeter (p. 42).

Many of the smaller churches are very fine compositions,

such as Adel, Castle Rising (p. 215), and Iffley, and in Nor-
mandy Ouistreham and Thaon (p. 163). Above a rich cen

tral doorway usually extends a band of arcading with a

window in the centre arch. The east ends are plainer.

Darenth is a good simple specimen with a square end

(p. 202), but as a rule the east ends were apsidal.
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Among-st the smaller details the most characteristic

feature of a Norman church is usually the doorway (p. 204).

In the earlier examples, especially in Normandy, it is often

square-headed, with the lintel either plain or covered with

surface ornament, and with a discharging- arch above as at

Malmesbury. But in England there is frequently no lintel,

and in the twelfth century the doors become extremely rich,

far more so than in Normandy. They are composed of a

succession of recedingf semicircular arches, more or less

enriched, and springing^,

either from the jambs
with a plain impost, or

from ang-le columns
which are themselves
sometimes sculptured as

at Steetley Church
(Notts), and at Kilpeck
and Shobdon, Hereford,
where the decoration
consists of interlacing-

animals and twists, indi-

cative probably of east-

ern influence. This had
perhaps come through
Souillac in France from
the great eastern trade-

route, for the builder of

Shobdon, Olivier de Mes-
lemont, had come from

Spain by Paris, and sent for monks from the church of St.

Victor there to serve his church.
Too much ma}^ be made of Byzantine or Celto-Byzantine

influence on Norman ornamental carving, but it is imposs-
ible when one looks at it as a whole, not to feel that such
influence really existed, that a bit of eastern ivory or stuff' or
manuscript, or, as at Bayeux, some bronze ornaments from
India or China, often gave ideas to the Norman carver.
Sometimes, as was certainly the case at Fecamp, Ruque-
ville, and Shobdon, foreig-n workmen have been present and
have helped the local men. In the case of Norman work
we must remember that the Normans wandered all over

EAST END, DARENTH CHTRCH, KENT
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Europe like Harold Hardrada, who was killed at Stamford
Bridge, but had previously been the friend of King^ Yaroslaf

of Novgorod and commander of the Varang-ian Guard of

Norsemen at Constantinople. There were several poss-

ible sources of Eastern influence on Western art: (i) the

Venetian trade route by way of Limog-es; (2) the Caravan
route across Russia into Scandinavia, which was probabl}-

the source of such work as that of Saulande and (Jrne in

Norway;' (3) works of art and reminiscences brought by

the early Crusaders.

There is nothing else in Eng-land like Shobdon or Kilpeck

orSouillac in France, but such a porch as that of Malmesbury
with its eig"ht orders of elaborate

sculpture or mouldings is finer

than anything- in Normandy
(1140), and, worn though they

are, the seated fig^ures of angels

and the figure of our Saviour are

works of a high order of art.

Norman porches are not very

common, but they exist at

Tewkesbur}-, Southwell (p. 159),

and Sherborne Abbey, and the

staircase at Canterbury, which
formerly led to the Great Hall, is

the finest thing- of its kind.

Windows are round-headed,
generally long- and rather narrow, but often large enough
to have been subsequently filled with tracery, as at Peter-

borough and Winchester. They are usually splayed on the

inside only, and are g-enerally sing-le, thoug-h at Iffley three

(" restored ") fill the upper part of the west front, and this

is the usual arrangement of a Norman east end. Round
windows are not uncommon, as at Ifiley ag-ain, and at

Darenth and Ledbur}- the clerestory windows were originally

all circular, and some, like Barfreston in Kent, have beauti-

ful wheel-like divisions." At Southwell the clerestory win-

dows are circular outside (p. 1 59). A usual arrangement is for

the clerestory to be covered externally with an arcade, the

' Illustrated in Ruprich-Robert.
- That in Oxford Cathedral is modern.

WOLSTON CHURCH,
WARWICKSHIRE
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centre arch of which in each bay is pierced. On the interior

the arch opposite each window usually has a smaller arch

on each side carried by small pillars, as in the Abbaye aux
Dames, and at Durham (p. 197), Romsey, and many other

places. The windows are often richly ornamented with the

same class of mouldings as the doorways, as at Reaudesert,

and often have angle shafts like them.
The Normans used both piers

and columns like the Lombard
builders, and when they began to

use arches in receding orders they

placed an attached shaft to carry

the innermost one as at Bernay

(p. 188); and when transverse

arches were thrown across the

aisles and nave as they seem to

have been at Cerisy, the pier

with four attached columns is

the result, and thence it is but

a step to the elaborate angle-

shafted design of Peterborough

(p. 183). Sometimes as the Nor-
man arches were very broad,

and a single shaft would be too

heavy, two shafts carry one arch

as at Norwich and Christchurch.

The Normans, however, used the

column almost as frequently as

the pier, especially when the

alternating plan was adopted as

at Durham, Lindisfarne, Walt-
ham, and St. Peter's, North-

ampton in England; and at Jumieges, Bernieres, Ouistre-

ham, and many others in France. At Durham and Lindis-

farne the columns are ornamented by grooves cut in squares

or spirals possibly intended to be filled with coloured cements
or bronze. In the crypt of Canterbury and at Northampton
the columns have bands and some of the shafts are twisted.

In all these there is a suggestion of Italian influence in-

creased in the last mentioned by the character of the carving.

The column alone was often used as at Southwell,

PIER, NORWICH CATHEDRAL
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CATHEDRAL

WIN-CHESTER CATHEDRAL
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ampton

NORWICH CATHEDRAL

NORMAN CAPITALS AND BASES
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Melbourne, Malmesbury,and Wimborne,and on ahuge scale

at Gloucester (p. 145) and Tewkesbury. In the late examples
of Oxford and Peterborough nave, the columns are alter-

nately circular and octagonal, and those at Peterborough
carry a remarkable series of corbels instead of a capital,

each corbel taking the place of a shaft and carrying an arch

order (p. 193). Some of the earlier Norman capitals, such as

those of Jumieges and Thaon, and the chapel in the Tower
of London are evidently rude reminiscences of the Corinth-

ian, but the commonest form is the cubic or cushion capital

(p. 207). This has sometimes been attributed to a wooden
origin, as by Ruprich-Robert, as if from a tree trunk cut

square at the ends for morticing, when a semicircle would
be formed on each face. But it exists in the great cisterns

,

of Constantinople, and is often found in Lombardy as at

S. Ambrose and S. Michele, Pavia. It may have been intro-

duced with much else through Burgundy and is, no doubt,

of stone origin. For if a large square block of stone is

placed on a cylindrical pier, the most obvious method of

uniting them is to strike off the lower corners of the block

on a slope, and then round them off till a semicircular face

is left. This form appeared too heavy to the twelfth-century

builders who divided it into four as at Lastingham, and by
further subdivisions the scalloped cap of Malmesbury, Steyn-

ing, and Winchester is obtained. The abacus, which is a

most characteristic feature of the style, is a square with

the lower part chamfered off. The bases are usually of

"Attic" character, as at Norwich, frequently with a claw

or " grifte " on the angles of the square plinth, a distinctly

Lombardic invention.

Arches. Norman arches are usually semicircular, but if

they are connected with the vaulting, they are adapted to

its requirements and made " stilted," that is with a straight

piece added on to the semicircle as in Durham aisle, the

Tower, and Winchester, and Romsey, or horse-shoe, ^.f^,

with the centre above the springing as at Peterborough ; or

segmental, with the centre below it, as also at Southwell,

Durham and in Gloucester crypt; or even pointed as in the

transverse arches of the nave vault of Durham (i 135). But
the pointed arch is only used for construction, seldom in any
decorative parts, or in the pier arch, till rather late in the
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tvvelt'tli ccnturv. It occurs, however, at Malmesbury and

Fountains about 1150 and rather later at Kirkstall and

Wimbornc, but in work which in all other respects is pure

Norman. As is observed by Mr. Parker, "To judg^e of the

age of any building, we must look at its general character

and not seize upon some particular feature to ground a

^___ rule upon. In England mouldings

are usually the safest guide, but not

always in France."

The earliest arches are usually

square-edged as in the north transept

ofWinchester (p. 56), and remain so in

France later than in England, where

they soon become moulded on the

edge and with zig-zags or other

ornaments on the face. In the latest

buildings, as Peterborough, ornament

becomes rarer, but the mouldings

more elaborate. Great pains were

usually bestowed on the chancel

arches, especially on their western

side, which is often highly enriched as

at Stoneleigh (p. 203) and Iffley. The

Normans were the first to use continu-

ous arcading along the lower part of

the walls, though something of the

sort exists in a very shallow form on

the upper part of the Saxon church of

Bradford-on-Avon. One of the finest

examples is on the exterior of the

''llll^cHVRcuT^^' north side of Canterbury choir. This
ARDEN CHLRCH, WAK- '. , t

wicKSHiRE constant use of arcadmg, though

largely used in Lombardy and in^ the

Rhenish Romanesque, i's one of the most characteristic

features of the Anglo-Norman variety of the style, especially

in the form of intersecting arches (p. 197), and it continued

into Early English times. Arcading is found in France, but

to nothing like the same extent. The Anglo-Normans, jn-

deed, carried their ornamentation generally to excess. An

unimaginative race, hardly knowing how to decorate a

facade or a tower, they piled stories of arcades, frequently



MALMESBLRY ABBEY, II30

Note mixture ot round and pointed arches, with billeted hoodmould. Vaultingf four-

teenth century, ^^'atchingf chamber early fifteenth century. Curious
decorated windows.



I 1. INDENTED, STONELEIGH, WARWICKSHIRE

2. ZIG-ZAG, IFFLEY, OXFORDSHIRE

3. ALTERNATE BILLET, STONELEIGH,
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4. DOIBLE CONE, STONELEIGH, WARWICK-
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5. PELLET, STONELEIGH, WARWICKSHIRE

6. LOZENGE, ESSENDINE, RITLAND

NORMAN ARCH-MOULDINGS
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with intersecting' arches, one above the other as at Crowland
(p. 219), till one wearies of the monotony of these rows of

little arches all alike, which have no constructive use and
show poverty of invention.

Biiftrcsscs are flat and shallow like those in Lombardy, de-

corative and adding- little real strength to the wall. Between
them generally stretches a flat stone carrying- the edge of

the roof and supported by a series of corbels or small arches
resting- on corbels, hence called a corbel table (p. 254). It was
hardly used before the twelfth century. It was of undoubted
Italian derivation as was also the habit of carving the

corbels with grotesques. Occasionally in France as at

St. Nicholas, Caen, the buttresses of the apse were replaced

by columns as in many Italian and Syrian churches and in

the South of France, but never in England except at Wing.
Mouldings. The only plain moulding used by the Normans

is the roll, but the ornamented ones were infinite (p. 212),

the chief of them being the zig-zag or chevron, an improve-
ment by the chisel of the earlier axe-made indented mould-
ing. String--courses are either plain as at Iflfley, or frequently

semi-hexagonal, and enriched on the front. They are often

carried round the heads of the windows as in Lombard work.
There are two main distinctions between the earlier and
later Norman work, the thickness of the joints and the use
of the axe or chisel. Winchester Cathedral was begun in

1079 ^^'^ the joints are thick. In 1 107 the tower fell and a

good deal of the north transept had to be rebuilt and the

mortar joints are thin and may be seen side by side with
the old and broader ones. The ashlar facing is generally a
mere skin, the main thickness of the wall beings built of

rubble. Before the middle of the twelfth century most of

the carv^ed work is done with the axe, after it with the chisel

(p. 117). In the arcading of the south aisle of Canterbury
Cathedral, the two kinds of work may be seen side by side,

the earlier dating from 11 10, the later from 1180. One
point shows curiously the Norman longing for results with-

out caring- about the means. Their curves, large or small,

for arches, buttresses, etc., are always struck, so far as

possible, with one opening of the compass, not adjusted and
varied as in France according to the position they are to

occupy, and though this may have been partly in order to
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avoid the expense of different centring-s, it was partly in-

herent in the characters of the two races.

During the whole of the eleventh century and until the
middle of the twelfth Norman architecture was supreme
in Europe, and was the style in which the solution of the
problems afterwards resolved in the He de France was
most clearly indicated, and the future form of the perfect

cathedral as it were blocked out. The problem which
was being- worked at by ail the builders of Western Europe
was to carry a vault of stone on thin and lofty walls, and
we have seen that all the principles of Gothic art arrived at

in working- it out were laid down or accepted by the Normans
both in the interior and exterior of their building-s. Yet it

was not to them, hard-headed practical men as they were,
content with satisfying- the requirements of the day, that
the honour was to fall of carrying; those principles to per-
fection. For that a race was needed capable of forming- an
ideal, and of steadily working- it out to its ultimate and
logical conclusion. Such a race was the French, the
Idealist, such was not the Norman, the Realist.

CASTLE RISING, NORFOLK



CHICHESTER CATHEDRAL

Presbytery or rctrochoir; Bishop Seffrid's work, very early thirteenth ccntur\ .

Note round nave arches. Pointed sub-arches in triforlum. Clustered Purbeck

shafts. Beauty of capitals. Awkward springing of vaulting- ribs. General

impression of French influence as in columns and mouldings, yet pro-

nounced Karlv English character of whole. Compare Amiens.



CHAPTER X

The English Transition, i 175-1200

WE may take Peterboroug'h as having- been the hist of

the great Norman cathedrals (choir begun 1118,

nave finished 1 193). By the last quarter of the twelfth century

the problem, of which the solution had been indicated in

the nave vault of Durham and of St. Denis, of how to cover

a three-aisled church with a stone roof, had been finally

settled both for France and Eng-land. But while in France
the builders of the thirteenth century went boldly and
logically forward, unhampered by traditions, and free from
the trammels of custom and association imposed by an
already vigorous art, the English never quite shook them-
selves free from those which the wonderful building energy
of the Norman period had laid upon them. Nor indeed did

they wish to do so. Their noble round-arched style, though
capable of refinement and improvement, was well suited

to their requirements and aspirations, and as soon as the

two races, Saxon and Norman, had begun to be welded
into one, it became the symbol to each of their new-
born national unity. From each, though much was cast

aside, some traditions remained which influenced all later

buildings.

From the Saxon came (i) the square east end, the fond-

ness for which had been greatly increased by the Cistercian

incursion in the middle of the twelfth century, as their

churches always had square-ended aisleless chancels. From
the Saxon also came (2) the tendency to divide off the

separate parts of the church by screens
; (3) the western

tower and (4) the side entrance porch, g-enerally the " suth-

west " door, as in Ernulf's Canterburj-. From the Norman,
from Lombardy by way of Cluny, came (i) the fully developed
cross-plan with central tower; (2) the long nave with choir
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coming- westwards beyond the crossing'
; (4) the strongly-

marked horizontal character of the three stories of nearly

equal height; (5) the large triforium, and triple-arched

clerestory
; (6) the great sub-division of the arches into

recessed orders, each arch being strongly moulded, and (7)

the use of the hoodmould over the pier arches.

From the middle of the century, also, the pointed arch,

originally used as a constructive expedient, began to descend
into all the lower parts of the church and to be used as a

merely decorative feature. Whence it was derived is of

little importance ; once used its value was incontestable in

allowing spans, however different, to be covered with arches

all rising to the same height. This property, and that of

exercising a less thrust than the semicircular arch, was of

the greatest value in the vaulting, where it first appears,

but was also useful in the varying spans of pier arches.

During the last quarter of the twelfth century, therefore, its

adoption was becoming general, and it is found mixed in

with semicircular arches, as at Buildwas {circa 1155-70) and
St. Cross, Rothwell Church, Northants, and Ripon. In

this matter, as well as in their use of the square east end,

it is probable that the Cistercians had great influence.

They, like the Cluniacs, had used it freely in Burgundy and
imported it into Yorkshire, where it is found in Fountains

(1135-1155) and Kirkstall (1152-1167) and Furness (begun
about 1 165). But in the south-eastern and western districts

we did not take willingly to it, although^it had been used in

the pier arches of Malmesbury just after the middle of the

century. The melancholy remnants of this once splendid

abbey are probably the best example left us of early transi-

tional work (p. 211), The nave arches are pointed in order

to fit in with the pointed transverse arches of the aisle

vault, which is a true Gothic vault with ribs of astonishingly

light section for their date. Above the nave arches comes
the round-arched triforium, and the whole is richly orna-

mented with Norman detail. Wimborne is almost similar,

but, on the other hand, at Oxford (p. 87) the arches are all

round, though the beautiful ornamentation and mouldings
are of much lighter character and possibly of later date. At
Peterborough (p. 194), also, there are no pointed arches

except in the transept. The Galilee of Durham is a singular
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example of extraordinary lig'htness in detail for a purely

round-arched building".

At Oxford and at Romsey are found the first examples
of the arrang"ement which appears later in Glastonbury, of

carryings the design of the pier arch above the triforium,

with a half capital on the back of the column to carry the

aisle vault. The idea is too ingenious to be quite satisfactory,

thoug-h an appearance of extra heig"ht is certainly given.

But the chief building- of the transitional period is Canter-
bury choir (beg-un 1175, p. 58). It is, with Westminster,
the only instance of a thoroug^hly French design intro-

duced into England, but in its detail is far more French
than the later building. The early parts are almost pure
Norman, the latest almost pure Early English. It is a story

too well known to need detailed repetition, how the g^lorious

choir of Conrad was burned in 1174,^ and William of Sens
was appointed master of the work and copied much of the

work of his own cathedral, but rather at a distance. There
is much beauty at Canterbury, especially in the sculpture

and the double columns of the Trinity Chapel, but it is

not equal to the corresponding" work in France—the pro-

portions of the three stories are unsatisfactory, the round
arches on the tall slender columns a step backwards, and
the sexpartite vault hollow and weak, compared with the

contemporary English quadripartite vaults at Wells for

instance. English William did well in returning^ to English
methods and details as soon as he had finished the work
left in hand by his unfortunate predecessor. The influence

of Canterbury on English art was not very great except as

regards the shafted transept columns, which afforded a

model to St. Hugh in the choir at Lincoln." The sexpartite

vault w'as never repeated in England, nor were its tall sing^le

columns, or its doubled ones, in spite of the beauty of their

capitals. Owing", however, to its French character, Canter-
bury is a less typically Transition church than some others,

especially Ripon, where the transepts and part of the choir

and nave are the work of Bishop Rog^er, 1 154-1 181. The nave
arches were pointed on clustered shafts ; in the triforium a

round arch comprises two pointed ones, and in the clerestory

the centre arch is round and the side ones pointed.
' Vide Willis's " History." - But see note, p. 224.



RIPON CATHEDRAL
North transept. Work of Bishop Roger, 1154-1181. Note mixture of round and

pointed arches, and suggestion of plate tracery in the pierced quatrefoils.
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The other chief building of the Transition is Chichester

(p. 216), the architectural history of which is complicated by
the fact that a purely Norman building, begun after a fire

PIER OK NAVE ARCADE, WELLS
[G. H. IV.

in 1 1 14 and finished in 1184, was partly burnt again, 1187,
three years after Canterbury was finished. Whether work-
men from Canterbury helped in the new building we cannot
tell, but the work there certainly had some influence on
Chichester, and probably suggested the cylindrical pier
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surrounded by four detached shafts, an idea which was to

prove so fertile in consequence, when in the next century

these colonnettes were made of Purbeck marble. At Chi-

le. H. \v.

INTERIOR OF NORTH PORCH, WELLS

Chester the effect is not altog-ether happy, as the shafts are
placed too far from the central column.
The Round part of the Temple Church in London, one of

the four round churches lemaining- in England copied from
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the Holy Sepulchre,' is a well-known example of transitional

work. It was consecrated in 1185. Its banded columns
brings it even nearer to Early Eng^lish work than Chichester
in appearance.
The most striking way of realizing^ the chang^e which

was coming- on is to put side by side two exactly con-

temporary building-s—Peterborough (clerestory and western
parts), 1

1
78- 1 193, and Wells, built 11 74-1 191, the last of

the Norman monastic cathedrals, built under conservative

Benedictine rule, and the first great secular cathedral which,
like its successor Salisbury, still keeps to the monastic plan.

The piers ofWells (p. 222), in spite of the rectangular abacus,

which gives a curiously foreign impression, are still, in their

strange grouping of three shafts under each abacus in the

corners and on the faces of the angular pier, true descend-

ants of the Norman ; and yet, in the comparative independ-

ence of the columns from the mouldings which they carry,

true predecessors of the beautiful groups of Durham nine

altars and Exeter nave. It is all part of the English habit,

inherited from Norman times. But in the north porch at

Wells there is no glancing back to Norman methods, but a

looking boldly forward to the beauties of the Early English

style. Although the arcade colonnettes are still square-

headed, the capitals of the tall columns have become
octagonal, and the shafts themselves in turned lengths of

Langport stone separated by bands tell of the coming pas-

sion for detached shafts of Purbeck marble and the deep-cut

mouldings which came with it, and they point on to the

exquisite beauty of the crocketed transept columns of Lin-

coln (1190), where both abaci and bases have become
rounded to suit the shafts.

NOTE ON THE CHOIR OF LINCOLN CATHEDRAL

Recent investigations ofMr. F. Bond and Mr.W. Watkins, F. R. I. B. A.

(see R. I. B. A. Journal lor November and December 1910) make it

probable that the orig-inal design of St. Hugh's choir resembled that

of Archbishop Roger's Ripon. If this view is correct, it consisted of

' The others are at Cambridge, Northampton, and Little Maple-

stead, Essex.
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similar bays alternately wide and narrow, earrving- a wooden roof
Ihe choir aisles also were roofed in wood, and liad^ thin walls. After
the tall of the central tower in 1237, Bishop Grostete ( 121S-12S-,). whohad begun the nave, remodelled and vaulted the choir and its aisles
taking out the tntorium and replacing it by the present one, which
resembles that of the nave, blocking up every fourth window of the
clerestory, and fitting flying arches to the tops of the original but-
tresses. Ihe abnormal choir vault would therefore be nothing- but
the design of the nave vault twisted, and with its diagonals omitted
to get It into narrower bays than those for which it was originally
designed. The double wall-arcade of the aisles would be the result
of adding a second set of arches in front of the original ones, in order
to double the thickness ot the wall.
The late Mr J. H. Parker had expressed much the same view as

to the date of the vaulting and the strengthening of the walls
See also a letter from John Codd, R. I. B. A. Jl., January 21st, 1911

9 '





CHAPTER XA

The French Tkaxsitiox

PETERBOROUGH, thoug-h late in the style, is a
characteristically Norman building', and shows us how

Norman was essentially a wooden-roofed round-arched
style, complete in itself; and if it had not been influenced

from outside, it would possibly never have aspired to be
anything else. But on the north-east of Paris, in the dis-

tricts of Beauvais and Soissons, was another Romanesque
style, which from the first aimed at the ribbed vault with
much more persistence than did the Norman. Situated
midway between these two, the He de France was in-

fluenced by both, but more especially by its eastern neig"h-

bour, with whom it was on friendly terms, rather than by
the Norman, its ancient but conquered enemy. For not

only trade, but art follows the flag. The most vigorous
state politically is the one with the most vigorous archi-

tecture, and that of the Royal Domain becomes the leading
style exactly in proportion as its government gains in

power. It had been so weak, and its artistic soil so bare,

that the new art found no previous one in possession, but
grew up with its own character from the first.

The transition from round-arched Romanesque to pointed
Gothic is much less marked in France than in England.
Strictly speaking there is no transition, but continuous
development of the style which was arising on the eastern
frontier, in which the essential element of Gothic, the ribbed
vault, was already giving rise to its necessary consequences,
the pointed arch and flying buttress. In the buildings of the

Beauvaisis and the Soissonnais, which correspond in date
to the great Norman and Anglo-Norman churches, are to

be found, as in them, premonitions of all these three ele-

ments, though curiously enough the flying" buttress, which
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had its orig-in in Norman Caen, Durham, and Gloucester,
is almost purely French in its later developments. The
Norman builders after inventing, or adopting, the principle

of the Gothic vault and its necessary buttress, and even
after beginning- to make use of the pointed arch as a con-
structive expedient, showed extreme unwillingness to adopt
it frankly and thoroughly, whereas the French builders

used it freely at once, and consequently there is much less

appearance of mixture of style, a less evident transition in

their buildings than in those of the Normans. On both
sides the true Gothic ribbed vault had appeared at about
the same time, during the first twenty years of the twelfth

century, but in a far more complete form, and on a much
larger scale at Durham than in the corresponding French
examples, of which the earliest is possibly the vaulting of the

little ambulatory of Morienval (p. 71), dating from about 1 120

or rather earlier. The whole church is essentially round-
arched, in spite of one of the choir arches being pointed,

of a somewhat ruder type than the contemporary buildings

in Normandy or England, and much more so than Durham;
and the towers are of distinctly Lombard character.

A little later in the twelfth century we have St. Etienne of

Beauvais, another round-arched building, in some respects

not unlike Durham, and with segmental ribs to the aisle

vaults. Then come a number of buildings near Beauvais,
of which the chief are Bury, and the porch of St. Leu
d'Esserent and Cambronne (about 1125). In these the

pointed arch already appears, at Bury' surrounded with
zigzags as at Malmesbury, but the columns are heavier,

and their carving more Romanesque than in Normandy.
In the regular use of the pointed arch, therefore, this part

of France was clearly ahead of England, and even of Paris,

for the church of Poissy (i 130?), though vaulted throughout,
is entirely round-arched. The finest transitional example
in Paris is the choir of St. Martin des Champs (Conser-

vatoire des Arts et Metiers), which in style as well as date

(about 1 135) stands exactly half-way between Romanesque
and the more fully developed Gothic of St. Denis. The
arrangement of its apse, with double ambulatory and radiat-

ing chapels, is that of many later churches, and the vaulting
' Illustrated in Porter.
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most ing-eniously planned. St. Germain des Pros (ambula-
tory about 1140, choir 1150-1160) is a splendid building".

The round arch is still employed for the transverse arches,

yet, pure Romanesque as it is, in its mastery of the vault

[G. h. U-:

SENS CATHEDRAL, SOUTH AISLE

Note Romanesque character. Seg^mental curves for the
transverse arches and ribs, which last spring from cor-

bels inserted for them. Note also wall-arcade.

system and its flying buttresses, it is the immediate pre-

cursor of St. Dems. In all these churches the part most
carefully studied and planned has been the apse. It has

steadily been growing" larg^er, and its vaults and those of

the aisle have gradually reached very nearh' the perfect

"chevet," that crowning- beauty of the French Cathedral.
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Tlien just before the full blossom comes the openings of

the tlower in Sens (i 140), Senlis, and St. Denis. The aisle

of Sens is a work of the greatest beauty ; less Romanesque
than St. Germain, it is evidenth^ inspired by Poissy, and
though the later vaults and g'eneral aspect of the building-

are Gothic, yet owing^ to its use of the pointed arch it is

quite as distinctly transitional as its daug-hter Canterbury,
and a far grander building. Contemporary with Sens, Senlis

and St. Denis are quite distinctly Gothic in expression ; and
unlike Sens, more so within than without, Senlis is probably
slightly earlier and quite Romanesque outside. But it is

not so much in form and detail as in the principle which
one feels rather than sees is working itself from within

outwards ; from the vault to the arch and thence to the

buttress. Senlis is an exquisite little epitome of all French
Gothic—its tower one of the most beautiful in France (p. 151)— all east of the transept is of earl)^ date.

The work of Suger at St. Denis, of which the choir-

aisles and facade are the only parts left quite untouched, is

rather the climax of the transition than, as it was formerly

reckoned, the starting-point of Gothic. In the ambulatory
the ribs, following the example of those of Sens, avoid

the awkwardness of the trapezoidal plan by being made
in halves, so as to meet at an angle at the crown, and
complete mastery is shown throughout of the whole sys-

tem of the Gothic vault. The trace of the old basilican

plan is still left, as in our cathedrals; the crypt, the de-

rivative of the confessio, has both round and pointed

arches and a groined vault. It was in this building for the

first time, as Suger tells us, that the people joined in the

work, dragging the stones from the quarry. What is left

of his work bears throughout the impress of Suger's genius.

Everything is admirable, the boldness of the plan, the

perfect mastery of all the resources of the ribbed and
pointed Gothic vault, the lightness of the design, the beauty
and character of the sculpture. The building was conse-

crated iith June, 1144, in presence of the King Louis VH.
Before going on to speak of Eng'lish thirteenth-century

work as Early English, it will be well to finish our review

of early French, as there is really no stopping-place until

we reach the fully developed glory of Amiens, which we have
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already described in Chapter II, on the French cathedral.

Noyon was bei^un soon after St. Denis, about 1 131, and was
finished about 1 149, for the choir altars were consecrated in

1 153. As in the neii^hbouring- and allied abbey of Tournai,

the transepts have round ends, which g-ive an appearance to

the building- of being earlier than its real date, as does the

obvious struggle for mastery between the round and the

pointed arch, especially on the exterior, where the triforium

ST. DENIS, CHOIR
The choir-aisle is Suger's. The chancel is of the time ot St. Louis.

and clerestory windows are round arched, the corresponding-

arches inside being pointed.' As at Sens and Soissons the

pillars are alternately columns and piers, but the charm of

the double column of the nave of Sens is lacking, and the

arrangement has lost its meaning owing- to the original

sexpartite vaults having- been replaced by quadripartite in the

^ There is a distinct German influence in these churches with

rounded transept-ends. \'alenciennes and Cambrai belong-ed to the

same class, as did the thirteenth-century Cistercian abbe}- of Chaalis

near Senlis. Vide Lethaby, "Mediaeval Art," p. 149.
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thiiieenth century. The buttresses were orig'inally placed

far too low, and rebuilt, man\- of them in the eig"hteenth

century.

The rounded transept ends of Noyon are repeated in a far

more beautiful form at Soissons (about 1180). Indeed, the

galleries there are exquisite works. The remainder of the

building' belong-s to the thirteenth centur}-, and, though fine,

is much less striking. Indeed, except for the heaviness of

the vaulting- ribs, the g^race and beauty of the tribunes

remind one of Wells. We have already referred to the

striking- arrang-ement of the apse chapels of Notre Dame
of Chalons (p. 77), which is repeated in a less graceful form
in those of St. Remi of Reims.
The only other twelfth-century building which need be

mentioned is the strange rugg-ed cathedral of Laon (p. 115),

perched on its precipitous rock, fit emblem and palladium of

the turbulent race who built it. It has retained five of the

seven towers which, like every great French cathedral, it

should have had, but they have lost their spires; the curious

figures of the peasants and cattle who drew the stones up
the hill, still look over the balustrade on to the flat ground
whence they fetched them. Inside it is very like Notre Dame,
but with its original four stories unaltered, and is the only

large church in France which, like our English cathedrals,

has a square east end. Of Laon's Parisian first cousin Notre
Dame, daughter of St. Denis, we have spoken already,

mother of Chartres and Bourges, of Amiens and Beauvais.

The author of that great stone book, Maurice de Sully,.was
a genius of the first rank, and his volume one which no
printed book can ever kill.^ In absolute decision of design,

in grand simplicity, and exquisite detail it sums up all the

efforts and dreams of the men who had gone before, fore-

shadows and points onward to the marvels yet to come.
Let us glance at those marvels before returning to the story

of English art.

Few things are more remarkable in the history both of

England and France than the way in W'hich continuous artistic

development runs hand in hand with steady political progress.

In no period is this more marked than in the great reign

^ " Ceci tuera cela. Le livre tiiera I'edifice. "—\'ictor Hugo, "Notre
Dame."
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(1180-1223) of Philip Aui^-ustus. The popular le\ies of tlie

Communes helped him to tree the throne from t'eudul tyranny
;

it was the citizens of Dreux, Soissons, and Beauvais, who
won the bridg'e of Bouvines and sealed the alliance of Crown,
Church, and Commune; and by the time he died at the foot

of the hig-h altar in the cathedral of Nantes, the " daug-hter

of his love," seventy-eig-ht Communes had obtained their

charters, the Royal Domain had been tripled in size, thirty-

nine g"reat churches and countless smaller ones had been
beg"un, and many of them were well on the wa}' to completion.

It was a time comparable in building' activity to ours of

Norman days, and almost exactly coincides with our Early

Eng"lish period. The bishops were all-powerful, and with

the help of the lay corporations each aspired to rear a
building- which should be his cathedra or seat, the fullest

expression of the ideals of the guilds of artists, and the

meeting'-place of all his faithful people. We have nothing-

like it in Eng-land. The refectory of St. Martin des Champs
and St. Leu d'Esserent are the building^s which correspond
most closely to our Early Eng-lish style, and throughout
the Soissonnais, lancets, often grouped in triplets, are not
uncommon. But the French buildings show such a gradual
and continuous progress from what had gone before to

what follows that there is no style sharply marked oft as in

England. We have spoken so fully of Paris, Amiens, and
Beauvais, that there is no need to describe them again. It

will suftace to mention a few others with their special

characteristics.

Chartres, begun 1194, had the nave and choir finished by
1230, when the side porches were begun, and the church
was consecrated in 1260. It corresponds, therefore, almost
exactly to Lincoln choir and nave, and like them has a peculiar

stamp of power and dignity, but on an immensely larger

scale. The apse, with its great single lancets, is particularly

fine, and the ambulatory, with its marvellous glass, has a
sombre dignity which, if we still possessed St. Hugh's apse,

w'ould have formed as strong a contrast with its graceful

beauty as does the majestic rugged nave (the highest and
widest which had then been built) with that of Lincoln. The
same, almost domineeringcharacter, distinguishes thearched
flying buttresses of Chartres (p. 94) from the timidly applied
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English ones. Beautiful as are the three towers of Lincoln,

Chartres with its nine would have been far more marvellous,

for the two western spires are the most perfect examples we
possess of their different periods. Again, exquisite as is the

carving' at Lincoln it does not come near that of Chartres,

and if only the great jube had been left us, instead of being
cruelly destroyed in the eighteenth century, with many of

the windows, to " give more light," we should have had the

most perfect carving of Gothic times, for the fragments in

the crypt, especiall}' a sleeping figure, are of surpassing

beauty. The parclose still exists but is of much later date.

This jube of Chartres was probably the first of the great

choir screens which, with the increasing mysticism of

thirteenth-century worship, were placed in Paris, Bourges,
Reims, and Amiens, but which have all been destroyed ; the

later ones which are left, as at the Madeleine of Troyes and
Notre Dame de I'Epine, being rood lofts thrown across at a

height and not closing in the choir.

Chartres was a place of pilgrimage from prehistoric

Druidic times, and in the thirteenth century its great relic,

the Camisia of the Virgin, brought to it, as their own relics

did to Gloucester and Canterbury, countless pilgrims from
all over Europe, who by their lavish contributions made its

treasury the richest, and its services the most splendid, in

all France. It is, therefore, the type of the great liturgical

church with a choir larger than the nave, while its

contemporary, Bourges, begun 1199, consecrated about

1230, is the type of the sacred communal hall with neither

specially marked choir nor transepts; and in its construction,

as well as its plan, is the product of that ephemeral move-
ment. Placed on the side of a hill it has an immense crypt,

which is as splendid in construction as in design. Not so

the upper part of the nave; as the first enthusiasm of the

Communes died away, funds fell off, and there were no
pilgrims to keep them up, so the immense height originally

designed was reduced, and the building hastily finished

with insufficient means. But even so, nothing can exceed

the marvel of the view down its unbroken nave. But the

aisle is disproportionate, and the vaulting weak. To see

this design in perfection we must go to Le Mans (p. 28),

where the lofty ambulatory of the choir is unsurpassable.
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It is almost Eng"lish in the richness of its mouldini^'s, its

hincets, and sharply pointed arches, French in the boldness

of its design and the depth of its chapels circling- round the

lofty aisle with its glorious stained g^lass.

We have now spoken of nearly all the great French
cathedrals of the early thirteenth century, except Reims.
While they all rank amongst the greatest buildings of the

world, each has its point of special beauty : Chartres its

towers (p. 148), Paris its facade (p. 312), Bourges its grand
perspective, Amiens its nave (pp. 62, 240), Reims its aisles

and sanctuary, and, outside, its side elevations (p. 95) and
marvellous sculpture (p. 322), the best of which, however,
belongs to the fourteenth century. We have nothing in

England to equal it though Wells comes near it. If Reims
had been finished on anything like the scale on which it was
designed, or even if it had come down to us as it was be-

fore its five other towers were destroyed by the fire of 1481,

it would have been the finest building in the world. Indeed

it comes very near to being so even as it is. The side view
is the most wonderful and has all the light and slvidow

destroyed in Notre Dame and Amiens by the addition of the

chapels between the buttresses. At Reims one realizes more
fully than anywhere else the full decorative power of the

Gothic buttress, rising straight from the earth and crowned
by its lofty niched pinnacle and statue and with the arch

reaching across to support the walls. The immense flying

buttresses of Notre Dame are too evidently props (p. 226)

;

those of Beauvais (p. 32) too disturbing in their uneasy
balance, but those of Reims give one a sense of perfect har-

mony and rest and security. In the interior the capitals

sound the only note which jars, chiefly because the smaller

ones are in the same two courses as the larger. On the

whole the aisles are grander than the central nave.

Amiens, begun in 1220, finished in 1269, is as exactly

the contemporary of Salisbury as Chartres is of Lincoln.

But the French building rises far above the English. The
peaceful surroundings of Salisbury, its broad masses of

light and shade due to its perfect plan, with the later soar-

ing spire make it a dream of beauty never to be forgotten,

while the commonplace, ugly town crowding up against

Amiens goes far to destroy its charm, but as works of art,
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the two can hardly come into comparison, except as rei^ards

the poor termination of the towers of Amiens. Reims with its

bodyguard of pinnacles is restful, Amiens, especially in the

apse, is restless and confused, and the lack of broad contrast

i^-ives some sense of weariness, however perfect the detail.

The lower part of the facade is one of the finest things that

ever was created, with its broad tower buttresses standing
square upon the ground, and the great caverns of sacred

imagery opening into the dark temple beyond, but the rest-

less flamboyant fritters away the beauty at the top.

But all sense of unrest vanishes within, criticism is dumb
before the soaring perfection of so marvellous a vision. In

spite of the utter diflference of style, there is the same
atmosphere of complete repose, in the sense of human aims
and effort carried to a perfect result, as is breathed in the

Parthenon, the same sense of standing in presence of one
of those masters of men who sum up, half unconsciously,

the aspirations and longings t^f ages in the span of one
short life, and pass it on tc^ posterity, an heirloom to be
treasured to the end of time.
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LINCOLN CATHEDRAL: EAST END OF THE ANGEL CHOIR

Note the round abacus, banded Purbcck marble shafts filleted or angular. Profuse
shafting. Long corbels carrying vaulting shafts.



CHAPTER XII

Early English

IN the year after Canterbury was finished (in i iS6), Hug-h
of Lincoln began to rebuild the choir of his cathedral.

It is a most remarkable bviilding-. In it, Athene-like,

our English Gothic seems to spring at once lull clad into

being. There is a certain indefinable suggestion of Canter-

bury in parts, but rather of the work of William the

Eng^lishman than of William of Sens, and though the

shafted transept columns of Canterbury were undoubtedly
the origin of those at Lincoln, yet the later building is in

nc» way copied from the other, but is the work of a genius
so entirely original, that so great an authority as Viollet-

le-Duc could not believe it was not begun thirty years later

than its well-attested date.' No doubt but that in the ruin

which overtook our monastic buildings at the dissolu-

tion, many links have disappeared, but just as St. Urbain
of Troyes ought to have been built in the fourteenth cen-

tury and not in the thirteenth, so Lincoln ought to have
been begun at the end of the first quarter of the thirteenth

century, and not in the last quarter of the twelfth. But it

was not, and Geoffrey de Noyers, an Englishman by birth

in spite of his name, should be bracketed equal first with
the unknown Frenchman who built St. Urbain, and his

German successor Erwin von Steinbach of Strasburg.
In it appears, applied to the whole building, that essen-

tial mark of Early English Gothic, its columnar or shafted

character. I^ever, even in the latest Perpendicular, did

English piers become mere bundles of mouldings, but re-

tained the up-bearing character of the column to the end.

And this character, though derived from the nooked piers

of the Norman, was first markedly given at Lincoln, where
also we first find, as the result of the employment of Purbeck

^ But see note, p. 224.

239
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marble shafts and of their sharp detachment oi' black on
white, the deep hollow and crisp filleted lines of lig-ht oi'

the moLilding's, the spotted crosses of the dog"-tooth, the

emphasis of the undercut rounded capital, with the deep
shadows cast by the outward curve of its sculpture, which
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throw up into brii^ht light the trefoiled beauty of the crock-

eted ansfle. For on entering^ an Early Eng^lish church like

Photo.
J ^G. H. If

WELLS CATHEDRAL, NAVE

Wells, Lincoln or Salisbury, the first impression given is

that of the beauty of the columns with their banded shafts of
clustered Purbeck, with their contrast carried up into the
richly-moulded arch, cut off from the reposeful breadth of

R
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the wall above by the dark line of the projecting' hood
mould. Not till later does the eye, drawn eastward from
the first by the long vista of arches, think of looking^ up to

the triforium and the vault, and, even then, it is still drawn
on by the line of the level ridge to the great painted eastern

window. This is most clearly seen at Wells. " In the

transepts the triforium is composed of pairs of lancet arches

separated by vaulting shafts, the triforium of each bay being
a distinct composition over its pier arch ; but by the time

the architect had come to the nave, a new idea had occurred

to him, and he made the triforium in one continuous arcade,

unbroken from west to east, evidently with the deliberate

intention of producing a horizontal rather than a vertical

effect"' (p. 241). But French art, after its earliest days,

ceases to be columnar and becomes a style of soaring arches

reaching up into a dome-shaped roof vaulted over mighty
windows full of coloured light. So the impression of Amiens

(pp. 62, 240) is just the reverse of that of Lincoln, the tall

shafts lead the eye up at once past the triforium, which makes
almost one w'ith the clerestory; and it is not the lines of

the building near the eye, but the far-off beauty of the many-
sided lantern of the apse that makes one turn at last to-

wards the east. If compared with . the somewhat later

Salisbury the beauty of Lincoln becomes even more ap-

parent. At Salisbury the main piers are w^eak in design,

and far less beautiful with their moulded capitals than the

sculptured ones of Lincoln. The crushed triforium with its

segmental arch is almost ugly, and as the vaulting shafts

are perched high above it, the three stories are too com-
pletely separate, and the design cannot be compared with

that of Lincoln, w^here the whole is bound together by the

vaulting shafts, which are carried on very beautiful carved

corbels" just above the capitals, and by the springing of the

vault being placed below the clerestory level. There is

a detail also about Lincoln triforium w^hich shows the

thoughtful artistic genius of its designer. The bases of the

central columns which bear the inner subordinate arches,

and therefore stand back some distance, are higher than

* Dearmer, " Wells " (Bell), p. 77.
^ These, however, are probably a later insertion ; orig-inally the

vaulting shafts ran down to the ground.
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ihe others, so that they are seen from below and the cohimns
do not appear to be cut otV short, as is often the case.'

But Norman feehni^' still runs through both. Both are

walled buildini^s in three stories, not vaults carried on piers

with screens shuttini;" them in, and on the exterior the lancet

arcading" of Lincoln, and the comparative unimportance of

its flying buttresses,' mark it off sharply from the corre-

sponding French examples.
The plan of Lincohi, especially of the apse, afterwards

destroyed, was taken from Cluny, and the Lincoln work is

as a whole far finer than that at Canterbury. The beautiful

arcading- of the aisle wall, the springing of its vault, and
the tall lancets, demand nothing but praise. The one weak
point is the too great breadth and lack of height of the pier

arches, which are nearly round, and partly from that cause
look hardly able to carry the superstructure. The vault is

most peculiar in the way in which the ribs are carried on
from one bay to another. The idea probably was to em-
phasize that continuous horizontal expression of the roof
which we have already noticed as characteristic of English
work in marked contrast to the French division into separ-

ate bays by heavy transverse arches. The same point is

very noticeable in the vaulting work of English William
at Canterbury as compared with that of his predecessor.
By the side of these buildings put the contemporary

Amiens, and one can hardly refuse to admit that after

allowing for the much smaller scale and consequent lack of

grandeur of Lincoln, it offers almost as perfect an interior

as Amiens, though it lacks the purposeful unity of design
indicated in the strong shafts rising from the ground and the
broad band of carving running along under the triforium.

In the exterior, the want of a central point is a serious draw-
back to Amiens, while the spire of Salisbury, though of
later date, is the great redeeming feature of the building.

The English east ends are more beautiful than the west.
In quiet simplicity the east end of Ely, with its triple tier of
lancets, leaves little to be desired, except in the meaning-
less quatrefoils, stuck in to fill up, but what a contrast to

the soaring but uneasy beauty of Amiens and BeauvaisI

1 Cf. Amiens, p. 125.
^ A later addition like those of Salisbury.
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Strong' contrasts of shaft and background are character-
istic of the style, and therefore arcading, which in Norman
times had been often meaning-less and largely overdone, is

continued into the thirteenth century and becomes a most
beautiful feature, especially in the form of the doubled
arcading of Beverley and Lincoln, and in the trefoiled and
cinquefoiled one of St. Albans. With their coloured shafts

and play of light and shadow in the doubled openings and
deeply cut mouldings, the little arches carry on and com-
plete the columnar aspect of the whole, and form a lovely

background to every perspective and a base to the whole
building.

Curiously enough, one of the most perfect pieces of Early
English arcading is in France, at Mont St. Michel. The
beautiful cloister there, with its double row of alternating

pillars and arches resembles the double wall-arcade at

Lincoln, though the latter may be the result of thickening

the wall (see note, p. 224). The whole work is almost with-

out any trace of French influence except perhaps in the

exquisite delicacy of the carving. The shafts even were
originally of Purbeck marble, but during the restoration

they were all replaced by a French marble. At Chalons,

also, the arcading is very like English work, as are many
of the details of that period in that part of France.

But when the work is purely French in character, as at the

Sainte Chapelles of Paris and Saint Germain, it is certainly

not inferior to the English. That running along the lower

part of the Paris Sainte Chapelle is perhaps the most perfect

that exists. It forms the only solid part of the building

except the vaulting shafts. To have had a plain stretch of

blank wall between these and beneath the coloured win-

dows would have been a complete discord, whereas by
these little arches, marked off by a carved string-course,

and showing the wall painted with drapery between the

columns, which stand on a continuous bench, just the re-

quired look of solidity is given, and yet there is perfect

harmonv throughout. Later on, the window mullions are

continued right down to the ground, so that the lower part

of the wall looks like window lights glazed with stone, as

at St. Maclou. Even French logic could hardly go further

into cold unmeaningness.
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The finest example in Enj^land of this special character-
istic of Early Eni^lish work, profusely shafted arcading-,

was the now ruined eastern transept of Fountains Abbey,
where, as usual in northern work, and as we see again at

Hexham and Durham, all is on a bolder, loftier scale than
in the south, and where the builders, untrammelled by the

Norman tradition of equal stories could make the tall grace
of their slender lancets, rise to the full height of their ex-

quisite ideal.

In their exterior, not

less than in the interior,

is this the case. The west
front of Lanercost, in the

simple vigorous northern

style, of Llandaff and
Berkeley, in the some-
what less masterly west-

ern form, are fine exam-
ples ; and in the south,

Salisbury, though discon-

nected and confused,
sho'.v's increased power of

design and adaptation if

compared with the more
monotonous work of Nor-
man times. The master-

piece in reposeful dignity

is the south-east transept

of Lincoln, with a series

of noble graduated lan-

cets in the gable.

In few points is the difference between the English and

French church of this period more marked than in the door-

way. The French door usually consists of a lintel or

straight stone forming the head of the door, with a dis-

charging arch above, and the tympanum, or space between,

covered with carving, the arches filled with niches and

statuary, and the great 'porches with short columns also

carrying statues as at Reims. In England the tympanum
is seldom found, and the recessed orders and shafting of

the Norman doorway still give the keynote, as at Flore

KLORE CHURCH, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
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Church. Each arch-order has its own shafts and forms a se-

parate g'roup of moulding-s, i^^enerally with the characteristic

tooth ornament in the hollows. The sobriety and delicacy

of treatment makes these doors sing^ularly beautiful. Those
of the Chapter House at Southwell {1290, p. 256) and the

south transept at Lichfield (1240) are especially so. In larg-e

churches, and particularly in chapterhouses, they are often

double and trefoiled with a

seated figure in a vesica piscis

between the two arches, as at

Salisbury and Christchurch,

which also g-ives us one of the

finest specimens of the great

groined porch, another cus-

tom which had come through
from the Saxon times of St.

Aldhelm by way of the Nor-
man porches of Sherborne,
Malmesbury, and Southwell.

There is no greater differ-

ence between foreign and
English work of the thir-

teenth century than in the

buttress. In the foreign

cathedrals the flying buttress

is already fully developed

;

in the English ones, even
when it is used as at Lincoln,

the arch seems a mere adjunct

to the buttress itself. The
old, flat, Norman pilaster

buttress has given way to a

deep, gable-headed, tapering

form, which is both more beautiful and more construc-

tionally correct. For, since the outward thrust of a vault

follows a dow^nward, sloping, tangential line, the upper

part of a buttress is of little use except as a weight, and

the deeper it can be at the base, the better. Early Gothic

buttresses, therefore, are set back in stages, as at Salis-

bury and Romsey. Pinnacles and niches come in a little

later, and are used at Gloucester (13 18) with admirable eff"ect.

ROMSEY ABBEY
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Early En^^lish mouldino-s consist chiefly of bold rounds
and deep hollows. The rounds are sometimes filleted but
not so frequently as in the Decorated style. Very striking-

effects of lig-ht and shade are produced by the bold projec-

STRINGCOIRSE, WAPEN-
BLRV, WARWICIvSHIRE

STRINGCOIRSE, BICKNELL
CHIRCH, OXON.

tions, and the depth of the intervening- hollows. The hood-

moulding usually consists of a round, lapping over a deep
undercut hollow, but occasion-

ally it is a plain round. The
dog-tooth ornament, a kind of

pyramidical -shaped flower of

four leaves, is often found
inserted in a hollow moulding-,

though it sometimes covers the edge of a jamb, and when
seen in profile presents a zig-zag or serrated appearance.

;:j,lii,:!|llillfi|||l|l!t

DOG-TOOTH

VAULTING RIB, OXFORD
CATHEDRAL

HOOD MOILD, WAPENBLRV

It was introduced very late in the twelfth century, and may
have originated in the small, square, stunted, nail-head

moulding with which some Norman details are studded.
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After the thirteenth century it ijTadually chani^ed in form
till it was lost in the foliai^'e of the Decorated style.

Sculptured foliajj^e is much used in capitals, brackets,

corbels, and bosses, and is s^'enerally called sfiff-leaved, a
term implying" not so much formality of design or stiffness

of execution, for both are often very free, as a certain kind

of crisp foliage in which the stiff stems as well as the leaves

are used in the composition. This is particularly observable

where the thick stems rise from the mouldings and support

the foliage above. Among the forms of foliage the trefoil is

most predominant, and very characteristic of the style.

The general form of the capital is bell-shaped, with a

circular abacus, consisting in the earlier examples of two

EARLY CROCKET, LIN-

COLN CATHEDRAL
WELLS CATHEDRAL SALISBl RV CATHEDRAL

rounds, the upper one the larger, with a hollow between
them, and often with a small nail-head ornament, as at

St. Giles's, Oxford. In later examples, the mouldings are

often more numerous and filleted. In the finer specimens,
as at Lincoln and Wells, they are beautifully carved with

stiff-leaved foliage rising from the neck.

Crockets, foliage-like appendages projecting from the

outer moulding of a canopy, pediment, or pinnacle, first

appear in this style. They were used by the Normans
occasionally, as at Thaon (p. 163), and were derived from
Burgundy, where they are singularly fine and bold. They
are used to break the hard line against the sky of a sloping

gable or spire (p. 124), and when employed with modera-
tion are of the most valuable effect, but like all else thev
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became contorted and exag'i^'erated in later times. In their

first Early Eni>'lish form the design is similar to that of the

crook, or simple cur\-ed head of the episcopal pastoral staff

[//. N. Kino.

WESTMINSTER, TRIp-ORIUM, NORTH TRANSEPT

A specimen of fully developed Early English work, c. 1260, showing- deep cut
moulding-s, attached cusps, diapered wall surface, and dripstone.

of this era, from which the name, as well as the ornament
itself, may have been taken—curling- round downwards.
In a subsequent, but still early, stag^e it finished with a

trefoil within a curve thus formed. The cathedrals of Salis-
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bury and Wells offer early examples. Its use on \ ertical

shafts or mouldings as at Lincoln is an exception.

A simple horizontal parapet supported by a corbel table

is common in this style, and the towers of Brize-Norton
and Garsington in Oxfordshire furnish examples. At Salis-

bury the horizontal parapet is relieved by a scries of blank
trefoil-headed panels sunk in the head. Sometimes a plain,

low, embattled parapet crowns the wall.

The bases of columns generally consist of two rounds,
the lower one the larger, both frequently filleted, with a deep
hollow between placed horizontally. This water holding

CORBEL TABLE AND PARAPET, BRIZE-NORTON CHIRCH,
OXFORDSHIRE

hollow is peculiar to the style, but in late examples it is not
found, its place being taken by another round moulding.

Cusps are very characteristic. They may be found occa-
sionally though very rarely in Norman work. In the Early
English period they are abundant, and frequently orna-
mented with sculpture. They are attached to the lower
surface or soffit of the tracery bar, and do not seem to grow
out of it and form part of it, in the same manner as they do
in Decorated work. In England they are purely ornamental
and generally have pointed ends, but in France, whence the
idea of them was probably derived, they had a construc-
tional origin (p. 128).
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CHAPTER XIII

The Decorated and Flamboyant Styles

BY the middle of the thirteenth century French Gothic
art \vas complete, the problems of its Yaultingf and

construction solved, the windows of its buildings g'lorious

with colour. Yet though the art was complete, hardly one
of the building's was finished ; the great enthusiasm of

earlier days had died out, funds were hard to get, and it

was only slowly and laboriously that the buildings were
brought to their final form.

Nor were things very difl^erent in England, though on the

whole France was ahead.__Tiie-Tirench Church had ex-

perienced no such set-back as the crushing taxation and
Interdict (1207- 1 1) of the disastrous reign ofJohn ( r 199-12 16)

which had stopped all work except i\i the churches of the

Cistercians. The exception accorded to them gave them a

popularity and influence which the order never lost, and
raised it into a more powerful position than that held by
the old Benedictines, one which they retained even when,
with the coming of the Friars in 1220, the strictly religious

and missionary influence of the regular orders began to

decay. Though from 1250 to 1275 buildings of the greatest

importance and of surpassing beauty were begun or fin-

ished, there are signs of a falling off in the fervent enthusi-

asm of earlier tirn^s and of a coming change in the whole
spirit of the art./'oy 1275 the last great churches, Lichfield

(1250), Westminster (1245), and Exeter (1270), had been
begun, the three earliest examples of Decorated work.
Then comes a pause which in England lasted fifty years

till, with the death of Edward II in 1327, and the acquisition

of his remains by Gloucester, the great school of masons
connected with that monastery began their extraordinary
work, which influenced the whole subsequent history of

257 s
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Eng-lish architecture. Through it all there runs "a vein of

invention which marks them as bold and original geniuses,"

says Professor Willis, and they were fortunate also in this,

that the disaster of the Black Death in 1349 seems to have
been less severe in their neighbourhood than elsewhere, so

that theirwork appears to have been hardly checked, whereas
in the rest of England, owing to that, and to the Wars of

the Roses, we find little building of the first rank going on
until the accession of Henry VII in 1485. Indeed, unfinished

work on a large scale was everywhere stopped, so that

great churches like Patrington (Yorks), which were well

advanced in the Decorated style, stood still for years and
were completed with Perpendicular tracery and details.

During that long period, however, another great change
was taking place. That change was the final transfer of

activity from the monastic orders to the people themselves,

in the country districts, to the bishops and secular clergy,

in the towns. The great period of Cistercian building was
past, but the second quarter of the fourteenth century was,
more than any other, the time when the people themselves
rebuilt their parish churches and adopted the aisleless

chancel of the Cistercians ; and in the towns it was the

bishops and their clergy who built or finished Wells, Salis-

bury, Ely, Lichfield, Exeter, York, Beverley, and Howden.
Finished, rather than built, for great as was the amount of

work done, it consisted almost entirely, so far as the greater

building is concerned, in completion rather than in com-
mencement.

v^' Yet on the whole the fourteenth century was in England
a period of steady progress and development of her archi-

tecture through the three stages of Decorated work; Geo-
metrical, Flowing, and Flamboyant, to the final stage of

Perpendicular.

But it was far otherwise with France. For a hundred
years, from 1338 to 1453, just when our own Gothic
was winning its most brilliant triumphs at Hull, Boston,
Howden, Selby, Beverley, Carlisle, Lichfield, Wells, and
Ely, owing to the wealth and prosperity which the nobles
and squires of England reaped from the great war, France
was going through the most miserable time of all her
chequered history. Her Gothic architecture was practically
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annihilated. Her thirteenth-century style ceased to be, and
died without an heir. Except St. Ouen there is not a sing"le

larg^e religious building in Northern France belonging to the

fourteenth century, and when peace came at last, her work-
men had to learn their art afresh from the few pieces of
Flamboyant work which had been carried out under the

domination of the foreigner at Amiens (Chapelle de St. Jean,

1373) in the facade of Rouen, and at Evreux.
But though French Gothic ceased to exist as a national

art, yet in the great towns the artistic genius of indi\iduals

produced the glorious statuary of Amiens and Reims, the

iron-work of Xotre Dame, the windows of Chartres and
Rouen. In England also, during the fourteenth century,

owing^ to the increasing wealth of the upper classes, art

was ceasing" to be national and uniform, and becoming-
individual and vinequal, the separate expression of the craft

of the great guilds, or of the dolphin-like pageantry of

chivalry, which appropriated chancel and chapel to its use,

or blazoned tomb and chantry with the herald's funeral

pomp.
Constructed decoration becomes the keynote of four-

teenth-century work as disting^uished from the decorated
construction of the thirteenth. It is rightly called the
" Decorated " style, for Decorated it is, a stj-le of beautiful

tracery, a style of stonework twisted into lovely forms for

the sake of their loveliness, Geometrical, Flowing, or

Flamboyant, of crocketed canopy and pinnacle and og-ee

curve, of patterned vault and blazoned window, devoted no
longer to the glory of God and His church as a whole, but

to that of the special building and its benefactors, or

the shrine and relics of the local saint. In the fourteenth

century we find the first foreshadowings of that decay
which was only reached in the fifteenth, and then most
clearly in France, where we see artistic genius running to

waste, through the splitting up of the great guilds, into the

runnels of the separate branches of architectural art, when
each worker, instead of joyfully co-operating in the beauty
of the whole, becomes anxious only to show his individual

skill in the technical perfection of his own work, his stone
cutting, his lead-work, or his painted glass.

But behind this constructed decoration which g-ives the
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character to the style, lies a purely mechanical engineering-

cleverness in construction which was the logical de\'elop-

ment of what had gone before. In lingiand it is as usual,

less purely logical than in France, and never gets such full

play as there because it had to be applied to the alteration

and reconstruction of the great Norman churches, such as

Gloucester, Sherborne, and Winchester, rather than to the

building of new ones. In both countries hard scientific

rule and engineering cleverness take the place of that

searching out and overcoming of difficulties wiiich charac-
terized the work of the thirteenth century. But curiously

enough the fullest expression of fourteenth-century work is

found in a work of genius which appears forty years before

its time, St. Urbain of Troyes (begun 1262). Indeed, if it

were not for undoubted documentary evidence it would be
reckoned as really belonging in date, as it does in style, to

the fourteenth century. The whole building is pieced to-

gether like cabinet work with the utmost possible economy
of stone, the better kinds of w'hich were costly, w^hilst

carriage was expensive. Every part of the building, except
the small portions of walling, is built of long' pieces of

stone fitted together. But as one would expect, such a

marvel of mechanical ingenuity has a cold, hard, cast-iron

appearance w'hich leaves one quite unmoved, and it certainly

does not deserve the high praise awarded to it by Viollet-

le-Duc.^ It is lacking in every one of the seven lamps of

true art, and though the emotional judgements of Ruskin are

often at fault, a true high principle underlies them ; and
St. Urbain, the extreme expression of fourteenth -cen-

tury French Gothic as Beauvais is of the thirteenth, is,

unlike its predecessor, a work of pure cold intellect, soul-

less like a mathematical problem, "dead as leaves in

December," a true prophecy of the future of French archi-

tectural art.

But we must return to England.
Broadly speaking, during the fourteenth century in Eng-

land, Geometrical tracery gave way to Flowing, and Flow-
ing to Flambojant. Yet these were to a great extent

contemporaneous, and are to be met with in the same
building as at Exeter (i 280-1 369, p. 263). The truth is

' " Diet." iv, p. 183.
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that Geometrical lasted in Eng"land during" all the later

thirteenth and earlier fourteenth centuries, until from its

ST. L RBAIX, TROVES
[G. H. U-.

latest form, Reticulated, sprang first—Flamboyant, which
the French adopted and made their o\vnj and secondly

—

Perpendicular, which became the final English style. What-
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ever influence Canterbury and Westminster may have had
on Eny;Hsh art,' in its turn it exercised a far more powerful
one on that of France in the introduction of Flamboyant,
which in Eng-land was a mere passing phase, but in France
lasted on till the fleeting- coruscation of the Italian expedi-

tion of Charles \'III replaced it by the Renaissance pretti-

nesses which his nobles brought back with them.
The great buildings of the latter part of the thirteenth

century are Lichfield nave (1260), Westminster, and Exeter,

the first as characteristically English as the second is French.
In W^estminster choir (beg^un 1245) we fiijd what is probably
the first example of bar-tracer}^ in England. If so it was a
direct French importation, though it may have been pre-

viously worked out independently at Binham and Lincoln
presbytery. Westminster is one of the most beautiful build-

ings in the world. It blends all that is best in Eng^lish and
French work, the great height and vertical bay treatment of

the French, with the long-drawn perspectives of the English
nave and projecting transepts ; the French chevet with its

circling- chapels is enriched with English love of detail and
beauty of moulding in the diapered wall and the sculptured

arcade. Yet its influence on Eng-lish architecture was even
less than that of Canterbury.
We have often referred to the strong- hold which the

tradition of the three nearly equal stories of Norman times
held on the earlier English Gothic. During- the later thir-

teenth century this tradition was becoming- weaker, and
there was a g-rowing inclination to design in two stories

rather than three. In France, owing to the g-reater influence

of the vaulting; on the general desig-n, this tendency had
existed in a stronger form from the first, and except in that

special type of great-galleried buildings represented by four-

storied Laon and Soissons, and the original design of Notre
Dame, the triforiui-n had never been more than a mask to

the blank wall against which the aisle roof abutted. But
even in those churches the great gallery is not the true

1 " Gothic art in Eng-land was a true development, conti)iuoiisly

influenced from France, but not artificially imported" (Lethaby,
" Med. Art," p. 269). I would qualify this by adding- " up to about 1370,
when the English introduced Heme vaulting- and Flamboyant tracery
into France, but did iiot continue to influence their development."



[G. H. W.
EXETER CATHEDRAL

\\ indows of the nave, work ot Bp. Grandisson, 1327-1369. but following,' Ouivil's design.
1J80-1291. The windows show Geometrical, Flowing, and Reticulated wor£' carried out at

the same time. The lower window on the right is almost Perpendicular.
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trit'oriiim, which exists above it; and in speaking- of Notre
Dame we have seen how the clerestory windows were en-

larged in 1235 by absorbing the triforiun->. Gradually, as

the verticality of the bay desig-n became more and more
marked, the triforium is linked with the clerestory by the

centre mullion of the w'indow being carried down into it as

in the nave of Amiens (p. 62); in the later choir the back wall

is g-lazed as is the case also at St. Denis. A little later at

Beauvais, at Troyes (1250), at Seez (1270), and finally at

St. Ouen (1300) the whole triforium becomes the continua-
tion of the clerestory and is glazed like it. This never took
place in England except in three bays of the presbytery of

Ely, but the same tendency existed to reduce the stories

from three to two. Even in Norman times it had been
found difficult to get at once sufficient height for the nave
arches and for the other two stories also, without giving
exaggerated height to the whole building. At Salisbury
the three stories still exist, but the triforium is crushed, and
by degrees, in England as in France, it becomes absorbed
into the clerestory, as we see at Pershore, Dublin, and South-
well, while at Cistercian Fountains it is omitted altogether.

During the fourteenth century the same tendency is carried

further in St. Albans choir, the naves of York, Guisborough,
Selby, and Exeter, and later in Wells choir, and St. Mary
Redcliffe. This change from a three-storied to a two-storied

design is one of the most marked features of fourteenth-

century work, though it did not affect buildings like Ely,

where it was necessary to fall in with the old Norman
proportions.

As the result of this, and of the consequently increased

size of the clerestory, the bay treatment becomes much
more distinct than in earlier work, and this is emphasized
by the treatment of the vaulting shaft, which is now never
found as a mere bracket somewhere on or above the tri-

forium, but is either, though rarely, carried down to the

ground as in York nave (1300), and all French churches, or,

as becomes the usual custom in England, is carried on a long
and beautiful corbel, just over the abacus of the nave pier,

as at Guisborough, Ely, Lincoln (p. 238), and Exeter (p. 81).

The pier itself, as we have seen, has ceased to be a group of

detached colonnettes round a central shaft, and has become



ST. Ol'EN, ROUEN, FROM THE TRIFORUM OF THE NORTH
TRANSEPT (1339)

Note wall-ribs running down without capitjils. Gla/.eJ tritorium.
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SECTION OF PIER SHAFTS,
APPLEBY, LEICESTERSHIRE

the clustered column, in which there is frequently a vertical

fillet running- up the face of each shaft. In small churches
the simple octagonal pier is very common. The capitals

are more frequently moulded than carved, and the niould-

ing-s are sometimes enriched with
the ball flower as at Dunchurch in

Warwickshire. When there is

carving- it usually forms a convex
band round the capital as at York,
Carlisle (p. 126), and Southwell, and
does not spring up from the bases
of the bell nor g-ive crocketed
ang-les, and the carving- is taken
direct from nature. As at Patring-
ton it is often very beautiful, but
far less suitable architecturally

than that of the Early English
period.

The vaulting ribs have become more numerous, and, as
at Exeter, their equal spacing- and nearly equal length g-ive

a branching effect which is as beautiful as it is simple. In

the later specimens Hemes appear as in Ely choir, often

arranged to form stars, as at Tew^kes-
bury (p. 84). The distinguishing- mark
of the whole period, however, lies in

its window openings. Instead of the

grouped lancets and arcading- of the

Early English period, great windows
and panels of tracery g-ive the keynote
to the style, perhaps even more mark-
edly to the exterior than to the interior.

The east ends of Lincoln, Ripon, and
Carlisle, in spite of their small size,

have a stateliness and repose in their

great buttresses which form an admir-
able frame to the richly moulded win-
dow which occupies all the space

within ; of these Lincoln and Ripon offer perhaps the finest

examples of geometrical tracery in existence, and Carlisle

and York of flowing tracery before it becomes flamboyant.
The buildings of this period represent the climax of

DL-NCHrRCH, WAR-
WICKSHIRE



AISTREV, WARWICK-
SHIRE

TVSOE, WARWICKSHIRE

GRENDOX, WARWICKSHIRE

STANTON HARCOl Rl
,

OXFORDSHIRE
WORCESTER CATHEDRAL

DECORATED PIERS AND BASES
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English art, the point at which it has fully and finally

broken with Continental methods and traditions, and though
it is carried out on a smaller scale and with far less logical

precision, yet it may well be questioned whether the English

cathedral of the fourteenth century, w'ith its breadth of re-

poseful wall surface, acting as a frame to excjuisite beauty

of detail, does not, both inside and out, offer almost as per-

fect an example of the highest art as the far grander build-

ings of France. Small as it is, and somewhat petty in design,

(y^ichfield is the most complete expression of English four-

teenth-century art, and with its three spires and exquisite

surroundings oflFers a strong contrast to the building which
comes nearest to it in France, the choir of St. Ouen. In

the English example the extreme beauty of the columns and
mouldings almost makes up for the want of height of the

vaulting, which comes only second to Exeter in beauty, and
is far finer than the weak and hollow roof of the French
building. Glorious as St. Ouen is, the effort to diminish the

points of support has been overdone, especially in the fif-

teenth-century nave, where the square pilaster running up
the back of the piers almost justifies Ruskin's criticism that

it is the ugliest excrescence he ever saw on a Gothic

building.

It is interesting to note how at Lichfield the lofty triforium

of the nave (i 291-1324) has in the later choir disappeared

and given place to a two-storied design, as at St. Ouen.
'W'By far the most beautiful and characteristic specimen of the

late Decorated is the Lady Chapel of Ely (1321-1349). Its

single defect is the same as at Lichfield and Bristol, want
of height for the breadth. Criticism is dumb before the

exquisite beauty of the row of canopied niches which forms
the lower part. These, w^ith their bossy carving and pro-

jecting ogee canopies which run up into foliaged finials

supporting statues, are a complete summary of the beauties

and defects of the style. The craftsmanship is perfect, but

the niche itself, with its flanking pinnacle, its ogee canopy
and crocketed gable ending in a full-flowered finial, has be-

come the characteristic feature of the style to be repeated

almost (/d fidnseam in choir, sedilia, storied tomb, and chaatry
till the hard and dry commonsense of flat, perpendicular

screening drives it from the field. " For," says Mr. Prior, "in
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its use of the canopied niche was summed up the decorative

temper of the fourteenth century, as had been that of the

thirteenth century in the shafted arcade, and that of the

fifteenth was to be in the cusped panel. The first Gothic
artist had worked his enrichment in the vertebrate expression

of the wall, but with the Decorated his ornament was not

to be articulated, but applied to the structure—an insertion

into the constructive scheme with neither the vital energy
of the Early English sculpture, nor the broad reasonable

accomplishment of the Perpendicular panelling." This
character in iw passage from Early English to Decorated
is nowhere better seen than in the lovely and hitherto un-

restored chancel of Winchilsea (about 1300), where the

shafting of the sedilia points back to the past, while the

canopies tell of the future. The most beautiful expression

of it is to be found in the tomb of Aymer de Valence (1324)
at Westminster, and in the Lady Chapel of Ely (i 321 -1349),
the most elaborate in the tombs of Gloucester, Tewkesbury,
and Beverley^ and in the wooden form, for which it was
peculiarly adapted, in the great chancel screens of Norfolk,

Somerset, and Devon, and ofmany a parish church through-

out the land. For even where a village had to be content with

its old Norman nave, or with raising a few plain chamfered
arches, or simple octagonal piers, the village mason and
carpenter would delight to beautify the chancel by working-

out in their own time, and to the best of their power, the

sedilia for the priest, the piscina and aumbry for the sacred

vessels, the traceried screen which should carry the rood.

The character of the period is quite other in France.

The contrast between the two styles goes on to the end.

There the wire-drawn mouldings seem to wriggle away the

life of the art in a meaningless verticality, while with us the

endless rows of niches give rise inevitably, while trying to

avoid it, to a constantly increasing horizontal expression

which ends by covering wall and window alike with the

wearisome panels of the fifteenth-century perpendicular.

To turn now to the smaller details of the style. The door-

ways usually are shafted as in the previous style, but the

shafts are more slender, and both they and their capitals

often have but little relation to the mouldings which they

carry, and the shafts are no longer inserted separately, but



BEVERLEY, THE PERCY TOMB
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AnnERBlRV CHLRCH, OXI-OKDSHIRE

FLORE CHIRCH, NORTHANTS

are worked on the

same stone as the

moulding-s. Very
frequently there are

no shafts, but the

mouldings them-
selves run down and

the whole is adorned

with ogee canopies,

c r o c k e t e d , and
flanked by pinnacles.

The m o u 1 d i n g s

themselves are very

frequently enriched,

though seldom to

so great an extent

as at Lichfield,where

the doors, though
greatly restored, are

amongst the most
beautiful specimens

we have. Enriched

mouldings and dia-

pered wall surfaces

are some of the

most characteristic

features of the style,

but the rounded ball

flower and four-

leafed flower, with

their softer grada-

tions of shadow,

have taken the place

of the sharp con-

trasts of the Early

English dog-tooth.

We have treated

so fully of the tracery

of the style in the

chapter on windows.

that there is no need to do more than note the infinite
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LEDBURY, HEREFORDSHIRE

DECORATED MOULDINGS
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GRENDON CHIKCH,
WARWICKSHIKl-;

WITNKV CHURCH,
OXON

LAXGHAM CHURCH, RUTLAND FLORE CHURCH HROUGHTON CHURCH,
OXON

J
BUTTRESSES AND BASE MOULDINGS, FCIURTEENTH CENTURV
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\ariet\' o( (lie traccrx', and tlial rmiiul ami SLiiiarc-licadcd

windows hci^in to be noi uncommon.
The moulding^s have the same j^eneral character as in the

thirteenth century, but the members are smaller and more
numerous and shallower(p. 1 20). They are almost invariably

worked on the chamfer. They are very frequently filleted.

String--courses i^enerally consist of a simple roll in which
the upper member overlaps the lower; indeed, this feature

is characteristic of the style. Sometimes a hollow with a
fillet on each side is carried beneath the roll, with excellent

effect, as at Ledbury; of enrichments, the ball-flower, which
is like a horse-bell, is the most characteristic, and is often

applied even too profusely, as at Ledbury and Gloucester.
The base moulding; or

ijTound table is g-enerally

a filleted roll, with one or

two projecting- slopes be-

neath. That at Flore
Church consists of three

projecting- slopes, the two
uppermost of -which are

rounded on the lower edg-e

whilst the lowest is a
plain chamfer. The effect

given to a building- bv a

few bold moulding;s thus
judiciously applied to the

base of the walls as a g-round table is very striking-. The
buttresses g-enerally terminate in a triang-ular crocketed
pediment or niched pinnacle, and were the chief contribution

of the Decorated style to the exterior effect of our churches,

where, at the ang-le of a building-, one, placed diag-onally, is

often substituted for the tw'o at right ang-les of earlier times.

The pierced parapet and balustrade is a feature of the

style. At Lichfield and Exeter (p.8 1
) they protect the clerestory

passag-e,much as they do in the churches at Caen (p. 91), and
are frequent along- the top of the w'alls. Battlements are

comparatively rare, and when they occur the moulding- is

not continued down the side. As a whole, the style is just

poising- on the summit of the hill, it is just ceasing- to g-row,

it has not yet beg-un to decay. The carving- shows this.

^i' fee

PARAPET, BRAILES CHURCH,
WARWICKSHIRE
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The capitals are no long"er surrounded with a tuft ofbuddini^^

vej^etation spring-ing- upwards into life, but entwined with

a wreathed festoon of twisted leaves, and, instead of the

YORK CATHEDRAL YORK CATHEDRAL

HANWELL CHURCH, OXON CHACOMBE CHURCH, NORTHANTS

DECORATED CAPITALS

Sprouting- crocket, a detached leaf has, as it were, dropped

on the gable, and the chisel, calling- for a subtle hand to

model leaf and flower, has, as in late Roman days, been to
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a great extent .supplanted by the drill which g-ives i^reat

power of showinij clever undercutting- and bright jewel-like
effects of spotty light and shade. And where the vault boss
or the window used to show the flowers of the field, or the
emblems of the Crucifixion, is now seen the shield of the
donor or his heraldic device.

The growing impatience of the beauty of simple line,

which we have noticed in the enrichment of the mouldings,
and which appears in the carving in this preference for

spottiness over broad effects of light and shadow, is seen in

the frequent substitution of a diapered surface for a restful

expanse of wall. But the pattern is often very beautiful in

itself, as at Canterbury,
and the whole effect most
charming, as in the choir

of Ely, where all the de-

fects and prettinesses of

the later fourteenth-cen-

tury work are brought
together.

. In France there is no
such break in the later

development of Gothic art

after the adoption of

Flamboyant as is caused
in England by the evolu-

tion of Perpendicular. It

will be wxll, therefore, to

complete the history of French Gothic and then to return

to England. We have already referred to St. Ouen, which
is the typical example of fourteenth and early fifteenth-

century work. Its chief characteristic is the whole-hearted
adoption of the vertical bay design, the reduction of its three

stories to two by the absorption of the triforium into the

clerestory, and the descent of the vaulting ribs to the ground
so that their section gives that of the piers (p. 122). Hori-
zontal lines were thus almost entirely done away with, ex-

cept in Normandy and especially in the Caen district, where
a strongly marked balustrade above the pier arches con-
tinues the idea of the triforium and gives a strength and
beaut}- to these churches which is lacking in many contem-
porary buildings.

$ id % sc-

CANTERBIRV CATHEDRAL
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In imitation of English work the vaulting- ribs become
multiplied and pendent bosses appear, but are merely orna-

mental and badly designed. Charming' corners are often to

be found in these late Erench churches, but their g-eneral

effect is cold and miserable, an impression greatly added
to by the fact that very few of them were finished. The most
typical is, perhaps, St. Wulfram at Abbeville (1480- 1539,
p. Ill), both in its well-proportioned nave and beautiful

west-end gallery and in its ruinous and unfinished chancel

;

but the finest is St. Maclou at Rouen (1432-1520), which
has all the typical features fully developed but not pushed
to excess, with the addition of the Norman feature of a

singularly beautiful lantern at the crossing-. It also shows
in perfection how superior as a rule the exterior of these

churches is to their interior. Except the somewhat later

porch of Alengon (1480) nothing m.ore perfect can be found
than the quintuple portal of this church, with its exquisite

traceried gfables over the great arches, and the strong- piers,

the effect of which is almost increased by the absence of

statues in the niches, as a restful piece of blank wall is thus

g-iven in the midst of the profusion of the lace work. These
buildings are usually small and devoid of western towers, so

that the desig-ns of the west ends resemble the transeptal

desig-ns of earlier date and a\'oid the difficulties and defects

of the great twin-towered facade. What St. Ouen would
have been w^ith a porch like that of St. Maclou joining- two
repetitions of the central tower, set on diag-onally, we can

only imag-ine from the rough desig^n preserved in the library,

since all that was finished was destroyed by a local architect

named Gregoire in 1840.' The finest Flamboyant fac^-ade left

us on a larg^e scale is that of Abbeville (pp. 327, 329). It is

poetical and picturesque in the hig-hest degree, even in its

present restored condition, but in the early part of the

last century when Prout sketched it in its ruin, still full of

history, still in touch with the daily life of the people whose
bigf-sailed barges lay on the canal at its very door, it must
indeed have been a thing- of beauty.

The north transepts of Senlis (p. i5i),Evreux (i5io),and

Beauvais(i500-i54o) are even finer. They are masterly com-

' Not \^iollet-le-Duc, as stated by Mr. Porter, who attributes to him
many enormities of which he was quite innocent.
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positions, with a breadth and majestvrare indeed in Flamhov-
ant work, yet with all the lavish beautvofits detail at its bes't.
To come to details.

We have spoken fully :

'"
"

of the disappearance of
the columns, the pris-

matic character of the
moulding-s, the intersect-
ing- bases, and the tra-

cery, which are the chief
marks of the style. The
main feature in France,
as in Eng-land, is the in-

cessant use of the re-

versed or og-ee curve,
and of the traceried
g-able or canopy over all

opening-s. Our form of
arch, the four-centred,
is never found in France.
In England its use had
been brought about bv
the necessities of manv-
ribbed vaulting, but this
was a mere decorative
importation in France,
and never imposed its

curves on the rest of the
building. The shoul-
dered, or flat, sometimes
elliptical arch, is found
instead, and was more
adaptable to the form of
the ogee. The arcli

mouldings, especialK
over the smaller open-
ings, are usually grouped
so as to leave a large
hollow, generally filled

MACLOr, ROIEX
y/. ir

with a running band of undercut carving, exquisite in
detail, but ineff"ective as an architectural feature.
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For g-eneral character it is worth while to compare Ciren-

cester (nave 15 15-1530, p. 146), St. Michael's Coventry (nave

1432-1450), or St. ^lary Redcliffe (re-modelled 1442, p. 143)
with Abbeville (1480-

1 539, p. 1 1 1 ). Some of the English speci-

mens are of earlier date, but furnish a better comparison
than any purely perpendicular design would do. Superior as

the P'rench building is on the whole, there is 3'et a greater

vigour and fullness of life in the En^flish ones. After Abbe-

ville mouldings become more and more prismatic and wire-

drawn, the whole building more of a lifeless skeleton in

its angularity. For angularity is the characteristic of the

later Flamboyant—gaunt, diamond-shaped piers, angular
mouldings, bony buttresses made of squares rising from
within each other, sharp-edged niches placed on the angle,

meet one at every corner.

Then by the middle of the sixteenth century complete
decay se.ts in. Everything except the churches was Renais-
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sance, and the church builders seem tired out. Mouldings
become simpler, or mere chamfers, and sink wearily into ,

cylindrical or wavy piers ; tracery is an empty circle feebly I

poised on some ogee lights. English church architecture I

was clubbed to death by Henry VIII, that of France slowly I

rotted away into an unhonoured grave. '

j



BATH ABBEY, 1520



CHAPTER XIV

The Perpendicular Style—Parish Churches—Timber
Roofs

IN speaking" of window tracery we have noticed how-

reticulated tracery gave rise to perpendicular, and we
have seen the four-centred arch grow out of the necessities

of lierne and fan vaulting. Further, we have remarked how
the niches, the characteristic feature of Decorated work,
invade the windows and make their glass into rows of

individual figures, patron saints with their emblems, or

donors with their armorial bearings.

While French art becomes more and more rigidly logical,

while it retains its poetry of curve, and exquisite artistic

feeling in its lace-like decoration, more and more the ex-

pression of a system, English art becomes more and more
individual, the story of the work, or the tale of the glory of

this man or of that. Again, an English building is the

record of the facts of its history, often of the history of the

nation, a French one of the ideal of the builder or of the

race. Lastly, from the time of Louis XI onwards, the his-

tory of France becomes increasingly that of the nobles, and
art, like their lives, increasingly non-religious, luxurious,

Italianized, detached from the faith of the people. The
Ch..rch was becoming divorced from the State, and while

the State frankly adopted the revival of classic art, the

Church and its art sank into a cold and meaningless form-
alism, which at last expressed neither the ambition of the

noble, the ideal of the nation, nor the faith of the people.

Things were different in England. The political power of

the great nobles had been destroyed by the Wars of the

Roses, merchant princes were coming to the top, men of the

people, sharing the faith of the people which, though shaken
changing, had never decayed. Instead of living apart in

28;
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palaces copied from the luxurious dwelling's of the south,
the land-owners dwelt in manor-houses which, though they
might adopt a feudal semblance as at HurstmonceuXjRag-lan,
and Thornbury, were yet dwellings, not castles, and Eng-lish

building art, free and individual in its efforts and expres-
sion, comes always more and more into touch with the

national feeling. Without ceasing- to be religious it adapts
itself to secular life, and deserts the cathedral and the mon-
astery for the village church and the crenellated manor-
house, and at last under the Tudors g-ives rise to the dom-
estic architecture of that sturdy middle class which has
always been the backbone of the English nation. Thus
while the nobles of France were wring^ing- the money from
the wretched peasantry to rear their Renaissance chateaux,
the Eng^lish squire and his tenants, still side by side as at

Crecy, were g"oing- on building their country houses and
farms on the old lines, adding a new aisle in the same style

to the parish church, raising- an almshouse in the village or

a grammar school in the street of the little country town,
or providing- a new college at Oxford or Cambridge to

receive its boys. The tendency, therefore, of Perpendicular
is, in spite of its name, opposite to that of French Flam-
boyant, away from verticality and deep-cut prismatic mould-
ings, and soaring ogee canopies, towards flatter roofs and
arches, square-headed windows, shallower and broader
mouldings, and a treatment of the wall surface by ranges
of superposed panellings giving strongly-marked horizontal

bands or lines, all features better adapted to domestic than
to ecclesiastical architecture.

But these characters do not appear in the earliest ex-

amples which are to be found in the masoncraft of Gloucester.
The influence of this school can hardly be overrated. But
for it, England would probably have continued to work out
the flowing lines and rich canopies of her later Decorated
on somewhat the same lines as were adopted later by the

French. The stout Norman columns of Gloucester choir

and triforium were pared down to a flat surface, and a
wonderful screen work of rectilinear panelling spread over
the whole, while in front of the piers slender vaulting shafts

rise from the ground in which every rib of the vaulting finds

its place, and the whole space between these piers is filled



WINCHESTER NAVE
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with painted glass, and above all rises the maze of the lierne

vaulting-, which is really a wagon vault covered with a
double system of ribs (p. 145). Such was the boldness of

these builders that they dispensed altogether with flying

buttresses. Gloucester set the fashion of not rebuilding the

old cathedrals, but of trusting to the strength of the old

Norman masonry and converting them into perpendicular.

At Teukesbury the triforium and clerestory were removed.
At Sherborne (p. 85) the whole was cased with perpendicular
panelling, the old work being left inside the piers, and a

new fan vault added, which, like the choir vaulting of

Gloucester, is not supported by flying buttresses.

Of all these changes that of Winchester is by far the

most successful. The diagram explains clearly what was
done. The pier arch and filling of the triforium were re-

moved, leaving the triforium arch, which is hidden behind
the new work ; the clerestory also was replaced by a per-

pendicular window and the whole building vaulted. The
result is a two-storied bay design with a triforium balus-

trade not altogether unlike that of Exeter, but while inferior

in beauty of detail, the retention of the Norman vaulting

shaft rising from the ground adds greatly to the apparent
height, while the Norman proportions and solidity of the

work, combined with the strong line of the triforium balcony,

impart to it a quiet stateliness and massive dignity often

lacking in original contemporary buildings, as in the far

inferior design of Canterbury nave and, to a less extent, in

York choir. It is to be regretted that we have no cathedral

of the first rank of purely unfettered Perpendicular design.

It may be doubted whether, if we had, its comparative thin-

ness and shallowness in mass and detail, and lack of restful

wall space would not have destroyed the sense of reposeful

dignity which belongs to the style at its best, even in small

examples. The dignity is most apparent in that wonderful
work Kings' College Chapel (begun 1446), the repose in

Gloucester Lady Chapel (begun about 1450 finished by

1500), and the choir of Christchurch, Hants, especially in

the quiet beauty of the exterior of its east end, in spite of its

disfigurement by the heavy St. Michael's loft. Late though
it is in the style, and coarse in detail, Bath Abbey (1520) is

perhaps the most characteristic complete example (p. 284.)-
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The name of the style comes of course from the character
of the whidows, in which the mulHons run up straight to

ORIGINAL STATt

the arch head, the earliest example of which is found in

the south transeptof Gloucester (1329-1337).
u



MERTON COLLEGE CHAPEL,
C^XFORD, 1424

ST. MARY'S CHIRCH, OXFORD

BRIDLINGTON ABBEY CHURCH, YORKS

PERPENDICULAR \VINDOWS AND DOOR



WESTMINSTER HALL, 1397 LEIGH, LANCASHIRE
circa 1500

rrr rtf

ASHBORNE, DERBYSHIRE ST. PETER'S, OXFORD

BEALCHAMP CHAPEL,
WARWICK, «>£•« 1441^

ST. LAWRENCE, EVESHAM

PERPE.NDICLLAR WINDOWS
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/<wAv

1^^^^' "Perpendicular" is a very appropriate name,
' ' for the whole surface of a building- is often covered

with panelling, in which the perpendicular line

predominates, to such an extent that the windows
appear to be simply some of the panels glazed.

The interior of Sherborne Church (p. 85), the

Beauchamp Chapel at Warwick, the west front

of WinchesterCathedral, and Henry Vll'sChapel
are notable instances. Towers especially are fre-

quently covered with it, as is the case with most of

the Somersetshire towers, and the Abbots' Tower
at Evesham. In the later work the panels become
very flat and poor, and their cuspings are not un-

fairly compared by Ruskin to a piece of pie-crust

BRASENosE pinchcd up. The panels are separated by horiz-

coLLEGE, ontal transoms, often carrying a rather eff"ective

OXFORD small battlemented ornament.
It is not necessary to describe the tracery, for its character

is unmistakable. A large number of the earlier windows,
like those of St. Mary's and Merton CoUeg-e (1424, p. 290),

and St. Peter's, Oxford, are sub-arcuated; in the two latter

is found a very usual

arrangement in which
the centre lig^ht be-

tween the sub-arches

is carried up straight

to the arch-head. In

the later windows the

repetition of the same
little opening-, tier

above tier, becomes
wearisome, and where
the depressed, or four-

centred, arch is used,

the upper part of the

window seems to crush

the lower part. The
more lofty windows
have generally at least

one transoni.

Square-headed win- N'E\VBOLD-ON-AVON, WARWICKSHIRE
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dows are very common, especially in the clerestories as at

Iron Acton near Bristol.

The piers are usually formed Irom a square or parallel-

og"ram set diag"onally with the ang'les hollowed and a three-

quarter or semi-cylindrical shaft attached to each face as at

Bedding-ton. The capitals have .'ing'ular abaci, and the bases

are polyj^onal. But fre-

quently the main body of

the pier presents mould-
ing-s continuous with

those of the arch as at

Bath, or the front shaft

runs up to the roof as at

Newbold. Manchester
also furnishes examples
of all these. But there is

great variety in the desig^n

of the piers. Plain octa-

g'onal ones are not in-

frequent. B.^TH ABBEY
Many doorways of this

style, especially during- its early progress, were surmounted
by og-ee-shaped hood-mouldings, crocketed and terminating

with tinials as in the west doorway of Bridlington Abbey
Church,Yorks(p.29o).Themost common doorway, however,
is the depressed arch within a square head, generally with a

hood-moulding over, the spandrels being filled with quatre-

foils, roses, small shields, or other sculptured ornaments.
Sometimes the four-centred arch occurs with the square
label or hood-moulding, as at Lincoln. The vestry door of

Adderbury and the west door of Witney Church are char-

acteristic specimens. The label often finishes in an angular,

round, or lozenge-shaped return.

The porches are in general very fine, they are often pro-

fusely enriched, the front and sides being covered with
panel work, and with niches for statuary. The roof is fre-

quently vaulted, often with fan tracery, and there is often a
chamber over the porch as at Burford. The south porches
of Gloucester and Canterbury are both fine examples.
The mouldings are shallower than the earlier ones. There

is usually a cavetto or wide and shallow hollow moulding,
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witli ot'lcn a double ogee or " bracket " moulUin^" on one or
|

both sides ot" it, as in the window of Christ Church, Oxford.
The wide hollow is often filled with paterae which replace

\

the foiu'-leaved flower and ball-flower of the Decorated
j

st\Ie, or with bands of carved work which is seldom imder- i

Mm
:^ BEDDINGTON HKNRV VH S CHAPEL

cut like the French, and far coarser, or with the rose and
portcullis in Tudor times. A foliated cresting, called the

Tudor flower, is very frequent (p. 296). It shows the square-

ness which characterizes most of the carved foliage of the

period.

Octag"onal turrets with crocketed spirelets or ogee

i;:^

KRASMIS CHAPEL, WKS T-

>nXSTER ABBEY
ST. MARY REDCLIFFE,

BRISTOL

cupolas, as in Henry V'H's Chapel, are common. Buttresses

are frequently panelled, usually not pedimented, and more
often than not carry a pinnacle (p. 297).

The parapets are usually battlemented, and in the later

examples the panels are pierced.



NEWBOLD-ON-AVON

MINSTER LOVEL BEDDIXGTOX MINSTER l.OVEL

MEREVALE CHIRCH,
WARWICKSHIRE

PERPENDICri.AR PIERS



TinOR FLOWER, HKNRY VII S CHAPEL,
WESTMINSTER ABBEY

BRIXGTON, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

KETTERING,
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

BEDDINGTON, SURREY

WINDOW, CHRIST CHURCH,
OXFORD

WINDOW, ST. MARY S,

OXFORD

PERPENDICULAR CRESTING AND MOULDINGS



ST. LAWRENCE, EVESHAM

OCTAGONAL TURRET,
ST. MARY LE POER, BRLSTOL

NEW COLLEGE, OXFORD

EFFIGY OF ST. GEORGE,
BERKELEY CHURCH,
GLOUCESTERSHIRE

PERPENDICULAR BUTTRESSES AND PINNACLES
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Parish Churches

But it is not in cathedral or abbey that the real g'lory of

our English Perpendicular must be soug-ht, but in the parish

churches of town and country. The monks had done their

work and lost their hold on the hearts of the people before

the monasteries were so brutally dissolved, and reverence

for the office of the hig-her orders of the secular clergy was
largely ming^led with anger at their wealth and arrogance,

such as is shown in Skelton's and Roy's lampoons on
Cardinal W'olsey; and with indignation at the coarse lives

nrXCHlRCH CHIRCH, WARWICKSHIRE

and vulg-ar ignorance of the lower orders of the clergy on

the part of educated men like More, Colet, and Erasmus,
such as appears in Von Hutten's " Epistolae Obscurorum
Virorum."

But in the middle classes in the towns, and amongst the

peasantry in the villages, simple, earnest, religious faith

was at least as strong, if less superstitious than of old ; the

people recognized that the unworthiness of the minister

does not destroy the truth of his teaching. As they gained

in wealth and influence they loved their parish church

not less but more, and therefore the final expression of
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luiij;lish Ciolhic i.sy;"i\en not by the monastery or the cathe-

dral, hut hv tlie villai^e church, and since it was in I-'ni^fhuid,

THE STAIKCASK, CHRIST CHURCH, OXFORD
An example of late Gothic, r. 1642.

and in Eng^land alone, that the people's voice and influence

were of weigfht, it was there alone that the Gothic style re-
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ELM CHI RCH

ceived its tinal and complete development as the expression

of the faith of the people.

So much was this the case that, as

Mr. Prior says: " In the fifteenth cen-

tury the masoncraft of the parish

church became the dictator of mon-
astic style, so that cathedrals like

Winchester and Canterbury rebuilt

their naves very much as larg"e editions

of a parish church, and Cistercian

abbeys like Furness and Fountains
were fain to ' sport ' parish bell-

towers." It is, then, to the parish

churches that we must turn for a

complete knowledg'e of Perpendicular,

for g-reat examples to the neighbour-
hood of Coventry, Bristol, and Hull,

and to East Anglia, and for smaller

but hardly less perfect ones in their way, to almost any

village of our lovely land.

The English parish church has two
chief sources in the two forms of

Anglo-Saxon mission church to which
we have already referred. Of these

the Latin, aisled, apsidal type like

Brixworth never took firm root; the

smaller Celtic form, consisting of a

nave and square-ended choir like Es-

combe or Bradford-on-Avon, was the

one which prevailed. It probably was
derived from Irish traditions, but

whether that were so or not, since

early churches were many of them in

wood, the square east end was sure

to prevail as being the only possible

form in that material. The central

tower is not infrequent even in

churches without aisles or transepts, as at Studland, but

transepts are much rarer than aisles, except when intended

as porches or chantry chapels. The same constant lengthen-

ing of the eastern portion, which we have noted in the great

HARROW CHIRCH
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churches, is to be found in the parish churches, so that by

the thirteenth century Ehi-i{Cambs.)or Harrow may be taken

as the type of the EngHsh church. From that date onward the

type begins to vary in the different districts, according" to

their geological formation and prosperity, and the influence

of the mother community when there was one. Where the

early Saxon settlements were originally placed in fertile land,

and were small and not able to increase, the original church

has come down to us almost unchanged, but where they

were settled in woodland, and therefore increased as the

STANTON ST. JOHN S CHURCH, OXFORDSHIRE

clearing- grew, they have been incessantly added to as the

population became larger. This was the case especially in

the midlands and the Nene Valley. Where commerce ex-

panded, as at Hull and in its neighbourhood, we find

churches like Patrington and Beverley, and on the east

coast Boston, and Yarmouth, and Lynn, and in the south

Rye, and Wlnchilsea, and Hythe. And in the eastern

counties and Somerset, where in the fourteenth century the

wool trade brought wealth and prosperity, the old churches

were pulled down, and splendid new Perpendicular churches

arose in their place, such as Trunch and Cromer, which
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their builder.s, rich from the Hanseatic trade, could not

make too splendid, and which their shipbuilding" instinct,

the heritage of their Viking race, covered with glorious

timber roofs, such as can scarcely be found elsewhere. But
throughout England, wherever the district, and whatever
the material, the parish church, even when it depended on
some monastery, was the treasured heirloom of the people,

who, when they could not command the serxdces of the

great masonic class, which they seldom could, added to it

and altered it for themselves, to suit the taste or the

necessities of the moment. Even more, therefore, than the

cathedrals and abbeys, the parish churches of England tell

of the continuity of her history, the union of classes, the

willingness to provide for the requirements of the present,

without regretting the past, or in the least attempting to

forecast the future. An aisle here, for the people; a chantry

there for the squire; a new porch, a better priest's room,
a stronger tower for the new bells, larger windows for the

storied glass, each as it was needed ; such is—or rather,

alas! was—the tale told by our parish churches till "re-
storation " reprinted all the story on raw new stonework
"with blunt type."

Not in France can be found that sight so familiar to our
eyes that we have almost ceased to recognize its beauty, of

the broad battlemented tower, or soaring spire, rising from
amidst the trees, with the churchyard gate or stile, and
the path leading through the yews to the deep shadow of

the southern porch. For the country churches of France,

beautiful as many of them are, and often larger than ours,

are not, even in Normandy, as typical of the race and of

its history. The earliest French specimens are, on a smaller

scale, like the Basse Qiuvre of Beauvais, or the later church of

Vignory, attempts to reproduce the ancient basilica. Until

the eleventh century the great monasteries, and especially

Cluny, built many daughter churches, which were not

meant so much to supply the needs of villages or small

towns, as to become centres from which the influence of

the order might be spread further, and round which a town
might ultimately arise. They were conventual buildings

rather than parish churches, and consequently compara-
tively large. In the twelfth century the influence of the
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great French monasteries was diminishing", and that ot the

bishops increasing, so we find these latter not only pushing"

forward the construction of their great cathedrals, but from

1150 to 1250 building, or rebuilding, on a larger scale an

immense number of parish churches. These were chiefly in

the towns, but by no means entirely, because the more
parishes a bishop could bring under his influence, or get into

his gift, the better able was he to resist the influence in his

diocese of the great monastic orders. While, therefore, the

small parish churches are by no means copies of the great

cathedrals, they resemble them in style and character much
more closely than is the case in England. They are usually

three-aisled, vaulted, much more often apsidal than square-

ended, frequently cross-planned, but without a central tower.

If there is a tower it is generally lateral, and very seldom
at the west end, and of more slender proportions than in

England. The square, broad, western tower which gives

such character to our English village churches is seldom
if ever found in France.

Normandy forms an exception to much of the above.

The churches are often small and unaisled, and in the Caen
district western towers with spires are not infrequent, and
of most masterly design. Indeed, the parish churches there

have much of the quiet beauty, of the repose and dignity,

in which our latest English style contrasts so favourably
with that of France.
The latest Flamboyant buildings always seem to breathe

a spirit of restlessness, of striving after an unattainable

aim with insufficient means, and a consequent sense of

failure, which is absent even from the very latest English
work, and especially from the parish churches, where the

true spirit of the final and complete development of English
Gothic is to be found. Gray's Elegy could never have been
written in a French churchyard, whereas it would be hard
to find an English one which does not

keep
A bower quiet for us and a sleep
Full of sweet dreams and health and quiet breathing-.

In yet another point does the independence and originality

of our Entflish Gothic declare itself. We have seen that the
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builders of nurliam were the first in western I'Airope to work
out practically the principle of the Gothic vault and the use
of the pointed arch, and it was our western school, probably
at Worcester, which produced the first perfect Gothic
vaults, and it was again in the west, at Gloucester, amidst
a race of masons, in the limestone district of the Cottes-
wolds, that our specially Eng-lish Perpendicular style and
fan vaulting; were developed. But it is not only there that

Eng-lish originality shows itself. On the Saxon shore, in

our eastern counties, when the Saxons and Danes came
in their long- ships, and where there is no building- stone,

we find another ec^ually original development to which the

French have nothing- corresponding.
The French church, if not vaulted, is almost always

covered with a boarded wag-on roof, for our beautiful

open timber roofs are not to be found there. Some of them
date from Decorated times, but the great majority are Per-

pendicular. The whole principle of the roof is different in

the two countries. In France it is a most scientific com-
bination of lig-ht timber, in which the tie beam is what its

name implies, a tie or strainer, preventing- the feet of

opposite rafters from spreading^; in Eng-land it is a beam
on w'hich the roof is built.

IrLJthe simplest form of roof, the tie-beam roof, two prin-

cipal rafters^and a tie-beam form a triang-le or truss, and on
these principal rafters horizontal beams are laid (purlins)

running in the direction of the building, and on these the

secondary rafters rest, their feet being pegged on to the

wall plate which lies along the top of the wall near its outer

edge. The obvious thing, therefore, was to lay a stout

beam across the church and build the roof upon it, and in

England this w^as very usually done, but not in France. But
tie-beams of sufficient length and size (scantling) could not

always be got, so, instead of them, ties were placed (collars)

across the upper narrower part of the roof, supporting the

purlins just w-here the rafters rested on them. Merely
pegging the feet of the rafters or notching them on to the

wall-plate gave an insufficient hold, so they were fastened into

pieces crossing the wall at rig-ht angles (sole-plates), from

the inner end of which rose a post, supporting the rafters

again. A five-sided roof was thus obtained, the trussed



ST. MARY S CHURCH, LEICESTER, CHANCEL ROOF.
ARCH-BRACED OR COLLAR-BRACED

I Principal rafters, 2 Purlins, ;; Collars, 4 Arch-braces,

5 Wall-posts, 6 Wall-plates. 7 -Struts. 8 Common rafters.

\ofc—This roof has no ridgfe-piece.

.\DDERBURV CHURCH, OXFORDSHIRE,
TIE-BEAM ROOF OF N.WE

A Tie-beam, B King-post, c Principal, D Strut,

E Brace, F Wall-post, G Longitudinal strut,

H Ridge-piece

DECORATED TIMBER ROOFS

X
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rafter root", into the hollow of which the vault could rise,

or which could be ceiled with panellinj^s, or, by fashionini^

the struts and rafters into a curve, could be boarded into

a barrel roof. A large number of the parish churches', both
of England and France, are roofed on this system, some-
times with trusses and tie-beams as well, sometimes, more
frequently in England, without trusses, and with all the

rafters sin-iilar. But without a tie the roof always has a

THE ROOF OF ST. OUEN, ROLEN

tendency to spread, and in France ties are almost universal,

even w^hen the building is vaulted, and the roof in con-

sequence has to be kept at its full height above the vault.

In France, therefore, even the latest buildings generally

have high-pitched roofs, while in England, as a rule, the

later the building the flatter the roof.

Many of the roofs of French cathedrals are marvels of

scientific carpentry, those of the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries of Reims and St. Ouen especiall}'. At St. Ouen
the ridge-plate c is stiff'ened by cross-pieces D and struts e,



BRACING RIBS WALL-PLATES

PURLIN

ADDERBURY CHURCH, OXFORDSHIRE. DECORATED, TRUSSED
ROOF OR TIE-BEAM ROOF

Note how Early English stone mouldings resemble these wooden ones.

Vide pp. 121, 250
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forniini^" loiii^itudiiial braces ag"ainst wind-strain. Frc>m the

ridge at each truss hanj^s a light timber, M, holding- up the

tie by its middle, and at c is another similar lock couple,

the weig-ht of which at h stiffens the strut K against the

rafter. The whole is extremely light, yet perfectly stiff,

and it will be noted that the tie is merely a tie, not a beam,
just like the iron tie-rod of any modern roof.

In England tli£_tie is a -beam, as stout as possible, and
often cambered or thicker in the middle, on which stands

a king-post, carrying the ridge, or sometimes, instead, two
cjueen-posts ; the roof is built on the tie-beam, a bad svstem

ST. MARY S CHURCH, LEICESTER, AISLE ROOF
Perpendicular arch-braced tie-beam roof, with king-'post

and panelled ceiling.

as the English themselves felt, because it often gave
(sagged) in the middle and dislocated the whole roof. They
consequently tried to dispense with the tie-beam, and yet get
their roofs perfectly stiff. This was done in two ways, either

by putting a wall-post low down on the wall, and carrying
an arched brace from it up to the tie-beam, or to the collar-

beam, tying the whole roof together at each truss, and
forming what is called the arch-braced roof, or, and in

many cases, also, by lengthening the sole-plate, putting a
bracket below it on to the wall-post, and an arch-brace

above.
This is the hammerbeam roof peculiar to England,

of which Westminster Hall offers the earliest and finest



THE ROOF OF WKSTMINSTER HALL, 1 397
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example. It is a combination of the hammerbeam and the

arch brace, with longitudinal struts l forming- arches and
supporting the purlins P.' Nothing finer has ever been done,

and it may take rank, with our late lierne and fan vaults,

as a proof of what the English by practical ingenuity and
artistic sense could do, without becoming slaves of rigid

formulae. Here, as always, the characters of the two races

stand clearly apart, each supreme in its own way.

' Tlie sole-plates, or hammer-beams are the projecting pieces which
end in carved ang^els.
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CHAPTER X\'

Sr.MMAKV AND CONCLLSIOX

LET us now glance back at the results of our stud} . In

spite of some resemblance, there can hardly be a

greater contrast than that between the French and English

cathedral. In the exterior of the former, which is generall}-

the obvious result of one great effort, the walls are stand-

ing- in slices at rig^ht angles to the building which the\'

support but do not enclose, towering^ high above it, and
seeming^ to push and thrust with all their power to keep up
its enormous height. It is very wonderful, and very beauti-

ful, but leaves a sense of constant effort to overcome diffi-

culties, after all only partially vanquished. What a dift^erence

is there in the peace of the long", low English cathedral,

with its insignificant buttresses and unambitious lines, with

no traceried canopies, or wealth of sculpture, and, except

for the upward
jp
ointing of j^ts central spire, seeming content

to remain on earth, and telling^Tn~its unequal parts and
varied styles, not of a mighty impulse which faltered all too

soon, of a lofty enthusiasm which died down to mere
mechanical dexterity, but of successive generations of

commonplace yet earnest men, each bringing its little stone

and saying:

Add this to the rest.

Take it and try its worth ; here dies another day.

And in the interior also the story is the same. In the

English church we trace the stolid acceptance of existing

facts, which preserves all that has g^one before, however
imperfect, and, adding here and changing there, makes up
a building, humble-minded, as it were, with a wooden roof

perhaps, content to suffice for the needs of the present,

telling- in every corner of the makeshifts of the past, with

313
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no sii^-n o\' anxious, unrealized ambition for the future, in-

capable ot perfection, because beg-un and ended incessantly,
and always without continuous design, yet breathing- out
an indescribable charm of sympathy almost human in its

loving^ reverence for the results of all past human effort.

But in the other the soarings lines which g-uide the eye up-
ward ever to the vault of stone poised miraculously on its

walls of painted glass seem to tell of master minds of long
ag^o, of those

Few wliom God whispers in the ear,
For whom earth had attained to Heaven, there was no more far

nor near.

who, gfreatly daring in their implacable log^ic, swept ruth-

lessly away all that had g-one before, planning to raise a
structure complete and harmonious all through, the absolute
expression of one overmastering- ideal of future perfection,

but bound to remain incomplete at the last from the weak-
ness of all human aims and means, for they had aimed at

The hig-h that proved too high, the heroic for earth too hard.

Yet therein lies its undying power. While our cathedrals

tell oi' the strong consciousness of the historical continuity

of the nation which has made of the English a governing
and imperial race, the mediaeval architecture of France is

the expression of that logical and artistic nature which has
made the French through all European history the origin-

ators of the noblest social ideals, the exponents of their

highest expression in art. And here it is that the French
art towers far above the English. It is the expression of
tlTpjiptir»|-i's g'^iil, fh^^fji^r 0"^' ^f <^hp n ation's historv. So
Tar as building only makes use of its materials dexterously,

appropriately, beautifully even, with limbs and fingers only,

it falls short of the highest; so far as it lays open the soul

of the man or of the race, it reaches it. The expression of

closely-reasoned design in admirable construction and suit-

ability to its purpose is perfect in such a building as Notre
Dame, or Amiens, or Reims. No more marvellous temples
for the worship of God can be imagined. Yet it is not in

that that their chief glory resides, but in the artistic sense

which made of the French cathedral a perfect combination
of all the arts, more complete than even the Greek temple.
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because not on\y are its parts as inseparable and even more
perfectly co-ordinated, but because it is the expression of a

fuller ideal as belonging- to a later, more complex civiliza-

tion, the work of a race as highly strung as the Greek.

This artistic expression is found most in that part of the

cathedral which was the least fully worked out—the great

west front. There is not one which is not open to criticism

as to proportion, adaptation to its purpose, disposition of

lines and parts. Vet there we find the full expression of

that indefinable quality, the artistic sense which all the

Latin and Greek races possess, but which is lacking more
or less, so far as regards the material arts, in almost every

race of Teutonic origin. There, almost more than anywhere,
we see how the soaring vision of the artist has inspired the

one race, how his history and ancestral tradition have fet-

tered the other. For the Frenchman the front of his cathe-

dral was to be the splendid entrance of the House of God,
the very gate of Heaven, and never was a glorious dream
more marvellously transmuted into stone than in those

triple, storied portals, compassing about the passers-in with

so great a cloud of witnesses, and bidding them, as they

enter, look up to Jesus the Author and Finisher of their

Faith, their Judge that shall be at the last.

But the Englishman had ever in memory the arcading of

his Norman forefathers, and for him the west front must
needs be a screen, peopled with statues perhaps, or even as

at Exeter representing the wall of the city of God with the

Church militant and the Church triumphant. But a screen

is meant to hide what is behind, not to reveal or express it,

which the fagade of a building should do. As a screen, the

front of Wells is very fine, but it is not, any more than those

of Lincoln, Exeter, or even Salisbury, satisfactory archi-

tecturally. It rests on a well-designed base, but one so

strongly accentuated that the doors appear mere mouse-
holes, insignificant, and out of place. The breadth is far

too great for the height, and the towers are lost in a maze
of scaff'old-like columns.^ In spite of exquisite detail, the

whole design is poor and monotonous. Though a great deal

' This bad effect was much increased by the substitution of cold

gray Kilkenny nuirble for the orig-inal blue Has shafts during " re-

storation."
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CHARTRES, WEST FRONT
From south side of central

doorway.

of the sculpture is the work of a
true genius, yet the statues lose

much of their beauty by beiiii;-

isolated each in its separate

niche. Contrast Notre Dame
(p. 312). Its horizontal lines

are too strong-, and it is too

much cut into squares, but what
restfulness in the wall spaces,

how beautifully the statues on
the piers carry on the line of

sculpture, what noble propor-
tion and sense of scale! The
Arc de I'Etoile is exactly the

same size, and looks about
half. Above all, what wealth of

marvellous imagery! Then put
Amiens and Reims by the side

of Salisbury, with its jumble
of petty disconnected parts, or

of Lincoln, with its meaning-
less screen hiding the beautiful

towers, or Lichfield, with its

rows of statues on brackets.

Amiens had its tow^ers cut in

half for want of funds; Reims
was set back on its ground
floor and never finished for the
same reason. Both lack the
repose of Notre Dame, yet,

with all their defects, which
are many, especially the bring-
ing forward of the door jambs
at Reims in front of the but-

tresses, how wonderful they
are ; and each of these fronts has
a complete system of icono-
graphy, as Ruskin has set forth

in "The Bible of Amiens."'
' See also " L'Art relig-ieux du

XIII""-- siecle en France." Male,
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The main point to note is

that alt I'^-ench sculpture

iVoni the very earliest period

shows the artistic i^enius oi'

the race. Take the statues

tVom the west front of Char-
tres, which date from about
1 140. Their excessive elon-

i^ation, which strikes us as

archaic, is not entirely so,

hut due to a naive, artistic

feeling that, placed as they

are amongst columns, their

lines ought to harmonize.
Then if we look at the faces,

they are studied from na-

ture, and are of a thoroughly
Prankish type, but idealized.

Indeed, they are much more
individual than those of the

end of the twelfth century,

when there is a tendency to

adopt a definite generaHzed
ideal. When we come to

thirteenth - century work,
such as that of Notre Dame,
note the calm and breadth
of the work, especially of the

angels and the double row of

heads in the great doorway,
and then with the heavenly
calm of the Blessed, contrast

the wild confusion, the rush

and whirl of the other side.

Note especially the Horse-
men of the Apocalypse, Fam-

Colin, and Dixon, "R.I.B.A.
Journal," March 1908. Also
Viollet-le-Duc. "Art Sci'lpture."

"The Sculptures of Chartres,"
Marriay:e. CHARTRES, WEST FRONT

From north side of the south
doorwaj-.
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ine, and, most of all, Death. 1 know nothinij to equal it.

He who rides o\\ the pale horse is shown here as a imman
with blindfolded eyes. She has leaped in front of a man,
exultant in his strength, and stabbed him with a hug-e knife

so that his bowels are pouring out, and he has fallen back-
wards over the horse dead and limp, while she, clinging
tightly to the creature's neck, is making him rush on with
outstretched head in an agony of terror. The whole is the

most awful drama of human life and death. I might <go en
to compare the grand triple porch of Peterborough—and it

I^^BK



LICHFIELD CATHEDRAL, WEST FRONT, C. IJ":

Central spire rebuilt by Sir Christopher Wren.
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century works as expressive of these, and first, Rig-hteous-

ness.

"In the g'ardens of the Carthusian convent which the

Dukes of Burg^undy built near Dijon for the burial place of

their race, still remains the base of a Calvary which alone

of all that splendid edifice escaped the ravag'es of the French
Revolution. It consists of a group of Prophets and King's

from the Old Testament, each holdingf in his hand a scroll

REIMS CATHEDRAL

Statues from centra! doorway.

of mourning from his writing's—each with his own in-

dividual costume and gesture and look—each disting-uished

from each by the most marked peculiarities of ag^e and
character, absorbed in the thoughts of his own time and
country. But above these figures is a circle of angels as

like each to each as the human figures are unlike. They
too as each overhangs and overlooks the prophet below
him, are saddened with grief. But their expression of sorrow

is far deeper and more intense than that of the prophets
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whose words they read. They see something: in the prophetic
sorrow which the prophets themselves see'^iot, thev are lost
in the contemplation of the Divine Passion of which the an-
cient Saints below them are but the unconscious and in-
direct exponents. This exquisite mediaeval monument,
expressing- as it does the instinctive feeling- at once of the
truthful artist and of the devout Christian, represents better

BASE OF THE CALVARV. CHARTREUSE, DIJOX

than any words the sense of what is called, in theolog-ical
lang-uage, the types of the Old Testament" (Stanlev,
" Eastern Church ").

For Judg-ement we will turn to a contemporarv work,
the tympanum of the g^reat porch of St. Maclou at'Rouen,
and hear what Ruskin says of it.

"The sculpture of the inferno side is carried out with a
degree of power whose fearful g^rotesqueness I can onlv
describe as a mingling of the minds of Orcagna and
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Hogarth. The demons are perhaps even more awful than
Orcag-na's, and in some of the expressions of debased
humanity in its utmost despair the EngHsh painter is at

least equalled. Not less wild is the imagination which gives

fury and fear, even to the placing of the figures. An evil

angel poised on the wing drives the condemned troops from
before the judgment seat ; with his left hand he drags be-

hind him a cloud, which he is spreading like a winding-
sheet over them all ; but they are urged by him so furiously

that they are driven not merely to the extreme limit of that

scene which the sculptor confined elsewhere within the

tympanum, but out of the tympanum and into the niches of

the arch ; while the flames that follow them., bent by the

blast, as it seems, of the angel's wings, rush into the niches

also and burst up through their tracery, the three lower-

most niches being represented as all on fire, while, instead

of their usual vaulted and ribbed ceiling, there is a demon
in the roof of each, wath his wings folded over it, grinning
down out of the black shadow."
To return to pure architecture. Put two of the latest

buildings side by side, Abbeville and York. The latter in

its cold precision of rule and triangle and perpetual per-

pendicular panelling is only not dead because it has never

really lived, not dumb because it never was taught to speak;

while the other, though that saddest of all earthly things,

an unfinished ruin, 3^et speaks all over with a thousand
tongues. Though one of the latest buildings in France, a

mass of prisms, of interlacing curves, scientific and geo-

metrical from base to summit, it is full of an artistic feeling

and poetry almost entirely absent from the other.

Then again, the history and character of both races is

laid bare and summed up as accurately in the stone-written

record as in any printed one. As regards ourselves, it was
the same national characteristic of " drift " which is ours to-

day, and which takes us muddling along with no definite

aim or plan for the future, taking up the fashion of the

moment in art or literature, trusting to luck to carry us

through in war, or, in political life, to the hazardous chances

of the struggle between the Ins and Outs for the security

of our unwritten constitution, led Edward III in his blunder-

ing rush across Northern France till he was brought to bay



ST. MACLOU, ROUEX
Thc Last JudKc-ment.
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on the hillside of Crecv. Again, the same spirit o\' providing-

for the present need by the simplest means at hand, wliicli

ST. WTLKRAM, AUBKVn.LK, I 4cSo- I 53Q

led the workmen of Edward's time to close their vaulting-

panels just anyhow, provided they got them closed, was part

of the sturdy common sense and determination to stand
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shoulder to shoulder in whatever thev undertook, which made
the Kinj^- dismount his knig'hts and place them side by side

with the peasants, row over row, on that ijentle slope, and
ijave to them all when thus united the power

To turn to flight on that famed Picard field

Bohemia's phime and Genoa's bow and Cesar's eag'le shield.

It \\as the same practical adaptation of the means to the end
which made them also build their walls always thick enough
to carry the vaults, or else rest satisfied with a wooden roof,

and caused them to be content to mend and patch their

heritage from the past rather than sweep it all away in the

hope of replacing- it by some marvel of quite unattainable

perfection in the future, till in the end the gradual blending-

of all classes and of their aspirations made itself felt in their

art as in their social life ; and the architecture of the cathe-

dral, the monastery, and the castle found its last expression
in the village church, the manor-house, and the farm. All

is of a piece in. the character and history of a nation; in

art, as in empire, the Eng-lish race has ever been the same
—opportunist, realistic, incapable in material matters of

ever forming an ideal much above ^he Here and Now of

daily life, and blundering- unconsciously, with equal care-

lessness into incredible, yet not wholh' undeserved success,

or else into unspeakable and not unmerited disaster.

And so with France. It was the same chivalrous devotion
to an ideal which drove to death the knights at Crecy and
Agincourt, which also inspired the burgiiers of the Com-
munes with their wild enthusiasm for liberty, and with their

determination to find for their thankfulness a visible ex-

pression in their vast cathedrals. It was the same pitiless

logic and thirst for an ideal which dictated the unswerving
policy of Louis XI and of Richelieu; which later made the

nation sweep away all its past in a torrent of blood in the

vain hope of bringing back the golden age; and which also

in art inspired the reasoning and the artistic sense whereby
the builders of \'ezelay and Soissons arid St. Denis were
led on from Notre Dame through the perfection of Amiens,
and the lovely folly of Beau\ais, and the ruinous, unfinished

beauty of Abbeville, to the last wire-drawn skeleton of a

sixteenth-century church. Through it all, up to the very
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end, these builders were true artists, aiminj^ at expressing

a soniethini^ lii^her than themselves which should draw up
into sympathy with them all that was best and noblest in

those around them. Which of the two nations did best?

It is an old question, which each artist—each man—must
answer for himself. Whether is it better to aim at a lofty

ideal which, provin^j beyond our reach, may become a mere
dream of Heaven, or to be content with a lower one within

our g-rasp, even thoui^h it may keep us bound to Earth.



GLOSSARY

Abacus. The flat lop membor of a capital from which the arch spriny?,.

Generally square in Xorman and French Gothic. Generally round

in English work from Early Eng-lish times, sometimes octag-onal

in Transitional work as at Wells.

Abutment. The solid masonry which resists the lateral pressure of a

vault or arch.

Aisle (Bas-cott^, collateral). The lateral divisions which run parallel

with the nave in a church. Generally one on each side, some-

times two, occasionally on one side only.

A three-aisled building- is in French called " Un batiment a trois

iiefs."

Ambo. PL, Ambones. A raised pulpit from which the Epistle or Gospel

was read in early churches.

Ambry. Aumbry, Almery (Armoire). Properly any cupboard for

keeping sacred vestments or utensils, but generally used in the

more limited sense of a niche or cupboard in the wall by the side

of the altar in which the altar vessels were kept.

Ambulatory. Anv place to walk in, but technically used of the curved

aisle in a church running round the apse (Deambulatoire), or, in a

square-ended church, behind the High Altar.

Apse. The semicircular or multangular terminatic")n of a basilica or

church. In Saxon churches found only in the southern type.

Usual in Xorman times, though few are now to be found in

England. Later, replaced by the square east end. The almost

invariable termination to a French church.

Arcade ( Arcature). A series ol' arches, but generally applied in speak-

ing of mediaeval architecture to a series of small blank arches

placed in front of a wall.

Arch. The various forms of arches are named as follows:

RoiNU, or Semicircilar. Arc en plein-cintre.

If the centre is above the impost it is said to be stilted (sur-

hausse), if below it, segmental (surbaisse). Nearly all French
arches are slightly stilted, whereby the optical eftect is greatly

improved. In England the}' are much more rarely so.

The Horse Shoe (Arc en fer a cheval). Rarely used except in

a few Xorman buildings as at Durham and Bernay. So far as

possible all the curves in a Xorman building were struck with one
opening of the compass.

Pointed Arch (Arc brise. Arc ogival,^ or Arc en tiers point).

This last name has come to be employed in modern French for

1 " Arc Ogival " means a pointed arch. " Lcs ogives," the liiajjonal ribs ot a vault.
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till' (.'quilatLMul poiiitod arch. Hut in Gothic times arches were
standardized as three point, four jioint, five point, etc., accord-

SKMICIRCTLAR

SEGMKNTAL

HOKSK SHOE

IXniI.ATERAI.

T\Vi.1 CENTRED

\ng as the spans were divided into three, four, or five parts, the

curves being struck in each case from the division point furthest

from the springing.^

1 Sec Wilars dc Honecourt, p. 140, English cJitlon, and Lcthabv, " Med. .\rl,"

p. 158.
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The Lancet .\i\-h is peculiarly Ent^lish and is very rarely found
in France. In Eiii^-land there was much greater variety in the
shape of the arches than in France.

TRKFOILKO

FOIR CENTRKn
OR TinOR

7.

SHOILDERED
q

Ogee Arch (Arc en accolade), an arch with the upper part of
its curve reversed, the characteristic form of the Decorated and
Flamboyant st^ies.

Trefoiled Arch (Arc trilobe).
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Four Centred Arch (Arc Tudor, Arc depriine, Arc a quatre
centres). In France its place was taken by the three centred or
elliptical arch (Arc en Anse de panier).

The Flat or Shouldered Arch. Xot really an arch. (Platebande
en encorbellement).
The Stones of an arch with radiating- joints are called V'ous-

soirs or Claveaux. See Tas de charge.
Architrave. Properly the lowest member of a classical entablature,

but sometimes used of the projecting- moulding-s round an arch or
other opening-.

Archivolt. In Eng-lish used onh- of the mouldings projecting- from the
face of an arch in classical architecture, but in French of any
larg-e arch carrying- a wall.

Arris (Arete). .\n edge.
Ashlar (Pierre-de-taille). Hewn or squared stone used in building- as

distinguished from rubble (moellon) which is rough or unhewn.

Baldacchino (Baldequin). Originally a canopy carried over shrines,

etc. Xow used for any fixed canopy over an altar as in St. Peter's

at Rome. Ciborium is the same thing if carried by four columns.
Baluster. In mediaeval architecture applied onh' to the turned shafts

of Anglo-Saxon buildings.

Bar tracery. The ornamental stone-'work in window-heads, panels,

parapets, etc., composed of bars of stone combined in geome-
trical or flowery patterns, distinguished from Plate tracery (q. v.).

Battlements (Creneau). The indented parapet used in fortifications

and adopted in England as a sign of feuda! power even in churches
and monasteries which had the "license to crenellate." Later
used as a mere ornament. Seldom found in France, but see p. 96.

Ba-y (Travde). The principal vertical division of a building between
buttresses, columns, or vaulting shafts, taken from base to summit.

Boss (Clef de voilte). A sculptured knob placed at the intersection of
the ribs of a vault.

Brace (Contre fiche). An oblique stiff"ening piece in a roof generally
curved.

Bracket-moulding. A moulding in section like a bracket or double
ogee.

Broach. Old name for a spire. Generally used for a special form.

See p. 164.

Buttress (Contre-fort). A projection from a wall to give additional

strength. Flying Buttress (Arc-boutant) the arch carrying the

thrust of the vault on to the solid buttress.

Centring (Cintre). The temporary support, usually of wood, placed
under vaults or arches whilst building.

Chamfer (Chamfrein). .An angle pared off, the same as a splay but
much smaller.

Chevet. A ring of chapels encircling and opening into an apse or
ambulator}-.

Clerestory or Clearstory (Claire-voie). The upper storj' of a church,
so called to distinguish it from the blind story or triforium below it.
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Corbel (Corbeaii). A projecting' stone to carry a weight. Usually
carved.

Credence. A small table or projecting- shelf near the altar on which
the bread and wine were placed before consecration.

" Cul de four." A vault formed spherically on a circular plan. The
unribbed half dome of the apse of an earlv church is called " une
voute en cul de four."

Delit. Stones are said to be used "en delit, " or against their bed,
when placed in a building at right angles to the plane in which
tliey la}' in the quarry.

Discharging Arch. An arch formed in the substance of a wall to take
the weight off the part below.

Dovetail. The spreading intersecting carpenter's joint (Queue
d"hironde).

Drip (Larmier). The projecting moulding over an exterior arch or
opening. In the interior of a building it is called a hoodmould.
Seldom found in France. The straight form used in Perpendicular
work is called Label.

Extrados. The exterior or upper surface of an arch, as opposed to

the soffit or intrados.

Fillet (Filet). A small flat race or band used on or between other
mouldings.

Fltish (A fleur). Applied to surfaces on the same plane. The panel of
a door is said to be flush with the frame when forming one surface
with it and not sunk within it.

Freestone (Pierre tendre). Any stone which can be readily cut into

blocks and worked with a chisel. Generally a limestone.

Gargoyle (Gargouille). A projecting stone spout throwing the water
from the gutter away from the wall.

Groin. See Vault.

Hagioscope. Seep. ii.

Hammer-beam. See p. 308.

Haunch (Hanche) of an arch. The part about a third of the way
between the springing and the cro\vn, p. 67.

Herringbone work (Arrete de poisson). Masonry in which the stones
are laid aslant in opposite directions in successive la}-ers instead
of flat. Generally, but by no means always, a sign of Saxon or
Xorman work. See p. 171.

Impost. The block from which an arch springs.

Intrados. See Extrados.

Joggle-joint (Crossette). Any kind of dovetailing in stone-work.
Jube. See note on Screens, p. 184.

Keystone (Clef). The central stone at the top of an arch. Pointed
arches usualh- have no keystone, but a joint at the apex.

Kingpost (Poincon). The middle post of a roof standing on the tie-

beam (Entract) and supporting the ridge (Faitage). Sometimes
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instead of one posi in the middle, two are employed at equal

distances from the eeiitre. These are called Queen-posts.

Lierne. See imder \'ault.

Lockcouple (Moise). Timbers fastened together so as to pinch or

clamp another timber between them. See p. loo.

MuUion (iMeneau). The slender pier which forms the division between
the lig-hts of windows. If horizontal it is called a transome.

Narthex. An enclosed space at the principal entrance of a basilican

church, originally intended for the catechumens.

Ogee. When the section of a moulding is a line curving in opposite

directions—a reflex curve— it is called an Ogee moulding. The
term is applied to a form of arch. See Arch.

Patera. A small circular carved ornament used in mouldings.

Plate ( Sabli^re). Any horizontal timber laid along walls to receive other

timbers.

Plate tracery. An early form of window ornamentation in which

apertures—trefoils, quatrefoils, or cusped circles, were cut in the

plate of stone which formed the spandrel between the window
head and the lower lights.

Presbytery. The part of a church in which the high altar is placed.

It forms the eastern termination of the choir, above which -it is

raised by several steps and is used exclusively by those who
minister "in the services of the altar. Between it and the altar is

the sanctuary.

Ravale. Ravalement said of masonry, mouldings, etc., finished after

erection ; opposite to " Sur le tas," at bench.

Sagging. The sinking in the middle by its own weight of a long beam
or of a whole roof.

Scantling (Equarrissage). The dimensions of a piece of timber in

breadth and thickness, not in length.

Sedilia. The seats on the south side of the choir near the altar.

Generallv three in number.
Settlement. 'The distortion or disruption of parts of a building pro-

duced by uneven sinking of the foundations or shrinking of the

mortar (Tassement).
Severy. A bay or compartment of a vault.

Soffit or Intrados. See Extrados.

Spandrel. The triangular space between the curves of an arch and

the rectangle formed by the outer mouldings over it. It is gener-

ally filled with tracery or carving.

Splay.' The expansion given to openings by cutting them at an angle

to the surface of the wall.

String or Stringcourse (Cordon. Bandeau, if carved). A projecting

horizontal band or line of mouldings.

Tas {" Sur le tas "). Said of work finished on the bench before being-

put into place.
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Tas de charge. The lowest courses of an arch or rib are said to be

ill "Tas de charge" when their joints are horizontal, not radiat-

ing", so that they form corbels projecting beyond the vertical lino

of the support of the arch. The top course of the Tas de charge,

which has its lower bed horizontal and the upper one radiating, is

called the skew back or springer (sommier). The stones above,

which have both joints radiating, voussoirs (or claveaux). See

p. lOI.

Tenon. The projection left at the end of a piece of timber to be in-

serted into a socket or mortise made to receive it (Tenant et

mortaise).
Tierceron. See under Vault.
Triforium. The intermediate story in a church between the pier

arches and the clerestory. Barbarous Latin word first used and
perhaps invented by Gervase for the wall passages at Canterbury.

Truss (Ferme). See p. 304 (on Roofs).

Tympanum. The space included between the lintel of a door and the

arch over it. Commoner in England in Xorman work than later.

In France it is found at all periods and is generally carved, but

occasionally, as at Reims, is filled with tracery and stained glass.

This change was possibly made when the nave was lengthened
and some of the original carving may perhaps be found in the

gables above the porches.

Vault (Voute). The simplest is the cylindrical, called barrel, tunnel,

or wagon vault (Voute en berceau). Groined vaults are those

formed by the intersection of two tunnels of equal diameter and
height crossing at right angles. The Gothic vault consists of

stone or rubble panels carried on stone ribs or arches which form
permanent centrings. These arches are

(i) The transverse arch (Arc doubleau) crossing the nave or

aisle and dividing each vaulting bay from the next. (2) The wall

arch (Formeret)at right angles to the former and forming the

other two sides of the vaulting bay along the wall. {3) The diagonal

ribs (Ogives or Arcs diagonaux) crossing from corner to corner.

(4) The ridge rib. (5) Tiercerons or intermediate ribs. (6) Liernes

or short cross ribs joining the others. The diagonal rib is generally

semicircular, while the wall arch is sharply pointed. This pro-

duces a twist in the spandrel filling between the two ribs, especi-

ally in oblong vaults, which has caused this form of vault to be
called ploughshare vaulting.

Weathering. The inclination given to covering surfaces in masonry
to prevent water lodging on them.
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The asterisk indicates an Illustration. Whereverpossible all buildings

are placed under the names of Toivns.

Where special subjects have chapters assigned to them, feiver references

are given to those chapters.

Abbeville, St. Wultram, iii"',

280; compared with Cirences-
ter, 282 ; west front, 327*, 329".

Abingdon, 43.
Acquapendente, hag'ioscope at,

12.

Adderbury Church roof, 305*,
307*-

Adel, \ orks, 201.

Ag^ape, 7.

Aidan, St., 40.

Aig-ues-Mortes, 2;^.

Aisles, origin of, 3, 4*; in bfisili-

cas, 9; ambulatory, 45; viiult-

ing of, 65, 66*'; at Chalons, 76;
Sens, 114, 229; St. Denis, 231*;

vestries in, 12; absent in Cister-

cian chancels, 258; in parish

churches, 300*.

Aix-la-Chapelle, 19.

Alfriston, Sussex, 160.

Ambulatory, at Brixworth and
X'ignor)-, 44; Norwich and
Gloucester, 45; Romsey, 46.

Amiens Cathedral, chapels, 29;
Importance of choir, 29, 62*

;

columns, 108; construction

—

analysis of, 30, 31*; cusps, 128;

flamboyant — appearance of,

138; flying buttresses, 32, 97*;
nave, 240*

;
plan, 50* ; sculpture,

318; towers, no central, 160;

western, 28; tracery, 32, 62*,

128, 130,240*; triforium shafts,

mouldings of, 125*; vault,

simple and level, 88; west
« - -

-

Reims, 236; with Salisbury,

49, 236. ,

Amiens, Commune of, 25.

Angers, St. Maurice, 29, 65.

Angouleme, 24.

Anguerny tower, 157".

Apse, or Exedra, 3, 6, 7, 11; to

aisles, 7, 13; w-estern, at Sil-

chester, 39 ; at Canterbury, 53,
54*; Saxon, 167; eastern, at

Ripon, 170, 178; triapsidal, 13,

46, 198; Xorman, 201; careful
])lanning in French churches,
229.

Arcading, Xorman, 210, 219*;
Early English, at Lincoln, 225,

243 ; at Mont St. Michel, Cha-
lons, Ste. Chapelle, 244; South-
well, 246* ; A\'ells, front, 317*.

Arch, triumphal, in basilica, 9;
transverse, carrying gables,
10*, 13, 194; Xorman, orders of,

199, 200, 208
;
pointed, origin of,

67* ; at Durham, 72 ; St. Denis,

74, 231*; at Malmesbury, 211*;
Chichester, 216*, 222; Canter-
bury, 58*, 220; Ripon, 221; in

France, 227; four centred, 281

;

see also Glossarv.
Architectural vigour dependent
on political, 227, 2t,2.

Aries, 36.

Arras, 29.

Art, Teutonic, of Roman origin,

I.

Artistic sense of French, 316.
Atrium, 3, 5* ; of St. Ambrose,
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Milan, 4*; Sta Maria Antiqiia,

Autun, capital troni, 2"
; Cathe-

dral, 2^; barrel vault, 66.

Auvergne churches, two-storied
aiales, 68.

Auxerre, 29.

Avening", Glos. , 69.

Axe and chisel work, 1 17", 214.

Aylesbury, 42.

Haldacchino, 40, 184.

Halusters, Saxon, 176.

Baptisteries, form of, 7.

Bar tracery, 132; at Amiens, 128;

at Paris, 127; at Westminster,
262.

Barcombe, Sussex, lony; and sliort

work, 171*.

Barnack, Northants, 170*, 178.

Barrel vaults, 66.

Barton on Humber, doorway,
179*; pilaster strips, 176.

Base, development of, iio.

Basilica, 7, 9; plans, 5'""; of St.

Lorenzo, 8*
;
g'alleries in, 9.

Basly tower, 157*, 169.

Bath Abbey, 284*, 288.

Bayeux, 29; oriental decoration,

24; clustered columns, 116.

Beaudoin, Bp., 27.

Beauvais Cathedral, construc-
tion oi\ T,T„ 34*, 35* ; buttresses,

T,2'"' ; north transept, 280.

Basse CT^uvre, 36.

St. Etienne, 228.

Bee le Hellouin, 194.

Bells, 156.

Bema, or dais, 6, 10.

Benedictines, 17, 19, 21.

Benoit-sur-Loire, St., replica of

plan of Cluny, 26.

Bernay piers, 113, 188*, 190.

Bernieres vaulting, 70, 73*.

Bethlehem, basilica at, 7, 19.

Beverley, west front, 161 ; Percy
tomb, 271*.

Birmingham, 42.

Bishop, appointed Defensor, 22;

leading Commune of Amiens,
25; secular sees, 43 note; status

of, in England, 53; la}' archi-

tects employed by, 24, 233 ; in-

creased influence of, in France,

.303-
Bishoprics, Saxon, tribal, 41.

Black Death, influence on archi-
tecture, 258.

Boscherville, St. Georges de,
plan, 46; transept gallery, 57.

Bourges Cathedral, secular char-
acter of, 29; columns, 108; ab-
sence of towers, 160; jube,

-34-,

Bradford-on-Avon, 166"', 173.

Bradwell, Essex, 168.

Briancon, lion porch, 19.

Bridget, St., 40.

Bristol, St. Mary Redcliflfe, 14-?*,

282.

Brixworth Church, 45*, 168.

Burgh-on-Sands, 156.

Bury, near Beauvais, 228.

Bury St. Edmunds, 42, 196, 198,

201.

Buttresses, Norman, 68, 210'', 214;
Early English, 247*; Decor-
ated, 276*; Perpendicular, 294,
297*; flying, at Amiens, ;^2, 92,

97*; Beauvais, 32*, 35* ; Char-
tres, 94*; Reims, 95*; Troyes,

92, 96*; Rouen, 155*; V^endome,
282*; Durham, 198; little used
in England, 99; Lincoln, 99;
Malmesbury, 99; French in

development, 228.

Caen, St. Etienne (Abbaye aux
Hommes), plan, 46, 195; but-

tress arches, 68; towers, 160*;

west front, 161*; vaulting, 195.

La Trinite (Abbaye aux
Dames), v'aulting, 195; western
towers, 161.

St. Pierre, 91*.

St. Jean, 140*.

Cambrai, 29.

Cambronne, 228.

Canterbury Cathedral, crjpl, 12,

60*; original church, 44; tran-

sept towers, 49; Colet at, 51 ;

plans, 53*; choir, 58*, 220;
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;iinbiil;iUii\-, 7(1 ; Stratford

Cliapol, S4 ; (.-opii'ci froin Sons,
1 13; towers, 161 ; staircase, 204;

shafted columns, 220 ; coupled
columns, 1 13.

Carcassonne, St. Xa/.airi-, \auit-

ing' ribs, 90; \vinilc»\v jointini;',

. '42-

Carlisle, carxin^', j66; t'ast enil,

266".

Cart piljjfrimaijes. 25; at St. Denis,

230.

Casamari, 46.

Castle Rising', 215.

Castor, tower, 201.

Cathedrals, Englisli, secular,'^!

;

list of, 43; not in centres of
national life, 43, 44.

French, communal, 28; Paris,

28; plan of, 50*; Reims, 28;

Amiens, 28; plan, 50*; tx'pe of,

14*, 28; Laon, its towers, 28;
building stopped during Eng-
lish war, 31.

Caudebec, tower, 153*.

Celiac, 7; in cemetery of S. Cal-
lixtus, Rome, 7.

Central Asia, churches in, 9, 15.

C^risy-la-F"oret, plan, 46; tran-
sept gallery, 57 ; transverse
gables, 13, 194.

Chalons-sur-JMarne, 29; ambula-
tory, 77*; arcading, 244.

Chambiges, Martin, architect,

154-

Champdeniers, vaulting, 66*.

Chancel arches, triple, 185.

Chantrj- chapels at Ely, Win-
chester, Christchurch, and
Tewkesbury, 52.

Chapels, addition of, in fourteenth
century, 29.

funerary, triapsidal, 7.

Charlemagne, 19.

Chartham, window, 139.

Chartres, the Commune, 25;
Cathedral, 29, 30, 44, 233; im-
portance of choir, 30; jub^, 30;
flying buttress, 94 ; compared
with Lincoln, 2t,t,; towers, 149*,

154, 160, 234; clerestory win-

dows, 1
28''; si-ul])ture, 318*,

Che\et, 229; vide Glossary.
Chichester, 43; Lady Chapel, 48;

Transitional work at, 2i6'',

222; nave chapels, 52.

Christchurch,Hants, pulpitum,48;
transept galler\-, 57; east end,
2S8.

Ciborium, 185.

Cirencester, 146"; (.-ompared with
Abbeville, 282.

Cistercians, plan of churches, 46,

257; west fronts, 161; aisleless

chancels, 258.

Clerestory, Xorman, 206; win-
dows, Notre Dame, 127, 129*;

Chartres, 128*; Reims, Amiens,
128, 130.

Cloister, in secular English
cathedrals, 41 note; absent in

F"ranee, 44.
Cluniac churches in Jerusalem, 23.

Cluny, organization of, 21 ; plan,

26; influence of, 24, 189, 196,

302.

Colchester, 43.
Colleville, tower, 156.

Cologne, 31.

Columba, St., 40.

Comacine Masters, 16, 17; readi-
ness to travel, 18; towers. 18;

lion porches, 19; influence in

Provence, 19.

Communes, 22, 24.

Como, S. Abbondio, aisle apses,

13, 19; vaulting, 69.

Confessio, 8*, 10*, 11.

Conversion of Xorman churches
to Perpendicular, 286.

Coutances, chapels of, 29; tran-

sept towers, 49* ; clustered
columns, 1 15.

Coventr)% St. Michael's, 282.

Crediton, 43.
Crockets, 252.

Cubicula, 11.

Cusping', 254; origin of, 12S*.

Dais or Bema, 6, id.

Darenth, 202.
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Docorated style, constriiotod de-
coratioi\ of, 259, 269; moclian-
ical cloveiMioss of, 260; roliimn,
266, 267*; vault ins;-, 2bb; Wiu-
chilsea sodilia, 2()9'' ; door\va\\s,

270, 272*; mouldings, 273''',

276*; carving-, 278*; diaper,
279*.

Deerhurst Cliurch, 169, 178.

Defensor Civitatis, 22.

Diaconieon, 13, 39.
Diag-onal ribs not complete, 76*.
Diaper, 117; at Canterbury, 279*;

at Westminster, 254*.
Dijon, St. Benigne, 19, 189, igo.

Cah'ary, 1,22, 323""'.

Domed churches in Central
France, 20*, 24, 64.

Domestic character of later Eng-
lish Gothic, 143, 146, 285.

Dominicans, influence of, 30.

Domfront, Ste. iMarie-sur-TEau,

7- 158-

Dorchester (Oxon), 43.
Dover, St. Mary, 39, 1 58.

Dunchurch, 298*.

Drill, use of, 278.
Durham, 197, 198; Galilee, 218;

vaulting, 68, 72, 127.

St. Nicholas, 42.

249';
piers

253*

Eadmer, description of Canter
bury, 53.

Earl's Barton, long and shon
work, 171*; tower, 175*; door
way, 179*.

Early English, foliage,
mouldings, 248*, 250*
and capitals, 251*, 252
crockets, 252* ; bases, 255;
cusps, 255; corbel table, 255.

west fronts, Lanercost, Lan-
daflf, Berkeley, 246.

shafted character of, 239*;
horizontal treatment, 242; east

ends, 243; west, 246; Lincoln
transept, 246; porches, 247

;

doorways, 246.

East end, sqiiare, Saxon, 46.

Eastward extension of English
churches, 46, 48.

Elm, 300*.

Elne, Comacine lowi-r, iS.

lih', 43; narthcx, 48; chantry
I'hapels, 52; east end, 243, 245*;
vaulting, 266; Lady chapel, 268;

choii', 279; glazed triforium,

,
264.

English churches, eastward ex-
tension, 46; east end, square,

46, 170, 217; monastic char-
acter of, 48, 57 ; contrast with
French, 39, 282.

English Christianit)-, missionar}-

character ot\ 40, 41.

Ephesine Liturgy, 40.

Epine, Notre Dame de 1' (Marne),
coliunns at, 109*; towers, 153.

Erasmus and Colet at Canter-
bury, 51.^

Escombe Church, Durham, 173".

Ethelbert, 40.

Evercreech, tower, 162, 165*.

Eu (Seine-inf. ), nave arches, 196.

Evreux Cathedral, 29, 44, 280.

Exeter, 262; transept towers, 49*;
vaulting, 81*, 266; west front,

316.

Facades, 160; Norman, 200;

French and English compared,
316; destroyed in England,
161. 1/

Flamboyant, English origin of, at

Amiens, 138; at Rouen, 259.

tracer)-, 138, 139, 140*, 141,

142, 154*, 279; mouldings, 281;

late, 280, 285.

Flore Church, door, 246*.

Florence, S. Miniato, 10*, 12, 194.

Foliage, Early English, 249.

Fontevrault, 64.

Fountains Abbey, 46; plan, 218;

arcading, 246; tower, 300.

Fourteenth century, a period of

completion, 258.

Four-centred arch, 281.

Fox's, Bp., chapel, Ely, 52.

Frampton, Lines, tower, 165*.

France, Southern, architecture

of, 2^; trade routes, zy, domed
churches of, 20*, 24, 64.
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Frencli art, arrest oi\ ilui-ini;- Kng'-

lisli wars, 258.

Fronch and Eng^lish cathedrals,
contrast, ^i^^*^'

French chiii-clies, absence of ex-
tension in, 46; earh" plai^of, 27.

French Gothic, sources of, 24.

French vaulting-, late, 88; Rue,
90*; St. Pierre, Caen, 91*;
Gisors, 93*.

Friars, influence of, 30.

Furness Abbey, 218.

Gables, over windows, 94, 98*

;

carr3'ing roof in early churches,
10*, 194.

German influence at Xoyon and
Tournai, 231 note.

Germigny ies Pr^s, 19, 36, 64.

Gildas, 40.

Gisors, vault, 90, 93*.

Glastonbury, tower, 162.

Gloucester Cathedral, crypt, 12;

pulpitum, 48; Lady Chapel, 48;
choir vault, 65; note, 82; ball

flower, 117, 121*; choir, 145*;
buttresses, 198; tower, 160;

west front, 161; importance of,

257, 286; columns, 208.

Gothic art, principles of, at Dur-
ham, 199.

Gothic,development of,in Eastern
France, 228; France ahead of

England, 228.

Gothic vault, its orig^in, 65 ; con-
struction,. 76, 79*; —of Eng-lish

vault, 78.

Greensted, Essex, wooden Saxon
church, 174, 176.

Grenoble, Comacine tower, 18.

Groined vault, at Canterbury, 60*;

Roman, 64*.

Hag-ioscope, 11.

Hammerbeam roof, 308.

Hampton - in - Arden, buttress,
210*.

Hardrada, Harold, 204.

Harrow, 300^.

Haymo, his account of the Com-
mimes, 25.

Hedon, Vorks, 160.

Herring^-bone work, 171*.

Hexham, Saxon crjpt of, 170;

chancel screen, 141.

Heysham, Celtic chapel at, 172.

Holy Sepulchre, ir, 12; churches
copied from, 224.

Hoodmould, 117, 178.

Horizontal treatment of English
design, 1 16, 242.

Hy^res, black and white masonry,
Comacine, 18.

Iffiey, 201, 204.

lie de France, coalescence of
sources of French Gothic in, 24.

He St. Honorat, Cannes, 7, 36.

Independence of columns and
moulding, 116, 224.

lona, 40.

Irish Church, 40; monastic char-
acter of, 170.

J arrow, 172, 176, 178.

Jouarre, 36.

Jube, 30; at Notre Dame de
I'Epine, 109*, 186, 234.

Jumi^ges, plan, 46; vault, 70;
western towers, 160; interior,

191*.

Kara Dag^h, the (Asia Minor), 23,

Kentish tracerj^ 139*.

Kildare, 40.

Kirkstall, 46, 218.

Lady Chapels, 48, 52.

Lanfranc, his churches, Caen, 46;
Canterbur}', 54*, 57, 161, 194.

Langres (Haute-iNIarne), 66, 74.

Lantern towers, St. Ouen, 154*;
Coutances, 158*; Caen, 160*;

Wimborne, 201 ; vaulted over,

160; at Lincoln and Canterbury,
160, 201.

Laon, 71, 232; nave, 115*, 160,

2;^2; Norman type of, 27; towers,

28, 152; chapels, 29; columns,
106, 113, 116.

Lavenham tower, 162.

Leeds, 42.
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Leicester, St. Mai\ s, roof", ^o^''\

Le Mans Catlietlral, 2(); I'hoii", 28".

Notre Danio dc la Couture,

36.

Loiiglli o( l"'iii4"lisli (.luiri-hos, 4S.

Leonard-Staiilej', 160.

Lichfield, 38*, 43, 262; west front,

i6i, 321*; south transept, 247;
date, 257; two-storied desig-n,

268; compared with St. Ouen,
268; pierced parajiet, 277.

Lierne vaults, 82, 84*.

Lima)-, tower, 149.

Limog^es, \'enetian depot at, 23.

Lincoln, St. Hugh's apse, 46;
flj-ing- buttresses, 99, 247

;

columns, 114, 116, 220, 224;
windows, 139; towers, 161 ;

vaulting, 242 ; arcading, 244

;

choir, 238*; date, 225, 239; cap-
itals, 252; crockets, 254, 273*;

tracery, 266; triforium bases,

242; south-east transept, 246;
compared with Canterbury,

239; with Salisbury, 242; with
Amiens, 243; west front, 318.

Lindisfarne, 40.

Lion porches, 19.

Lion-sur-Mer (Calvados), 156.

Loculi. 44.
Lombard plan, 13, 45, 70.

London, Temple Church, 76, 224.

Long and short work, 171*;

origin of, 172; at Poitiers, 172;
at Montpellier, 172.

Louth, 164.

Lustleigh, corbels for veil, 185.

Lyons, Gallican, church of, 40.

Majolo, Abbot of Ckiny, 189.

Malmesbury Abbey, 127, 211*,

218; porch, 204; column, 208;
vaulting, 228.

Manchester, 42.

Le Mans, 30; choir aisle, 28*, 234.
Notre Dame de la Couture.

36.

Marseilles, 23.

Maulbronn, 46.

Meaux, 29.

Meslemont, Olivier de, 202.

Milan, St. Ambrose, atrium, 4';

plan, 5*; vaulting, 69; piers,

I 12, 194.

TowiM" of S. Satiro, 149,

175^-, 190.

Tower of St. Ambrose, 4*.

Monastic character of English
Christianity, 40-41, 44, 53, 57.

Monkwearmouth, 174, 175*; tower
window, 177*.

Mont Majour, St. Croix de, 36.

Mont St. Michel, buttresses, 94;
piers, 1 10; arcading, 244.

Montefiascone, 69.

Morienval, 71*, 228; towers, 160.

Mouchettes and soufflets, 139.

Mouldings, 270-277; English, de-
signed on chamfer, 114, 120*;

sections, 120*, 121*; Decorated,
114, 120*, 277*; enriched, 117*,

121*; wrought with axe or
chisel, 117*; spirit of ancient
and modern, 118; French, J2i*,

122*, 123*, 270; of bases and
capitals, 125*; undercutting,

119.

Norman, 209°*, 210, 211, 214.

Early English, 248*, 250*;
Decorated, 277* ; Perpendicu-
lar, 293*.

Moulineaux, rood loft, 187.

Much-Wenlock, corbels for veil,

185.

National feeling in late English
work, 286.

Nave chapels, 52.

Nevers, 29.

Newark, 164, 165*.

Niche, the keynote of decorated
design, 270.

Ninian, St., 40.

•Norman, plans, 45; vaulting, 68,

72, 198; towers, 201 ; influence

onjGothic. 218, 243, aSo
Windows, 204, 205*.

^:::r— Pier, 205*.

Northampton, 43.
Norwich Cathedral, piers, 104*,
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11^;; wi-sl Irtiiil, i()i; .iiiihula-

loty. 45.

Xoiwich, St. PftiT iM.iiurof't, 4J.

N'oyoii, 29; western towers, 162;

round and pointed ;uH-lies, 2T,i ;

transepts, 2t,i note.

Oiiistreham, 201.

Og'ee curve, 141, 2S1.

Oxford, 43, 46; Cathedral, S7*

;

orig-inalplan, 167; round arches,

87, 218, J jo; spire, 164; towers,
Alajifdalen CoUeije, 162 ; St.

Michael's, 162; St. Mary's, 164;
vaulting;, Divinit\" School, 86,

102*
; Christ Chin-ch staircase,

299* ; windows, Merton Col-
leg-e, 138*; St. Mary's, 138*.

Parclose screens, 30.

Paris, Notre Dame on site of
Temple of Jupiter, 22; secular
character of, 29 ; chapels, 29

;

enclosure wall, 44; plan, 50*;

vaulting; of aisles, 76; colon-
nade, 106*; cornice, 124*; en-
larg-ement of windows, 127,

129*; towers, 152; original de-
sign, 262; facade, 312*; sculp-
ture, 318-320*.

Bishop's palace, 22.

St. Germain des Pr^s, 229.

St. Martin des Champs, 228,

233-
St. Severin, vault, 90;

columns, no; mouldings, 119.

St. Jacques de la Boucherie,
tower, 154.

• St. V'ictor, 202.

Parish churches in abbeA- towns,
42; character of, 42; English,

294; French, 302.

Patrick, St., 40.

Patrington, Yorks, 160, 258.
Pavia, St. Michael, piers, 112.

Perigueux, Latin basilica, 18, 36;
St. Front, 19, 20*, 24, 64.

Perpendicular, origin of, 142, 144;
niche-like windows c>f, 104*,

146*; flat-headed windows of,

147, 290*, 291*; domestic char-

acter of, 143, 146; piers, 292,

295; doors, 293; mouldings, 293;
mouldings and buttri'sses, 296*,

-97*-

PersluMc, lower, i()o; li-iforium,

I'eterhorougli, 217, 227; ceiling of

nave, 70; tower, 160; choir, 193*.

I'hilip .Augustus, building ai-ti\it\'

of his reign, 2^^.

I'ierre de Montereau, 134.

I'iers and cohmins, 106, 114.

Pilaster strips, .Saxon, at .Somp-
ting, t68*; at Barnack, i7o'";

at Pearl's Barton, 175*, 176.

Pilgrimages, 51.

Plans, basilican, 5"; of earh-
churches, 15.

Plans compared, Amiens and
Salisbury, 49*.

Plantagenet vaults, 65.

Pointed arch, 67*, 210, 218.

Poitiers, Cathedral, 24, 29, 65.

St. Jean, 18, 36; long and
short work, 172; straight-sided
arches, 178.

Pompeii, House of Pansa, plan
of, 5*-

Pont Audemer (Eure), 192.

Poiss}-, round arches, 228.

Pomposa, 176.

Portbury, corbels for veil, 185.

Pre-Conquest architecture, two
types of, 167.

Prothesis, 12, 39.
Provence, 23.

Pulpitum or choir screen, 48.

Purbeck marble, use of, 113, 223.

Quadripartite vaulting, 72.

Querqueville (Manche), 7, 36.

Ravenna, St. \'itale, eastern plan,

17, 19; model of Aix, 19.

Reculvers, 167; coluinns of, 168.

Reims Cathedral, choir, 29;
chapels, 29; flying buttresses,

95*; window.Si_i^8 ; cusps, 128;
^facade, 150*, 152, 160; descrip-
tion, 236; towers, 152; sculp-
ture, 320, 322*.
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Reims, St. Romi, vaultiiiyf, 18;

western tower, i6q.

St. Xic.'iise, i^^y

Relic worship in Eniflaiui, 51.

Repton, cr\pt, 169*.

Ribbed vault, development oi', 68;

date of, 69.

Ripon, Saxon crypt of, 170; transi-

tional work at, 218, 220, 221*.

Rochester, na\e arches, 196.

Roman building system, 16; con-
tinuance of methods, zy, Roman
\aulting^, 64*; Roman house,
plan, 3, 5*; use of columns,
105.

Romanesque, in the He dc France,
227 ; elsewhere throughout
France, 23.

Romano-British Christianity de-
stroyed in England, 39.

Rome, Sta Agnese, 9, 178.

Building guilds, 16.

S. Callixtus, Cemetery of, 7.

Sta Cecilia in Trastevere, 8,

10.

S. Cesare al Palatino, 49.

S. Clemente, 6, 8, 10, 53.

Sta Costanza, 12.

S. Giorgio in \'elabro, 12.

SS. Giovanni e Paolo, 6,

10.

House, 3; plan of, adapted
to church, 5*.

St. John Lateran, plan, 5*.

S. Lorenzo Fuori le Mura,
view, 8*.

Sta Maria Antiqua, plan, 5*.

Sta Maria degli Angeli, 64*,

105.

Sta Maria Maggiore, plan,

n •

Pantheon— dome, 63, igo.

St. Peter's, 4, 9, ^^, 132.

S. Pietro in \'incoli, 13.

S. Praxede, 13.

SS. Ouattro Coronati, 178.

Sta Sinforosa, 7.

Towers in, 149.

Romsey, ambulatorj', 46; tri-

forium, 220; buttress, 247*.

Rose windows, 140.

Rouen, 29; Cathedral, view from
south, 27*; from east, 43*;

transept, 130*; nave arches,

196; flamboyant, first appears
at, 138; Tour de Beurre, 155*,

156; Tour St. Romain, 156;

central tower, 160; facade, 201.

St. Laurent, tower, 154.

St. Maclou, bases of piers,

112; vaulting ribs, 123*; porch,
280*; sculpture, 323, 324*.

St. Ouen,29; glazedtriforium,

32; character of, 44; columns,
108; vaulting ribs, 122; central

tower, 154*; onlv fourteenth

century building, 259; contrast

with Lichfield, 268; two-storied

design, 264, 279; roof, 306*.

St. Paul, triapsidal plan, 7.

St. \'incent, windows, 144.

Ruqueville, oriental decoration,

24, 192, 202.

Rue (Somme), vaulting, 88, 90*.

Ruskin quoted, 112, 161, 268,

3^3-

St. Albans tower, 160, 201.

St. Cross, pointed arch at, 218.

St. Denis, vaulting, 65, 74;
columns, 108; tower, 162; de-

scription, 231*; triforium,

glazed, 264.

St. Frideswide, Oxford, plan, 46.

St. Generoux, 36.

St. Germain, Sainte Chapelle,

131*' 133*-

St. Guilhem le Desert, 36.

St. Leu d'Esserent, 228, 233.

St. Martin de Londres, 19, 36.

St. Pol de Leon (Kreisker), 164*'.

St. Ricquier, 169; vault, 88.

St. Saturnin (Seine-hif. ), 7.

St. Thomas, Salisbury, 42.

Sainte Chapelle, Paris, clerestory

gables, 98*, 131.

St. Germain-en-Laye, 131*,

133*-

Salisbury, plan, 50*; compared
with Amiens, 49, 236; with

Reims, 236; with Lincoln, 242;
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spire, 164; tiitoriuni, 264; wost
front, 318.

Saiuhvicli, St. CIoiikmU, 201.

Saxon arches, Barnaek, Witter-
ing", iSi*; Rrig'stock, etc. , icS^*.

Cliurches, 46; Basilioan, lOy-

i6g; Celtic type, 170-176; list

oi\ 178; Canterbury, St. Martin,
St. Pancras, 167.

Doorways, not rebated, 172;

Monkwearmoiith, 174; Earl's

Barton, Barton - on - Hiimber,

179.

Imposts, 1S3"".

Windows, spla\' of,
1
72.

invasion, 40.

traditions in Eng'lisli Gothic,

217.

Screens and veils, 184 sc</. ; de-

corated, 270.

Sculpture, 319.
Seez, 29, 264.

Semicircular groins, 66 note; Bil-

son on, 66.

Senlis, 151*, 230, 280.

Sens Cathedral, 29, 59*, 72*;

aisle vault, 76*, 229; twin
columns, 113.

Sexpartite vaulting-, 70; not found
in Eng-land, 72 ; its disadvan-
tag-es, 72.

Shafted columns, 216*, 223*, 239*,

244.
Sheffield, 42.

Sherborne, fan vau.lting, 85*, 86*;

porch, 204; conversion, 288.

Shobdon, 202.

Silchester, 39.
Sisteron (Basses-Alpes), Coma-

cine masonr}', 18.

.Size of churches, reasons for, 48.

Soissons, Cathedral, 29, 75*

;

sources of French Gothic in

Soissonnais, 24, 227; transepts,

232.

St. Jean des Vignes, 152*.

Sole-plate, 310.

Sompting-, tower, 168*, 171, 178
note.

Soufflets and mouchettes, 139.

Sources of French Gothic, 24.

.Southwell, 159*; pulpitiun, 46;
clerestory, 204; i-oiunms, 206;

chapter house, 247, 256*.

.Spire, French, 149, 150; iMiglish,

.N'oi'man origin oC, 162; broat-h,

165*; pinnacled, i()5.

Square ends of English churchi>s,

. 49-
Stanley, Dean, quoted, Ti22.

Stanton St. John, 301.

String- courses at Xotre Dame,
I 24.

Suger. See St. Denis, 27.

Sully, Maurice de, architect of
Notre Dame, 2^2.

S\'ria, churches of, connection
with southern France, 15.

Tamworth Castle, herringbone
work at, 171*.

Tas de charge, 31 note, ;^t„ 99,
100*, loi*; see Glossary.

Taunton, tower, 162.

Temple Church, vaulting-, 76.

Tewkesbury, choir, lierne vault-

ing-, 84*; tower, 160; porch, 204.

Texier, Jean, architect, 154.

Thaon, tower, 158, 163*, 201.

Tiercerons, 80.

Timber roofs, 304.
Toulouse, St. Sernin, triforium

gallery, 27, 64, 68.

Tours, Cathedral, 29; St. Martin,

12,45, 64. 68.

Tournai, inspires Noyon, 27, 231.

Tournus, vaulting-, 18, 23.

Towers, S. Satire, 149, 175*;

Chartres, 149*; Reims, 150*,

152; Caudebec, 153*; St. Ouen,
154*; Tour de Beurre, Rouen,
'55*' Ver, Anguerii}-, Basly,

157*; Coutances, 158*; continu-

ous desig-n of, 150-153; lanterns,

154, 201; Norman towers, 154,

160, 200; Thaon, 158, 163*; cen-

tral towers, 49, 201; Barton-on-
Humber, Studland, Wimborne,
Ramsey, Dover, Guildford,
Ryes, 158; in Rome, 149; Saxon
and Norman, 149, 162; orig-in of
French mediaeval, 149; western.
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161; at Ramsey and Deerluirst,

174; Skipwith, 176; buttresses
to, 162.

Towns, rise of, lound monasteries,
21; of Roman orijcin, 22.

Tracery, F"rench, 132; Enjclish,

134; Flamboyant, 140*, 282*,

329*; Perpendieular, 142, 144.

Trade routes throiijjfh Franee, 18,

Transept, galleries, 56*; chapels,

190; towers, Rome, 49; Canter-
bury, 53; Exeter, 42; Coutances,
158; Caen, 160.

Rounded, Xoyon and Sois-

sons, 231.

Transitional work at Canterburj-,
Ripon, Chichester, Wells, 222,

224.

Transverse g-ables across Nor-
man naves, 194.

Triapsidal plan, 13, 45; at Dur-
ham, 46; at Lessay, Ceris}-,

S. Georg'es- de - Boscherville,

Triclinium, 7.

Triforium, Paris, St. Sernin, 27;
Amiens, 31; g-lazed, 32*, 264;
at St. Ouen, 265*; at Salisbury,

264.

Triforium g^alleries, earliest, 190;
use of, 195.

Troyes Cathedral, 29; fljing but-

tress, 96*.

St. Urbain, 94, 108, 239, 261*.

Twin belfry lig-hts, 179.

Two-storied design, 264, 268.

Tysoe, Warwickshire, 141.

Uppingham, 43.
Urne, Norway, 174.

\'ault construction, 76, 79*, 80*,

88; English. 78.

\'aulting, efforts to vault early
churches, 17.

\'aulting shafts, English and
French contrasted, 116; at
Malmesbury, 116, 211*; Peter-
borough, 116; at Wells, St.

David's, Hexham, Rievaulx,
Salisbury, Exeter, 81*; Ely,

Lincoln, 47*, 238*.

X'aulting ribs, multiplication ot\

81; lierne vaults, 82*, go, 121*;

St. Ouen, 122*; St. Maclou,
123*.

X'aulting, fan, its origin, 84; at

Sherborne, •:'5*, 86* ; at West-
minster, 89* ; King's College,
86; St. George's, Windsor, 86;
Divinitv School, Oxford, 86*;

Oxford' Cathedral, 86, 87*.

V^eil, consecration, 40, 184.

X'endome, facade, 282* ; tower,

.
1 49-,

V'er (Calvados), tower, 157*.

\'erneuil (Eure), tc)wer, 154.

Vernouillet (S. et O. ), tower, 149.

Verona, S. Stefano, plan, 12.

Vertical treatment of French de-
sign, Amiens, 240*, 242.

Vezelay, carving at, 2*, 23; in-

fluence on art, 24; vaulting, 66.

\'ienna, St. Stephen's, tower and
spire, 150.

Vienne (Iserre), 40.

Vignor}-, 11*, 12; vaulting of
transepts, 18, 44.

Virgin, worship of, 52.

\'olpiano, William of, 190.

Wall-arch, 69, 94, 98*.

Wells Cathedral, 43; chapter
house, 76*; ambulatory, 76;
compared with Peterborough,
222*; west front, 201, 317*;
north porch, 223* ; horizontal
design, 241*.

St. Cuthbert's, 42.

Welsh Church, 39, 40.

Westminster Abbey, built by
Edward the Confessor, 196, 197;
ambulatory, 76; cloister vault,

78, 80*; fan vaulting, 89;
Henry VH's Chapel, 88, 89*;
bar tracer}', 262; triforium,

,-54*-.

Westminster, Si. Margaret's,
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Wostminster Hall, roof, 309*.
W'l'st's, Bp., chapel, Ely, 52.
Winchester Cathedral, transeptal

ifallery, 56*; piers, 113; Heme
vaultinif in Lady Chapel, 83*'

;

lower, 150; west front, 161;
conversion of, to Perpendicular,
289*.

William of \'olpiano, 189; sent to
Fecamp, 190.

W'inchilsea, sedilia, 269*.

Windsor, St. Georg:e's Chapel,
\ault, 86.

Wing-, Bucks, 170; colunniar but-
tresses, 214.

Witney, Oxon, 42.

Wolverhampton, 42.

W3ckhani Church, midwall shafts
and window, 177"'.

Wykeham Chantry, Winchester,
5--

W^ymondham, tower, 162.

York Cathedral, 48; compared
with Abbeville, 3^5*, 326; vault-
ing shafts, 264.
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STRATFORD-ON-AVON. By Harold Baker. 2nd Edition.

THE TEMPLE CHURCH. By George Worley. 2nd Edition, revised.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S, SMITHFIELD. By George Worley.
TEWKESBURY ABBEY AND DEERHURST PRIORY. By H. J.

L. J. Masse, M.A. 4th Edition.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY. By Charles Hiatt. 3id Edition.

WIMBORNE MINSTER AND CHRISTCHURCH PRIORY. By
Rev. T. Perkins, M.A., F.R.A.S. 2nd Edition.

MALVERN PRIORY. By the Rev. Anthony C. Deane, {Preparing.)

ST. MARY REDCLIFFE, BRISTOL. By H. J. L. J. Massif, M.A.
(Preparing.

)

Others tofollow.

Bell's Handbooks to Continental

Churches
Profusely Illustrated. Crown Zvo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net each.

CHARTRES: The Cathedral and Other Churches. By H. J. L. J.

Mass£, M.A. 3rd Edition.

ROUEN: The Cathedral and Other Churches. By the Rev. T. Perkins,

M.A.

AMIENS. By the Rev. T. Perkins, M.A., F.R.A.S.

PARIS (NOTRE-DAME). By Charles Hiatt.

MONT ST. MICHEL. By H. J. L. J. Mass^, M.A.

BAYEUX. By the Rev. R. S. Mylne, M.A.
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